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ABSTRACT
We introduce a family of mathematical objects calledP-schemes, whereP is a poset
of subgroups of a finite group G. A P-scheme is a collection of partitions of the
right coset spaces H\G, indexed by H ∈ P , that satisfies a list of axioms. These
objects generalize the classical notion of association schemes [BI84] as well as the
notion ofm-schemes [IKS09].
Based on P-schemes, we develop a unifying framework for the problem of deter-
ministic factoring of univariate polynomials over finite fields under the generalized
Riemann hypothesis (GRH). More specifically, our results include the following:
• We show an equivalence between m-schemes as introduced in [IKS09] and
P-schemes in the special setting that G is a multiply transitive permutation
group andP is a poset of pointwise stabilizers, and therefore realize the theory
ofm-schemes as part of the richer theory of P-schemes.
• We give a generic deterministic algorithm that computes the factorization
of the input polynomial f(X) ∈ Fq[X] given a “lifted polynomial” f˜(X)
of f(X) and a collection F of “effectively constructible” subfields of the
splitting field of f˜(X) over a certain base field. It is routine to compute
f˜(X) from f(X) by lifting the coefficients of f(X) to a number ring. The
algorithm then successfully factorizes f(X) under GRH in time polynomial
in the size of f˜(X) and F , provided that a certain condition concerning P-
schemes is satisfied, forP being the poset of subgroups of the Galois groupG
of f˜(X) defined byF via the Galois correspondence. By considering various
choices of G, P and verifying the condition, we are able to derive the main
results of known (GRH-based) deterministic factoring algorithms [Hua91a;
Hua91b; Rón88; Rón92; Evd92; Evd94; IKS09] from our generic algorithm
in a uniform way.
• We investigate the schemes conjecture in [IKS09] and formulate analogous
conjectures associated with various families of permutation groups, each
of which has applications on deterministic polynomial factoring. Using a
technique called induction of P-schemes, we establish reductions among
these conjectures and show that they form a hierarchy of relaxations of the
original schemes conjecture.
v• We connect the complexity of deterministic polynomial factoring with the
complexity of the Galois group G of f˜(X). Specifically, using techniques
from permutation group theory, we obtain a (GRH-based) deterministic fac-
toring algorithm whose running time is bounded in terms of the noncyclic
composition factors of G. In particular, this algorithm runs in polynomial
time if G is in Γk for some k = 2O(
√
logn), where Γk denotes the family
of finite groups whose noncyclic composition factors are all isomorphic of
subgroups of the symmetric group of degree k. Previously, polynomial-time
algorithms for Γk were known only for bounded k.
• We discuss various aspects of the theory of P-schemes, including techniques
of constructing new P-schemes from old ones, P-schemes for symmetric
groups and linear groups, orbit P-schemes, etc. For the closely related theory
of m-schemes, we provide explicit constructions of strongly antisymmetric
homogeneous m-schemes for m ≤ 3. We also show that all antisymmetric
homogeneous orbit 3-schemes have a matching form ≥ 3, improving a result
in [IKS09] that confirms the same statement form ≥ 4.
In summary, our framework reduces the algorithmic problem of deterministic
polynomial factoring over finite fields to a combinatorial problem concerning P-
schemes, allowing us to not only recover most of the known results but also discover
new ones. We believe progress in understandingP-schemes associated with various
families of permutation groups will shed some light on the ultimate goal of solving
deterministic polynomial factoring over finite fields in polynomial time.
vi
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1C h a p t e r 1
INTRODUCTION
We are interested in the problem of deterministic univariate polynomial factoring
over finite fields: given a univariate polynomial f of degree n ∈ N+ over a finite
field Fq, our goal is to deterministically compute a factorization of f over Fq
f(X) = c ·
k∏
i=1
fi(X),
where c ∈ Fq is the leading coefficient of f and each factor fi is irreducible over Fq.
This is called the complete factorization of f over Fq. It is unique up to the order
of the factors fi, since Fq[X] is a unique factorization domain. In addition, we are
also interested in the more moderate goal of deterministically computing a proper
factorization of f , i.e., factoring f into more than one factors where each factor is
allowed to be reducible.
1.1 Previous work
Univariate polynomial factoring over finite fields has been extensively studied over
the years as one of the most fundamental problems in computer algebra and a com-
mon subroutine of many algorithms in coding theory, cryptography, computational
number theory, etc. We review the previous work on this problem, with emphasis
on deterministic factoring algorithms. For a detailed survey, see [GP01].
A truly polynomial-time factoring algorithm is required to factorize a degree-n
polynomial f(X) ∈ Fq[X] in time (n log q)O(1), since it takes O(n log q) bits to
describe f . If randomness is allowed, such algorithms are well known: Berlekamp
[Ber70] described a randomized algorithm that (completely) factorizes a univariate
polynomial over Fq in polynomial time. The same paper also gave a deterministic
reduction from the problem of factoring f to the problem of finding the roots of
certain other polynomials that split inton linear factors overFp, where p = char(Fq).
More efficient randomized algorithms were discovered since then [CZ81; GS92;
KS98; Uma08; KU11]. The current best known running time has the exponent 3/2
in n, as achieved by [KU11] based on the technique of fast modular composition.
On the other hand, despite much effort, factoring polynomials over finite fields in
deterministic polynomial time remains a long-standing open problem. Berlekamp
2[Ber67] gave the first deterministic algorithm for the general problem, whose run-
ning time is polynomial inn and q (instead ofn and log q). His aforementioned paper
[Ber70] gave a deterministic algorithm that runs in time polynomial in n, log q and
p = char(Fq). Deterministic algorithms with running time (n log q)O(1)p1/2 were
given in [Sho90; BKS15]. Unfortunately, the p1/2-dependence on the characteris-
tic p of the field remains the best known for unconditional deterministic factoring
algorithms, even if we only consider quadratic polynomials. Faster algorithms are
known when p − 1 is assumed to be a smooth number [Gat87; Rón89; Sho91].
In addition, there are deterministic algorithms for special polynomials based on
the theory of elliptic curves or abelian varieties [Sch85; Pil90]. Finally, the pa-
per [Iva+12] also unconditionally obtained some positive results on deterministic
polynomial factoring in certain special cases.
A lot more is known if one accepts the generalized Riemann hypothesis (GRH):
a deterministic polynomial-time algorithm that factorizes polynomials of the form
Xn−a ∈ Fp[X] under GRHwas given in [AMM77]. Several GRH-based determin-
istic algorithms were proposed since then. These algorithms factorize a polynomial
f(X) ∈ Fp[X] using the auxiliary information of a lifted polynomial, i.e., a poly-
nomial f˜(X) ∈ Z[X] satisfying f˜(X) mod p = f(X). Huang [Hua91a; Hua91b]
proved that a polynomial f(X) ∈ Fp[X] can be deterministically factorized in poly-
nomial time under GRH provided that the Galois group of the lifted polynomial is
abelian.1 This was generalized in [Evd92] to the case of solvable Galois groups.
For a general Galois groupG, the work [Rón92] provided a deterministic algorithm
that runs in time polynomial in |G| and the size of the input under GRH. In general,
however, the cardinality of G may be as large as n!, as attained by the symmetric
group of degree n. Thus the algorithm in [Rón92] may take exponential time.
In a different approach, Rónyai [Rón88] showed that a polynomial f(X) ∈ Fq[X]
of degree n can be factorized deterministically in time (nn log q)O(1) under GRH.
The algorithm proceeds by manipulating tensor powers of the ring Fq[X]/(f(X)),
and does not need a lifted polynomial of f . Building on Rónyai’s work, Evdokimov
[Evd94] showed that the problem can be solved in quasipolynomial time by pre-
senting a deterministic (nlogn log q)O(1)-time algorithm under GRH. Evdokimov’s
algorithm remains the best known result on GRH-based deterministic polynomial
factoring, although the O(log n) exponent of the running time was later improved
1In addition, p is assumed to be a “regular” prime in [Hua84; Hua91a; Hua91b] and also in
[Rón92]. This condition can be removed. See Section 5.3 for a discussion.
3by a certain constant factor [CH00; IKS09; Gua09; Aro13].
Efforts were made to understand the combinatorics behind Rónyai’s and Evdoki-
mov’s algorithms [CH00; Gao01], culminating in the work [IKS09] that proposed
the notion ofm-schemes together with an algorithm that subsumes those in [Rón88;
Evd94] (see also the follow-upwork [Aro13; Aro+14]). Anm-scheme, parametrized
by m ∈ N+, is a collection of partitions of sets that satisfies a list of axioms. It
was shown in [IKS09] that whenever the algorithm fails to produce a proper factor-
ization, there always exists an m-scheme satisfying strict combinatorial properties.
Evdokimov’s result can then be interpreted as the fact that such an m-scheme does
not exist for sufficiently large m = O(log n). Finally, a conjecture on m-schemes,
known as the schemes conjecture, was proposed in [IKS09], whose affirmative
resolution would imply a polynomial-time factoring algorithm under GRH.
Role of GRH. GRH asserts that all nontrivial zeros of Dirichlet L-functions are
on the line Re(z) = 1/2. As noted in [Rón92], the known GRH-based algorithms
(including our work) only need a consequence of GRH that finite fields can be
efficiently constructed, and their kth power non-residues2 can be efficiently found.
Formally, for all the statements made under GRH throughout this thesis, we may
use the following hypothesis instead.
Hypothesis (∗). There exists a deterministic algorithm that given a prime number p
and an integer d ∈ N+, constructs3 the finite field Fpd in time polynomial in d log p.
In addition, given any prime factor k dividing pd − 1, a kth power non-residue of
Fpd can be found deterministically in time polynomial in k and d log p.
See [Hua91b; LMO79] for the proof that Hypothesis (∗) holds under GRH. By
[Bha+17], it holds even under a weaker version of GRH, which asserts that all
nontrivial zeros of Dirichlet L-functions are in the strip Re(z) ∈ [1
2
− , 1
2
+ ] for
some constant  < 1/2.
1.2 Main results
In this thesis, we introduce a family of mathematical objects called P-schemes,
generalizing the classical notion of association schemes [BI84] as well as the notion
ofm-schemes [IKS09]. Based on P-schemes, we develop a unifying framework for
deterministic univariate polynomial factoring over finite fields under GRH.
2For a prime factor k of q − 1, an element x ∈ F×q is a kth power residue of Fq if x ∈ (F×q )k.
Otherwise it is a kth power non-residue.
3By constructing Fpd , we mean finding its structure constants in some Fp-basis. See [Len90].
4P-schemes. Roughly speaking, given a finite groupG and a poset P of subgroups
of G, a P-scheme is collection of partitions,
C = {CH : H ∈ P},
satisfying certain constraints, where each CH is a partition of the right coset space
H\G = {Hg : g ∈ G}. The formal definition is given in Definition 2.4. We also
define various properties of P-schemes, including antisymmetry, strong antisym-
metry, discreteness, and homogeneity. These properties play important roles in our
polynomial factoring algorithms.
WhenG is chosen to be a symmetric group and P is a poset of stabilizer subgroups
(with respect to the natural action of G), we recover the notion of m-schemes
[IKS09]:
Theorem 1.1 (informal). Suppose G = Sym(S) acts naturally on a finite set S
and P consists of the (pointwise) stabilizers GT for all subsets T ⊆ S satisfying
1 ≤ |T | ≤ m. Then a P-scheme C is equivalent to an m-scheme Π on S. More-
over, C is antisymmetric (resp. strongly antisymmetric, discrete on Gx for x ∈ S,
homogeneous on Gx for x ∈ S) iff Π has the corresponding property.
This result in fact holds as long as G is k-transitive for sufficiently large k. See
Theorem 2.1 for the formal statement.
In this way, we regard the theory ofm-schemes [IKS09; Aro13; Aro+14] as part of
the richer theory ofP-schemes. The advantage of adopting the notion ofP-schemes
is that these objects capture not only the combinatorial structure of m-schemes but
also the information provided by the group G and the poset P , which allows us
to carry out both the Galois-theoretic/group-theoretic approach [Hua91a; Hua91b;
Evd92; Rón92] and the combinatorial approach [Evd94; IKS09] of deterministic
polynomial factoring in a uniform way.
Aunifying framework fordeterministic polynomial factoring. The theory ofP-
schemes is applied to deterministic polynomial factoring as follows. For simplicity,
assume f is a degree-n polynomial that is defined over a prime fieldFp and factorizes
into n distinct linear factors over Fp. Let f˜(X) ∈ Z[X] be an irreducible lifted
polynomial of f , defined as follows:
Definition 1.1 (lifted polynomial). A lifted polynomial of a degree-n polynomial
f(X) ∈ Fp[X] is a polynomial f˜(X) ∈ Z[X] of degree n satisfying f˜ mod p = f .
5An irreducible lifted polynomial of f is a lifted polynomial of f that is irreducible
over Q.
Let L be the splitting field of f˜(X) over Q and let G = Gal(L/Q). By Galois
theory, we have a one-to-one correspondence between the subgroups of G and the
subfields of L
H = Gal(L/K)←→ K = LH ,
where LH denotes the fixed subfield of H .
In Chapter 3, we design a generic algorithm, which we refer to as the P-scheme
algorithm, that deterministically factorizes f under GRH given f and f˜ . The generic
part of the algorithm is a subroutine that uses f˜ to construct a poset of subfields of
L, which in turn corresponds to a poset P of subgroups of G by Galois theory. We
then prove that the algorithm always produces the complete factorization (resp. a
proper factorization) of f underGRH, unless a combinatorial condition regardingP-
schemes fails to hold.4 Therefore the problem of deterministic polynomial factoring
reduces to the problem of verifying this combinatorial condition about P-schemes.
By choosing various posets P and verifying the condition, we recover the main
results of the previous work [Hua91a; Hua91b; Rón88; Rón92; Evd92; Evd94;
IKS09] using the P-scheme algorithm. Our algorithm thus provides a unifying
framework for deterministic polynomial factoring over finite fields.
The generalized P-scheme algorithm. The P-scheme algorithm above is sub-
ject to the condition that the input polynomial is defined over a prime field Fp and
factorizes into distinct linear factors over Fp. In Chapter 5, we extend it to the gen-
eralized P-scheme algorithm that works for arbitrary polynomials f(X) ∈ Fq[X].
The results obtained from theP-scheme algorithm are then proved in full generality.
Several new ideas and a significant amount of work are required in the development
of the generalized P-scheme algorithm. See Chapter 5 for the details.
Constructing new P-schemes from old ones. We develop various techniques
of constructing new P-schemes from old ones, including restriction, induction,
extension, etc. These techniques are useful for investigating the existence of certain
P-schemes, allowing us to reduce one case to another.
4The condition requires all strongly antisymmetric P-schemes to be discrete (resp. inhomoge-
neous) on Gx, where x is a root of f˜ in L. See Theorem 3.9 for the formal statement.
6In particular, using induction of P-schemes, we show that for finite groups H ⊆ G
and a posetP of subgroups ofH , aP-schemewith various properties (antisymmetry,
strong antisymmetry, etc.) can be used to construct a P ′-scheme with the same
properties, where P ′ is a certain poset of G. Intuitively, this means polynomial
factoring “becomes easier” if the Galois group G is replaced by a subgroup H . We
make this intuition rigorous regarding the schemes conjecture proposed in [IKS09].
See below for a more detailed discussion.
In addition, we define the direct product and the wreath product of P-schemes,
generalizing the corresponding operations of permutation groups and association
schemes [SS98; Bai04]. We also define the direct product and the wreath product of
m-schemes. A consequence of these operations is that either the schemes conjecture
in [IKS09] holds, or it has infinitely many counterexamples.
Schemes conjectures for families of permutation groups. The work [IKS09]
proposed a combinatorial conjecture onm-schemes, called the schemes conjecture,
whose positive resolution would imply a deterministic polynomial-time factoring
algorithm under GRH. Proving this conjecture appears to be difficult. However,
as noted in Theorem 1.1 above, an m-scheme is essentially a P-scheme in the
(worst) case of symmetric groups, with respect to a poset P of pointwise stabilizers.
This observation suggests that one should first formulate and attack the analogous
conjectures for “less complex” Galois groups.
For each family G of finite permutation groups, we formulate an analogous con-
jecture, called the schemes conjecture for G. Like the original schemes conjecture,
the schemes conjecture for G also implies a deterministic polynomial-time factoring
algorithm under GRH, provided that that Galois group of the lifted polynomial f˜ ,
as a permutation group on the set of roots of f˜ , is a member of G. Moreover, we
show that these conjectures form a hierarchy of relaxations of the original schemes
conjecture in [IKS09]. More specifically, for two families of finite permutation
groups G and G ′ such that every member of G is (permutation isomorphic to) a
subgroup of member in G ′, the schemes conjecture for G is implied by that for G ′.
The worst case occurs when G is the family of symmetric groups, which yields (a
slight relaxation of) the original schemes conjecture. We hope progress on this
hierarchy of conjectures will shed some light on the original schemes conjecture
and pave the way for solving deterministic polynomial factoring over finite fields in
polynomial time under GRH.
7Galois groups with restricted noncyclic composition factors. Using our frame-
work of P-schemes, we design a GRH-based deterministic factoring algorithm that
completely factorizes a polynomial f using a lifted polynomial f˜ , such that the
running time of the algorithm is controlled by the noncyclic composition factors5 of
the Galois group of f˜ . More specifically, we have
Theorem 1.2 (informal). Under GRH, there exists a deterministic algorithm that
given f(X) ∈ Fq[X] and a lifted polynomial6 f˜ of f with the Galois group G,
completely factorizes f in time polynomial in k(G)log k(G), r(G) and the size of the
input, where k(G) (resp. r(G)) is the maximum degree (resp. maximum order) of
the alternating groups (resp. classical groups) among the composition factors ofG.
See Theorem 8.2 for the formal statement. Now fix k ∈ N+ and consider the family
of finite groupswhose noncyclic composition factors are all isomorphic to subgroups
of Sym(k). This family is commonly denoted by Γk in the literature, and plays a
significant role in graph isomorphism testing [Luk82; Mil83], asymptotic group
theory [BCP82; Pyb93; PS97] and computational group theory [Luk93; Ser03]. It
is known that a classical group of order r lies in Γk only if r = kO(log k) [Coo78].
So Theorem 1.2 implies
Theorem 1.3 (informal). Under GRH, there exists a deterministic algorithm that
given f(X) ∈ Fq[X] of degreen and a lifted polynomial f˜ of f , completely factorizes
f in time polynomial in n, log q and klog k, where k is the smallest positive integer
such that the Galois group of f˜ is in Γk.
See Theorem 8.3 for the formal statement. It refines and generalizes the main
results of [Hua91a; Hua91b; Evd92; Rón92; Evd94]. Note that the algorithm
runs in polynomial time under GRH provided that k = 2O(
√
logn). Previously,
polynomial-time factoring algorithms for Γk were known only for bounded k under
GRH [Evd92; BCP82].
Other results. Finally, we list some other results obtained in this thesis.
5Recall that a composition factor of a finite group is a finite simple group, and by the classification
of finite simple groups (CFSG) it is isomorphic to one of the following groups: a cyclic group of
prime order, an alternating group, a classical group, an exceptional group of Lie type, or one of the
26 sporadic simple groups.
6For a general (not necessarily prime) finite field Fq , we use a more general definition of lifted
polynomials (Definition 5.1) instead of Definition 1.1.
81. The schemes conjecture in [IKS09] asserts that if a homogeneous antisym-
metric orbit m-schemes on a set S has no matching, then m = O(1) (see
Chapter 2 for the definition of matchings). Currently, the best known upper
bound for m is m ≤ c log |S| + O(1), where c = 2
log 12
= 0.5578 · · · . We
consider the analogous problem for a general linear group GL(V ) over a fi-
nite field Fq acting naturally on S = V − {0}, and show that for this new
problem, we have a slightly improved bound m ≤ c′ log |S| + O(1) where
c′ = 4
4 log q+log 12
≤ 0.5273 · · · (Theorem 7.5). In addition, we consider the
analogous problems for the groups GL(V ), ΓL(V ), PGL(V ), and PΓL(V ),
and show that these problems are equivalent, in the sense that the optimal val-
ues ofm for them differ from each other by at most a constant (Theorem 7.4).
2. We generalize the notion of orbit schemes in [IKS09], or what we call orbit
m-schemes, to the notion of orbit P-schemes. We also prove that an orbit
m-scheme associated with a group K is antisymmetric iff the order of K is
coprime to 1, 2, . . . ,m (Lemma 2.16), which in turn shows that a result of
[Rón88; IKS09] on antisymmetric m-schemes is tight (cf. Lemma 2.17 and
Example 2.2).
3. The paper [IKS09] showed that the schemes conjecture is true when restricted
to orbit schemes, by proving that all antisymmetric homogeneous orbit m-
schemes on a set of cardinality greater than one have a matching for m ≥ 4.
We prove that the later statement in fact holds form ≥ 3 (Theorem 6.6).
1.3 Outline of the thesis.
Basic notations and preliminaries are given in the next section, and additional
preliminaries are given at the beginning of subsequent chapters.
Chapter 2 introduces definitions and develops basic results about P-schemes: we
first define P-schemes and their various properties. After reviewing the notion of
m-schemes in [IKS09] and their connection with association schemes, we prove
the formal version of Theorem 1.1 above. Then we investigate the notion of orbit
schemes in [IKS09], and extend it to our framework of P-schemes. Finally, some
concrete examples of strongly antisymmetric homogeneousm-schemes are given for
smallm.
The rest of the thesis is divided into two parts: Chapters 3–5 constitute the algorith-
mic part of the thesis, whereas Chapters 6–8 focus on further development of the
theory of P-schemes. The latter is mostly algorithm-free, except that Section 8.1
9contains an algorithm that depends on Section 4.2, Section 4.3, and Theorem 5.9.
The dependencies among chapters are roughly illustrated in Figure 1.1.
Chapter 2
Chapter 3
Chapter 5Chapter 4
Chapter 6
Chapter 7
Chapter 8
Figure 1.1: Dependencies among chapters
In Chapter 3, we develop the P-scheme algorithm, and use it to reprove the main
results of [Hua91a; Hua91b; Rón88; Rón92; Evd94; IKS09]. As mentioned above,
the results in Chapter 3 are subject to the condition that the input polynomial is
defined over a prime field Fp and factorizes into distinct linear factors over Fp.
TheP-scheme algorithm requires a subroutine that constructs a collection of number
fields. In Chapter 4, we discuss various ways of implementing this subroutine and
survey techniques of constructing number fields in the literature [Len83; Lan84;
Lan85; LM85; Evd92].
In Chapter 5, we develop the generalized P-scheme algorithm where the condition
about the input polynomial is no longer needed. The results in Chapter 3 are then
proved in full generality.
Chapter 6 develops various techniques of constructing new P-schemes from old
ones. In Section 6.3, we formulate the schemes conjectures for families of finite
permutation groups and show that these conjectures form a hierarchy of relaxations
of the schemes conjecture proposed in [IKS09]. Our result that an antisymmetric
homogeneous orbit m-scheme on a set of cardinality n > 1 has a matching for
m ≥ 3 is proved in Section 6.6, where we also discuss primitivity ofm-schemes.
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Chapter 7 discusses the (non-)existence of certain P-schemes for symmetric groups
and linear groups. In particular, we review the result in [Aro13] on m-schemes
(based on the work of [Evd94; IKS09], and independently discovered in [Gua09]),
and interpret it as a result about P-schemes with respect to the natural action of
symmetric groups. We also extend it to a more general result about P-schemes
with respect to standard actions of symmetric groups. The analysis employs a
technical “self-reduction lemma” proven in Section 7.2, which is also heavily used
in Chapter 8. Some results about P-schemes for linear groups are also given.
Finally, in Chapter 8, we describe our deterministic factoring algorithm for Galois
groups with restricted noncyclic composition factors. More specifically, we give the
algorithm and its analysis in Section 8.1, assuming a statement aboutP-schemes for
primitive permutation groups (Theorem 8.4). The rest of Chapter 8 then focuses on
verifying this statement.
1.4 Notations and preliminaries
Denote by N+ the set of positive integers. For k ∈ N+, we denote by [k] the set
{1, 2, . . . , k}. For two sets A and B, write A − B for the set difference {x : x ∈
A and x 6∈ B}.7 The cardinality of a finite set S is denoted by |S|. Denote by log
the logarithmic function with base 2.
A partition of a finite set S is a set P of nonempty subsets of S satisfying S =∐
B∈P B, where
∐
denotes the disjoint union. Each B ∈ P is called a block of P .
For two partitions P and P ′ of S, we say P refines P ′, or P is a refinement of P ′, if
every block in P ′ is a disjoint union of blocks in P . We say the refinement is proper
if P 6= P ′. Denote by 0S the coarsest partition of S, i.e. the one consisting of a
single block S. Denote by∞S the finest partition of S, i.e.,∞S = {{x} : x ∈ S}.
For T ⊆ S and a partition P of S, define P |T := {B ∩ T : B ∈ S} − {∅} which
is a partition of T , called the restriction of P to T . For a set S and k ∈ N+, define
the set S(k) := {(x1, . . . , xk) ∈ Sk : xi 6= xj for i 6= j} consisting of k-tuples of
distinct elements.
Write f ◦ g for the composition of two functions f and g, from right to left. We note
that this is the common convention, although group theorists often use the opposite
convention gf . For a function f and a subset T of the domain of f , denote by f |T
the restriction of f to T . For a fieldK, denote the characteristic ofK by char(K).
7This is often denoted by A \ B. We use A − B to avoid confusion with a right coset space
H\G.
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A polynomial is monic if its leading coefficient is one. For two polynomials
f(X), g(X) ∈ Fq[X] over a finite field Fq that are not both zero, define their great-
est common divisor gcd(f, g) to be the unique monic polynomial h(X) ∈ Fq[X] of
the greatest degree that divides both f and g. It is well defined since Fq[X] is a
unique factorization domain, and can be computed efficiently from f and g using
the Euclidean algorithm [GG13].
Basic notations about groups. All groups in this thesis are finite. Write e for
the identity element of a group. For a group G, a subgroup H of G, and g ∈ G,
write gH for the left coset {gh : h ∈ H} and Hg for the right coset {hg : h ∈ H}.
Write G/H for the left coset space {gH : g ∈ G} and H\G for the right coset
space {Hg : g ∈ G} For two subgroups H,K of G and g ∈ G, write HgK for the
double coset {hgh′ : h ∈ H, h′ ∈ K}, and writeH\G/K for the double coset space
{HgK : g ∈ G}. Define [G : H] := |G|/|H|, called the index of H in G. Write
〈H1, . . . , Hk〉 for the join of subgroups H1, . . . , Hk, i.e., the subgroup generated by
H1, . . . , Hk. Write 〈g1, . . . , gk〉 for the subgroup generated by the group elements
g1, . . . , gk.
A subquotient of a group G is a quotient group of a subgroup of G. Two subgroups
H andH ′ are said to be conjugate inG ifH ′ = gHg−1 for some g ∈ G. A subgroup
H is said to be normal inG or a normal subgroup ofG if gHg−1 = H for all g ∈ G.
Write H E G for H being normal in G. Define the normalizer of H in G to be
NG(H) := {g ∈ G : gHg−1 = H}. We have H E NG(H), and indeed NG(H) is
the unique maximal subgroup of G with this property. The center of G, denoted by
Z(G), is the subgroup {g ∈ G : gh = hg for all h ∈ G}. A subgroup H of G is
maximal if H 6= G and there exists no subgroup H ′ of G satisfying H ( H ′ ( G.
For a finite set S, denote by Sym(S) and Alt(S) the symmetric group and the
alternating group on S respectively. We also write Sym(n) and Alt(n) when
S = [n]. Permutations are often written in the cycle notation, where (a1 a2 · · · an)
denotes the cyclic permutation sending ai to ai+1 for 1 ≤ i < n and an to a1.
For a group G, denote by Aut(G) the automorphism group of G, i.e., the group
of invertible homomorphisms ρ : G → G where the group operation is defined by
composition. For g ∈ G, the map τg : G → G sending h ∈ G to ghg−1 is an
automorphism of G, called an inner automorphism of G. Define Inn(G) := {τg :
g ∈ G}, called the inner automorphism group of G, which is a normal subgroup
of Aut(G). Define Out(G) := Aut(G)/Inn(G), called the outer automorphism
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group of G.
Group actions. Let G be a group and S be a finite set. A (left) group action or
an action of G on S is a function ϕ : G× S → S satisfying (1) ϕ(e, x) = x for all
x ∈ S and (2) ϕ(g, ϕ(h, x)) = ϕ(gh, x) for all x ∈ S and g, h ∈ G. We also say G
acts on S and S is aG-set. We usually denote ϕ(g, x) as gxwhen ϕ is clear from the
context. For T ⊆ S, write gT for the set {gx : x ∈ T}. Again, we note that group
theorists commonly adopt the right action convention xgh = (xg)h instead of our
left action convention. One can switch between the two conventions by taking the
inverse map g 7→ g−1.
Given a G-set S, the elements of G act as permutations of S. This gives a group
homomorphism ρ : G → Sym(S), called a permutation representation of G on
S. The action of G on S is faithful if ρ is injective. The image ρ(G) is called a
permutation group on S. When the action is faithful and clear from the context, we
usually just say G is a permutation group on S.
Orbits and stabilizers. For a G-set S, the orbit or G-orbit of an element x ∈ S
is Gx := {gx : g ∈ G}. The set S is a disjoint union of its G-orbits. The stabilizer
of x ∈ S is Gx := {g ∈ G : gx = x}. For T ⊆ S, define the pointwise stabilizer
GT := {g ∈ G : gx = x for all x ∈ T}
and the setwise stabilizer
G{T} := {g ∈ G : gT = T}.
For T = {x1, . . . , xk} ⊆ S we also write Gx1,...,xk for GT . Let SG := {x ∈ S :
gx = x for all g ∈ G} be the set of fixed points of G.
An action of G on a set S is transitive if it has only one orbit. It is semiregular
if Gx is trivial for all x ∈ S. A group action is regular if it is both transitive and
semiregular. For k ∈ N+, an action of G on S induces an action on S(k) via
g(x1, . . . , xk) = (
gx1, . . . ,
gxk),
called the diagonal action of G on S(k). For 1 ≤ k ≤ |S|, we say the action of G
on S is k-transitive if the corresponding diagonal action of G on S(k) is transitive.
We say it is (k + 1/2)-transitive if it is k-transitive, and in addition for all T ⊆ S
of cardinality k, either the GT -orbit of every x ∈ S − T contains more than one
element, or |S − T | = 1. A (k + 1)-transitive action is also (k + 1/2)-transitive.
For more discussion about half transitivity, see [Wie64].
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G-modules and G-invariant elements. Given a group G, an abelian group A is
called aG-module if it has an action ofG compatible with its abelian group structure,
i.e., gx + gy = g(x+ y) for x, y ∈ A and g ∈ G. The set of fixed points AG is a
subgroup of A, known as the subgroup of G-invariant elements of A. Suppose in
addition that A is a ring (resp. field) and the action of G respects the multiplication
of A as well, then AG is a subring (resp. subfield) of A, called the fixed subring
(resp. fixed subfield) of A corresponding to G.
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C h a p t e r 2
P-SCHEMES
We introduce the notion of P-schemes in this chapter, which plays a central role
throughout the thesis. A P-scheme is a combinatorial structure associated with a
groupG and a conjugation-closed poset P of subgroups ofG. Roughly speaking, it
contains a collection of partitions of right coset spaces H\G for H ∈ P , and these
partitions satisfy various consistency properties.
For every permutation group G, we define the integers d(G), d′(G) ∈ N+ in terms
of P-schemes associated with G, and show that they are bounded by the minimum
base size of G. We will see in Chapter 3 that d(G) and d′(G) are closely related to
deterministic polynomial factoring.
The work [IKS09] proposed the notion of m-schemes as a “higher-order” general-
ization of association schemes that are central in the field of algebraic combinatorics
[BI84]. We showP-schemes are further generalization ofm-schemes: anm-scheme
arises as a P-scheme associated with a symmetric group, or more generally with a
multiply transitive group action.
Other results in this chapter include:
• We define orbit P-schemes, generalizing the notion of orbit m-schemes in
[IKS09]. We also provide a simple and exact criterion for antisymmetry of
orbit m-schemes. Using this criterion, we give examples of antisymmetric
homogeneous orbit m-schemes on finite sets S for m up to ` − 1, where `
is the least prime factor of |S|. This result matches the upper bound m < `
established by Rónyai [Rón88] for arbitrary antisymmetric homogeneousm-
schemes. We reproduce Rónyai’s argument and extend it to P-schemes.
• We also provide examples of m-schemes for small values of m. In partic-
ular, for m ≤ 3, we give explicit constructions of m-schemes satisfying the
properties of strong antisymmetry and homogeneity that are closely related to
deterministic polynomial factoring.
Outline of the chapter. Preliminaries are given in Section 2.1. In Section 2.2, we
define the notion of P-schemes and its various properties. We also define d(G) and
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d′(G) in terms of P-schemes. In Section 2.3, we review the notion of m-schemes
and prove the equivalence between m-schemes and a certain kind of P-schemes.
We also discuss the connection between m-schemes and association schemes. In
Section 2.4, we define orbit m-schemes as well as orbit P-schemes. An exact
criterion of antisymmetry is given for orbit m-schemes. Then we discuss Rónyai’s
upper bound for m for antisymmetric homogeneous m-schemes and extend it to
P-schemes. Finally, in Section 2.5, we describe explicit constructions of strongly
antisymmetric homogeneousm-schemes form ≤ 3.
2.1 Preliminaries
LetG be a group. A partially ordered set or poset of subgroups ofG is simply a set
of subgroups of G, partially ordered by inclusion. All posets of subgroups in this
thesis are assumed to be conjugation-closed, and we give the following definition
for such posets.
Definition 2.1 (subgroup system). A posetP of subgroups ofG is called a subgroup
system overG if it is closed under conjugation inG, i.e., gHg−1 ∈ P for allH ∈ P
and g ∈ G.
We introduce P-schemes in next section, each associated with a subgroup system
P . While the definitions are formulated for general subgroup systems, those arising
from the factoring algorithms have special forms. In particular, the following kind
of subgroup systems are frequently used in the algorithms.
Definition 2.2 (system of stabilizers). Suppose G is a finite group acting on a finite
set S. For m ∈ N, let Pm be the set of pointwise stabilizers for nonempty subsets
T ⊆ S of cardinality up tom:
Pm := {GT : T ⊆ S, 1 ≤ |T | ≤ m}.
Then Pm is a subgroup system over G, called the system of stabilizers of depth m
(with respect to the action of G on S).
Left and inverse right translation. LetH be a subgroup ofG. There is an action
of G on the right coset space H\G defined by
gHh = Hhg−1 for Hh ∈ H\G and g ∈ G,
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called the action of G on H\G by inverse right translation. More generally, for a
subgroup G′ ⊆ G, we have the action of G′ on H\G by inverse right translation,
defined by restricting the previous action of G to G′.
We also have an action of the normalizer NG(H) on H\G defined by
gHh = Hgh for Hh ∈ H\G and g ∈ NG(H),
called the action of NG(H) on H\G by left translation.
It is easy to see that they are indeed well defined group actions. For example,
we check that for left translation, the coset gHh = Hgh is independent of the
representative h of Hh: Suppose a different representative h′ is chosen such that
Hh = Hh′, then we have gh′(gh)−1 = gh′h−1g−1 ∈ gHg−1 = H for g ∈ NG(H)
and hence Hgh = Hgh′.
For any h ∈ G, it holds that Hgh = Hh iff g ∈ H . So the action of NG(H) on
H\G induces a semiregular action ofNG(H)/H onH\G, defined by gHHh = Hgh,
called the action of NG(H)/H on H\G by left translation.
Equivalent actions and permutation isomorphic actions. LetG be a group and
let S, T beG-sets. We say the actions ofG on S and T are equivalent if there exists
a bijective map λ : S → T satisfying λ(gx) = g(λ(x)) for all x ∈ S and g ∈ G.
And λ is said to be an equivalence between the two actions.
More generally, suppose φ : G → H is a group isomorphism, S is a G-set, and T
is an H-set. We say the action of G on S is permutation isomorphic to the action
of H on T (with respect to φ) if there exists a bijective map λ : S → T satisfying
λ(gx) = φ(g)(λ(x)) for all x ∈ S and g ∈ G.
The following lemma states that any transitive group action is equivalent to the
action on a right coset space by inverse right translation.
Lemma 2.1. Let G be a group acting transitively on a set S. For any x ∈ S,
the map λx : S → Gx\G sending gx to Gxg−1 for g ∈ G is well defined and is
an equivalence between the action of G on S and that on Gx\G by inverse right
translation.
Proof. As the action of G on S is transitive, for any y ∈ S we can choose g ∈ G
such that y = gx. Suppose g, g′ are two such choices. We have g−1g′x = g−1y = x
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and hence g−1g′ ∈ Gx. So Gxg−1 = Gxg′−1. Therefore λx is well defined. It is
surjective since any coset Gxg ∈ Gx\G is the image of g−1x for a representative g
of Gxg. And it is injective since Gxg−1 = Gxg′−1 implies g−1g′ ∈ Gx and hence
g′x = g(g
−1g′)x = gx. Finally we check that for any y = gx and h ∈ G, it holds that
λx(
hy) = λx(
hgx) = Gx(hg)
−1 = (Gxg−1)h−1 =
h(λ(y))
as desired.
Corollary 2.1 (orbit-stabilizer theorem). Let S be aG-set for a finite groupG. Then
|Gx| = |G|/|Gx| for any x ∈ S.
Projections and conjugations. We define the following two kinds of maps be-
tween right coset spaces H\G for various subgroups H ⊆ G:
• (projection) for H ⊆ H ′ ⊆ G, define the projection piH,H′ : H\G → H ′\G
to be the map sending Hg ∈ H\G to H ′g ∈ H ′\G, and
• (conjugation) for H ⊆ G and g ∈ G, define the conjugation cH,g : H\G →
gHg−1\G to be the map sending Hh ∈ H\G to (gHg−1)gh ∈ gHg−1\G.
Lemma 2.2. The maps piH,H′ and cH,g are well defined and satisfy the following
properties:
• The maps piH,H′ are surjective and cH,g are bijective.
• cH′,g ◦ piH,H′ = pigHg−1,gH′g−1 ◦ cH,g.
• (transitivity) piH′,H′′ ◦ piH,H′ = piH,H′′ and cgHg−1,g′ ◦ cH,g = cH,g′g.
• (G-equivariance) piH,H′(gHh) = gpiH,H′(Hh) and cH,g′(gHh) = gcH,g′(Hh)
with respect to the action of G on H\G by inverse right translation.
Proof. The proof is straightforward from the definitions. We check cH′,g ◦ piH,H′ =
pigHg−1,gH′g−1 ◦ cH,g and leave the rest to the reader: For Hh ∈ H\G, we have
cH′,g ◦ piH,H′(Hh) = cH′,g(H ′h) = (gH ′g−1)gh
and
pigHg−1,gH′g−1 ◦ cH,g(Hh) = pigHg−1,gH′g−1((gHg−1)gh) = (gH ′g−1)gh
as desired.
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Note that for g ∈ NG(H), the map cH,g is the permutation of H\G sending each
Hh to gHh with respect to the action of NG(H) on H\G by left translation.
2.2 P-schemes
We start with the definition of a P-collection, which is a collection of partitions of
right coset spaces.
Definition 2.3 (P-collection). Let P be a subgroup system over a finite group G.
A P-collection C is a family {CH : H ∈ P} indexed by P where each CH is a
partition of H\G.
We are now ready to define the central object of this thesis.
Definition 2.4 (P-scheme). A P-collection C = {CH : H ∈ P} is a P-scheme if it
has the following properties:
• (compatibility) for H,H ′ ∈ P with H ⊆ H ′ and x, x′ ∈ H\G in the same
block of CH , the images piH,H′(x) and piH,H′(x′) are in the same block of CH′ .
• (invariance) for H ∈ P and g ∈ G, the map cH,g : H\G→ gHg−1\G maps
any block of CH to a block of CgHg−1 .
• (regularity) for H,H ′ ∈ P with H ⊆ H ′, any block B ∈ CH , B′ ∈ CH′ , the
number of x ∈ B satisfying piH,H′(x) = y is a constant when y ranges over
the elements of B′.
It is worth noting that in a P-scheme, the partition of H\G for some H ∈ P
determines the partitions of H ′\G for all H ′ ∈ P containing H:
Lemma 2.3. Let C = {CH : H ∈ P} be aP-scheme. ForH,H ′ ∈ P withH ⊆ H ′,
the blocks of CH′ are exactly the images of the blocks of CH under piH,H′ .
Proof. Let B′ be a block of CH′ . By compatibility, B′ is a union of piH,H′(B) for
one or more blocksB ∈ CH . Assume piH,H′(B) ( B′ for someB ∈ CH and choose
y ∈ piH,H′(B), y′ ∈ B′ − piH,H′(B). Then we have |{x ∈ B : piH,H′(x) = y}| > 0
but |{x ∈ B : piH,H′(x) = y′}| = 0, which contradicts regularity.
In particular, if P has the property that all minimal subgroups in P are conjugate
in G, then by invariance and Lemma 2.3, the partition for one of the minimal
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subgroups determines the wholeP-scheme. For instance, this holds ifP is a system
of stabilizers Pm with respect to anm-transitive group action.
Remark. Besides the set-theoretic definition of P-schemes given in Definition 2.4,
there also exists an equivalent “algebraic” or ring-theoretic definition ofP-schemes.
It formulates the three defining properties (compatibility, invariance, and regularity)
in a unifying way as closedness of rings under three kinds of maps, respectively:
inclusions, conjugations, and trace maps. The interested reader is referred to Ap-
pendix A for further discussion.
Next we define some optional properties of P-schemes.
Homogeneity and discreteness. Recall that for a finite S, we denote by 0S the
coarsest partition of S and∞S the finest partition of S.
Definition 2.5. A P-scheme C = {CH : H ∈ P} is homogeneous on a subgroup
H ∈ P if CH = 0H\G, and otherwise inhomogeneous on H . It is discrete on H if
CH =∞H\G, and otherwise non-discrete on H .
We will see in Chapter 3 that homogeneity (resp. discreteness) of P-schemes is
closely related to whether or not the factoring algorithm always produces a proper
factorization (resp. the complete factorization) of the input polynomial.
Symmetry and antisymmetry. Invariance of P-schemes states that maps cH,g :
Hh 7→ (gHg−1)gh always send blocks to blocks. When g ∈ NG(H), the map cH,g
is a permutation of H\G, and we can impose on a P-scheme the constraint that
cH,g always sends a block to itself. Alternatively, we may require cH,g to always
send a block to a different block when it is not the trivial permutation. These two
constraints are captured by symmetry and antisymmetry of P-schemes, respectively.
Definition 2.6. A P-scheme C = {CH : H ∈ P} is symmetric if for H ∈ P and
g ∈ NG(H), the permutation cH,g of H\G maps every block of CH to itself. And C
is antisymmetric if for H ∈ P and g in NG(H) but not in H , the permutation cH,g
maps every block of CH to a different block.
Symmetry (resp. antisymmetry) is equivalent to the property that for all H ∈ P ,
elements in each (NG(H)/H)-orbit ofH\G belong to the same block (resp. distinct
blocks) of CH , where NG(H)/H acts on H\G by left translation.
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As will be seen in Chapter 3, antisymmetry of P-schemes is important for deter-
ministic polynomial factoring [Rón88; Rón92; Evd94; IKS09]. For now we show
that an antisymmetric P-scheme is discrete on H for any H ∈ P provided that P
contains the trivial subgroup of G.
Lemma 2.4. Suppose P is a subgroup system over a finite group G that contains
the trivial subgroup {e}. For H ∈ P , all antisymmetric P-schemes are discrete on
H .
Proof. Let C = {CH : H ∈ P} be an antisymmetric P-scheme. As NG({e}) = G
acts transitively on {e}\G by left translation, we have C{e} = ∞{e}\G by antisym-
metry. Now consider an arbitrary subgroup H ∈ P . By Lemma 2.3, we have
CH = {pi{e},H(B) : B ∈ C{e}} =∞H\G. So C is discrete on H .
On the other hand, symmetry of P-schemes plays no role in polynomial factoring
as far as we know, and we only discuss it within this chapter.
Strong antisymmetry. We introduce another property called strong antisymme-
try, which is a strengthening of antisymmetry define above. It is based on an
idea introduced by Evdokimov [Evd94] which leads to his quasipolynomial-time
factoring algorithm.
Antisymmetry states that no nontrivial permutation of blocks arises from a conju-
gation cH,g where g ∈ NG(H): For such a map cH,g and a block B ∈ CH , either
the image cH,g(B) is a different block, or cH,g is the identity map. We strengthen
this property by considering permutations arising from compositions of not only
conjugations, but also projections and their inverses. Of course, a projection piH,H′
is not invertible whenever H ( H ′. Nevertheless, it is possible that the restriction
of piH,H′ to some block B ∈ CH maps B bijectively to some block B′ ∈ CH′ , in
which case the inverse map (piH,H′ |B)−1 is well defined.
Definition 2.7. A P-scheme C = {CH : H ∈ P} is strongly antisymmetric if for
any sequence of subgroups H0, . . . , Hk ∈ P , B0 ∈ CH0 , . . . , Bk ∈ CHk , and maps
σ1, . . . , σk satisfying
• σi is a bijective map from Bi−1 to Bi,
• σi is of the form cHi−1,g|Bi−1 , piHi−1,Hi |Bi−1 , or (piHi,Hi−1|Bi)−1,
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• H0 = Hk and B0 = Bk,
the composition σk ◦ · · · ◦ σ1 is the identity map on B0 = Bk.
In other words, no nontrivial permutation could be obtained by composing maps of
the form cHi−1,g|Bi−1 , piHi−1,Hi |Bi−1 , or (piHi,Hi−1 |Bi)−1.
A strongly antisymmetric P-scheme is indeed antisymmetric: Assume C = {CH :
H ∈ P} is not antisymmetric, then there existH ∈ P , g ∈ NG(H)−H andB ∈ CH
such that cH,g(B) = B. Let σ1 be the map cH,g|B : B → cH,g(B) = B. It sends
x ∈ B to gHx with respect to the action of NG(H)/H on H\G by left translation.
As this action is semiregular and gH ∈ NG(H)/H is not the identity element, the
map σ1 is a nontrivial permutation of B. So C is not strongly antisymmetric.
d(G) and d′(G). For every finite permutation group G, we define d(G), d′(G) ∈
N+ which are closely related to deterministic polynomial factoring, as will be seen
in Chapter 3.
Definition 2.8. Let G be a finite permutation group on a finite set S. Form ∈ N+,
let Pm be the system of stabilizers of depth m with respect to this action. Define
d(G), d′(G) ∈ N+ as follows.
• Define d(G) to be the smallest integerm ∈ N+ such that all strongly antisym-
metric Pm-schemes are discrete on Gx for all x ∈ S.
• IfG acts transitively on S and |S| > 1, define d′(G) to be the smallest integer
m ∈ N+ such that all strongly antisymmetricPm-schemes are inhomogeneous
on Gx for all x ∈ S. Otherwise let d′(G) = 1.
We have 1 ≤ d′(G) ≤ d(G) ≤ max{|S| − 1, 1} for any finite permutation group G
on a finite set S. The first two inequalities are obvious and the last one follows from
Lemma 2.4 and the fact that any g ∈ G fixing |S| − 1 elements of S is the identity.
A better upper bound for d(G) is given by the minimal base size of G.
Definition 2.9 (base). Let G be a finite permutation group on a finite set S. A base
of G is a set B ⊆ S for which GB equals the trivial subgroup {e}. The minimal
base size of G, denoted by b(G), is the minimum cardinality of a base of G.
By Lemma 2.4, we have
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Lemma 2.5. d(G) ≤ max{b(G), 1} for any finite permutation group G.
We also prove the following bound in latter chapters based on the work of [Evd94;
IKS09; Gua09; Aro13].
Lemma2.6. There exists an absolute constant c > 0 such that d(G) ≤ c log n+O(1)
for any finite permutation group G on a set of cardinality n ∈ N+.
The best known upper bound for c is 2
log 12
= 0.55788 . . . , proved by [Gua09;
Aro13]. See Section 7.1 for more details.
2.3 m-schemes
The paper [IKS09] proposed the notion of m-schemes. In this section, we present
their definition and show that it is generalized by the notion of P-schemes: roughly
speaking, an m-scheme could be regarded as a P-scheme where P is a system of
stabilizers with respect to anm-transitive group action.
We use the following notations:
Let S be a finite set and letm ∈ N+. Define anm-collection on S to be a collection
of partitions P1, . . . , Pm of S(1), . . . , S(m) respectively.
For k ∈ [m], the symmetric group Sym(k) acts on the set S(k) by permuting
the k coordinates, i.e., for g ∈ Sym(k) and x = (x1, . . . , xk) ∈ S(k), we have
gx = (y1, . . . , yk) where ygi = xi, or equivalently yi = xg−1 i.
For 1 < k ≤ m and i ∈ [k], let piki : S(k) → S(k−1) be the projection omitting the
kth coordinate. More generally, for a proper subset T of [k], let pikT : S(k) → S(k−r)
be the projection omitting the coordinates whose indices are in T .
For k ∈ [m] and g ∈ Sym(k), let ckg be the permutation of S(k) sending x to gx, with
respect to the above action of Sym(k) on S(k).
Definition 2.10 (m-scheme [IKS09]). An m-collection Π = {P1, . . . , Pm} on S is
anm-scheme if it has the following properties:
• (compatibility) for 1 < k ≤ m, i ∈ [k] and elements x, x′ ∈ S(k) in the same
block of Pk, the elements piki (x), piki (x′) are in the same block of Pk−1.
• (invariance) for k ∈ [m] and g ∈ Sym(k), the permutation ckg of S(k) sends
blocks of Pk to blocks.
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• (regularity) for 1 < k ≤ m, i ∈ [k] and blocks B ∈ Pk, B′ ∈ Pk−1, the
number of x ∈ B satisfying piki (x) = y is a constant when y ranges over the
elements of B′.
Furthermore, we say Π is symmetric (resp. antisymmetric) if for all k ∈ [m] and
g ∈ Sym(k) − {e}, the permutation ckg of S(k) sends every block of Pk to itself
(resp. a different block). And Π is said to be homogeneous if P1 equals the coarsest
partition 0S .
We also introduce the following definitions which did not appear in [IKS09].
Definition 2.11. An m-scheme Π = {P1, . . . , Pm} on S is said to be discrete if P1
equals the finest partition∞S . It is said to be strongly antisymmetric if no nontrivial
permutation of any block of Pk for any k ∈ [m] can be obtained by composing maps
of the form cig|B, piiT |B, or (piiT |B)−1, where B is a block of Pi.
Remark. The parameterm is allowed to be arbitrarily large in our definition. Never-
theless, the sets S(k) for k = |S|+ 1, . . . ,m are empty and hence the corresponding
partitions Pk contain no information. By discarding these partitions and replacing
m with min{m, |S|}, we may assumem ≤ |S|.
The connection ofm-schemes with P-schemes
Given a finite set S and m ∈ N+, let G be a group acting m′-transitively on S
where m′ := min{m, |S|}.1 Choose P = Pm to be the system of stabilizers of
depth m with respect to this action (see Definition 2.2). We prove that for such G
and P , every P-scheme gives rise to an m-scheme on S, and (under an additional
assumption), there is a one-to-one correspondence between m-schemes on S and
P-schemes, with various properties (symmetry, antisymmetry, etc.) preserved.
For k ∈ [m′] and x = (x1, . . . , xk) ∈ S(k), let Tx = {x1, . . . , xk}. The stabilizer
Gx with respect to the diagonal action of G on S(k) equals the pointwise stabilizer
GTx with respect to the action of G on S, and therefore Gx = GTx ∈ P . As the
action of G on S(k) is transitive (which follows from m′-transitivity of G on S), by
Lemma 2.1, we have an equivalence of group actions
λx : S
(k) → Gx\G
1In particular, we can take G = Sym(S) acting naturally on S, which is |S|-transitive.
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between the diagonal action of G on S(k) and the action on Gx\G by inverse right
translation. It sends gx to Gxg−1 for g ∈ G. We use these maps λx to construct an
m-scheme on S from a P-scheme, and vice versa.
From a P-scheme to an m-scheme. We construct an m-scheme on S from a
P-scheme as follows.
Definition 2.12. Given a P-scheme C = {CH : H ∈ P}, define an m-collection
Π(C) = {P1, . . . , Pm} on S as follows: for each k ∈ [m′] wherem′ = min{m, |S|},
pick x = (x1, . . . , xk) ∈ S(k), and define Pk = {λ−1x (B) : B ∈ CGx}. For
m′ < k ≤ m, the partition Pk is a partition of the empty set S(k) and is unique.
Lemma 2.7. Π(C) as defined above is independent of the choices of elements x and
is an m-scheme. It is symmetric (resp. antisymmetric, strongly antisymmetric) if C
is symmetric (resp. antisymmetric, strongly antisymmetric). And it is homogeneous
(resp. discrete) iff C is homogeneous on Gx (resp. discrete on Gx) for x ∈ S.
Proof. We may assume m ≤ |S|. Fix k ∈ [m] and we show that Pk does not
depend on the choice of x ∈ S(k). Consider two elements x, x′ ∈ S(k). Choose
h ∈ G such that x′ = hx. Such h exists since G acts transitively on S(k). Then
Gx′ = hGxh
−1 and we have the conjugation cGx,h : Gx\G → Gx′\G sending Gxg
to Gx′hg. We check that λx′ = cGx,h ◦ λx. This holds since for y = gx′ ∈ S(k), we
have λx′(y) = Gx′g−1 and
cGx,h ◦ λx(y) = cGx,h ◦ λx(gx′) = cGx,h ◦ λx(ghx) = cGx,h(Gx(gh)−1) = Gx′g−1.
So λ−1x′ = λ−1x ◦ c−1Gx,h = λ−1x ◦ cGx′ ,h−1 . As C is invariant, the conjugation cGx′ ,h−1
sends blocks of CGx′ to blocks of CGx . So the two partitions {λ−1x (B) : B ∈ CGx}
and {λ−1x′ (B) : B ∈ CGx′} are identical, i.e., the elements x and x′ define the same
partition Pk.
Next we check that Π(C) is an m-scheme. For 1 < k ≤ m, consider the elements
x ∈ S(k) and x′ ∈ S(k−1) as picked in Definition 2.12. Let x¯ = piki (x) ∈ S(k−1) so
that Gx ⊆ Gx¯. Choose h ∈ G, satisfying x′ = hx¯ so that Gx′ = hGx¯h−1. Then the
following diagram commutes:
S(k) S(k−1)
Gx\G Gx′\G .
piki
λx λx′
cGx¯,h◦piGx,Gx¯
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To see this, note that for any y = gx ∈ S(k) where g ∈ G, we have
cGx¯,h ◦ piGx,Gx¯ ◦ λx(y) = cGx¯,h ◦ piGx,Gx¯(Gxg−1) = cGx¯,h(Gx¯g−1) = Gx′hg−1,
and
λx′ ◦ piki (y) = λx′ ◦ piki (gx) = λx′
(g
(piki (x))
)
= λx′(
gx¯) = λx′(
gh−1
x′) = Gx′hg−1,
as desired. Also note that the maps λx and λx′ are bijections, sending blocks
to blocks. Compatibility and regularity of Π(C) then follow from compatibility,
regularity, and invariance of C.
For k ∈ [m], τ ∈ Sym(k) and x = (x1, . . . , xk) ∈ S(k), let x′ = ckτ (x) ∈ S(k).
Choose h ∈ G such that x = hx′. Then Gx = hGx′h−1. We also have Gx = Gx′
since they are both the pointwise stabilizer GT with respect to the action of G on S,
where T = {x1, . . . , xk}. So h ∈ NG(Gx). We claim that the following diagram
commutes:
S(k) S(k)
Gx\G Gx\G .
ckτ
λx λx
cGx,h
To see this, note that for any y = gx ∈ S(k) where g ∈ G, we have cGx,h ◦ λx(y) =
cGx,h(Gxg
−1) = Gxhg−1, and
λx ◦ ckτ (y) = λx ◦ ckτ (gx) = λx
(g
(ckτ (x))
)
= λx(
g
x′) = λx(gh
−1
x) = Gxhg
−1,
as desired. Invariance of Π(C) then follows from invariance of C. So Π(C) is an
m-scheme.
The previous diagram also shows that if C is symmetric (resp. antisymmetric) then
so is Π(C). Suppose a nontrivial permutation of some block of Pk for some k ∈ [m]
can be obtained by composing maps of the form cig|B, piiT |B, or (piiT |B)−1, then using
the two diagrams above, we also obtain a nontrivial permutation of some block of
Gx\G (where x ∈ S(k) is as chosen in Definition 2.12) by composing conjugations,
projections, and their inverses (restricted to blocks). Therefore, if C is strongly
symmetric, so is Π(C).
Finally, for any x ∈ S, the partition P1 of S is constructed using the bijection
λx : S → Gx\G and the partition CGx of Gx\G. Therefore Π(C) is homogeneous
(resp. discrete) iff C is homogeneous on Gx (resp. discrete on Gx).
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From an m-scheme to a P-scheme. Conversely, we could also construct a P-
scheme from an m-scheme on S. Here we need an additional assumption that
m 6= |S| − 1 and G acts min{|S|,m+ 1/2}-transitively on S.2
Lemma 2.8. Assume m 6= |S| − 1 and G acts min{|S|,m + 1/2}-transitively on
S. For T, T ′ ⊆ S of cardinality at mostm, we have GT = GT ′ iff T = T ′. And the
normalizer NG(GT ) of GT is the setwise stabilizer G{T}.
Proof. The assumption implies that set of elements in S fixed by GT (resp. GT ′) is
precisely T (resp. T ′). SoGT = GT ′ implies T = T ′. The other direction is trivial.
For g ∈ G, we have gGTg−1 = GgT . So g ∈ NG(GT ) iff GT = GgT , which holds
iff T = gT by the first part. So NG(T ) = G{T}.
Definition 2.13. Assume m 6= |S| − 1 and G acts min{|S|,m + 1/2}-transitively
on S. Given an m-scheme Π = {P1, . . . , Pm} on S, define a P-collection C(Π) =
{CH : H ∈ P} as follows: ForH ∈ P , pick T ⊆ S of cardinality k ∈ [m] such that
H = GT . By Lemma 2.8, such a set T is unique. Pick x = (x1, . . . , xk) ∈ S(k) such
that T = {x1, . . . , xk}. Then Gx = GT = H and we have the map λx : S(k) →
H\G. Define CH = {λx(B) : B ∈ Pk}.
Lemma 2.9. C(Π) as defined above is independent of the choices of elements x and
is a P-scheme. It is symmetric (resp. antisymmetric, strongly antisymmetric) if Π
is symmetric (resp. antisymmetric, strongly antisymmetric). And it is homogeneous
on Gx (resp. discrete on Gx) for x ∈ S iff Π is homogeneous (resp. discrete).
Proof. Fix H = GT ∈ P and we show that CH does not depend on the choices
of x. Consider two elements x = (x1, . . . , xk), x′ = (x′1, . . . , x′k) ∈ S(k) such
that T = {x1, . . . , xk} = {x′1, . . . , x′k}. Then there exists ρ ∈ Sym(k) such that
ckρ(x
′) = x. We check that λx′ = λx ◦ ckρ: For any y = gx′ ∈ S(k) where g ∈ G, we
have λx′(y) = Hg−1 and
λx ◦ ckρ(y) = λx ◦ ckρ(gx′) = λx
(
g
(ckρ(x
′))
)
= λx(
gx) = Hg−1
as desired. As Π is invariant, the map ckρ sends blocks to blocks. Therefore
{λx(B) : B ∈ Pk} = {λx′(B) : B ∈ Pk}. So the two elements x and x′ define the
same partition CH .
2Recall that a group action of G on S is (k + 1/2)-transitive if it is k-transitive, and in addition
for all T ⊆ S of cardinality k, either the GT -orbit of every x ∈ S − T contains more than one
element, or |S − T | = 1.
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Next we check that C(Π) is a P-scheme. Consider a projection piH,H′ : H\G →
H ′\G where H,H ′ ∈ P and H ⊆ H ′. Then there exist T ′ ⊆ T ⊆ S such that
H = GT ,H ′ = GT ′ . We may assume |T | = |T ′|+1 by decomposing piH,H′ into the
composition ofmore projections if necessary. Let k = |T | and pickx = (x1, . . . , xk)
such that T = {x1, . . . , xk}. Choose the unique i ∈ [k] such that xi 6∈ T ′. Let
x′ = piki (x). Then H = GT = Gx and H ′ = GT ′ = Gx′ . We claim that the
following diagram commutes:
S(k) S(k−1)
H\G H ′\G .
piki
λx λx′
piH,H′
To see this, note that for any y = gx ∈ S(k) where g ∈ G, we have piH,H′ ◦ λx(y) =
piH,H′(Hg
−1) = H ′g−1, and
λx′ ◦ piki (y) = λx′ ◦ piki (gx) = λx′
(g
(piki (x))
)
= λx′(
g
x′) = H ′g−1,
as desired. And λx, λx′ are bijections that send blocks to blocks. Compatibility and
regularity of C(Π) then follow from those of Π.
Now consider a conjugation cH,h : H\G → H ′\G for H ∈ P and h ∈ G, where
H ′ = hHh−1. Choose x ∈ S(k) for some k ∈ [m] such that H = Gx. Let x′ = hx
so that H ′ = Gx′ . Then the following diagram commutes:
S(k)
H\G H ′\G .
λx′λx
cH,h
To see this, note that for any y = gx′ ∈ S(k) where g ∈ G, we have λx′(y) = H ′g−1
and
cH,h ◦ λx(y) = cH,h ◦ λx(ghx) = cH,h(H(gh)−1) = H ′g−1,
as desired. So C(Π) is invariant. Therefore C(Π) is a P-scheme.
Now we prove the claim that strongly antisymmetry is preserved. Assume that a
map τ : B1 → B2 between blocks B1, B2 ∈ CH for someH = GT ∈ P is obtained
by composing conjugations, projections and their inverses (restricted to blocks). Let
k = |T |. By the two diagrams above, we can obtain a map τ ′ : B′1 → B′2 between
blocks B′1, B′2 ∈ Pk by composing maps of the form cig|B, piiT |B, or (piiT |B)−1, such
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that the following diagram commutes
B′1 B
′
2
B1 B2
τ ′
λx λx′
τ
for some x, x′ ∈ S(k). We showed in the beginning that there exists ρ ∈ Sym(k)
satisfying λx′ = λx ◦ ckρ. By replacing τ ′ with ckρ ◦ τ ′, B′2 with ckρ(B′2), and λ′x with
λx, we may assume x = x′. Then if B1 = B2 and τ is a nontrivial permutation of
B1, we also know thatB′1 = B′2 and τ ′ is a nontrivial permutation ofB′1. Therefore,
if Π is strongly antisymmetric, so is C(Π). The claim for antisymmetry is proved
in the same way, except that we only consider maps τ arising from conjugations but
not projections. And ifB1 6= B2 for such τ , we also get a map τ ′ : B′1 → B′2 arising
from ckτ0 for some τ0 ∈ Sym(k) such that B′1 6= B′2. So symmetry is also preserved.
Finally, for any x ∈ S, the partition CGx of Gx\G is constructed using the bijection
λx : S → Gx\G and the partition P1. Therefore C(Π) is homogeneous onGx (resp.
discrete on Gx) iff Π is homogeneous (resp. discrete).
The maps C 7→ Π(C) and Π 7→ C(Π) are inverse to each other by construction.
So Lemma 2.7 and Lemma 2.9 together establish the one-to-one correspondence
between P-schemes andm-schemes on S.
Theorem 2.1. Suppose m 6= |S| − 1 and G is a finite group acting min{|S|,m +
1/2}-transitively on S, and P = Pm is the system of stabilizers of depth m with
respect to this action. The map C 7→ Π(C) in Definition 2.12 is a one-to-one
correspondence between P-schemes and m-schemes on S, with the inverse map
Π 7→ C(Π) as defined in Definition 2.13. And Π(C) is symmetric (resp. antisym-
metric, strongly antisymmetric, homogeneous, discrete) iff C is symmetric (resp.
antisymmetric, strongly antisymmetric, homogeneous on Gx for x ∈ S, discrete on
Gx for x ∈ S).
Remark. The unpleasant assumption m 6= |S| − 1 in Theorem 2.1 is due to the
technical fact that when T ⊆ S has cardinality |S| − 1, the pointwise stabilizer GT
fixes not only T but also the whole set S. This assumption is needed if we want
the correspondence in Theorem 2.1 to preserve antisymmetry and homogeneity:
Suppose G is a permutation group on S and |S| = ` is a prime number. Then
for m = ` − 1, there exists an antisymmetric homogeneous m-scheme on S (see
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Example 2.2 in Section 2.4). On the other hand, note that P = Pm contains the
trivial subgroup GS = {e}. So by Lemma 2.4, all antisymmetric P-schemes are
discrete on Gx for any x ∈ S.
Matchings. The papers [IKS09; Aro+14] formulated the idea of [Evd94] with a
notion called a matching. We use the more general definition in [Aro+14] (where it
is called a generalized matching).
Definition 2.14 (matching). Let Π = {P1, . . . , Pm} be anm-scheme on S. A block
B ∈ Pk for some k ∈ [m] is called a matching of Π if there exist two distinct
proper subsets T, T ′ of [k] of the same cardinality such that pikT (B) = pikT ′(B) and
|B| = |pikT (B)|.
The work [IKS09; Aro+14] designed algorithms leading to m-schemes with no
matching. Now we explain the connection between this property and strong anti-
symmetry ofm-schemes.
Given a matchingB ∈ Pk of Π, let T, T ′ ⊆ [k] be as in Definition 2.14 and let k′ :=
k − |T |. Then B′ := pikT (B) = pikT ′(B) is a block of Pk′ . We have two maps pikT |B
and pikT ′|B fromB toB′, both of which are bijective by the condition |B| = |pikT (B)|.
Moreover pikT |B 6= pikT ′ |B as they omit different subsets of coordinates and the k
coordinates of elements in S(k) are all distinct. So pikT ′|B ◦ (pikT |B)−1 is a nontrivial
permutation of B′. We conclude:
Lemma 2.10. A strongly antisymmetricm-scheme has no matching.
So our definition of strong antisymmetry of m-schemes (or that of P-schemes by
Lemma 2.7) subsumes the property that no matching exists.
Wewill use strong antisymmetry instead of (non-existence of) matchings throughout
this thesis. The advantage of this comes from transitivity: Suppose x ∈ H\G is sent
to a different element y ∈ H\G by a map τ that is a composition of conjugations,
projections and their inverses (restricted to blocks), then x and y belong to different
blocks by strong antisymmetry. Suppose we also separate y from another element
z ∈ H\G in the same way. Then since the set of maps we consider are closed under
composition, we get a map sending x to z and hence are able to separate them as
well. The analyses in Chapter 7 and Chapter 8 crucially exploit this property.
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The connection ofm-schemes with association schemes
As shown in [IKS09; Aro+14], m-schemes are closely related to the notion of
association schemes [BI84].
Definition 2.15. An association scheme on a finite set S is a partition P of S × S
such that
• 1S := {(x, x) : x ∈ S} is a block of P ,
• for a block g ∈ P , the set g∗ := {(y, x) : (x, y) ∈ B} is also a block, and
• for every triple of blocks g, g′, g′′ ∈ P , there exists an integer cgg′,g′′ ≥ 0
such that for any (x, y) ∈ g, the number of z ∈ S satisfying (x, z) ∈ g′ and
(z, y) ∈ g′′ is cgg′,g′′ .
An association scheme P is symmetric if g = g∗ for all g ∈ P , and antisymmetric
if g 6= g∗ for all g ∈ P − {1S}. The integer c1Sg,g∗ is called the valency of g.
We can obtain a homogeneous 3-scheme from an association scheme and vice versa
using the following constructions.
Definition 2.16. For a finite set S and a partition P of S × S such that 1S ∈ P ,
define the partition P ′ of S(3) such that two elements (x1, x2, x3), (x′1, x′2, x′3) ∈ S(3)
are in the same block of P ′ iff (xi, xj) and (x′i, x′j) are in the same block of P
for all 1 ≤ i, j ≤ 3. And define a 3-collection Π(P ) = {P1, P2, P3} on S by
choosing P1 = S, P2 = P − {1S}, P3 = P ′. Conversely, given a 3-collection
Π = {P1, P2, P3} on S, define a partition P (Π) of S × S by P (Π) := P2 ∪ {1S}
Lemma 2.11 ([IKS09; Aro+14]). If P is an association scheme, then Π(P ) is a
homogeneous 3-scheme. Conversely, if Π is a homogeneous 3-scheme, then P (Π)
is an association scheme.
By construction, this gives a one-to-one correspondence between association
schemes on S and equivalent classes of homogeneous 3-schemes on S, where
two homogeneous 3-schemes {P1, P2, P3} and {P ′1, P ′2, P ′3} on S are said to be
equivalent if P1 = P ′1 and P2 = P ′2.
In addition, we obviously have
Lemma 2.12. If Π is symmetric (resp. antisymmetric), so is P (Π).
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Next we discuss the relation between symmetry and antisymmetry of an association
scheme P and those of Π(P ). Obviously, for Π(P ) to be symmetric (resp. antisym-
metric), it is necessary that P is also symmetric (resp. antisymmetric). The exact
condition is given as follows.
Lemma 2.13. The 3-scheme Π(P ) is symmetric iff P is the trivial association
scheme {1S, S × S − 1S}. It is antisymmetric iff P is antisymmetric and cg∗g,g = 0
for all g ∈ P − {1S}.
Proof. The trivial association scheme P = {1S, S × S − 1S} gives rise to the
3-scheme Π(P ) = {0S, 0S(2) , 0S(3)} which is symmetric. Suppose P 6= {1S, S ×
S − 1S}. Let g1 and g2 be two distinct blocks in P − {1S}. If g1 = g∗2 then P is
not symmetric and hence neither is Π(P ). So assume g1 6= g∗2 . Fix x ∈ S. Then
(x, y) ∈ g1 and (x, z) ∈ g2 for some y, z ∈ S − {x}, and y 6= z. Consider the
element t = (x, y, z) ∈ S(3). Let h = (1 2 3) ∈ Sym(3) so that ht = (z, x, y).
We have pi33(t) = (x, y) ∈ g1 and pi33(ht) = (z, x) ∈ g∗2 6= g1. By compatibility of
Π(P ), the elements t and ht are in different blocks. So Π(P ) is not symmetric.
Suppose Π(P ) is antisymmetric, then so is P . We check that cg∗g,g = 0 for all
g ∈ P − {1S}. Assume to the contrary that cg∗g,g > 0 for some g ∈ P − {1S}.
Fix (x, y) ∈ g∗. Then there exists z ∈ S such that (x, z), (z, y) ∈ g. Then for
t = (x, y, z) ∈ S(3) and h = (1 2 3) ∈ Sym(3), we have pi3i (t), pi3i (ht) ∈ g∗ for all
1 ≤ i ≤ 3. It follows by definition that t and ht are in the same block, contradicting
antisymmetry of Π(P ).
Conversely, suppose P is antisymmetric and cg∗g,g = 0 for all g ∈ P − {1S}. To
prove Π(P ) is antisymmetric, it suffices to show that for any t = (x, y, z) ∈ S(3)
and h ∈ Sym(3), the elements t and ht are in different blocks. First assume h is a
transposition, e.g., (1 2) (the other cases are symmetric). Then pi33(t) = (x, y) and
pi33(
ht) = (y, x) are in different blocks by antisymmetry of P , and the claims follows
by compatibility of Π(P ). Next assume h is a 3-cycle, e.g., (1 2 3) (the other case is
symmetric), so that ht = (z, x, y). Let g be the block in P −{1S} containing (y, x),
so that (x, y) ∈ g∗. As cg∗g,g = 0, either (x, z) or (z, y) is not in g. If (x, z) 6∈ g, we
have pi33(t) = (x, y) ∈ g∗ and pi33(ht) = (z, x) 6∈ g∗. If (x, z) ∈ g but (z, y) 6∈ g,
we have pi32(t) = (x, z) ∈ g and pi32(ht) = (z, y) 6∈ g. In either case t and ht are in
different blocks by compatibility of Π(P ).
Example 2.1. Let S be a finite dimensional vector space over a finite field Fq where
char(Fq) 6∈ {2, 3}. Let P be the partition of S×S such that (x, y) and (x′, y′) are in
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the same block iff x−y = x′−y′, which is an association scheme [BI84]. We check
that P satisfies the condition of Lemma 2.13, and hence Π(P ) is antisymmetric.
For any (x, y) 6∈ 1S , we have x − y 6= y − x since x 6= y and char(Fq) 6= 2, and
therefore (x, y) and (y, x) are in different blocks. So P is antisymmetric. Then we
check that cg∗g,g = 0 for all g ∈ P − {1S}. Assume to the contrary that cg∗g,g > 0 for
some g ∈ P − {1S}. Fix (x, y) ∈ g∗ and choose z ∈ S such that (x, z), (z, y) ∈ g.
Then x − z = z − y = y − x, implying 3(x − z) = 0. This is impossible since
x 6= z and char(Fq) 6= 3.
The antisymmetric 3-scheme Π(P ) in Example 2.1 is not strongly antisymmetric:
For any distinct x, y ∈ S, let B ∈ P − {1S} be the block containing t = (x, y).
Then pi21|B and pi22|B are bijections from B to S sending t to y and x, respectively.
So pi21|B ◦ (pi22|B)−1 is a permutation of the unique block S ∈ 0S sending x to y.
We do not know any example of an association scheme P for whichΠ(P ) is strongly
antisymmetric. The following lemma gives a sufficient condition for the existence
of such an association scheme.
Lemma 2.14. Suppose P is an antisymmetric association scheme satisfying (1)
cg
∗
g,g = 0 for all g ∈ P − {1S}, and (2) for all blocks g ∈ P and g′, g′′ ∈ P − {1S},
either cgg′,g′′ = 0 or c
g
g′,g′′ > 1. Then Π(P ) is strongly antisymmetric.
Proof. By Lemma 2.13, the 3-scheme Π(P ) is antisymmetric. And (2) implies
that none of the projections pi2i and pi3i are invertible even restricted to blocks
of S(2) and S(3) respectively. Strong antisymmetry of Π(P ) then follows from
antisymmetry.
In general, strongly antisymmetric 3-schemes do exist. See Example 2.4 in Sec-
tion 2.5.
2.4 Orbit P-schemes andm-schemes
An important family of m-schemes called orbit schemes, or what we call orbit m-
schemes, was proposed and studied in [IKS09]. The blocks of suchm-schemes are
orbits of group actions.
Definition 2.17 (orbit m-scheme [IKS09]). Given a finite set S, m ∈ N+, and a
group K ⊆ Sym(S) acting naturally on K, for each k ∈ [m], define the partition
Pk of S(k) to be the partition into K-orbits with respect to the diagonal action of
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K on S(k). Them-collection Π = {P1, . . . , Pm} is called the orbitm-scheme on S
associated with the group K.
This is indeed anm-scheme:
Theorem 2.2 ([IKS09]). Them-collection Π in Definition 2.17 is anm-scheme on
S.
We define orbit P-schemes in a similar way, except that the subgroupK of Sym(S)
is now replaced with a subgroup ofG, and the diagonal actions on S(k), k ∈ [m] are
replaced with the actions on right coset spaces by inverse right translation.
Definition 2.18 (orbit P-scheme). Let P be a subgroup system over a finite group
G, and letK be a subgroup ofG. ForH ∈ P , define the partition CH ofH\G to be
the partition intoK-orbits, with respect to the action ofK onH\G by inverse right
translation. The P-collection C = {CH : H ∈ P} is called the orbit P-scheme
associated with the group K.
This construction indeed yields a P-scheme:
Theorem 2.3. The P-collection C in Definition 2.18 is a P-scheme.
Proof. Let K act on each right coset space H\G by inverse right translation. For
H,H ′ ∈ P with H ⊆ H ′, g ∈ K and x ∈ H\G, we have piH,H′(gx) = g(piH,H′(x))
by Lemma 2.2. Therefore if x, x′ ∈ H\G are in the same block of CH (i.e., the
same K-orbit of H\G), then piH,H′(x) and piH,H′(x′) are in the same block of CH′
(i.e., the same K-orbit of H ′\G). So C is compatible.
Similarly, forH ∈ P , h ∈ G, g ∈ K and x ∈ H\G, we have cH,h(gx) = g(cH,h(x))
by Lemma 2.2. Therefore if x, x′ ∈ H\G are in the same block of CH , then cH,h(x)
and cH,h(x′) are in the same block of CgHg−1 . So C is invariant.
For H ′ ∈ P and y, y′ ∈ H ′\G in the same block B of CH′ , choose g ∈ K such that
y′ = gy. As g ∈ K, we have gB = B. For H ∈ P with H ⊆ H ′ and x ∈ H\G,
we have x ∈ B and piH,H′(x) = y iff gx ∈ gB = B and piH,H′(gx) = g(piH,H′(x)) =
gy = y′. So the map x 7→ gx is a one-to-one correspondence between B ∩ pi−1H,H′(y)
and B ∩ pi−1H,H′(y′), and hence the two sets have the same cardinality. So C is
regular.
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The connection betweenDefinition 2.17 andDefinition 2.18 is given by the following
lemma.
Lemma 2.15. For a finite set S, m ∈ N+, and a subgroup K ⊆ Sym(S), let
P = Pm be the system of stabilizers of depth m with respect to the natural action
of Sym(S) on S, and let C = {CH : H ∈ P} be the orbit P-scheme associated
with K. Then the orbit m-scheme associated with K is exactly Π(C) as defined in
Definition 2.12.
Proof. We may assume m ≤ |S|. Let G be the symmetric group Sym(S) acting
naturally on S. Suppose Π(C) = {P1, . . . , Pm} where Pk is a partition of S(k)
for k ∈ [m]. By Definition 2.12, each partition Pk is given by Pk = {λ−1x (B) :
B ∈ CGx} for some x = (x1, . . . , xk) ∈ S(k), where λx : S(k) → Gx\G is an
equivalence between the diagonal action of G on S(k) and the action on Gx\G by
inverse right translation. It follows that Pk is the partition intoK-orbits with respect
to the diagonal action, since CGx is the partition into K-orbits with respect to the
action by inverse right translation.
Antisymmetry of orbit m-schemes. We prove a simple and exact criterion for
antisymmetry of orbitm-schemes.
Lemma 2.16. The orbit m-scheme on S associated with K ⊆ Sym(S) is antisym-
metric iff the order of K is coprime to 1, 2, . . . ,m.
Proof. Let Π = {P1, . . . , Pm} be the orbit m-scheme on S associated with K.
Suppose the order of K is divisible by an integer k satisfying 1 < k ≤ m. We may
assume that k is a prime integer. By Cauchy’s theorem (see, e.g., [Lan02]), the group
K contains an element g of order k. The element g, as a permutation ofS, has at least
one k-cycle (x1 x2 · · · xk). Consider the element x = (x1, . . . , xk) ∈ S(k), and let
B be the block ofPk containing x. By definition, the element gx = (gx1, . . . , gxk) =
(x2, . . . , xk, x1) is also in B. On the other hand, let h = (1 2 · · · k)−1 ∈ Sym(k).
The permutation ckh of S(k) sends x = (x1, . . . , xk) to y = (y1, . . . , yk) defined
by yi = xh−1 i for i ∈ [k]. So ckh(x) = (x2, . . . , xk, x1) ∈ B. Therefore Π is not
antisymmetric.
Conversely, assume Π is not antisymmetric. Then for some integer k satisfying 1 <
k ≤ min{m, |S|}, h ∈ Sym(k) − {e}, and some element x = (x1, . . . , xk) ∈ S(k)
lying in a block B of Pk, we have ckh(x) ∈ B, i.e., ckh(x) = gx for some g ∈ K with
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respect to the diagonal action of K on S(k). As the permutation ckh of S(k) sends x
to y = (y1, . . . , yk) defined by yi = xh−1 i for i ∈ [k], we see gxi = xh−1 i for i ∈ [k].
Then g preserves the set T := {x1, . . . , xk} and restricts to a nontrivial permutation
g|T ∈ Sym(T ) of T . Let e be the order of g|T . Then e is not coprime to some
integer t where t ≤ |T | ≤ m. The order of K is a multiple of the order of g, which
is a multiple of e. So the order of K is not coprime to t either.
Example 2.2. Let S be a finite set satisfying |S| > 1. Let K be a subgroup of
Sym(S) generated by a single |S|-cycle so that it acts regularly on S. Denote by `
the least prime factor of |S|. Let Π be the orbit m-scheme on S associated with K
wherem is an integer satisfying 1 ≤ m < `. Then Π is homogeneous since K acts
transitively on S. The order of K is |S|, which is coprime to 1, . . . , `− 1. So Π is
also antisymmetric by Lemma 2.16 and the factm ≤ `− 1.
Upper bound of m for antisymmetric homogeneous m-schemes. Let S be a
finite set satisfying |S| > 1, and let ` be the least prime factor of |S|. For m ≥ `,
the orbit m-schemes on S in Example 2.2 are still homogeneous but no longer
antisymmetric. Indeed, an argument of Rónyai [Rón88] shows that form ≥ `, even
generalm-schemes on S cannot be both homogeneous and antisymmetric. This was
reproduced in [IKS09] and we present it here.
Lemma 2.17 ([Rón88; IKS09]). Let S be a finite set satisfying |S| > 1, and let ` be
the least prime factor of |S|. There exists no antisymmetric homogeneousm-scheme
on S form ≥ `.
Proof. Assume to the contrary that such an m-scheme Π = {P1, . . . , Pm} exists.
The group Sym(`) acts on S(`) by gx = ckg(x). By antisymmetry of Π, this action
induces a semiregular action on the set of blocks in P`. Let B1, . . . , Bk ∈ P` be
a complete set of representatives for the Sym(`)-orbits, i.e., each orbit contains
exactly one Bi. Then we have
k∑
i=1
|Bi| = |S
(`)|
|Sym(`)| =
|S|(|S| − 1) · · · (|S| − `+ 1)
`!
Let pi be the projection from S(`) to S sending (x1, . . . , x`) to x1. By regularity
and homogeneity of Π, for each i ∈ [k], the cardinality of Bi ∩ pi−1(y) is a constant
di ∈ N+ independent of y ∈ S. Then
k∑
i=1
di =
k∑
i=1
|Bi|
|S| =
(|S| − 1) · · · (|S| − `+ 1)
`!
.
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As |S| is a multiple of `, none of the factors |S|−1, . . . , |S|−`+1 of the numerator
is divisible by the prime number ` appeared in the denominator. This contradicts
the integrality of
∑k
i=1 di.
The condition m ≥ ` in Lemma 2.17 is tight, since Example 2.2 shows that anti-
symmetric homogeneousm-schemes exist form = `− 1.
Rónyai’s result can be extended to P-schemes in the case that P is a system of
stabilizers with respect to a transitive group action.
Lemma 2.18. Let G be a finite group acting transitively on a set S of cardinality
n > 1. Let P = Pm be the corresponding system of stabilizers of depthm for some
m ≥ `, where ` is the least prime factor of n. Then for any x ∈ S, there exists no
antisymmetric P-scheme that is homogeneous on Gx. In particular, d′(G) < `.
Lemma 2.18 can be easily proven using a technique called the induction of P-
schemes, to be discussed inChapter 6. It allows us to reduce to the caseG = Sym(S).
The claim then follows immediately, since by Lemma 2.7, for G = Sym(S), the
existence of an antisymmetric P-scheme homogeneous onGx implies the existence
of an antisymmetric homogeneousm-scheme on S, which contradicts Lemma 2.17.
For now, we just provide a direct proof.
Proof of Lemma 2.18. Assume to the contrary that C = {CH : H ∈ P} is an
antisymmetric P-scheme that is homogeneous on Gx for some x ∈ S. As C is
invariant and G acts transitively on S (and hence all one-point stabilizers Gx are
conjugate in G), we know C is homogeneous on Gx for all x ∈ S.
Consider the set S(`) equipped with two actions: the diagonal action of G and
the action of Sym(`) permuting the ` coordinates. The latter action is defined by
g(x1, . . . , x`) = (xg−11, . . . xg−1`) for g ∈ Sym(`) and (x1, . . . , x`) ∈ S(`). Note that
these two actions commute with each other and combine to an action ofG×Sym(`)
on S(`). For z ∈ S(`), we have gGz = G gz for all g ∈ Sym(`) and hence the action
of Sym(`) permutes the G-orbits within the (G× Sym(`))-orbit (G× Sym(`))z.
Now fix z ∈ S(`). We have the bijection λz : Gz → Gz\G which is an equivalence
between the action of G on the G-orbit Gz and the action on Gz\G by inverse
right translation. We also have a semiregular action of NG(Gz)/Gz on Gz\G by
left translation. This gives a injective group homomorphism φ : NG(Gz)/Gz ↪→
Sym(Gz\G), and we denote its image by N . Then |N | = |NG(Gz)/Gz|.
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Let H be the subgroup of Sym(`) fixing Gz setwisely, i.e., H = {g ∈ Sym(`) :
gGz = Gz}. The action of H ⊆ Sym(`) on S(`) restricts to an action on Gz
and hence we have a group homomorphism H → Sym(Gz). It is injective since
elements in Gz ⊆ S(`) have distinct coordinates. Now, identifying Gz with Gz\G
via λz, we have an action of H on Gz\G as well, defined by gλz(x) = λz(gx) for
x ∈ Gz. This gives an injective group homomorphism φ′ : H ↪→ Sym(Gz\G).
We claim that φ′(H) ⊆ N . To see this, pick any g ∈ H . We have gGze = Gzh0 for
some h0 ∈ G, or equivalently gz = h−10 z. Then for any h ∈ G, we have
gGzh =
g(
λz(
h−1z)
)
= λz
(
g
(h
−1
z)
)
= λz
(
h−1(gz)
)
= λz(
(h0h)−1z) = Gzh0h.
In particular, for any h ∈ Gz, we have gGzh = Gzh0h and other other hand
gGzh =
gGze = Gzh0. So h0hh−10 ∈ Gz. Therefore h0 ∈ NG(Gz). Furthermore,
note that h0Gz ∈ NG(Gz)/Gz sends any Gzh ∈ Gz\G to Gzh0h = gGzh by left
translation. So φ′(g) = φ(h0Gz) ∈ N . Therefore φ′(H) ⊆ N , as desired.
By antisymmetry, the action of N on Gz\G induces a semiregular action on the
set of blocks of CGz , which induces a semiregular action of φ′(H) on the set of
blocks of CGz . Let B1, . . . , Bk ∈ CGz be a complete set of representatives for the
φ′(H)-orbits. Then we have
k∑
i=1
|Bi| = |Gz\G||φ′(H)| =
|Gz|
|H| .
Choose x ∈ S such that Gz ⊆ Gx. By regularity and homogeneity on Gx, for
each i ∈ [k], the cardinality of Bi ∩ pi−1Gz ,Gx(y) is a constant di ∈ N+ independent
of y ∈ Gx\G, and hence |Bi| is a multiple of |Gx\G| = n. Therefore |Gz| is a
multiple of n · |H|.
By the orbit-stabilizer theorem, the number ofG-orbits contained in (G×Sym(`))z
is |Sym(`)|/|H|, and these G-orbits all have the same cardinality |Gz|. So
|(G× Sym(`))z| = |Sym(`)||H| · |Gz|,
which is a multiple of n · |Sym(`)| = n`! since |Gz| is a multiple of n · |H|. As
this holds for arbitrary z ∈ S(`), we know |S(`)| = n(n− 1) · · · (n− `+ 1) is also a
multiple of n`!. But this is not possible since n− 1, . . . , n− `+ 1 are not divisible
by the prime number `.
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2.5 Strongly antisymmetric homogeneousm-schemes form ≤ 3
In this section, we give examples of strongly antisymmetric homogeneous m-
schemes on a finite set S where |S| > 1 andm ∈ {1, 2, 3}.
The casem = 1. For all finite sets S, there exists a unique homogeneous 1-scheme
Π = {P1} on S, given by P1 = 0S . It is obviously antisymmetric since Sym(1)
is the trivial group. And it is also strongly antisymmetric since there exists no
projection piki form = 1.
The case m = 2. We discuss the following explicit construction of orbit 2-
schemes.
Example 2.3. Let q be a prime power of the form q = 4k+ 3 for some k ∈ N.3 The
multiplicative group F×q is a cyclic group of order 4k + 2. Denote by χ2 : F×q → C
the unique nontrivial quadratic character of F×q , which sends quadratic residues to 1
and non-residues to −1. Its kernel Ker(χ2) is the unique subgroup of F×q of index
two. For u ∈ F×q and v ∈ Fq, denote by φu,v the affine linear transformation of Fq
sending x ∈ Fq to ux+ v. Define K by
K := {φu,v : u ∈ Ker(χ2), v ∈ Fq}.
ThenK is a subgroup of Sym(Fq).4 Let Π = {P1, P2} be the orbit 2-scheme on Fq
associated with the subgroup K.
The partitions P1 and P2 are given as follows: asK acts transitively on Fq, we have
P1 = 0Fq and Π is homogeneous. For (a, b) ∈ F(2)q , we have φ1,b(a− b, 0) = (a, b)
and φ1,b ∈ K, and hence (a, b) and (a − b, 0) are in the same block of P2. Two
elements (c, 0), (d, 0) ∈ F(2)q are in the same block iff gc = d for some g ∈ K0,
where K0 is the stabilizer of 0 ∈ Fq. As K0 = {φu,0 : u ∈ Ker(χ2)}, we see
that (c, 0) and (d, 0) are in the same block iff χ2(c) = χ2(d). We conclude that P2
contains two blocks B+1 and B−1, where
Bs = {(a, b) ∈ F(2)q : χ2(a− b) = s}
for s = ±1.
3In particular, we may choose q to be a prime number. By Dirichlet’s theorem on arithmetic
progressions [Neu99], there exist infinitely many prime numbers of the form 4k + 3.
4The group K is also a subgroup of the general affine group AGL1(q) and is isomorphic to a
semidirect product Fq oKer(χ2).
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The order ofK is q(q−1)/2 = (4k+3)(2k+1)which is odd. SoΠ is antisymmetric
by Lemma 2.16. For every y ∈ Fq, the number of elements inB+1 (orB−1) mapped
to y by the projection pi21 (or pi22) is (q− 1)/2, which is greater than one when q > 3.
Therefore when q > 3, the two projections pi21 and pi22 restricted to B1 (or B2) are
not invertible, and hence Π is strongly antisymmetric. We conclude:
Lemma 2.19. The orbit 2-scheme Π in Example 2.3 is homogeneous and antisym-
metric. It is strongly antisymmetric when q > 3.
We remark that the partition P := P2 ∪ {1Fq} of Fq × Fq (where 1Fq = {(a, a) :
a ∈ Fq}) is actually an antisymmetric association scheme on Fq. It is known as an
association scheme of Paley tournaments [ER63; BI84; BCN89], or more generally
a cyclotomic scheme [BCN89].
Recall that for an association scheme P on a set S, blocks g, g′, g′′ ∈ P , and
(x, y) ∈ g, we use cgg′,g′′ to denote the number of z ∈ S satisfying (x, z) ∈ g′ and
(z, y) ∈ g′′. When P is antisymmetric and has only three blocks, the quantities
cgg′,g′′ only depend on n.5 We state it formally for the cases g, g′, g′′ 6= 1S .
Lemma2.20. LetP be an antisymmetric association scheme on a setS of cardinality
n containing only three blocks 1S , g and g∗. Then for u, v, w ∈ {g, g∗}, we have
cuv,w =
(n+ 1)/4 if u∗ = v = w,(n− 3)/4 otherwise.
Proof. From the basic properties of association schemes, we have cg∗g,g = c
g
g∗,g∗ ,
cgg,g = c
g
g,g∗ = c
g
g∗,g = c
g∗
g∗,g∗ = c
g∗
g∗,g = c
g∗
g,g∗ , and
∑
w∈P c
u
v,w = (n − 1)/2 for
u, v ∈ {g, g∗}.6 Also note that cuv,1S equals one when u = v and zero otherwise.
The claim then follows by simple calculations.
In particular, Lemma 2.20 applies to the association scheme P = P2∪{1Fq} above.
This is used in the next example for the proof of strong antisymmetry.
5This is a folklore result. Such an association scheme is equivalent to a doubly regular tourna-
ment. See, e.g., [RB72].
6See, e.g., [BI84, Section II.2, Proposition 2.2] and note that g, g∗ have the same valency
(n− 1)/2.
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The casem = 3. We have noted that forP2 as defined in Example 2.3, the partition
P = P2 ∪ {1Fq} of Fq × Fq is an antisymmetric association scheme on Fq. Thus
by Lemma 2.11, we have a homogeneous 3-scheme Π(P ). Unfortunately, Π(P ) is
not necessarily antisymmetric: there may exist distinct elements a, b, c ∈ Fq such
that χ2(a− b) = χ2(b− c) = χ2(c− a), and the block containing (a, b, c) ∈ F(3)q is
preserved by the 3-cycles in Sym(3).
However, it is possible to modify Π(P ) to get an explicit construction of strongly
antisymmetric homogeneous 3-schemes. The idea is to use a nontrivial cubic
character besides the quadratic character χ2.
Example 2.4. Let q be a prime power of the form 36k + 11 or 36k + 23 for some
k ∈ N.7 The congruence is chosen so that q − 1 is divisible by 2 but not by 3 or 4,
and q2− 1 is divisible by 3 but not by 9. In particular, the condition q ≡ 3 mod 4 in
Example 2.3 still holds. Define a 3-collection Π = {P1, P2, P3} on Fq as follows:
P1 and P2 are constructed in the same way as in Example 2.3, i.e., P1 = 0Fq and P2
contains two blocks, B+1 and B−1, where
Bs = {(a, b) ∈ F(2)q : χ2(a− b) = s}
for s = ±1, and χ2 : F×q → C is the unique nontrivial quadratic character of F×q .
To construct P3, we consider the quadratic extension Fq2 of Fq. Its multiplicative
groupF×q2 is a cyclic group of order q
2−1which is divisible by 3. Choose a nontrivial
cubic character χ3 : F×q2 → C. Let ω be a primitive third root of unity in Fq2 so that
1 + ω + ω2 = 0. For (a, b, c) ∈ F(3)q , we have a + ωb + ω2c = (a− c) + ω(b− c)
which is nonzero since ω 6∈ Fq. So a+ ωb+ ω2c ∈ F×q2 . We define a function s on
F(3)q by
s(a, b, c) :=
χ3(a+ ωb+ ω2c) if χ2(a− b) = χ2(b− c) = χ2(c− a),1 otherwise.
For (a, b, c) ∈ F(3)q , call the quadruple
(χ2(a− b), χ2(b− c), χ2(c− a), s(a, b, c))
the signature of (a, b, c). Choose the partition P3 of F(3)q such that two triples
(a, b, c), (a′, b′, c′) ∈ F(3)q are in the same block iff they have the same signature.
7Again, by Dirichlet’s theorem on arithmetic progressions [Neu99], there exist infinitely many
such q.
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Lemma 2.21. The 3-collection Π in Example 2.4 is an antisymmetric homogeneous
3-scheme on Fq. It is strongly antisymmetric when q > 11.
Proof. We first check that Π is an antisymmetric 3-scheme.
For compatibility, we need to verify that if (a, b, c), (a′, b′, c′) ∈ F(3)q are in the same
block of P3, then their images under pi3i are in the same block of P2, i = 1, 2, 3. This
follows by construction.
For invariance and antisymmetry, we need to show that for any g ∈ Sym(3)− {e},
the signature of (a, b, c) ∈ F(3)q determines that of g(a, b, c), and they are different.
We note that χ2(−1) = −1 since |F×q | = q − 1 is not divisible by 4, and χ3(ω) is a
primitive third root of unity in C since |F×q2| = q2 − 1 is not divisible by 9.
Suppose g is a transposition, e.g., the one sending (a, b, c) to (b, a, c) (the other cases
are symmetric). Then the signature of g(a, b, c) is
(χ2(b− a), χ2(a− c), χ2(c− b), s(b, a, c))
= (−χ2(a− b),−χ2(c− a),−χ2(b− c), s(b, a, c)).
When χ2(a − b), χ2(b − c), χ2(c − a) are not all equal, we have s(b, a, c) = 1.
Otherwise
s(b, a, c) = χ3(b+ ωa+ ω
2c) = χ3(ω)χ3(a+ ω
−1b+ ω−2c).
The automorphism x 7→ xq of Fq2 fixes a, b, c ∈ Fq and exchanges ω with ω−1. So
χ3(a+ ω
−1b+ ω−2c) = χ3((a+ ωb+ ω2c)q) = χ
q
3(a+ ωb+ ω
2c). We see that in
this case, the signature of (a, b, c) ∈ F(3)q determines that of g(a, b, c). And they are
different since χ2(b− a) = −χ2(a− b) 6= χ2(a− b).
Suppose g is a 3-cycle, e.g., the one sending (a, b, c) to (b, c, a) (the other case
is symmetric). Then the signature of g(a, b, c) is (χ2(b − c), χ2(c − a), χ2(a −
b), s(b, c, a)). When χ2(a − b), χ2(b − c), χ2(c − a) are not all equal, we have
s(b, c, a) = 1. Otherwise
s(b, c, a) = χ3(b+ ωc+ ω
2a) = χ3(ω
2)χ3(a+ ωb+ ω
2c) 6= s(a, b, c).
So again the signature of g(a, b, c) is determined by and different from that of (a, b, c).
To prove regularity, letK be the subgroup {φu,v : u ∈ Ker(χ2), v ∈ Fq} of Sym(Fq)
as in Example 2.3, and let Π′ = {P ′1, P ′2, P ′3} be the orbit 3-scheme on Fq associated
with K. Then P1 = P ′1 and P2 = P ′2. We claim that P3 is a coarsening of P ′3, i.e.,
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each block B of P3 is a disjoint union of a collection I of blocks in P ′3. Assume the
claim holds. Then for such a block B, an element y ∈ F(2)q , and a projection pi3i , we
have
|B ∩ (pi3i )−1(y)| =
∑
B′∈I
|B′ ∩ (pi3i )−1(y)|.
As Π′ is regular, it follows that Π is also regular. So it remains to prove the claim.
The blocks of P ′3 are K-orbits. So it suffices to show that for (a, b, c) ∈ F(3)q and
φu,v ∈ K, the elements (a, b, c) and φu,v(a, b, c) = (ua+ v, ub+ v, uc+ v) have the
same signature. We have
χ2((ua+ v)− (ub+ v)) = χ2(u)χ2(a− b) = χ2(a− b)
since u ∈ (F×q )2. Similarly χ2((ub+ v)− (uc+ v)) = χ2(b− c) and χ2((uc+ v)−
(ua + v)) = χ2(c − a). Also note that F×q is contained in the kernel of χ3,8 and
hence χ3(u) = 1. Therefore
χ3((ua+ v) + ω(ub+ v) + ω
2(uc+ v))
= χ3(u(a+ ωb+ ω
2c) + v(1 + ω + ω2))
= χ3(u(a+ ωb+ ω
2c))
= χ3(a+ ωb+ ω
2c)
and hence s(a, b, c) = s(ua+ v, ub+ v, uc+ v), as desired.
Homogeneity holds since P1 = 0Fq . Next we show that Π is strongly antisymmetric
when q > 11. To prove this, it suffice to show that the projections pi2i and pi3i are
not invertible even restricted to each block. For pi2i this holds when q > 3, as shown
in the proof of Lemma 2.19. For pi3i we only need to check that the cardinalities of
blocks of P3 are greater than the cardinality q(q− 1)/2 of blocks of P2. Let (a, b, c)
be an element of F(3)q and let B be the block of P3 containing it. Let (u, v, w, t)
be the signature of B. By Lemma 2.20, if u, v, w are not all equal, the cardinality
of B is (q(q − 1)/2)((q − 3)/4) > q(q − 1)/2. If u = v = w, the block B
and two other blocks, whose signatures are (u, v, w, χ3(ω)t) and (u, v, w, χ23(ω)t)
respectively, are permuted by 3-cycles in Sym(3), and their disjoint union has
cardinality (q(q − 1)/2)((q + 1)/4) by Lemma 2.20. So
|B| = 1
3
· q(q − 1)
2
· q + 1
4
>
q(q − 1)
2
as desired.
8Otherwise the intersection of F×q with the kernel has order (q − 1)/3, which is impossible as 3
does not divide q − 1.
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Unlike Example 2.19, the 3-schemes constructed in Example 2.4 are not orbit m-
schemes. In fact, we prove in Theorem 6.6 later that no strongly antisymmetric
homogeneous orbit m-schemes on S exist if |S| > 1 and m ≥ 3. It strengthens the
result in [IKS09] that no suchm-schemes exist form ≥ 4.
For m ≥ 4, there are no known examples of strongly antisymmetric homogeneous
m-schemes on S (where |S| > 1), even for general m-schemes. It is conjectured
in [IKS09] that such m-schemes do not exist for m ≥ C where C is an absolute
constant. An affirmative solution to this conjecture would imply a polynomial-time
deterministic factoring algorithm under GRH. See Theorem 6.2. Currently the best
known upper bound for m is O(log |S| + 1) [Evd94; IKS09; Gua09; Aro13]. See
Theorem 7.1.
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C h a p t e r 3
THE P-SCHEME ALGORITHM
In this chapter, we present a generic deterministic factoring algorithm called the
P-scheme algorithm, based on the notion of P-schemes introduced in Chapter 2.
Aunivariate polynomial over a finite field is said to be square-free if it has no repeated
factors, and completely reducible over Fq if it factorizes into linear factors over Fq.
For simplicity, the algorithm in this chapter assumes that the input polynomial
satisfies the following condition:
Condition 3.1. The input polynomial is defined over a prime field Fp. In addition,
it is square-free and completely reducible over Fp.
This assumption is commonly made in the literature (see, e.g., [Rón88; Evd94;
CH00; IKS09; Aro13; Aro+14]) and is justified by standard reductions [Ber70;
Yun76; Knu98]. Specifically, Berlekamp [Ber70] reduced the problem of com-
pletely factoring an arbitrary polynomial over a finite field to the problem of finding
roots of certain other polynomials in Fp. The latter problem further reduces to
the problem of completely factoring polynomials satisfying Condition 3.1 by the
technique of square-free factorization [Yun76; Knu98]. Alternatively, we develop
an algorithm that works for arbitrary polynomials over finite fields in Chapter 5
without using these reductions.
Overview of the P-scheme algorithm
The P-scheme algorithm consists of three parts:
1. reducing to the problem of computing an “ idempotent decomposition” of a
certain ring,
2. computing idempotent decompositions of rings associated with a poset of
number fields,
3. constructing the poset of number fields used in the previous part.
Now we elaborate on each part.
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Reduction to computing an idempotent decomposition. It is well known that
computing a factorization of f is equivalent to finding zero divisors of the ring
Fp[X]/(f(X)) [Rón88; Evd94; IKS09]. We focus on special zero divisors called
idempotent elements or simply idempotents,1 i.e., those elementsx satisfyingx2 = x.
Two idempotents x, y are said to be orthogonal if xy = 0. It can be shown that the
problem of factoring f reduces to decomposing the unity of the ring Fp[X]/(f(X))
into a sum of nonzero mutually orthogonal idempotent elements, called an idempo-
tent decomposition.
Definition 3.1. An idempotent decomposition of a ring R is a set I of nonzero
mutually orthogonal idempotent elements of R satisfying
∑
x∈I x = 1.
On the other hand, recall that our algorithm uses a lifted polynomial f˜(X) ∈ Z[X]
of f , as mentioned in the introduction. Furthermore, we may assume f˜ is an
irreducible lifted polynomial (see Definition 1.1) by running the factoring algorithm
for rational polynomials [LLL82] to factorize f˜ into the irreducible factors over
Q. See Section 3.9 for more discussion. The polynomial f˜ defines a number field
F := Q[X]/(f˜(X)). We show that, since f is square-free and completely reducible
over Fp, the ring Fp[X]/(f(X)) is naturally isomorphic to O¯F := OF/pOF , where
OF is the ring of integers of the field F . Therefore the problem reduces to that of
computing an idempotent decomposition of the ring O¯F .
Computing idempotent decompositions for a poset of number fields. Denote
by L the splitting field of f˜ over Q and G the Galois group of f˜ over Q, i.e.,
G = Gal(L/Q). Conceptually, replacing Fp[X]/(f(X)) with O¯F allows us to use
the information provided by the Galois group G. By the work of Rónyai [Rón92],
a zero divisor a 6= 0 (or, in our language, an idempotent decomposition) of O¯F
can be found efficiently if an efficiently computable nontrivial automorphism of the
ring O¯F is given. The Galois group G naturally provides automorphisms of O¯F , at
least when F is Galois over Q. Moreover, these automorphisms can be efficiently
computed thanks to the efficient polynomial factoring algorithms for number fields
[Len83; Lan85]. Using this idea, Rónyai [Rón92] gave a polynomial-time factoring
algorithm for the case that F is Galois over Q.
When F is not Galois over Q, not every automorphism in G restricts to an auto-
morphism of F or O¯F . One of our key observations is that F may still admit a
1Strictly speaking, we need to exclude the unity of the ring which is the only idempotent element
that is not a zero divisor.
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F ′
F
L
H
NG(H)
G
NG(H)/H
Figure 3.1: The tower of fields and Galois groups. Denote by L the splitting field
of f˜ over Q and regard F as a subfield of L.
nontrivial automorphism group, from which we can compute a partial factorization
of f . Indeed, we regard F as a subfield of L and let H be the subgroup of G
fixing F . Then the automorphism group of F is isomorphic to NG(H)/H . The
corresponding fixed subfield F ′ = FNG(H)/H is the smallest subfield of F such that
F/F ′ is Galois. See Figure 3.1 for an illustration.
In the worst case, we may have NG(H) = H and then the automorphism group of
F is trivial. However, an extension K of F may still have a nontrivial automor-
phism group, and hence a nontrivial idempotent decomposition may be obtained
for O¯K := OK/pOK instead of O¯F , where OK is the ring of integers of K. For
example, suppose G is the symmetric group Sym(n) permuting the n roots of
f˜ . We identify F with Q(α) for some root α of f˜ , and then H is the stabilizer
Gα. Let β be a root of f˜ different from α. Then the automorphism group of
K = F (β) = Q(α, β) isNG(Gα,β)/Gα,β , which is nontrivial asNG(Gα,β) contains
the permutations swapping α and β. Another example is the case thatK equals the
splitting field L of f˜ . In this case, the automorphism group of K is just G.
Motivated by the above observation, we design the algorithm so that it computes
idempotent decompositions not only for the number field F , but also simultaneously
for a poset of subfields of L. Moreover, we compute homomorphisms between
these fields, which induce homomorphisms between the rings O¯K . Using these
homomorphisms, we show that the idempotent decompositions can be properly
refined, unless some consistency constraints between them are satisfied.
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The connectionwithP-schemes is as follows: byGalois theory, the poset of subfields
used by the algorithm corresponds to a poset P of subgroups of G. Suppose a field
K in the former poset is associated with a subgroup H . It can be shown that
an idempotent decomposition of O¯K corresponds to a partition of the coset space
H\G. These partitions for variousH ∈ P altogether form a P-collection. Then the
consistency constraints between the idempotent decompositions are just the defining
properties ofP-schemes in disguise, i.e. compatibility, regularity, and invariance. In
addition, we incorporate in our algorithm Rónyai’s technique [Rón92] as mentioned
above as well as its extension by Evdokimov [Evd94]. They are characterized by
antisymmetry and strongly antisymmetry of P-schemes respectively.
The main part of the algorithm has the following structure: it constructs the rings
O¯K and the homomorphisms between them, and then maintains the idempotent
decompositions of these rings and iteratively refines them. Each time it calls a
subroutine corresponding to some property of P-schemes in attempt to obtain a
refinement. Either the property is already satisfied, or strictly finer idempotent
decompositions are obtained by the subroutine. The algorithm terminates when
the decompositions cannot be properly refined any more, in which case we are
guaranteed to have a strongly antisymmetric P-scheme. This gives the following
result.
Theorem 3.1 (informal). Under GRH, there exists a deterministic algorithm that
given a poset P] of subfields of L corresponding to a poset P of subgroups of G,
outputs idempotent decompositions of O¯K for K ∈ P] corresponding to a strongly
antisymmetric P-scheme. The running time is polynomial in the size of the input.
Suppose F is in the poset P], corresponding to a group H ∈ P . Then in the
strongly antisymmetric P-scheme produced by the algorithm, the partition ofH\G
translates into an idempotent decomposition of the ring O¯F . In particular, it follows
from the reduction in the first part of the algorithm that if all strongly antisymmetric
P-schemes are discrete (resp. inhomogeneous) on H , then we always obtain the
complete factorization (resp. a proper factorization) of f .
Constructing a collection of number fields. Theorem 3.1 is a generic result, as
we may feed it any poset P] of subfields of L and get a strongly antisymmetric
P-scheme, where P is the corresponding poset of subgroups of G. To obtain an
actual factoring algorithm, we need to construct such a poset. More precisely, we
construct a collection F of number fields that are representatives of isomorphism
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classes of those in P], i.e., isomorphic fields in P] are represented by the same
element in F . The posets P and P] are determined once F is given.
Let H be the subgroup of G fixing F . The collection F of number fields should
satisfy the following two constraints: (1) F contains the field F , so that we can
convert the partition on H\G in the P-scheme into a factorization of f , and (2)
all strongly antisymmetric P-schemes are discrete (resp. inhomogeneous) on H ,
so that the algorithm always produces the complete factorization (resp. a proper
factorization) of f . In addition, we want to bound the running time spent in
constructing the fields inP], which controls the running time of thewhole algorithm.
We give various settings of F in which the two constraints above are satisfied. One
of them is to choose F = {F,L}, where L is the splitting field of f˜ . In another
setting, we choose F so that P is a system of stabilizers of depth m for sufficiently
largem ∈ N+. They lead to factoring algorithms with various running time.
For simplicity, we only state the results that F can be constructed in certain amount
of time (see Section 3.8). The proofs are deferred to Chapter 4, where we give a
more comprehensive investigation on the problem of constructing number fields.
Summary. The actual factoring algorithm combines the three parts above in the
opposite order: we first construct a collection F of number fields which determines
the posetsP andP]. Thenwe run the algorithm in Theorem 3.1 to obtain a collection
of idempotent decompositions corresponding to a strongly antisymmetricP-scheme.
Finally we extract a factorization of f from the idempotent decomposition of O¯F .
This yields the main result of this chapter:
Theorem 3.2 (informal). Suppose there exists a deterministic algorithm that given
a polynomial g(X) ∈ Z[X] irreducible overQ, constructs in time T (g) a collection
F of subfields of the splitting field L of g over Q such that
• F = Q[X]/(g(X)) is in F , and
• all strongly antisymmetric P-schemes are discrete (resp. inhomogeneous) on
Gal(L/F ) ∈ P , where P is the subgroup system associated with F .
Then under GRH, there exists a deterministic algorithm that given f(X) ∈ Fp[X]
satisfying Condition 3.1 and an irreducible lifted polynomial f˜(X) ∈ Z[X] of f ,
outputs the complete factorization (resp. a proper factorization) of f over Fp in time
polynomial in T (f˜) and the size of the input.
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We show that many results achieved by known factoring algorithms [Hua91a;
Hua91b; Rón88; Rón92; Evd94; IKS09] can be derived from Theorem 3.2. Thus
the P-scheme algorithm provides a unifying approach to polynomial factoring over
finite fields.
Outline of the chapter. Notations and mathematical preliminaries are given in
Section 3.1, and algorithmic preliminaries are given in Section 3.2. We reduce
the problem of factoring f to that of computing an idempotent decomposition of
O¯F in Section 3.3. In Section 3.4, we give the main body of the algorithm that
computes idempotent decompositions corresponding to a strongly antisymmetric
P-scheme, and use it to prove Theorem 3.1. The next three sections (Section 3.5,
3.6 and 3.7) describe three subroutines used by this algorithm. In Section 3.8 we
state some results on constructing a collection F of number fields using f˜ . Finally,
in Section 3.9, we combine the results developed in the previous sections to prove
Theorem 3.2, and use it to derive the main results in [Hua91a; Hua91b; Rón88;
Rón92; Evd94; IKS09].
3.1 Preliminaries
We first review basic notations and facts in algebra. They are standard and can be
found in various textbooks, e.g., [Lan02; AM69; Mar77]. Then we discuss splitting
of prime ideals in number field extensions. Finally, for the certain rings O¯K , we
establish a one-to-one correspondence between their idempotent decompositions
and the partitions of certain right coset spaces.
All rings are assumed to be commutative rings with unity.
Ideals. Recall that a subset I of a ring R is an ideal of R if (1) I is a subgroup of
the underlying additive abelian group ofR, and (2)R ·I = {ra : r ∈ R, a ∈ I} ⊆ I .
For x ∈ R, denote by (x), xR or Rx the ideal {rx : r ∈ R} of R generated by x.
An ideal of R is proper if it is a proper subset of R. Let I be a proper ideal of I .
We say I is prime if I 6= R and ab ∈ I implies a ∈ I or b ∈ I for any a, b ∈ R.
And I is maximal if I 6= R and there exists no ideal I ′ of R satisfying I ( I ′ ( R.
A proper ideal I is prime (resp. maximal) iff the quotient ring R/I is an integral
domain (resp. a field). In particular, maximal ideals are prime. For an ideal I0
of R, the map I 7→ I/I0 is a one-to-one correspondence between the ideals of R
containing I0 and the ideals of R/I0, and it preserves primality and maximality.
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If m1, . . . ,mk and m are maximal ideals of R and
⋂k
i=1 mi ⊆ m, then m = mi for
some i ∈ [k].2 In particular, if ⋂ki=1 mi = 0, then m1, . . . ,mk are the only maximal
ideals of R.
Two ideals I, I ′ of R are coprime if I + I ′ = R. In particular, distinct maximal
ideals are always coprime. For pairwise coprime ideals I1, . . . , Ik, it holds that⋂k
i=1 Ii =
∏k
i=1 Ii. We also have
Lemma 3.1 (Chinese remainder theorem). Suppose I1, . . . , Ik are pairwise coprime
ideals of R. Then the ring homomorphism
φ : R/
k⋂
i=1
Ii →
k∏
i=1
R/Ii
sending x+
⋂k
i=1 Ii to (x+ I1, . . . , x+ Ik) is an isomorphism.
Semisimple rings. A(commutative) ring is semisimple if it is isomorphic to a finite
product of fields. The following lemma provides a characterization of semisimple
rings.
Lemma 3.2. A ring R is semisimple iff it has finitely many maximal ideals m1, . . . ,
mk and
⋂k
i=1 mi = 0, in which case R is isomorphic to
∏k
i=1 R/mi via the map
x 7→ (x+ m1, . . . , x+ mk).
Proof. Suppose R ∼= ∏ki=1 Fi is semisimple where each Fi is a field. For i ∈ [k],
let pii : R → Fi be the ith projection and mi be its kernel. Then R/mi ∼= Fi
and hence each mi is a maximal ideal of R. Moreover we have
⋂k
i=1 mi = 0 and
hence m1, . . . ,mk are the only maximal ideals. Conversely, suppose R has finitely
many maximal idealsm1, . . . ,mk and
⋂k
i=1 mi = 0. Then by the Chinese remainder
theorem, the mapR→∏ki=1R/mi sending x ∈ R to (x+m1, . . . , x+mk) is a ring
isomorphism. Each direct factor R/mi is a field, and hence R is semisimple.
The semisimple rings considered in this chapter are all semisimple Fp-algebras, i.e.
semisimple rings that are also Fp-algebras.
Idempotent elements. An element x of a ring is an idempotent element (or just an
idempotent) if x2 = x. Two idempotents x, y are orthogonal if xy = 0. A nonzero
idempotent x is primitive if it cannot be written as a sum of two nonzero orthogonal
2See [AM69, Proposition 1.11] for a more general statement for prime ideals.
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idempotents. As already stated in Definition 3.1, an idempotent decomposition of
a ring R is a set I of nonzero mutually orthogonal idempotents of R satisfying∑
x∈I x = 1. We say such an idempotent decomposition is proper if |I| > 1 and
complete if all idempotents in I are primitive.
Lemma 3.3. Let R be a semisimple ring. For every maximal ideal m of R, there
exists a unique primitive idempotent δm ∈ R satisfying δm ≡ 1 (mod m) and δm ≡ 0
(mod m′) for all maximal ideals m′ 6= m. Two elements δm and δm′ are orthogonal
iff m 6= m′. Furthermore
• the map m 7→ δm is a one-to-one correspondence between the maximal ideals
of R and the primitive idempotents of R, and
• the map B 7→ ∑m∈B δm is a one-to-one correspondence between the sets of
maximal ideals of R and the idempotents of R.
Proof. This is clear from the isomorphism R ∼= ∏m∈S R/m, where S denotes the
set of all the maximal ideals of R.
We also need the following lemma.
Lemma 3.4. Suppose φ : R′ → R is a ring homomorphism between two semisimple
rings R,R′. Let δ, δ′ be idempotents of R and R′ respectively satisfying φ(δ′)δ = δ.
Then φ induces a ring homomorphism from R′/(1 − δ′) to R/(1 − δ) sending
x+ (1− δ′) to φ(x) + (1− δ) for x ∈ R′.
Proof. It suffices to show that φ(1 − δ′) is in the ideal (1 − δ) of R, which holds
since (1− φ(δ′))(1− δ) = 1− φ(δ′)− δ + φ(δ′)δ = 1− φ(δ′) = φ(1− δ′).
Finitely generated modules and free modules. A subset S of an R-module M
generates M if
∑
x∈S Rx = M . And M is finitely generated if it is generated by
a finite subset S. A basis of M over R, or an R-basis of M , is a subset S ⊆ M
generatingM for which the sumM =
∑
x∈S Rx is a direct sum. We sayM is free
(overR) if it admits anR-basis. The rank of a finitely generated free module overR
is the cardinality of any R-basis of it, which is finite and independent of the choice
of the basis.
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Number fields. Elements in the algebraic closure Q¯ of Q are called algebraic
numbers. An algebraic number is integral or an algebraic integer if it is a root of a
monic polynomial in Z[X]. The set of algebraic integers is a subring of Q¯, denoted
by A. A number field is a finite degree field extension ofQ in Q¯. For a number field
K, the subring OK := A ∩K is called the ring of integers of K. It is embedded in
the Q-vector space K as a lattice of rank [K : Q].
Suppose K/K0 is a number field extension. We say α ∈ K is a primitive element
of K over K0 if K = K0(α). Primitive elements always exist for any number field
extension by the primitive element theorem.
Galois theory. Let K/K0 be a field extension. The set of automorphisms of K
fixing K0 is a group, called the automorphism group of K over K0, and is denoted
by Aut(K/K0). We say K is Galois over K0 if |Aut(K/K0)| = [K : K0], in
which case Aut(K/K0) is also called the Galois group of K over K0 and denoted
by Gal(K/K0).
Theorem 3.3 (fundamental theorem of Galois theory). Let K/K0 be a Galois
extension. Then for any intermediate fieldK0 ⊆ E ⊆ K, the extensionK/E is also a
Galois extension. Furthermore, the map E 7→ Gal(K/E) is an inclusion-reversing
one-to-one correspondence between the poset of intermediate fields K0 ⊆ E ⊆ K
and the poset of subgroups of Gal(K/K0), with the inverse map H 7→ KH .
Given a Galois extension K/K0, two subfields E,E ′ between K and K0 are con-
jugate over K0 if there exists an isomorphism τ0 : E → E ′ fixing K0. Such an
isomorphism always extends to an automorphism τ ∈ Gal(K/K0) of K. The
corresponding Galois groups Gal(K/E) and Gal(K/E ′) satisfy Gal(K/E ′) =
τGal(K/E)τ−1. So conjugate subfields of K over K0 correspond to conjugate
subgroups in Gal(K/K0).
Now we restrict to number field extensions. LetK/K0 be a number field extension.
There exists a unique minimal number field that contains K and is Galois over K0,
called the Galois closure of K/K0. For a polynomial f(X) ∈ K0[X] with roots
α1, . . . , αk ∈ Q¯, the number field K ′ = K0(α1, . . . , αk) is called the splitting field
of f overK0 and is Galois overK0. We also write Gal(f/K0) for the corresponding
Galois group Gal(K ′/K0), called the Galois group of f overK0. If f is the minimal
polynomial of a primitive element of K over K0, the splitting field of f over K0 is
exactly the Galois closure of K/K0.
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Suppose K/K0 is a Galois extension with the Galois group G. If x ∈ K is an
algebraic integer, so is gx for any g ∈ G since Z ⊆ K0 is fixed by G. So the action
of G on K restricts to an action on OK .
Splitting of prime ideals. The ring of integers of a number field is an example of
a Dedekind domain [AM69; Mar77]. An ideal of a Dedekind domain is a nonzero
prime ideal iff it is a maximal ideal, and hence these two notions are interchangeable.
By convention, we use the notion of (nonzero) prime ideals instead of maximal
ideals.
Let K be a number field. It follows from the theory of Dedekind domains [Mar77]
that the ideal pOK ofOK splits uniquely (up to the ordering) into a product of prime
ideals of OK :
pOK =
k∏
i=1
Pi.
For i ∈ [k], the quotient ring OK/Pi is a finite field extension of degree di ∈ N+
over Fp, and
∑k
i=1 di = [K : Q]. We say P1, . . . ,Pk are the prime ideals of OK
lying over p. If P1 . . . ,Pk are distinct and OK/Pi ∼= Fp for all i ∈ [k] (and hence
k = [K : Q]), we say p splits completely inK. It is known that if p splits completely
in K, then it also splits completely in any subfield of the Galois closure of K/Q.
See, e.g., [Mar77, Chapter 4]. We also need the following result that identifies the
set of prime ideals lying over p with a right coset space in the case that p splits
completely in a Galois extension containing K.
Theorem 3.4. Let L be a Galois extension of Q such that p splits completely in L,
and letG = Gal(L/Q). Fix a prime idealQ0 ofOL lying over p. For any subgroup
H ⊆ G and the corresponding fixed subfieldK = LH , the mapHg 7→ gQ0∩OK is
a one-to-one correspondence between the right cosets inH\G and the prime ideals
of OK lying over p.3
See, e.g., [Mar77, Theorem 33]. As the prime ideals of OK lying over p are
exactly those containing pOK , we get the following correspondence by passing to
the quotient ring O¯K := OK/pOK .
Corollary 3.1. Let L, G, Q0 be as in Theorem 3.4. For any subgroup H ⊆ G and
the corresponding fixed subfield K = LH , the map Hg 7→ (gQ0 ∩ OK)/pOK is
3Note that this map is well defined: for another representative hg ∈ G of Hg where h ∈ H , we
have hgQ0 ∩ OK = h(gQ0 ∩ OK) = gQ0 ∩ OK since OK is fixed by H .
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a one-to-one correspondence between the right cosets in H\G and the prime (and
maximal) ideals of O¯K .
Idempotent decompositions vs. partitions of a right coset space. Suppose p
splits completely into a product of prime ideals P1, . . . ,Pk in a number field K.
Then P1/pOK , . . . ,Pk/pOK are the prime (and maximal) ideals of O¯K . As the
intersection of these ideals equals pOK/pOK = 0, the ring O¯K is semisimple by
Lemma 3.2. The prime ideals Pi/pOK correspond to the primitive idempotents of
O¯K by Lemma 3.3 and also to the cosets in a right coset space by Corollary 3.1. We
combine them and establish a correspondence between the idempotent decomposi-
tions of O¯K and the partitions of a certain right coset space.
For a number field extension L/K, the inclusion OK ↪→ OL induces a map
iK,L : O¯K → O¯L
with the kernel (pOL ∩ OK)/pOK . As pOL ∩ OK = pOK ,4 this map is injective,
which identifies O¯K with a subring of O¯L. Also note that if L/Q is a Galois
extension with the Galois group G, the action of G on OL induces an action
on O¯L and permutes the maximal ideals of O¯L. These observations are used in
Definition 3.2 below.
Fix the following notations: let L be a Galois extension of Q with Gal(L/Q) = G
and suppose p splits completely in L. For a nonzero prime ideal Q of OL lying
over p, define Q¯ := Q/pOL which is a prime (and hence maximal) ideal of O¯L, and
let δQ¯ be the primitive idempotent of O¯L satisfying δQ¯ ≡ 1 (mod Q¯) and δQ¯ ≡ 0
(mod Q¯′) for all maximal ideals Q¯′ 6= Q¯ of O¯L (cf. Lemma 3.3).
Definition 3.2. Suppose H is a subgroup of G and K = LH . Fix a prime ideal Q0
of OL lying over p. Then
• for an idempotent decomposition I of O¯K , define P (I) to be the partition of
H\G such that Hg,Hg′ ∈ H\G are in the same block iff g−1(iK,L(δ)) ≡
g′−1(iK,L(δ)) (mod Q¯0) holds for all δ ∈ I , and
• for a partition P of H\G, define I(P ) to be the idempotent decomposition
of O¯K consisting of the idempotents δB := i−1K,L
(∑
g∈G:Hg∈B
gδQ¯0
)
, where B
ranges over the blocks in P .5
4To see this, note that if x ∈ pOL ∩ OK , then x/p ∈ OL ∩K = OK .
5We show in the proof of Lemma 3.5 that
∑
g∈G:Hg∈B
gδQ¯0 does lie in the image of iK,L, and
hence δB is well defined.
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We have the following lemma, whose proof is routine and can be found in Ap-
pendix B.
Lemma 3.5. The partitions P (I) and the idempotent decompositions I(P ) are well
defined. And for any idempotent decomposition I of O¯K , the idempotents δ ∈ I
correspond one-to-one to the blocks of P (I) via the map δ 7→ Bδ := {Hg ∈ H\G :
g−1(iK,L(δ)) ≡ 1 (mod Q¯0)} with the inverse map B 7→ δB.
Now we are ready to establish the following correspondence.
Lemma 3.6. The map I 7→ P (I) is a one-to-one correspondence between the
idempotent decompositions of O¯K and the partitions of H\G, with the inverse map
P 7→ I(P ).
Proof. Note I(P ) = {δB : B ∈ P} by definition and P (I) = {Bδ : δ ∈ I} by
Lemma 3.5. So I = I(P (I)) by Lemma 3.5. Also note the map B 7→ δB is
injective, and hence the map P 7→ I(P ) is also injective. So P = I(P (I)).
3.2 Algorithmic preliminaries
In this section, we present some basic procedures used in the factoring algorithm,
mostly related to number fields. Standard references include [Len92; Coh93].
Let A be an R-algebra that is a free R-module of finite rank. In the factoring
algorithm, we represent such an algebra bymaintaining anR-basisB = {b1, . . . , bd}
of it. The structure constants ofA in the basisB are the constants cijk ∈ R defined by
bibj =
∑d
k=1 cijkbk. Given these structure constants, arithmetic operations of A can
be performed in polynomial time, provided that the those ofR can also be performed
in polynomial time. In the discussion below, we use the phrase “computing A” for
the task of computing the structure constants of A in the R-basis B associated with
A. And by “computing a” for a ∈ A we mean computing the constants ci ∈ R
satisfying a =
∑d
i=1 cibi. The interesting cases of R to us are Z, Q, and Fp.
Now let R′ be an R-algebra and let A′ be an R′-algebra that is a free R′-module of
finite rank. Let φ : A → A′ be an R-linear map. We use the phrase “computing
φ” for the task of computing φ(bi) ∈ A′ for all bi ∈ B, in terms of the coefficients
of φ(bi) in the R′-basis B′ associated with A′. The interesting cases to us are (1)
R = R′ ∈ {Z,Q,Fp}, (2) R = Z, R′ = Q and φ is an inclusion that embeds a
lattice in a vector space over Q, and (3) R = Z, R′ = Z/pZ ∼= Fp, and φ is a
quotient map from a lattice to a vector space over Fp.
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The size of an object used in the algorithm is the number of bits used to encode this
object.
Encoding a number field. LetK be a number field of degree d ∈ N+ overQ. We
encode K using a primitive element α ∈ K over Q, or more precisely, the minimal
polynomial g(X) ∈ Q[X] of α over Q. Given g(X), we compute Q[X]/(g(X))
in the standard Q-basis {1 + (g(X)), X + (g(X)), . . . , Xd−1 + (g(X))} and use it
to represent K. This is justified by the isomorphism Q[X]/(g(X)) ∼= K sending
X + (g(X)) to α.
Computing O¯K . Given K and a prime number p, we want to compute the Fp-
algebra O¯K = OK/pOK . It is natural to first compute the ring of integers OK and
then pass to the quotient ring O¯K . Unfortunately, computing a Z-basis of OK inK
is in general as hard as finding the largest square factor of a given integer [Chi89;
Len92]. We overcome the difficulty by working with a subring O′K ⊆ OK instead
of OK such that [OK : O′K ] is finite and coprime to p. Such a subring is called a
p-maximal order of K, which can be efficiently computed:
Theorem 3.5. There exists a polynomial-time algorithm that given K and p, com-
putes a p-maximal order O′K of K together with the inclusion O′K ↪→ K.
See, e.g., [Coh93, Chapter 6]. We may use O′K in place of OK thanks to the
following lemma.
Lemma3.7. For a p-maximal orderO′K ofK, the ring homomorphismO′K/pO′K →
OK/pOK = O¯K induced from the inclusion O′K ↪→ OK is an isomorphism.
Proof. To show surjectivity, it suffices to show that O′K and pOK span OK over Z.
Note that n1 := [OK : O′K ] is coprime to p and n2 := [OK : pOK ] is a power of p.
The index of the lattice spanned byO′K and pOK inOK divides both n1 and n2 and
hence equals one, as desired.
On the other hand, note that OK and O′K are both lattices of rank [K : Q]. So O¯K
and O′K/pO′K are both vector spaces of dimension [K : Q] over Fp. Therefore the
map O′K/pO′K → O¯K is an isomorphism.
This provides a method of computing the Fp-algebra O¯K :
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Lemma3.8. There exists a polynomial-time algorithm ComputeQuotientRing that
givenK and p, computes the quotient ring O¯K , a p-maximal orderO′K , the inclusion
O′K ↪→ K, and the quotient map pi : O′K → O¯K sending x ∈ O′K to x+ pOK .
Proof. Compute O′K and the inclusion O′K ↪→ K using Theorem 3.5. In particular
the structure constants cijk ∈ Z of O′K in some Z-basis {b1, . . . , bd} are computed,
where d = [K : Q]. The structure constants of O′K/pO′K in the Fp-basis {b1 +
pO′K , . . . , bd + pO′K} are simply cijk mod p. By Lemma 3.7, they are also the
structure constants of O¯K in the Fp-basis {b1 + pOK , . . . , bd + pOK}. The map pi
is specified by the data pi(bi) = bi + pOK .
Note that in addition to O¯K , we also compute the auxiliary data of O′K and the
maps from O′K to O¯K and K. They are used for the algorithms in Lemma 3.9 and
Lemma 3.11 below.
Computing the residue of an algebraic integermodulo p. We need an algorithm
computing the image of an algebraic integer α ∈ OK in O¯K , where α is given as an
element of K.
Lemma 3.9. There exists a polynomial-time algorithm ComputeResidue that takes
the following data as the input
• a number fieldsK, a prime number p, and α ∈ OK given as an element ofK,
• the outputs of ComputeQuotientRing (see Lemma 3.8) on the inputs (K, p),
i.e., the quotient ring O¯K , a maximal p-orders O′K , the inclusion O′K ↪→ K,
and the quotient map O′K → O¯K ,
and computes α + pOK ∈ O¯K .
The proof of Lemma 3.9 can be found in Appendix B.
Computing embeddings of number fields. Embeddings of a number field in
another can be computed efficiently, thanks to the polynomial-time factoring algo-
rithms for number fields [Len83; Lan85].
Theorem3.6 ([Len83; Lan85]). There exists a polynomial-time algorithm that given
a number fieldK and a polynomial g(X) ∈ K[X], factorizes g(X) into irreducible
factors over K.
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Let K,K ′ be number fields and suppose K is encoded with a primitive element
α ∈ K whose minimal polynomial is g(X) ∈ Q[X]. Each embedding φ of K in
K ′ is determined by the image φ(α) ∈ K ′ which is a root of g(X). These roots can
be enumerated by factoring g(X) over K ′ using Theorem 3.6. So we have:
Lemma 3.10. There exists a polynomial-time algorithm ComputeEmbeddings that
given number fields K and K ′, computes all the embeddings of K in K ′.
Computing induced ring homomorphisms between O¯K . Let φ : K ↪→ K ′ be an
embedding of number fields, which restricts to an inclusionOK ↪→ OK′ . By passing
to the quotient rings O¯K and O¯K′ , we obtain a ring homomorphism φ¯ : O¯K → O¯K′ .
And we say the map φ¯ is induced from φ. The following lemma states that φ¯ can be
efficiently computed from φ and some auxiliary data.
Lemma 3.11. There exists a polynomial-time algorithm ComputeRingHom that
takes the following data as the input
• number fields K, K ′, an embedding φ : K → K ′, and a prime number p,
• the outputs of ComputeQuotientRing (see Lemma 3.8) on the inputs (K, p)
and (K ′, p) respectively,6
and computes the ring homomorphism φ¯ : O¯K → O¯K′ induced from φ.
The proof of Lemma 3.11 can be found in Appendix B.
3.3 Reduction to computing an idempotent decomposition of O¯F
Now we start describing the P-scheme algorithm. Fix the following notations in the
remaining sections:
• f(X): the input polynomial in Fp[X] to be factorized, which is square-free
and completely reducible over Fp,
• f˜(X): an irreducible lifted polynomial of f(X) in Z[X],
• F : the number field Q[X]/(f˜(X)),
• L: the splitting field of f˜ over Q,
6That is, the quotient rings O¯K , O¯K′ , the maximal p-ordersO′K ,O′K′ , the inclusionsO′K ↪→ K,
O′K′ ↪→ K ′, and the quotient maps O′K → O¯K , O′K′ → O¯K′ .
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• G: the Galois group Gal(L/Q) = Gal(f˜/Q),
• Q0: a fixed prime ideal of OL lying over p.
In this section, we reduce the problem of factoring f to that of computing an
idempotent decomposition of O¯F . For simplicity, we first assume that f˜ is a monic
polynomial, and then remove the assumption at the end of this section.
Ring isomorphism between Fp[X]/(f(X)) and O¯K . Let α := X+ (f˜(X)) ∈ F
which is a root of f˜ . As f˜(X) ∈ Z[X] is monic, we know α ∈ OF . Define the ring
homomorphism τ˜ : Fp[X]→ O¯F by letting τ˜(X) = α+pOF , which is well defined
since O¯F is an Fp-algebra. Moreover, we have τ˜(f(X)) = f˜(α) + pOF = 0. So τ˜
induces a ring homomorphism τ : Fp[X]/(f(X)) → O¯K sending X + (f(X)) to
α + pOF .
Let f1, . . . , fn be the monic irreducible factors of f over Fp. As fi are irreducible
and distinct, the ring Fp[X]/(f(X)) is semisimple with the maximal ideals (fi(X)),
i = 1, . . . , n. Then O¯F is also semisimple. Indeed, we have the following lemma:
Lemma 3.12. The map τ : Fp[X]/(f(X)) → O¯F is a ring isomorphism, and p
splits completely in F .
Proof. The second claim follows from the first since Fp[X]/(f(X)) has n dis-
tinct maximal ideals. To prove the first claim, note that the ring homomorphism
Fp[X]/(f(X)) → Z[α]/pZ[α] sending X to α + pZ[α] is an isomorphism. So it
suffices to show that the natural inclusion Z[α] ↪→ OF induces an isomorphism
Z[α]/pZ[α]→ O¯F .
For i ∈ [n], choose f˜i(X) ∈ Z[X] that lifts the factor fi(X) ∈ Fp[X] of f ,
and define the ideal Pi of Z[α] to be the one generated by f˜i(α) and p. As
Z[α]/pZ[α] ∼= Fp[X]/(f(X)) is semisimple, we have
⋂n
i=1 Pi = pZ[α]. By
[AM69, Theorem 5.10], for each i ∈ [n], we may choose a prime ideal Qi of
OF lying over p such that Qi ∩ Z[α] = Pi. Then we have
pOF ∩ Z[α] ⊆
(
n⋂
i=1
Qi
)
∩ Z[α] =
n⋂
i=1
Pi = pZ[α].
So the map Z[α]/pZ[α] → O¯F is injective. It is in fact an isomorphism since
Z[α]/pZ[α] and O¯F are both vector spaces of dimension n over Fp.
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Extracting a factorization from an idempotent decomposition. Let IF be an
idempotent decomposition of O¯F . By Lemma 3.12, the set τ−1(IF ) = {τ−1(δ) :
δ ∈ IF} is an idempotent decomposition of Fp[X]/(f(X)). Given δ ∈ IF , we can
extract a factor gδ(X) of f(X) by
gδ(X) := gcd(f(X), hδ(X)),
where hδ(X) ∈ Fp[X] is a nonzero polynomial of degree at most n lifting 1 −
τ−1(δ) ∈ Fp[X]/(f(X)). The factor gδ(X) is the product of the monic irreducible
factors fi(X) satisfying τ−1(δ) ≡ 1 (mod fi(X)). As f(X) = f˜(X) mod p is
monic and the elements τ−1(δ) form an idempotent decomposition of the ring
Fp[X]/(f(X)), we have the equality
f(X) =
∏
δ∈I
gδ(X).
This gives the following algorithm that computes a factorization of f from IF :
Algorithm 1 ExtractFactors
Input: p, f , f˜ , F , O¯F , idempotent decomposition IF of O¯F ,
p-maximal order O′F of F and maps O′F ↪→ F , O′F → O¯F
Output: factorization of f
1: α← X + (f˜(X)) ∈ F
2: call ComputeResidue to compute α + pOF ∈ O¯F
3: compute the ring homomorphism τ : Fp[X]/(f(X)) → O¯F sending X +
(f(X)) to α + pOF
4: for δ ∈ IF do
5: compute nonzero hδ(X) ∈ Fp[X] of degree at most n lifting 1− τ−1(δ)
6: gδ(X)← gcd(f(X), hδ(X))
7: return the factorization f(X) =
∏
δ∈IF gδ(X)
For the purpose of computing the map τ , the input contains some auxiliary data
(e.g., a p-maximal orderO′F and the related maps) other than the idempotent decom-
position IF . For now we note that the auxiliary data can be prepared in polynomial
time using the subroutines in Section 3.2. Then we have:
Theorem 3.7. The algorithm ExtractFactors computes the factorization f(X) =∏
δ∈IF gδ(X) in polynomial time. In particular, it computes the complete factoriza-
tion (resp. a proper factorization) of f(X) in polynomial time iff the idempotent
decomposition IF of O¯F is complete (resp. proper).
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Proof. The algorithm clearly runs in polynomial time: Line 1 is implemented by
factoring f˜ overF using Theorem 3.6. The loop in Lines 4–6 iterates |IF | ≤ n times.
Line 5 is implemented by solving a system of linear equations over Fp and Line 6 by
the Euclidean algorithm. The fact that the factorization is complete (resp. proper)
iff IF is complete (resp. proper) follows from the fact that τ : Fp[X]/(f(X))→ O¯F
is a ring isomorphism.
Therefore the problem of computing the complete factorization (resp. a proper)
factorization of f reduces to the problem of computing the complete (resp. a
proper) idempotent decomposition of O¯F .
The reduction for non-monic polynomials. After a slight change, the above
reduction also works for a possibly non-monic polynomial f˜ . We explain it now.
Suppose c ∈ Z− {0} is the leading coefficient of f˜ . Its residue c¯ := c mod p ∈ Fp
is nonzero since deg(f˜) = deg(f) = n. Define f˜ ′(X) := cn−1 · f˜(X/c) ∈ Z[X]
and f ′(X) := f˜(X) mod p ∈ Fp[X]. The polynomials f˜ ′ and f ′ are monic, and
f ′(X) = c¯n−1 · f(X/c¯). Let α be a root of f˜ in F as before. Then α′ := cα is a root
of f˜ ′ and hence is in OF .
Run the algorithm ExtractFactors above except that f , f˜ and α are replaced with
f ′, f˜ ′ and α′ respectively. Then we obtain a factorization f ′(X) =
∏
δ∈IF g
′
δ(X)
where the factors g′δ(X) ∈ Fp[X] are monic. Substituting X with c¯X , we obtain a
factorization
f(X) = c¯ ·
∏
δ∈IF
gδ(X)
with the monic factors gδ(X) := c¯− deg(g
′
δ) · g′δ(c¯X) ∈ Fp[X]. Theorem 3.7 then
holds for f and f˜ .
3.4 Main algorithm
We present the main body of the P-scheme algorithm in this section. Its input
contains a collection of number fields that are isomorphic to subfields of L. In
order to avoid duplicate data, we assume that these number fields are mutually
non-isomorphic. This is formalized by the following definition:
Definition 3.3 ((Q, g)-subfield system). Let g(X) be a polynomial inQ[X] with the
splitting field L(g) over Q. Let F be a collection of number fields such that (1) the
fields in F are mutually non-isomorphic, and (2) each field K ′ ∈ F is isomorphic
to a subfield of L(g). We say F is a (Q, g)-subfield system.
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Given a (Q, g)-subfield system, we define a subgroup system over Gal(g/Q) as
follows.
Definition 3.4. Let g(X) be a polynomial in Q[X] with the splitting field L(g) over
Q. Let F be a (Q, g)-subfield system. Define P] to be the poset of subfields of L(g)
that includes all the fields isomorphic to those in F:
P] := {K ′ ⊆ L(g) : K ′ ∼= K for some K ∈ F}.
By Galois theory, it corresponds to a poset P of subgroups of Gal(g/Q), given by
P := {H ⊆ Gal(g/Q) : (L(g))H ∈ P]}
which is closed under conjugation in Gal(g/Q), and hence is a subgroup system
over Gal(g/Q). We say P and P] are associated with F .
The pseudocode of the algorithm is given in Algorithm 2 below. Its input is the
prime number p and a (Q, f˜)-subfield system F . We fix P to be the subgroup
system over G = Gal(f˜/Q) associated with F .
The algorithm outputs, for every K ∈ F , the ring O¯K and an idempotent decom-
position IK of O¯K , together with the auxiliary data of a p-maximal order O′K and
the related maps O′K ↪→ K, O′K → O¯K . We will see below that the idempotent
decompositions IK altogether determine a P-collection, which is guaranteed to be
a strongly antisymmetric P-scheme when the algorithm terminates.
The first half (Lines 1–7) of the algorithm is the preprocessing stage, where we
compute O¯K forK ∈ F and the ring homomorphisms between them that are induced
from the field embeddings. For each K ∈ F , we also initialize the idempotent
decomposition IK of O¯K to be the trivial one containing only the unity of O¯K .
The second half (Lines 8–12) is the “refining” stage. To understand it, we need to
associate aP-collection C with the idempotent decompositions IK . By Lemma 3.12,
we know p splits completely in F . So it also splits completely in every subfield of
L. In particular, for a field K in P] or F , the quotient ring O¯K is semisimple.
For each H ∈ P , we define a partition CH of the coset space H\G as follows: Let
K be the unique field in F isomorphic to LH . Fix an isomorphism τH : K → LH ,
which induces a ring isomorphism τ¯H : O¯K → O¯LH . Define IH := τ¯H(IK), which
is an idempotent decomposition of O¯LH . By Definition 3.2, it corresponds to a
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Algorithm 2 ComputePscheme
Input: prime number p, (Q, f˜)-subfield system F
Output: for each K ∈ F : O¯K , idempotent decomposition IK of O¯K ,
p-maximal order O′K of K and maps O′K ↪→ K, O′K → O¯K
1: for K ∈ F do
2: call ComputeQuotientRing to compute O¯F , a p-maximal order O′K of K
and maps O′K ↪→ K, O′K → O¯K
3: IK ← {1}, where 1 denotes the unity of O¯K
4: for (K,K ′) ∈ F2 do
5: call ComputeEmbeddings to compute all the embeddings from K to K ′
6: for embedding φ : K ↪→ K ′ do
7: call ComputeRingHom to compute φ¯ : O¯K → O¯K′ induced from φ
8: repeat
9: call CompatibilityAndInvarianceTest
10: call RegularityTest
11: call StrongAntisymmetryTest
12: until IK remains the same in the last iteration for all K ∈ F
13: return O¯K , IK , O′K and the maps O′K ↪→ K, O′K → O¯K for K ∈ F
partition P (IH) of H\G.7 And we define
CH := P (IH).
Finally, define the P-collection C by
C := {CH : H ∈ P}.
We call several subroutines to update IK in Lines 9–11, whose effects can be
understood in terms of C:
Lemma 3.13. There exists a subroutine CompatibilityAndInvarianceTest that
updates IK in time polynomial in log p and the size of F so that the partitions
CH ∈ C are refined, and at least one partition CH is properly refined if C is not
compatible or invariant.
7Definition 3.2 is made with respect to a fixed prime ideal Q0 of OL lying over p. This ideal is
chosen at the beginning of Section 3.3.
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Lemma 3.14. There exists a subroutine RegularityTest that updates IK in time
polynomial in log p and the size of F so that the partitions CH ∈ C are refined, and
at least one partition CH is properly refined if C is compatible but not regular.
Lemma 3.15. Under GRH, there exists a subroutine StrongAntisymmetryTest
that updates IK in time polynomial in log p and the size of F so that the partitions
CH ∈ C are refined, and at least one partition CH is properly refined if C is a
P-scheme, but not strongly antisymmetric.
We will describe these subroutines and prove the lemmas above in the next three
sections. For now we just assume them and prove the main result of this section:
Theorem 3.8 (Theorem 3.1 restated). Under GRH, the algorithm ComputePscheme
runs in time polynomial in the size of the input, and when it terminates, the P-
collection C is a strongly antisymmetric P-scheme.
Proof. We first analyze the running time. As each field K ∈ F is encoded by a
rational polynomial of degree [K : Q], the total degree N :=
∑
K∈F [K : Q] is
bounded by the size of F . The loops in Lines 1–3 and Lines 4–7 iterate |F| ≤ N
and |F2| ≤ N2 times respectively. For each (K,K ′) ∈ F2, there are at most [K : Q]
embeddings from K to K ′, and hence the inner loop in Lines 6–7 iterates at most
[K : Q] times for each fixed (K,K ′).
For the loop in Lines 8–12, we consider K ∈ F and pick H ∈ P so that LH is
isomorphic to K. By Lemma 3.5, the number of idempotents in IK equals the
number of blocks in CH , and this number increases every time IK is changed by the
subroutines. On the other hand, the number of idempotents in IK is at most [K : Q].
So the loop in Lines 8–12 iterates O(N) times. The claim about the running time
easily follows.
Finally, note that the algorithm exits the loop in Lines 8–12 after an iteration iff all
of the idempotent decompositions IK remain the same in that iteration, in which
case C is already a strongly antisymmetric P-scheme by Lemma 3.13, Lemma 3.14
and Lemma 3.15.
Remark. The input of the the algorithm containsF whose size may be much greater
than that of f and f˜ . Therefore, the polynomiality of this algorithm in the size of
its input does not imply that polynomial factoring over finite fields can be solved in
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(deterministic) polynomial time. It does suggest, however, that the total degree of
the fields in F over Q is the bottleneck of our factoring algorithm.
3.5 Compatibility and invariance test
The subroutine CompatibilityAndInvarianceTest is given in Algorithm 3. It
has the effect of properly refining at least one partition in C, unless C is compatible
and invariant.
Algorithm 3 CompatibilityAndInvarianceTest
1: for (K,K ′) ∈ F2 and embedding φ : K ′ ↪→ K do
2: for (δ, δ′) ∈ IK × IK′ do
3: if φ¯(δ′)δ 6∈ {0, δ} then . φ¯ : O¯K′ → O¯K is induced from φ
4: IK ← IK − {δ}
5: IK ← IK ∪ {φ¯(δ′)δ, (1− φ¯(δ′))δ}
6: return
This subroutine attempts to find a ring homomorphisms φ¯ : O¯K′ → O¯K (induced
from a field embedding φ : K ′ → K) and idempotents δ ∈ IK , δ′ ∈ IK′ such that
φ¯(δ′)δ equals neither δ nor zero. If such δ, δ′, and φ¯ are found, the subroutine updates
IK by replacing δ ∈ IK with two new idempotents φ¯(δ′)δ and (1− φ¯(δ′))δ, neither
of which is zero. It has the effect of splitting each block Bτ¯H(δ) ∈ CH = P (IH)
corresponding to τ¯H(δ) ∈ IH (see Lemma 3.5) into two blocks, where H ranges
over the subgroups in P satisfying LH ∼= K. After the update, the subroutine halts.
Now we prove Lemma 3.13 as promised before.
Proof of Lemma 3.13. Polynomiality of the running time is straightforward. To
prove the rest of the claim, we assume that no proper refinement is made, i.e. for
all K,K ′ ∈ F , δ ∈ IK , δ′ ∈ IK′ and field embeddings φ : K ′ ↪→ K, we have
φ¯(δ′)δ ∈ {0, δ}. Then we show that C is compatible and invariant.
For H ∈ P , the isomorphism τH identifies LH ∈ P with a field K ∈ F . So the
condition above can be reformulated as follows: for allH,H ′ ∈ P , δ ∈ IH , δ′ ∈ IH′
and field embeddings φ : LH′ ↪→ LH , we have φ¯(δ′)δ ∈ {0, δ}.
Now consider H,H ′ ∈ P satisfying H ⊆ H ′ and elements Hg,Hg′ ∈ H\G in
the same block B ∈ CH = P (IH). We want to show that piH,H′(Hg) = H ′g and
piH,H′(Hg
′) = H ′g′ are in the same block of CH′ . By Lemma 3.5, there exists an
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idempotent δ ∈ IH for which
B = {Hh ∈ H\G : h−1(iLH ,L(δ)) ≡ 1 (mod Q¯0)} (3.1)
holds, where iLH ,L : O¯LH ↪→ O¯L is induced from the natural inclusion LH ↪→ L.
Choose φ to be the natural inclusion LH′ ↪→ LH . As δ = ∑δ′∈IH′ φ¯(δ′)δ, there
exists an idempotent δ′ ∈ IH′ such that φ¯(δ′)δ 6= 0. By assumption, we have
φ¯(δ′)δ = δ. Again by Lemma 3.5, the set B′ given by
B′ = {H ′h ∈ H ′\G : h−1(iLH′ ,L(δ′)) ≡ 1 (mod Q¯0)} (3.2)
is a block of CH′ = P (IH′). We claim thatH ′g,H ′g′ ∈ B′. To see this, note that as
Hg ∈ B , we have
g−1
(iLH ,L(φ¯(δ
′)δ)) = g
−1
(iLH ,L(δ)) ≡ 1 (mod Q¯0). (3.3)
It implies g
−1
(iLH ,L(φ¯(δ
′))) ≡ 1 (mod Q¯0). Note that iLH′ ,L = iLH ,L ◦ φ¯. So
we have g
−1
(iLH′ ,L(δ
′)) ≡ 1 (mod Q¯0) and hence H ′g ∈ B′. Similarly, we have
H ′g′ ∈ B′. So H ′g and H ′g′ are in the same block of CH′ , as desired. Therefore C
is compatible.
Next consider H,H ′ ∈ P satisfying H ′ = hHh−1 for some h ∈ G and elements
Hg,Hg′ ∈ H\G in the same block B of CH . We want to show that cH,h(Hg) =
H ′hg and cH,h(Hg′) = H ′hg′ are in the same block of CH′ . Again by Lemma 3.5,
there exists an idempotent δ ∈ IH for which (3.1) holds. Choose φ to be the
isomorphism LH′ → LH sending x ∈ LH′ to h−1x ∈ LH . So φ¯ sends x ∈ O¯LH′ to
h−1x ∈ O¯LH , or more pedantically, to
i−1
LH ,L
(
h−1(iLH′ ,L(x))
)
∈ LH .
Again, as δ =
∑
δ′∈IH′ φ¯(δ
′)δ, there exists an idempotent δ′ ∈ IH′ such that φ¯(δ′)δ 6=
0. By assumption, we have φ¯(δ′)δ = δ. By Lemma 3.5, the set B′ given by (3.2) is
a block of CH′ = P (IH′). We claim that H ′hg,H ′hg′ ∈ B′. To see this, note that
(3.3) holds since Hg ∈ B. It implies that
(hg)−1
(iLH′ ,L(δ
′)) = g
−1
(iLH ,L(φ¯(δ
′))) ≡ 1 (mod Q¯0)
and hence H ′hg ∈ B′. Similarly, we have H ′hg′ ∈ B′. So H ′hg and H ′hg′ are in
the same block of CH′ , as desired. As cH,h is bijective, it maps blocks to blocks.
Therefore C is invariant.
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3.6 Regularity test
In this section we implement the subroutine RegularityTest. It has the effect of
properly refining at least one partition in C if C is compatible, invariant, but not
regular.
A similar algorithm was proposed in [Evd94; Gao01] based on generalizations of
the Euclidean algorithm for polynomials over rings. We take an alternative approach
developed in [IKS09; Iva+12] based on a “free module test”:
Lemma 3.16 ([IKS09; Iva+12]). There exists an algorithm FreeModuleTest that
given a semisimple Fp-algebra A and a finitely generated A-module M , returns
a zero divisor a of A in polynomial time, such that a is zero only if M is a free
A-module.
For completeness, we prove Lemma 3.16 in Appendix B. In addition, we need the
following subroutine.
Lemma 3.17. There exists an algorithm SplitByZeroDivisor that given
• a semisimple Fp-algebra R, an idempotent decomposition I of R, and an
idempotent γ ∈ I ,
• the ring R¯ := R/(1 − γ), the quotient map pi : R → R¯, and a zero divisor
a 6= 0 of R¯,
replaces γ ∈ I with two nonzero idempotents γ1, γ2 satisfying γ = γ1 + γ2 in
polynomial time.
The proof of Lemma 3.17 can be found in Appendix B as well. The subroutine
RegularityTest is then implemented in Algorithm 4 below.
The subroutine enumerates (K,K ′) ∈ F2, the ring homomorphisms φ¯ : O¯K′ → O¯K
(induced from the field embeddings φ : K ′ → K), and the idempotents δ ∈ IK ,
δ′ ∈ IK′ satisfying φ¯(δ′)δ = δ. Line 3 and Line 4 compute the quotient rings
A = O¯K′/(1− δ′),M = O¯K/(1− δ) and the corresponding quotient maps. They
are quotient rings of semisimple rings and hence also semisimple. By Lemma 3.4,
the map φ¯ induces a ring homomorphism φδ,δ′ : A → M sending u + (1 − δ′) to
φ¯(u) + (1− δ) for u ∈ O¯K′ , which we compute at Line 5. It givesM an A-algebra
structure, and in particular an A-module structure. Then we call FreeModuleTest
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Algorithm 4 RegularityTest
1: for (K,K ′) ∈ F2 and embedding φ : K ′ ↪→ K do
2: for (δ, δ′) ∈ IK × IK′ satisfying φ¯(δ′)δ = δ do
3: compute A = O¯K′/(1− δ′) and the quotient map O¯K′ → A
4: computeM = O¯K/(1− δ) and the quotient map O¯K →M
5: compute φδ,δ′ : A → M sending u + (1 − δ′) to φ¯(u) + (1 − δ) for
u ∈ O¯K′ , makingM an A-algebra and hence an A-module
6: call FreeModuleTest with the input A andM to obtain a ∈ A
7: if a 6= 0 then
8: call SplitByZeroDivisor to update IK′ using the zero divisor a
9: return
at Line 6 which returns a zero divisor a of A by Lemma 3.16. If a 6= 0, we call
SplitByZeroDivisor (with the input R = O¯K′ , I = IK′ , γ = δ′, R¯ = A, the
quotient map O¯K′ → A, and the zero divisor a) to update IK′ , so that δ′ is replaced
with two nonzero idempotents by Lemma 3.17. After the update, the subroutine
halts.
Proof of Lemma 3.14. The subroutine obviously runs in time polynomial in log p
and the size of F . To prove the rest of the lemma, it suffices to show that a zero
divisor a 6= 0 of A is always found in Line 6 if C is compatible but not regular.
So assume C is compatible but not regular. Then there exist H,H ′ ∈ P satisfying
H ⊆ H ′, B ∈ CH , B′ ∈ CH′ and H ′g,H ′g′ ∈ B′ such that
|pi−1H,H′(H ′g) ∩B| 6= |pi−1H,H′(H ′g′) ∩B|. (3.4)
By Lemma 3.5, there exist δ ∈ IH and δ′ ∈ IH′ such that
B = {Hh ∈ H\G : h−1(iLH ,L(δ)) ≡ 1 (mod Q¯0)}
and
B′ = {H ′h ∈ H ′\G : h−1(iLH′ ,L(δ′)) ≡ 1 (mod Q¯0)}.
By (3.4) and compatibility of C, we have piH,H′(B) ⊆ B′. Let φ : LH′ ↪→ LH be
the natural inclusion, which induces a ring homomorphism φ¯ : O¯LH′ → O¯LH . We
claim that φ¯(δ′)δ = δ holds: assume to the contrary that it does not hold. Then
there exists a maximal ideal m of O¯L such that
iLH ,L(δ) ≡ 1 (mod m) and iLH ,L(φ¯(δ′)) = iLH′ ,L(δ′) ≡ 0 (mod m).
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Choose h ∈ G such that m = hQ¯0. Then we have
h−1(iLH ,L(δ)) ≡ 1 (mod Q¯0) and h
−1
(iLH′ ,L(δ
′)) ≡ 0 (mod Q¯0).
It follows that Hh ∈ B and piH,H′(Hh) = H ′h 6∈ B′. But this contradicts
piH,H′(B) ⊆ B′. So φ¯(δ′)δ = δ holds.
Define A := O¯LH′/(1− δ′) andM := O¯LH/(1− δ). Let φδ,δ′ : A→M be the ring
homomorphism sending u+ (1− δ′) to φ¯(u) + (1− δ) for u ∈ O¯LH′ , makingM an
A-algebra and hence an A-module. We claim thatM is not free over A. Assume to
the contrary thatM is a free A-module. Denote its rank over A by k ∈ N+. Define
P := (gQ0 ∩ OLH′ )/pOLH′ ⊆ O¯LH′ and P′ := P/(1− δ′) ⊆ A,
which are maximal ideals of O¯LH′ and of A respectively. Then M/P′M is a free
A/P′-module of rank k. On the other hand, we have the isomorphism
M/P′M ∼= O¯LH/(φ¯(P)O¯LH + (1− δ)O¯LH ).
It follows from the Chinese remainder theorem that M/P′M is isomorphic to∏
m∈S O¯LH/m where S denotes the set of the maximal ideals of O¯LH containing
both φ¯(P) and 1 − δ. As p splits completely in LH , each direct factor O¯LH/m is
isomorphic to Fp. SoM/P′M is a vector space of dimension |S| of Fp. On the other
hand, as p splits completely in LH′ , we have A/P′ ∼= Fp. So rank k of M/P′M
over A/P′ equals |S|.
By Corollary 3.1, the maximal ideals of O¯LH are of the form by PHh := (hQ0 ∩
OLH )/pOLH which correspond one-to-one to the cosetsHh ∈ H\G. Eachmaximal
ideal PHh contains φ¯(P) iff P is contained in
φ¯−1(PHh) = (hQ0 ∩ OLH′ )/pOLH′ ,
which, again by Corollary 3.1, holds iff H ′g = H ′h. And PHh contains 1 − δ iff
iLH ,L(1− δ) ∈ hQ0, which holds iff Hh ∈ B. So we have
k = |S| = |{Hh ∈ B : H ′g = H ′h}| = |pi−1H,H′(H ′g) ∩B|.
But the same proof shows k = |pi−1H,H′(H ′g′) ∩ B|. This is a contradiction to (3.4).
ThereforeM is not free over A.
Identify LH (resp. LH′) with a field in F using the isomorphism τH (resp. τH′)
chosen in Section 3.4. By Lemma 3.16, the subroutine is guaranteed to find a
nonzero element a ∈ A in Line 6. It then updates an idempotent decomposition IK′
and properly refines some partition in C by Lemma 3.17, as desired.
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3.7 Strong antisymmetry test
In this section, we implement the subroutine StrongAntisymmetryTest, which
has the effect of properly refining at least one partition in C if C is a P-scheme, but
not a strongly antisymmetric P-scheme.
This subroutine is based on an algorithm developed in [Rón92]:
Lemma 3.18 ([Rón92]). Under GRH, there exists an algorithm Automorphism
that given a ring A isomorphic to a finite product of Fp and a nontrivial ring
automorphism σ of A, returns a zero divisor a 6= 0 of A in polynomial time.
For completeness, we provide a proof of Lemma 3.18 in Appendix B.
The subroutine StrongAntisymmetryTest is implemented in Algorithm 5 below.
Algorithm 5 StrongAntisymmetryTest
1: construct an edge-labeled directed graph G = (V,E) where V = {(K, δ) :
K ∈ F , δ ∈ IK} and E = ∅
2: for (K, δ) ∈ V do
3: compute AK,δ := O¯K/(1− δ) and the quotient map O¯K → AK,δ
4: for ((K, δ), (K ′, δ′)) ∈ V 2 and φ : K ′ ↪→ K satisfying φ¯(δ′)δ = δ do
5: compute φδ,δ′ : AK′,δ′ → AK,δ sending x+ (1− δ′) to φ¯(x) + (1− δ)
6: if φδ,δ′ is invertible then
7: E ← E ∪ {e, e′}, where the edge e is from (K ′, δ′) to (K, δ) with label
φδ,δ′ , and e′ is from (K, δ) to (K ′, δ′) with label φ−1δ,δ′
8: search an nontrivial automorphism σ ofAK,δ for some (K, δ) ∈ V that is a com-
position of maps in L := {φδ,δ′ : there exists an edge e ∈ E with label φδ,δ′}
9: if σ is found at Line 8 then
10: call Automorphism on (AK,δ, σ) to obtain a zero divisor a 6= 0 of AK,δ
11: call SplitByZeroDivisor to update IK using a
12: return
The subroutine first constructs an edge-labeled directed graph G = (V,E), where
the vertex set is
V := {(K, δ) : K ∈ F , δ ∈ IK}
and each edge is labeled by a certain ring isomorphism to be determined later.
Initially the edge set E is empty. For every vertex (K, δ) ∈ V , we compute the ring
AK,δ := O¯K/(1− δ) and the quotient map O¯K → AK,δ at Line 3.
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Then we enumerate ((K, δ), (K ′, δ′)) ∈ V 2 and φ : K ′ ↪→ K for which φ¯(δ′)δ = δ
holds, and for each of them, we compute a ring homomorphism
φδ,δ′ : AK′,δ′ → AK,δ
that sends x+ (1− δ′) to φ¯(x) + (1− δ) for x ∈ O¯K′ . The map φδ,δ′ is well defined
by Lemma 3.4. If φδ,δ′ is an isomorphism (i.e., invertible), we add to E an edge e
from (K ′, δ′) to (K, δ) with label φδ,δ′ , and also an edge e′ from (K, δ) to (K ′, δ′)
with label φ−1δ,δ′ .
Next, at Line 8, we search a nontrivial automorphism σ of AK,δ, (K, δ) ∈ V , such
that σ is a composition of maps in L, where
L := {φδ,δ′ : there exists an edge e ∈ E with label φδ,δ′}.
We sketch a way of implementing this step in time polynomial in log p and the size
of F : note that the edges whose labels compose into a nontrivial automorphism
form a cycle of G. So by computing the strongly connected components of G and
restricting to each of them, we reduce to the case that G is strongly connected.
Fix a vertex (K0, δ0) ∈ V . For every (K, δ) ∈ V , compute a ring isomorphism
ψK,δ : AK0,δ0 → AK,δ that is a composition of maps in L. These isomorphisms
exist since we assume G is strongly connected, and they can be computed by, e.g.,
the breadth-first search algorithm. Then we may find a nontrivial automorphism σ,
if it exists, by enumerating the maps φδ,δ′ : AK′,δ′ → AK,δ in L and checking if the
automorphism
φδ,δ′ ◦ ψK′,δ′ ◦ ψ−1K,δ : AK,δ → AK,δ
of AK,δ is nontrivial.
Finally, if a nontrivial automorphism σ of some ring AK,δ is successfully found,
we use it to update IK as follows: run the algorithm Automorphism on the input
(AK,δ, σ) to obtain a zero divisor a 6= 0 of∈ AK,δ. Then call SplitByZeroDivisor
(with the input R = O¯K , I = IK , γ = δ, R¯ = AK,δ, the quotient map O¯K →
AK,δ, and the zero divisor a) to update IK , so that δ is replaced with two nonzero
idempotents by Lemma 3.17.
Now we analyze the subroutine. For H ⊆ G and B ∈ CH , there exists a unique
idempotent δ = δB ∈ IH satisfying
B = {Hh ∈ H\G : h−1(iLH ,L(δ)) ≡ 1 (mod Q¯0)}.
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See Definition 3.2 and Lemma 3.5. Write ALH ,δ for the ring O¯LH/(1 − δ). The
maximal ideals of ALH ,δ are of the form m/(1 − δ) where m is a maximal ideal of
O¯LH containing 1− δ. By Corollary 3.1, the map
Hg 7→ mHg := (gQ0 ∩ OLH )/pOLH
is a one-to-one correspondence between the right cosets in H\G and the maximal
ideals of O¯K . And mHg contains 1 − δ iff iLH ,L(1 − δ) ∈ gQ0, which holds iff
Hg ∈ B. We conclude that the map
Hg 7→ mHg/(1− δ)
is a one-to-one correspondence between the right cosets inB and the maximal ideals
of ALH ,δ.
We also need the following technical lemma.
Lemma 3.19. Suppose H,H ′ ∈ P , B ∈ CH , B′ ∈ CH′ , τ : B → B′, and
φ : LH
′ → LH are in one following cases:
1. H ⊆ H ′, τ = piH,H′ |B : B → B′, and φ : LH′ → LH is the natural inclusion.
2. H ′ = hHh−1 for some h ∈ G, τ = cH,h|B : B → B′, and φ : LH′ → LH
sends x to h−1x.
Let δ := δB ∈ IH and δ′ := δB′ ∈ IH′ (see Definition 3.2). Let φ¯ : O¯LH′ → O¯LH be
induced from φ. Then φ¯(δ′)δ = δ holds, so that the ring homomorphism
φδ,δ′ : ALH′ ,δ′ → ALH ,δ
sending x+ (1− δ′) to φ¯(x) + (1− δ) is well defined by Lemma 3.4. Moreover, for
Hg ∈ B, we have
φ−1δ,δ′(mHg/(1− δ)) = mτ(Hg)/(1− δ′).
Finally, the map φδ,δ′ is an isomorphism if τ is a bijection.
Proof. We claim that for any Hg ∈ H\G, it holds that φ¯−1(mHg) = mτ(Hg). Fix
Hg ∈ H\G. Note that φ¯−1(mHg) is a prime (and hence maximal) ideal of O¯LH′ .
Therefore to prove the claim, it suffices to show φ¯(mτ(Hg)) ⊆ mHg. In the first case
of the lemma, we have τ(Hg) = piH,H′(Hg) = H ′g, and
mHg = (
gQ0 ∩ OLH )/pOLH and mτ(Hg) = mH′g = (gQ0 ∩ OLH′ )/pOLH′ .
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As φ : LH′ → LH is the natural inclusion, we have φ(mτ(Hg)) ⊆ mHg, as desired.
In the second case, we have τ(Hg) = cH,h(Hg) = H ′hg, and
mHg = (
gQ0 ∩ OLH )/pOLH and mτ(Hg) = mH′hg = (hgQ0 ∩ OLH′ )/pOLH′ .
As φ : LH′ → LH sends x to h−1x, again we have φ(mτ(Hg)) ⊆ mHg. This proves
the claim.
Next we prove φ¯(δ′)δ = δ. As O¯LH is semisimple, it suffices to show that for any
maximal ideal mHg containing φ¯(δ′) also contains δ. Fix Hg ∈ H\G such that
φ¯(δ′) ∈ mHg. Then δ′ is contained in φ¯−1(mHg) = mτ(Hg). As δ′ = δB′ , we have
τ(Hg) 6∈ B′ and hence Hg 6∈ B. Finally, as δ = δB, we have δ ∈ mHg, as desired.
The next claim that φ−1δ,δ′(mHg/(1 − δ)) = mτ(Hg)/(1 − δ′) follows directly from
φ¯−1(mHg) = mτ(Hg). Now assume τ is a bijection. The kernel of φδ,δ′ is⋂
Hg∈B
φ−1δ,δ′(mHg/(1− δ)) =
⋂
Hg∈B
mτ(Hg)/(1− δ′) =
⋂
H′g∈B′
mH′g/(1− δ′) = 0.
So φδ,δ′ is injective. Also note that the dimension of ALH ,δ (resp. ALH′ ,δ′) over Fp
equals its number of maximal ideals, which is |B| (resp. |B′|). As τ is bijective, we
have |B| = |B′|. So τ is an isomorphism.
Now we are ready to prove Lemma 3.15, as promised.
Proof of Lemma 3.15. Assume C is a P-scheme but not a strongly antisymmetric
P-scheme. By Lemma 3.18, it suffices to show that some maps in L compose into
a nontrivial automorphism of AK,δ for some (K, δ) ∈ V .
As C is not strongly antisymmetric, there exist k ∈ N+, subgroupsH0, . . . , Hk ∈ P ,
blocks B0 ∈ CH0 , . . . , Bk ∈ CHk , and maps σ1, . . . , σk satisfying
• σi is a bijective map from Bi−1 to Bi,
• σi is of the form cHi−1,g|Bi−1 , piHi−1,Hi|Bi−1 , or (piHi,Hi−1|Bi)−1,
• H0 = Hk and B0 = Bk,
and the composition τ := σk ◦ · · · ◦ σ1 is a nontrivial permutation of B0 = Bk.
Let δi := δBi ∈ IHi and ALHi ,δi := O¯LHi/(1− δi) for 0 ≤ i ≤ k. By Lemma 3.19,
for i ∈ [k], there exists a ring isomorphism ψi : ALHi ,δi → ALHi−1 ,δi−1 such that
ψ−1i (mHi−1g/(1− δi−1)) = mσi(Hi−1g)/(1− δi)
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holds for all Hi−1g ∈ Bi−1. Moreover, for i ∈ [k], the map ψi is in one of the
following two cases:
• ψi sends x + (1 − δi) to φ¯i(x) + (1 − δi−1) for x ∈ O¯LHi , where φi is an
embedding of LHi in LHi−1 .
• ψ−1i sends x+ (1− δi−1) to φ¯i(x) + (1− δi) for x ∈ O¯LHi−1 , where φi is an
embedding of LHi−1 in LHi .
Here the first case occurs when σi is of the form cHi−1,g|Bi−1 or piHi−1,Hi |Bi−1 , and
the second one occurs when σi is of the form (piHi,Hi−1|Bi)−1.
Consider the automorphism σ := ψ1 ◦ · · · ◦ ψk of ALHk ,δk = ALH0 ,δ0 . We have
σ−1(mH0g/(1− δ0)) = mτ(H0g)/(1− δ0)
for all H0g ∈ B0. As τ is a nontrivial permutation of B0, there exists H0g ∈ B0
satisfying τ(H0g) 6= H0g and hence mH0g/(1− δ0) 6= mτ(H0g)/(1− δ0). So σ is a
nontrivial automorphism.
Finally, identifying each field LHi with a field Ki ∈ F using the isomorphisms
τHi : Ki → LHi , we see that the ring isomorphisms ψi are identified with maps in
L, and they compose into a nontrivial automorphism of AK0,τ¯−1Hi (δ0). HereK0 is the
unique field in F isomorphic to LH0 and τ¯−1Hi (δ0) ∈ IK0 . The lemma follows.
3.8 Constructing a collection of number fields
The last ingredient of the P-scheme algorithm is a subroutine that constructs a
(Q, g)-subfield system given a polynomial g(X) ∈ Q[X] irreducible over Q.
This subroutine can be implemented in various ways, leading to algorithms with
different running time. We mention two results of this kind: computing the splitting
field of g, and computing a (Q, g)-subfield systemwhose associated subgroup system
is a system of stabilizers. For simplicity, we only state the results, deferring the
proofs and the algorithms to Chapter 4 where we discuss the problem of constructing
number fields in depth.
Computing the splitting field of a polynomial. The splitting of a polynomial
over Q can be effectively constructed by the following lemma.
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Lemma3.20. There exists a deterministic algorithm that given a polynomial g(X) ∈
Q[X] irreducible overQ, computes its splitting fieldL(g) overQ in time polynomial
in [L(g) : Q] and the size of g.
The proof is deferred to Chapter 4.
System of stabilizers. We also have an algorithm that computes a (Q, g)-subfield
system whose associated subgroup system is a system of stabilizers:
Lemma3.21. There exists a deterministic algorithm that given a polynomial g(X) ∈
Q[X] irreducible over Q and a positive integer m ≤ deg(g), computes a (Q, g)-
subfield system F , such that the subgroup system associated with F is the system of
stabilizers of depthm overG(g/Q) with respect to the action of Gal(g/Q) on the set
of roots of g in L(g), where L(g) denotes the splitting field of g over Q. Moreover,
the algorithm runs in time polynomial in (deg(g))m and the size of g.
The proof is again deferred to Chapter 4.
3.9 Putting it together
We combine the results in previous sections to obtain the P-scheme algorithm. The
pseudocode is given in Algorithm 6 below.
Algorithm 6 PschemeAlgorithm
Input: f(X) ∈ Fp[X] and its irreducible lifted polynomial f˜(X) ∈ Z[X]
Output: factorization of f
1: call ComputeNumberFields to compute a (Q, f˜)-subfield system F such that
(1) F = Q[X]/(f˜(X)) ∈ F , and (2) for some H ∈ P satisfying LH ∼= F , all
strongly antisymmetric P-schemes are discrete (resp. inhomogeneous) on H ,
where P is the subgroup system over G = Gal(f˜/Q) associated with F
2: call ComputePscheme on the input (p,F) to obtain IK for K ∈ F
3: call ExtractFactors to extract a factorization of f from IF , and output it
The subroutine ComputeNumberFields at Line 1 is the generic part of the algorithm
and can be implemented in various ways. It is supposed to compute a (Q, f˜)-subfield
system F such that F ∈ F , and the associated subgroup system P over G satisfies
a certain combinatorial property (see Theorem 3.9 below). The latter condition is
used to show that the factoring algorithm always produces the complete factorization
(resp. a proper factorization) of f .
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The algorithm ComputePscheme (see Section 3.4) at Line 2 takes the input (p,F)
and outputs data that includes the idempotent decompositions IK for K ∈ F .
Finally, we call the subroutine ExtractFactors (see Section 3.3) at Line 3 to
extract a factorization of f from IF .
The following theorem is the main result of this chapter.
Theorem 3.9 (Theorem 3.2 restated). Suppose there exists a deterministic algorithm
that given a polynomial g(X) ∈ Z[X] irreducible over Q, constructs a (Q, g)-
subfield system F in time T (g) such that
• Q[X]/(g(X)) is in F , and
• for some H ∈ P satisfying (L(g))H ∼= Q[X]/(g(X)), all strongly antisym-
metric P-schemes are discrete (resp. inhomogeneous) on H , where P is the
subgroup system over Gal(g/Q) associated with F , and L(g) is the splitting
field of g over Q.
Then under GRH, there exists a deterministic algorithm that given a polynomial
f(X) ∈ Fp[X] satisfyingCondition 3.1 and an irreducible lifted polynomial f˜(X) ∈
Z[X] of f , outputs the complete factorization (resp. a proper factorization) of f
over Fp in time polynomial in T (f˜) and the size of the input.
Proof. Consider the algorithm PschemeAlgorithm above and implement the sub-
routine ComputeNumberFields using the hypothetical algorithm in the theorem.
Choose g = f˜ . By Theorem 3.8, the P-collection C = {CH : H ∈ P} defined by
CH = P (τ¯H(IK)) is a strongly antisymmetric P-scheme. By the second condition
in the theorem, we have CH = ∞H\G (resp. CH 6= 0H\G) for some H ∈ P sat-
isfying LH ∼= F . So the corresponding idempotent decomposition IF is complete
(resp. proper). By Theorem 3.7, the algorithm outputs the complete factorization
(resp. a proper factorization) of f over Fp.
The subroutine ComputeNumberFields runs in time T (f˜). In particular, the size
of F is bounded by T (f˜). The claim about the running time then follows from
Theorem 3.8 and Theorem 3.7.
ByTheorem3.9 andLemma3.21, we have a deterministic factoring algorithmwhose
running time is related to the notations d(G) and d′(G) introduced in Definition 2.8:
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Corollary 3.2. Under GRH, there exists a deterministic algorithm that, given a
polynomial f(X) ∈ Fp[X] of degree n ∈ N+ satisfying Condition 3.1 and an irre-
ducible8 lifted polynomial f˜(X) ∈ Z[X] of f , computes the complete factorization
(resp. a proper factorization) of f over Fp in time polynomial in nd(G) (resp. nd
′(G))
and the size of the input, whereG is the permutation group Gal(f/Q) acting on the
set of roots of f˜ .
The unifying framework via theP-scheme algorithm. TheP-scheme algorithm
and the underlying notion of P-schemes provide a unifying framework for deter-
ministic polynomial factoring over finite fields. To illustrate this point, we show that
the main results achieved by known factoring algorithms [Hua91a; Hua91b; Rón88;
Rón92; Evd94; IKS09] can be easily derived from Theorem 3.9 or Corollary 3.2 for
the special case that the input polynomial satisfies Condition 3.1 (the general case
is solved in Chapter 5).
Suppose we want to factorize f(X) ∈ Fp[X] given a (possibly reducible) lifted
polynomial f˜(X) ∈ Z[X] of f . We reduce to the case that the lifted polynomial
is irreducible as follows: first use the factoring algorithm for rational polynomials
[LLL82] to factorize f˜ into its irreducible factors f1(X), . . . , fk(X) ∈ Q[X] overQ
in polynomial time. By Gauss Lemma (see [Lan02, Section IV.2]), we may assume
each factor f˜i(X) lies in Z[X]. Then the problem of factoring f(X) is reduced
to the problem of factoring each fi(X) := f˜(X) mod p ∈ Fp[X] with the aid of
its irreducible lifted polynomial f˜i(X). Moreover, for i ∈ [k], the Galois group
Gal(f˜i(X)/Q) is a quotient group of Gal(f˜/Q), and hence |Gal(f˜i(X)/Q)| ≤
|Gal(f˜(X)/Q)|.
So assume f˜ is irreducible over Q. Choose F = {F,L} where F = Q[X]/(f˜(X))
and L is the splitting field of f˜ over Q. Compute F in time polynomial in [L :
Q] = Gal(f˜(X)/Q) and the size of f˜ using Lemma 3.20. By Lemma 2.4, all
antisymmetricP-schemes are discrete onH for allH ∈ P since the trivial subgroup
{e} is in P . Therefore by Theorem 3.9 and the reduction above, we have
Theorem 3.10 ([Rón92]). Under GRH, there exists a deterministic algorithm that,
given a polynomial f(X) ∈ Fp[X] satisfying Condition 3.1 and a lifted polynomial
f˜(X) ∈ Z[X] of f , computes the complete factorization of f over Fp in time
polynomial in |Gal(f˜/Q)| and the size of the input.
8The assumption that f˜ is irreducible is not necessary, and can be avoided by adapting
Lemma 3.21. We omit the details.
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Now assume f˜ is irreducible over Q and Gal(f˜/Q) is abelian. Then Gal(f˜/Q)
acts regularly on the set of roots of f˜ . So we have |Gal(f˜/Q)| = deg(f). Then
Theorem 3.10 gives
Corollary 3.3 ([Hua91a; Hua91b]). Under GRH, there exists a deterministic algo-
rithm that, given a polynomial f(X) ∈ Fp[X] satisfying Condition 3.1 and a lifted
polynomial of f with an abelian Galois group, computes the complete factorization
of f over Fp in polynomial time.
Suppose only the polynomial f is known. Let n = deg(f). We may lift f to a
degree-n polynomial f˜(X) ∈ Z[X] such that all coefficients of f˜ are in the interval
[0, p − 1]. So the size of f˜ is O(n log p). Reduce to the case that f˜ is irreducible
over Q as above. As Gal(f˜/Q) is a subgroup of Sym(n), we derive the following
theorem from Theorem 3.10.
Theorem 3.11 ([Rón88; Rón92]). Under GRH, there exists a deterministic algo-
rithm that, given a polynomial f(X) ∈ Fp[X] of degree n ∈ N+ that satisfies
Condition 3.1, computes the complete factorization of f in time polynomial in n!
and log p.
Alternatively, Theorem 3.11 can be derived from Corollary 3.2 by noting d(G) ≤
n − 1 (where G = Gal(f˜/Q)). Similarly, using the bound d(G) = O(log n) in
Lemma 2.6, we derive the following theorem from Corollary 3.2.
Theorem3.12 ([Evd94; IKS09]). UnderGRH, there exists a deterministic algorithm
that, given a polynomial f(X) ∈ Fp[X] of degree n ∈ N+ satisfying Condition 3.1,
computes the complete factorization of f over Fp in time polynomial in nlogn and
log p.
By Corollary 3.2 and Lemma 2.18, we have
Theorem 3.13 ([Rón88; IKS09]). Under GRH, there exists a deterministic algo-
rithm that, given a polynomial f(X) ∈ Fp[X] of degree n > 1 satisfying Condi-
tion 3.1, computes a proper factorization of f over Fp in time polynomial in n` and
log p, where ` is the least prime factor of n.
In latter chapters, we also prove (and generalize) the main result of [Evd92] using
the P-scheme algorithm. It states that polynomial factoring over finite fields can be
solved in deterministic polynomial time under GRH given a lifted polynomial that
has a solvable Galois group. For more details, see Theorem 4.3 and Theorem 5.13.
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C h a p t e r 4
CONSTRUCTING NUMBER FIELDS
In this chapter, we discuss the problem of constructing number fields using a poly-
nomial g(X) ∈ Q[X] irreducible over Q. In particular, we prove Lemma 3.20 and
Lemma 3.21 as promised before.
In fact, we consider the more general problem of constructing relative number fields,
which we explain now.
Relative number fields. Recall that a number fieldK is encoded using theminimal
polynomial h(X) ∈ Q[X] of a primitive element α of K over Q, i.e., K = Q(α).
Suppose K0 is a number field encoded in this way. A relative number field K
over K0 is a number field containing K0, encoded by the minimal polynomial
h(X) ∈ K0[X] of a primitive element α of K over K0 (i.e. K = K0(α)). We
regard K as a K0-algebra by maintaining its structure constants in the standard
K0-basis
{1 + (h(X)), X + (h(X)), . . . , Xd−1 + (h(X))},
where d = [K : K0]. Note that when K0 = Q, this this the usual way we encode a
number field.
Given a number field K0, we discuss various techniques of constructing relative
number fields over K0 given a polynomial g(X) ∈ K0[X] irreducible over K0. In
particular, we discuss the technique of adjoining roots of polynomials and use it to
prove Lemma 3.20 and Lemma 3.21.
Motivated by the P-scheme algorithm in Chapter 2, we consider the problem of
constructing a collection of (relative) number fields using g(X), such that for the
associated subgroup system P , all strongly antisymmetric P-schemes are discrete
(resp. inhomogeneous) on a distinguished subgroup H ∈ P . We describe a re-
duction of this problem to the case that the Galois group of g(X) is a primitive
permutation group. The idea was essentially introduced in [LM85], leading to a
polynomial-time algorithm that determines if a given rational polynomial is solv-
able.1 It was also used in [Evd92] to obtain to a polynomial-time factoring algorithm
1A rational polynomial g(X) ∈ Q[X] is solvable if its roots are expressible in the field operations
and radicals. It is equivalent to the solvability of the Galois group Gal(g/Q).
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for f(X) ∈ Fp[X], provided that a solvable polynomial f˜(X) ∈ Z[X] lifting f(X)
is given. We reproduce the main result of [Evd92] for the case that f satisfies
Condition 3.1. For the general case, see Chapter 5.
We note that most results in this chapter are essentially known in the literature,
except that we state them in a relative setting or in the terminology of P-schemes.
In particular, the discussion about algebraic numbers in Section 4.1 follows [WR76],
and the techniques of constructing number fields are mostly folklore or from [Lan84;
LM85; Evd92].
Outline of the chapter. Notations and preliminaries are given in Section 4.1. In
particular, we define the complexity of a subgroup system, which is used to bound
the size of a collection of (relative) number fields and the running time of the
algorithms. This notion also plays a role in subsequent chapters. In Section 4.2, we
discuss the technique of constructing (relative) number fields by adjoining roots of
a polynomial, and use it to prove Lemma 3.20 and Lemma 3.21. In Section 4.3, we
establish the reduction to primitive Galois groups and use it to prove the main result
of [Evd92] for the special case that f(X) ∈ Fp[X] satisfies Condition 3.1. Finally,
we discuss some other techniques in Section 4.4. These techniques are not directly
used in the thesis, but may still have their own interest.
4.1 Preliminaries
LetK andK ′ be relative number fields over a number fieldK0. We say an embedding
(resp. isomorphism) τ : K → K ′ is an embedding (resp. isomorphism) over K0 if
τ is K0-linear, i.e., τ(ax) = aτ(x) for all a ∈ K0 and x ∈ K. By choosing x = 1,
we see that this is equivalent to τ(a) = a for all a ∈ K0. We write K ∼=K0 K ′ for
the statement that K is isomorphic to K ′ over K0.
(K0, g)-subfield systems and the associated subgroup systems. We generalize
the notion of (Q, g)-subfield systems (Definition 3.3) and the associated subgroup
systems (Definition 3.4) as follows:
Definition 4.1 ((K0, g)-subfield system). Let K0 be a number field. Let g(X) be
a polynomial in K0[X] with the splitting field L over K0. Let F be a collection
of relative number fields over K0 such that (1) the fields in F are mutually non-
isomorphic overK0, and (2) each fieldK ′ ∈ F is isomorphic to a subfield of L over
K0. We say F is a (K0, g)-subfield system.
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Definition 4.2. Let g(X) be a polynomial in K0[X] with the splitting field L over
K0. Let F be a (K0, g)-subfield system. Define P] to be the poset of subfields of L
that includes all the fields isomorphic to those in F over K0:
P] := {K ′ ⊆ L : K ′ ∼=K0 K for some K ∈ F}.
By Galois theory, it corresponds to a poset P of subgroups of Gal(g/K0), given by
P := {H ⊆ Gal(g/K0) : LH ∈ P]} ,
which is closed under conjugation in Gal(g/K0), and hence is a subgroup system
over Gal(g/K0). We say P and P] are associated with F .
The complexity of a subgroup system. The size of a (K0, g)-subfield system F
is primarily controlled by the total degree of the fields in F over K0, which is the
number of coefficients in K0 we need to maintain. We relate this quantity to the
complexity of a subgroup system, defined as follows.
Definition 4.3 (complexity of a subgroup system). Suppose P is a subgroup system
over a finite group G. Then G acts on P by conjugation, i.e., g ∈ G sends H ∈ P
to gHg−1 ∈ P . Let P0 ⊆ P be a complete set of representatives of the G-orbits
under this action. Define the complexity of P to be
c(P) :=
∑
H∈P0
[G : H].
As conjugate subgroups have the same order, the complexity c(P) is well defined.
And we have
Lemma 4.1. For a (K0, g)-subfield systemF , the total degree of the fields inF over
K0 equals c(P), where P is the subgroup system associated with F .
Proof. Conjugate subgroups correspond to conjugate subfields under the Galois
correspondence. So for K ∈ F there exists a unique subgroup H ∈ P0 satisfying
LH ∼=K0 K. And the map K 7→ H is a one-to-one correspondence between F and
P0. Finally note that [K : K0] = [G : H] for H corresponding to K.
The following lemma bounds the complexity of a system of stabilizers.
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Lemma 4.2. Let G be a finite group acting on a finite set S. Let m ∈ N+ and
m′ = min{|S|,m}. Let P be the system of stabilizers of depth m′ with respect to
the action of G on S. Then
c(P) ≤
m′∑
k=1
k∏
i=1
(|S| − i) = O
(
|S|m′
)
.
Proof. Replacingmwithm′ does not changeP . So we may assumem = m′ ≤ |S|.
When |S| ≥ 2, we have
m∑
k=1
k−1∏
i=0
(|S| − i) ≤
m∑
k=1
|S|k = O (|S|m) .
The same holds trivially when |S| = 1.
Next we prove c(P) ≤∑mk=1∏ki=1(|S| − i). Let P0 ⊆ P be as in Definition 4.3. It
suffices to find an injective map
τ :
∐
H∈P0
H\G ↪→
m∐
k=1
S(k),
since the cardinality of
∐
H∈P0 H\G is c(P), whereas the cardinality of
∐m
k=1 S
(k)
is
∑m
k=1
∏k
i=1(|S| − i).
For each k ∈ [m], the group G acts diagonally on S(k). For each H ∈ P0, we
pick k = k(H) ≤ m and x = x(H) ∈ S(k) such that H = Gx with respect to the
diagonal action. By Lemma 2.1, we have an injective map H\G → S(k) whose
image is the G-orbit of x. These maps altogether give the map τ . To show τ is
injective, it suffices to show that for different H,H ′ ∈ P0, the coset spaces H\G
and H ′\G are mapped to different G-orbits. Assume to the contrary that they are
mapped to the the same G-orbit O. So x(H), x(H ′) ∈ O. Then k(H) = k(H ′) and
x(H ′) = g(x(H)) for some g ∈ G. But then we have
H ′ = Gx(H′) = Ggx(H) = gGx(H)g−1 = gHg−1,
which is a contradiction to the choice of P0. So τ is injective.
Algebraic numbers. The fields in a (K0, g)-subfield system F are encoded by
polynomials in K0[X]. So to bound the size of F , we also need to bound the size
of the coefficients of these polynomials, which are algebraic numbers in K0. This
is closely related to the following definition, introduced in [WR76].
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Definition 4.4. For an algebraic number α, define ‖α‖ to be the greatest absolute
value of i(α) ∈ C where i ranges over the embeddings of Q(α) in C.2
For algebraic numbers α, β, we clearly have ‖α + β‖ ≤ ‖α‖+ ‖β‖ and ‖α · β‖ ≤
‖α‖ · ‖β‖.
The following lemma relates the size of an algebraic number α ∈ K0 (i.e., the
number of bits used to encode α in K0) to ‖α‖.
Lemma 4.3. SupposeK0 is a number field encoded by a polynomial h(X) ∈ Q[X]
irreducible over Q of degree n and size s0. Let α be an algebraic number in K0 of
size s. Let D be the smallest positive integer such that Dα is an algebraic integer.
Then s is polynomial in log ‖α‖, logD and s0. Conversely, log ‖α‖ and logD are
polynomial in s and s0.
Proof. Suppose h(X) =
∑n
i=0 ciXi where n = deg(h) and ci ∈ Q for all i.
By substituting X with X/k for some large enough k ∈ N+ and clearing the
denominators, we may assume h(X) ∈ Z[X] and cn = 1. Both the encoding of h
and that of α use at least n coefficients in Q. So we have s, s0 ≥ n.
The algebraic number α ∈ K0 is encoded by the constants d0, . . . , dn−1 ∈ Q
satisfying
α =
n−1∑
i=0
diβ
i, (4.1)
where β is a root of h in K0. So we have ‖α‖ ≤
∑n−1
i=0 |di|‖β‖i. It was shown in
[WR76] that ‖β‖ ≤ ∑n−1i=0 |ci|. And we clearly have log |ci| ≤ s0 and log |di| ≤ s
for 0 ≤ i ≤ n− 1. It follows that log ‖α‖ is polynomial in s and s0.
Let D′ ∈ N+ be the least common multiple of the denominators of di. As h(X) ∈
Z[X] and cn = 1, we know β is an algebraic integer. Then D′α is also an algebraic
integer by (4.1). So D is bounded by D′. It follows that logD is polynomial in s
and s0. Then the second claim of the lemma is proved.
For the first claim, it suffices to show that the size of each di is polynomial in log ‖α‖,
logD and s0. This follows from [WR76, Section 7 and Lemma 8.3].
The following lemma relates the size of the minimal polynomial of an algebraic
number α over a number field K0 to ‖α‖.
2‖α‖ is called the size of α in [WR76]. We reserve the term size (of an object) for the number
of bits used to encode an object in an algorithm.
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Lemma 4.4. Suppose K0 is a number field encoded by a rational polynomial
irreducible over Q of size s0 (let s0 = 1 ifK0 = Q). Let α be an algebraic number,
and let D be the smallest positive integer such that Dα is an algebraic integer. Let
h(X) ∈ K0[X] be the minimal polynomial of α whose size is s and degree is n.
Then s is polynomial in log ‖α‖, logD, s0 and n. Conversely, log ‖α‖ and logD
are polynomial in s and s0.
Proof. We clearly have n ≤ s. Suppose h(X) = ∑ni=0 ciX i, where ci ∈ K0 and
cn = 1. It was as shown in [WR76] that ‖α‖ ≤
∑n−1
i=0 ‖ci‖. It follows from
Lemma 4.3 that log ‖α‖ is polynomial in s and s0.
Note that for sufficiently large k ∈ N+ that is polynomial in s and s0, the coefficients
of the polynomial knh(X/k) are all algebraic integers. It follows that kα is an
algebraic integer (cf. [AM69, Corollary 5.4]). So D is bounded by k and hence is
polynomial in s and s0. Then the second claim of the lemma is proved.
For the first claim, we may assume α is an algebraic integer by replacing α withDα
and ci with Dn−ici. Then any conjugate α′ of α over Q is also an algebraic integer,
and ‖α′‖ = ‖α‖. For 0 ≤ i ≤ n− 1, the coefficient ci of h is (up to sign) given by
the ith elementary symmetric polynomial in a subset of conjugates of α over Q. It
follows from Lemma 4.3 that the size of each ci is polynomial in log ‖α‖, logD, s0
and n. So s is polynomial in log ‖α‖, logD, s0 and n as well.
Finding a primitive element over Q. Suppose K0 = Q(α) is a number field
encoded by theminimal polynomial of a primitive elementα overQ, andK = K0(β)
is a relative number field overK0, encoded by the minimal polynomial of a primitive
element β overK0. Wewould like to representK directly in the formQ(γ), encoded
by the minimal polynomial of a primitive element γ over Q. The first step is to
find such an element γ, which can be achieved using a constructive version of the
primitive element theorem (see, e.g., [Wae91]). For completeness, we give the
details as follows.
Lemma 4.5. Suppose K0 is a number field and α, β are algebraic numbers. Let
d = [K0(α, β) : K0]. Then kα + β is a primitive element of K0(α, β) over K0 for
some integer k ∈ [1, d+ 1].
Proof. Consider a “bad” nonzero integer k for whichK0(kα+β) is a proper subfield
ofK0(α, β). Let L be the Galois closure ofK0(α, β)/K0. Then by the fundamental
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theorem of Galois theory, there exists an automorphism φ of L fixing K0(kα + β)
but not K0(α, β). Then either φ(α) 6= α or φ(β) 6= β. As φ fixes kα + β, we
have kφ(α) + φ(β) = φ(kα + β) = kα + β, from which we see that actually
φ(α) 6= α and φ(β) 6= β both hold. Then k is determined by φ(α) and φ(β) via
k = (φ(β) − β)/(α − φ(α)). So the number of bad choices of k is bounded by
the number of (φ(α), φ(β)) where φ ranges over the automorphisms of L fixingK0.
The later is the cardinality of the orbit of (α, β) under the action of Gal(L/K0). By
the orbit-stabilizer theorem, it equals
[Gal(L/K0) : Gal(L/K0(α, β))] = [K0(α, β) : K0] = d.
So there are at most d bad choices of k. The lemma follows since [1, d+ 1] contains
more than d integers.
This gives an efficient algorithm of finding a primitive element over Q:
Lemma 4.6. There exists a polynomial-time algorithm that given a number fieldK0
and a relative number field K over K0, find a primitive element γ of K over Q and
its minimal polynomial h(X) ∈ Q[X] over Q.
Proof. Suppose K0 is encoded by a polynomial g(X) ∈ Q[X] irreducible over Q,
and K is encoded by a polynomial g′(X) ∈ K0[X] irreducible over K0. Then we
are explicitly given a root α of g(X) and a root β of g′(X) inK, andK = Q(α, β).
Enumerate the integers k ∈ [1, d+ 1], where d = [K : Q]. For each k, we compute
γ = kα + β ∈ K, and then compute its minimal polynomial h(X) ∈ Q[X] over Q
by solving linear equations overQ. This step runs in polynomial time by Lemma 4.4.
Output γ and h whenever deg(h) = [K : Q]. By Lemma 4.5, a primitive element γ
is guaranteed to be found.
By computing a primitive element over Q, we can efficiently turn a relative number
field into an ordinary number field:
Corollary 4.1. There exists a polynomial-time algorithm that given a number field
K0 and a relative number field K over K0, computes an ordinary number field K ′,
a Q-basis B of K, and an isomorphism φ : K → K ′ encoded by φ(x) ∈ K ′ for
x ∈ B.
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Proof. Find a primitive element γ of K over Q and its minimal polynomial
h(X) ∈ Q[X] over Q using Lemma 4.6. Compute K ′ := Q[X]/(h(X)) and
B = {1, γ, γ2, . . . , γd−1}, where d = [K : Q]. Then compute the isomorphism
φ : K → K ′, which sends γi to X i + (h(X)) for i = 0, 1, . . . , d− 1.
As an application, we generalize Lemma 3.10 to obtain an efficient algorithm that
computes embeddings of relative number fields over a given number field.
Lemma 4.7. There exists a polynomial-time algorithm ComputeRelEmbeddings
that given a number fieldK0 and relative number fieldsK andK ′ overK0, computes
all the embeddings of K in K ′ over K0.
Proof. IdentifyK andK ′ with ordinary number fields using Corollary 4.1. Run the
algorithm ComputeEmbeddings in Lemma 3.10 to compute all the embeddings of
K in K ′, and ignore those not fixing K0.
4.2 Adjoining roots of polynomials
One of the most basic techniques of constructing number fields is adjoining roots of
polynomials. It can be efficiently performed by the following lemma.
Lemma 4.8. There exists a polynomial-time algorithm AdjoinRoot that given a
number fieldK0, a relative number fieldK overK0, and a polynomialh(X) ∈ K[X]
irreducible over K, computes the relative number field K ′ = K(α) over K0 (up to
isomorphism overK0), where α is an arbitrary root of h(X). Moreover, supposeK
is encoded by the minimal polynomial of a primitive element β ∈ K overK0. Then
K ′ is encoded by the minimal polynomial of an element of the form β+kα overK0,
where 1 ≤ k ≤ [K ′ : K0] + 1.
Proof. Form the K-algebra K ′′ := K[X]/(h(X)) which is a field. We need to
encodeK ′′ as a relative number field overK0. Let α := X+(h(X)) ∈ K ′′ which is
a root of h(X). Then α and β are explicitly known in K ′′. Let d := [K ′′ : K0] + 1.
By Lemma 4.5, there exists k ∈ [1, d+1] such that γ = β+kα is a primitive element
of K ′′ over K0. Compute such an element γ by enumerating k and checking if the
degree of the minimal polynomial of γ overK0 equals d. Once γ is found, compute
the relative number fieldK ′ := K0[X]/(g(X)) overK0, where g(X) is the minimal
polynomial of γ overK0. It is isomorphic toK ′′ = K(α) overK0 via theK0-linear
map sending X + (g(X)) to γ.
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By repeatedly adjoining roots, we obtain an algorithm that computes the splitting
field of a given irreducible polynomial over a number field K0. See Algorithm 7.
Algorithm 7 SplittingField
Input: number field K0 and g(X) ∈ K0[X] irreducible over K0
Output: the splitting field of g over K0 as a relative number field over K0
1: K ← K0, regarded as a relative number field over K0
2: factorize g over K
3: while g has an irreducible non-linear factor over K do
4: pick an irreducible non-linear factor g0 of g over K
5: run AdjoinRoot on (K0, K, g0) to obtain K ′
6: K ← K ′
7: factorize g over K
8: return K
Line 2 and Line 7 are implemented using the polynomial-time factoring algorithms
for number fields [Len83; Lan85].3 And we have
Lemma 4.9. Given a number fieldK0 and a polynomial g(X) ∈ K0[X] irreducible
over K0, the algorithm SplittingField computes the splitting field K of g over
K0 in time polynomial in [K : K0] and the size of the input.
Proof. The algorithm initializes K to K0 and keeps adjoining roots of g to K until
it contains all these roots. The resulting field K is by definition the splitting field
of g over K0. At most t := log[K : K0] intermediate fields are constructed other
than K0. By induction and Lemma 4.8, each intermediate field is encoded by the
minimal polynomial of a primitive element k1α1 + · · ·+ ksαs overK0 where s ≤ t,
all αi are roots of g and 1 ≤ ki ≤ [K : K0] + 1. The claim about the running time
then follows from Lemma 4.4 and Lemma 4.8.
Choosing K0 = Q proves Lemma 3.20. Similarly, we have an algorithm con-
structing a (K0, g)-subfield system whose associated subgroup system is a system
of stabilizers. See Algorithm 8 below.
Again, Line 8 is implemented using the polynomial-time factoring algorithms for
number fields [Len83; Lan85]. The condition at Line 11 is checked using the
algorithm ComputeRelEmbeddings in Lemma 4.7.
3Here we factorize g over the relative number field K. It can be reduced to the problem of
factoring polynomials over an ordinary number field by Corollary 4.1.
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Algorithm 8 Stabilizers
Input: number field K0,m ∈ N, and g(X) ∈ K0[X] irreducible over K0
Output: (K0, g)-subfield system F
1: if m = 0 then
2: return ∅
3: m← min(deg(g),m)
4: F ← {K0[X]/(g(X))}
5: for i← 2 tom do
6: Fold ← F
7: for K ∈ Fold do
8: factorize g over K
9: for irreducible non-linear factor g0 of g over K do
10: run AdjoinRoot on (K0, K, g0) to obtain K ′
11: if K ′ is non-isomorphic to all fields in F over K0 then
12: F ← F ∪ {K ′}
13: return F
We have the following lemma.
Lemma4.10. Given a number fieldK0, an integerm ∈ N, and a polynomial g(X) ∈
K0[X] irreducible overK0, the algorithmStabilizers computes a (K0, g)-subfield
system F , such that the subgroup system P associated with F is the system of
stabilizers of depthm overG(g/K0) with respect to the action of Gal(g/K0) on the
set of roots of g in L, where L denotes the splitting field of g overK0. Moreover, the
algorithm runs in time polynomial in c(P) and the size of the input.
Proof. If m = 0, the algorithm simply returns F = ∅. It replaces m with
min(deg(g),m) at Line 3, which does not change the desired subgroup system.
So we may assumem ≤ deg(g). The condition at Line 11 guarantees that the fields
in F are mutually non-isomorphic over K0. For k ∈ [m], let Pk be the the system
of stabilizers of depth k over G(g/K0) with respect to the action of Gal(g/K0) on
the set of roots of g in L, and let P]k be the corresponding poset of subfields of L
determined by the Galois correspondence. ThenP]k consists of the fields of the form
K0(α1, . . . , αi), where i ∈ [k] and α1, . . . , αi are roots of g in L.
We want to show that at the end of the algorithm, the subgroup system P associated
with F equals Pm. And it suffices to prove that for k ∈ [m], after the kth iteration
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of the loop in Lines 5–12, every field in F is isomorphic to some field in P]k over
K0 and vice versa. This follows from a simple induction on k.
Denote by d the maximum degree of the fields in F over K0. Then d and |F| are
bounded by c(P). By induction and Lemma 4.8, each field in F is encoded by
the minimal polynomial of a primitive element k1α1 + · · · + ksαs over K0 where
s ≤ m ≤ deg(g), all αi are roots of g, and 1 ≤ ki ≤ d + 1. The claim about the
running time then follows from Lemma 4.4 and Lemma 4.8.
By Lemma 4.2, the complexity c(P) of the subgroup system P in Lemma 4.10 is
bounded by (deg(g))m′ , where m′ = min{deg(g),m}. Lemma 3.21 then follows
by choosing K0 = Q.
4.3 Reduction to primitive group actions
Suppose K0 is a number field, g(X) ∈ K0[X] is irreducible over K0, and L is
the splitting field of g over K0. The Galois group Gal(g/K0) = Gal(L/K0) acts
faithfully and transitively on the set of roots of g in L, and hence is a transitive
permutation group on this set.
Motivated by Theorem 3.9, we are interested in the problem of constructing a
(K0, g)-subfield system F such that all strongly antisymmetric P-schemes are dis-
crete (resp. inhomogeneous) onH , whereP is the subgroup system overGal(g/K0)
associated with F , and H is a subgroup in P satisfying LH ∼=K0 K0[X]/(g(X)).
In this section, we describe a reduction, based on the work [LM85; Evd92], that
reduces the problem to the special case that Gal(g/K0) is a primitive permutation
group.
Definition 4.5 (primitive permutation group). Suppose G is a permutation group
on a finite set S. A nonempty subset B of S is called a set of imprimitivity4 of G if
for all g ∈ G, either gB = B or B ∩ gB = ∅. A set of imprimitivity is trivial if it
is a singleton or the whole set S. We say G is primitive if it only has trivial sets of
imprimitivity. Otherwise G is imprimitive.
It is well known that for transitive permutation groups, primitivity is equivalent to
maximality of stabilizers.
4A set of imprimitivity is also called a block by some authors. We reserve the term block to
denote a set in a partition instead.
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Lemma 4.11. Let S be a finite set where |S| > 1, and let x ∈ S. A transitive
permutation group G on S is primitive iff Gx is maximal in G.
See, e.g., [Wie64] for the proof of Lemma 4.11. We also need the following result,
proved in [LM85].
Theorem 4.1 ([LM85]). There exists a polynomial-time algorithm Tower that given
a number fieldK0 and a polynomial g(X) ∈ K0[X] irreducible overK0,5 computes
a tower of relative number fields over K0
K0 ⊆ K1 ⊆ · · · ⊆ Kk−1 ⊆ Kk
together with the inclusions Ki−1 ↪→ Ki and the polynomials gi(X) ∈ Ki−1[X]
irreducible over Ki−1 for i ∈ [k], such that Kk ∼=K0 K0[X]/(g(X)), and the
following conditions are satisfied for i ∈ [k]:
1. Ki is isomorphic to Ki−1[X]/(gi(X)) over Ki−1, and
2. the Galois group Gi := Gal(Li/Ki−1) acts primitively on the set of roots of
gi in Li, where Li is the Galois closure of Ki/Ki−1.
For i ∈ [k], let Hi := Gal(Li/Ki) ⊆ Gi. See Figure 4.1 for an illustration. Note
that the first condition above is equivalent to Ki = Ki−1(α) for some root αi of
gi in Li. So Hi is the stabilizer of αi. Then the second condition is equivalent to
maximality of Hi in Gi.
The following theorem is the main result of this section.
Theorem 4.2. Suppose there exists an algorithm PrimitiveAction that, given
a number field K0 and a polynomial g(X) ∈ K0[X] irreducible over K0 with
Gal(g/K0) acting primitively on the set of roots of g in L, where L is the splitting
field of g overK0, computes a (K0, g)-subfield system in time T (K0, g). Then there
exists an algorithm GeneralAction that given K0 and g as above, but without the
assumption that Gal(g/K0) acts primitively on S, computes
• a (K0, g)-subfield system F , and,
5The paper [LM85] presented their algorithm only forK0 = Q, but it easily extends to a general
base fieldK0.
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Figure 4.1: The tower of fields and Galois groups in Theorem 4.1
• a tower of relative number fields K0 ⊆ K1 ⊆ · · · ⊆ Kk−1 ⊆ Kk over K0
and gi(X) ∈ Ki−1[X] for i ∈ [k] satisfying the conditions in Theorem 4.1,
such that Kk ∼=K0 K0[X]/(g(X)) and the sizes of the polynomials gi are
polynomial in the size of the input
in time polynomial in
∑k
i=1 T (Ki−1, gi) and the size of the input. Moreover, if for
each i ∈ [k], the (Ki−1, gi)-subfield system Fi computed by PrimitiveAction on
the input (Ki−1, gi) satisfies
1. Ki−1[X]/(gi(X)) ∈ Fi,
2. All strongly antisymmetric P-schemes are discrete (resp. inhomogeneous) on
H , whereP is the subgroup system over Gal(gi/Ki−1) associated withFi and
H is a subgroup in P whose fixed subfield is isomorphic to Ki over Ki−1.
Then F satisfies
1. K0[X]/(g(X)) ∈ F ,
2. All strongly antisymmetric P-schemes are discrete (resp. inhomogeneous) on
H , where P is the subgroup system over Gal(g/K0) associated with F and
H is a subgroup in P satisfying LH ∼=K0 K0[X]/(g(X)).
See Algorithm 9 for the pseudocode of the algorithm GeneralAction. It proceeds
as follows: maintain F , which initially only contains K0[X]/(g(X)). Then we
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call the algorithm Tower to compute a tower K0 ⊆ K1 ⊆ · · · ⊆ Kk−1 ⊆ Kk
and gi(X) ∈ Ki−1[X] for i ∈ [k] as in Theorem 4.1. Next, run the hypothetical
algorithm PrimitiveAction in Theorem 4.2 on (Ki−1, gi) for each i ∈ [k] to obtain
a (Ki−1, gi)-subfield system Fi. For i ∈ [k], add the fields in Fi to F , but encode
them as relative number fields overK0 (using Lemma 4.6). In addition, avoid adding
fields to F that are isomorphic to some existent fieldK ∈ F overK0, so that all the
fields in F are mutually non-isomorphic overK0. After all Fi are processed, output
F .
Algorithm 9 GeneralAction
Input: number field K0 and g(X) ∈ K0[X] irreducible over K0
Output: (K0, g)-subfield system F
1: F ← {K0[X]/(g(X))}
2: run Tower on (K0, g) to obtain a tower K0 ⊆ K1 ⊆ · · · ⊆ Kk−1 ⊆ Kk and
gi(X) ∈ Ki−1[X] irreducible over Ki−1 for i ∈ [k]
3: for i← 1 to k do
4: run PrimitiveAction on (Ki−1, gi) to obtain Fi
5: for K ∈ Fi do
6: compute a relative number field K ′ over K0 such that K ′ ∼=K0 K
7: if K ′ is non-isomorphic to all fields in F over K0 then
8: F ← F ∪ {K ′}
9: return F
The proof of Theorem 4.2 is based on the following lemma.
Lemma 4.12. Let k ∈ N+ and Gk ⊆ Gk−1 ⊆ · · · ⊆ G1 ⊆ G0 be a chain of
finite groups. For i ∈ [k], let Ni be a subgroup of Gi that is normal in Gi−1,
pii : Gi−1 → Gi−1/Ni be the corresponding quotient map, and Pi be a subgroup
system over Gi−1/Ni that contains Gi/Ni. Define
P = {gpi−1i (H)g−1 : 1 ≤ i ≤ k,H ∈ Pi, g ∈ G0},
which is a subgroup system over G0 and contains pi−1i (Gi/Ni) = Gi for all i ∈ [k].
Then we have
1. If for all i ∈ [k], all strongly antisymmetricPi-schemes are discrete onGi/Ni,
then all strongly antisymmetric P-schemes are discrete on Gk.
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2. If for some i ∈ [k], all strongly antisymmetric Pi-schemes are inhomogeneous
on Gi/Ni, then all strongly antisymmetric P-schemes are inhomogeneous on
Gk.
The same holds if strong antisymmetry is replaced by antisymmetry.
We defer the proof of Lemma 4.12 to Section 6.1.
Proof of Theorem 4.2. The claims about Ki and gi follow from Theorem 4.1. Use
the following notations for i ∈ [k]:
• Li: the splitting field of gi over Ki−1, which is a subfield of L.
• Gi := Gal(Li/Ki−1) and Ni := Gal(L/Li).
• pii: the natural projection Gal(L/Ki−1)→ Gal(L/Ki−1)/Ni ∼= Gi.
• Pi: the subgroup system over Gi associated with Fi.
Then by construction, the subgroup system over Gal(L/K0) associated with F is
P := {gpi−1i (H)g−1 : 1 ≤ i ≤ k,H ∈ Pi, g ∈ G}.
Assume the conditions on Fi in Theorem 4.2 are satisfied. Then for all i ∈ [k],
all strongly antisymmetric Pi-schemes are discrete (resp. inhomogeneous) on
Gal(Li/Ki) ∈ Pi. Applying Lemma 4.12 to the chain
Gal(L/Kk) ⊆ Gal(L/Kk−1) ⊆ · · · ⊆ Gal(L/K1) ⊆ Gal(L/K0)
and Ni, pii, Pi, we conclude that all strongly antisymmetric P-schemes are discrete
(resp. inhomogeneous) on the subgroup Gal(L/Kk) ∈ P . And the corresponding
fixed subfield Kk is isomorphic to K0[X]/(g(X)) over K0, as desired.
The total running time of the algorithm PrimitiveAction and the total size of Fi
are both bounded by
∑k
i=1 T (Ki−1, gi). The other operations take time polynomial
in the total size of Fi and the size of the input. The claim about the running time
follows.
As an application, we prove the main result of [Evd92] for the special case that the
input polynomial satisfies Condition 3.1 (i.e., it is defined over Fp, square free, and
complete reducible over Fp).
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Theorem 4.3 ([Evd92]). Under GRH, there exists a deterministic polynomial-time
algorithm that, given a polynomial f(X) ∈ Fp[X] satisfying Condition 3.1 and a
lifted polynomial f˜(X) ∈ Z[X] of f whose Galois group Gal(f˜/Q) is solvable,
computes the complete factorization of f over Fp.
The proof relies on the following bound for the orders of primitive solvable permu-
tation groups, proved by Pálfy [Pál82].
Theorem 4.4 ([Pál82]). Let G be a primitive solvable permutation group on a set
of cardinality n ∈ N+. Then |G| ≤ 24−1/3nc for a constant c = 3.24399 . . . .
Proof of Theorem 4.3. As in Section 6, we factorize f˜ into its irreducible factors
f1(X), . . . , fk(X) ∈ Z[X] overQ in polynomial time using the factoring algorithm
in [LLL82]. The Galois groups Gal(f˜i(X)/Q) are quotient groups of Gal(f˜/Q),
and hence are solvable as well. By replacing f˜(X) with f˜i(X) and f(X) with
fi(X) := f˜i(X) mod p ∈ Fp[X] for each i ∈ [k], we reduce to the case that f˜ is
irreducible over Q.
Let L be the splitting field of f˜ over Q. When Gal(f˜/Q) acts primitively on
the set of roots of f˜ in L, its order is bounded by a polynomial in deg(f) by
Theorem 4.4. Then by Theorem 4.9, we can construct F in polynomial time such
that Q[X]/(f˜(X)) ∈ F and all strongly antisymmetric P-schemes are discrete on
H , where P is the subgroup system over Gal(f˜/Q) associated with F and H is a
subgroup in P satisfying LH ∼= Q[X]/(f˜(X)). By Theorem 4.2, we also have a
polynomial-time algorithm of constructing suchF in the general case. The theorem
then follows from Theorem 3.9.
In Chapter 5, we prove a generalization of Theorem 4.3 (see Theorem 5.13), which
implies the main result of [Evd92] in its general form. In particular, the assumption
that f˜ satisfies Condition 3.1 is no longer required.
4.4 Other techniques of constructing number fields
In this section, we survey some other techniques of constructing number fields.
Whilewe do not use these techniques directly in the thesis, they areworthmentioning
because of their own interest and their applications to other problems [Lan84; LM85;
Len92; Coh93].
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Taking the compositum of number fields. Note that the fields computed in
the two algorithms SplittingField and Stabilizers in Section 4.2 are (up to
isomorphism overK0) compositums of conjugates of the fieldK0[X]/(g(X)). The
general problem of constructing the compositum of (relative) number fields is solved
by the following lemma.
Lemma 4.13. There exists a polynomial-time algorithm that given a number field
K0 and relative number fields K, L over K0, constructs all the compositums K ′L′
up to isomorphism over K0 where K ′ (resp. L′) ranges over the conjugates of K
(resp. L) over K0 in the algebraic closure K¯0 of K0.6
Proof. Take the irreducible polynomial g(X) ∈ K0[X] that encodes L, i.e., L ∼=K0
K0[X]/(g(X)). Factorize g(X) into irreducible polynomials g1(X), . . . , gk(X)
over K. Then compute and output the fields K[X]/(g1(X)), . . . , K[X]/(gk(X)).
To see that this gives the desired output, note that we may fix K = K ′ as fields
are constructed only up to isomorphism over K0. Let α1, . . . , αn be the roots of g
in K¯0, where n = deg(g). Then the conjugates of L in K¯0 over K0 are precisely
K0(α1), . . . , K0(αn). For i ∈ [n], there exists a unique ji ∈ [k] such thatαi is the root
of gji , and the compositum ofK andK0(αi) is justK(αi) ∼=K0 K[X]/(gji(X)).
Taking the intersection of number fields. The intersection of two number fields
can be computed efficiently, as shown in [LM85].
Theorem 4.5 ([LM85]). There exists a polynomial-time algorithm that given
• number fields K = Q(α), K ′ = Q(β) encoded by the minimal polynomials
of primitive elements α ∈ K and β ∈ K ′ over Q respectively, and
• the minimal polynomial h0(X) ∈ K[X] of β over K,7
computes the number field K ∩K ′ up to isomorphism.
The algorithm in [LM85] also extends to relative number fields. We omit the details.
6Here K and L are embedded in K¯0 via some K0-linear embeddings. The choices of these
embeddings do not matter as we constructK ′L′ for all the conjugatesK ′ and L′ overK0.
7The polynomial h0 is needed for the problem to be well defined.
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Adjoining a square root of the discriminant. Suppose K is a relative number
field over K0 encoded by the minimal polynomial h(X) ∈ K0[X] of a primitive
element α ∈ K over K0. Let L be the Galois closure of K/K0 and let G =
Gal(L/K0). ThenG acts on the set S of roots of h in L and hence can be identified
with a subgroup of Sym(S).
Suppose S = {α1, . . . , αn}. Define the discriminant of h to be
∆h :=
∏
1≤i<j≤n
(αi − αj)2.
We have g∆h = ∆h for all g ∈ G. So ∆h ∈ LG = K0.
Nowconsider the subfieldK ′0 := K0(
√
∆h) ofL, where
√
∆h :=
∏
1≤i<j≤n(αi−αj)
is a square root of ∆h in L. A permutation g ∈ G fixes
√
∆h precisely when g is an
even permutation of S, which implies
Gal(L/K ′0) = G ∩ Alt(S).
With this observation, we have
Lemma 4.14. There exists a polynomial-time algorithm that given a number field
K0 and a relative number field K over K0 encoded by h(X) ∈ K0[X], computes
LG∩Alt(S) up to isomorphism over K0, where L is the Galois closure of K/K0,
G = Gal(L/K0), and S is the set of roots of h in L.
Proof. We have LG∩Alt(S) = K0(
√
∆h) by the above discussion. Let n = deg(h).
Then discriminant ∆h satisfies the identity
∆h = (−1)n(n−1)/2Res(h, h′),
where Res(h, h′) denotes the resultant of h and its derivative h′. and is given by
the determinant of the Sylvester matrix associated with h and h′ [Lan02]. Thus
we can compute ∆h in polynomial time. Then we test if ∆h is a square in K0
by factoring X2 − ∆h over K0. If ∆h is a square, we have K0(
√
∆h) = K0 and
correspondingly G ⊆ Alt(S). In this case we just output K0. Otherwise we output
K0[X]/(X
2 −∆h).
Remark. The technique above was used in [Lan84] for the determination of the
Galois groups of number field extensions. It is not clear, however, if it helps for
the problem of polynomial factoring over finite fields. We note that replacing K0
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withK ′0 = K0(
√
∆h) andK withK ′0K has the effect of reducing the Galois group
G to G ∩ Alt(S), but the order of G is reduced by at most a factor of two. This
does not help in the case that G = Sym(S) and P is a system of stabilizers of
depth m ≤ |S| − 2 (with respect to the natural action of G): As both Sym(S)
and Alt(S) are k-transitive for k = |S| − 2, P-schemes for Sym(S) and those for
Alt(S) both correspond tom-schemes on S (see Theorem 2.1), and hence they are
the equivalent.
Computing the fixed subfield of the automorphism group. The following
lemma gives a characterization of the fixed subfield of an automorphism subgroup.
Lemma 4.15. SupposeK/K0 is a field extension and α is a primitive element ofK
overK0. For a subgroupU ⊆ Aut(K/K0), the fieldKU is generated by elementary
symmetric polynomials in the elements gα (indexed by g ∈ U ) over K0.
Proof. LetK ′ be the subfield ofK generated by elementary symmetric polynomials
in gα, g ∈ U overK0. We obviously haveK ′ ⊆ KU . By Galois theory, it holds that
[K : KU ] = |U | (see, e.g., [Lan02, Section VI.1, Theorem 1.8]). So it suffices to
prove [K : K ′] ≤ |U |.
Consider the polynomial φ(X) =
∏
g∈U(X − gα). The coefficients of φ(X) are,
up to sign, given by elementary symmetric polynomials in gα, g ∈ U and hence
φ(X) ∈ K ′[X]. As φ(α) = 0, the minimal polynomial of α over K ′ divides φ(X),
and its degree is at most deg(φ) = |U |. So we have [K ′(α) : K ′] ≤ |U |. The claim
follows by noting that K ′(α) = K.
Lemma 4.15 provides amethod of computing the fixed subfield of the automorphism
group Aut(K/K0):
Theorem4.6. There exists a polynomial-time algorithm that given a number fieldK0
and a relative number fieldK overK0, computes the fixed subfieldKAut(K/K0) ⊆ K.
Proof. Suppose K is encoded by the minimal polynomial of a primitive element α
overK0. We compute all the automorphisms ofK inAut(K/K0) using Lemma 4.7.
Then we adjoining to K0 the first k elementary symmetric functions in gα, g ∈
Aut(K/K0) where k = |Aut(K/K0)|. The resulting field is exactlyKAut(K/K0) by
Lemma 4.15.
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More generally, given K0, K and a subgroup U ⊆ Aut(K/K0) of automorphisms
of K, the same proof shows that KU can be constructed in polynomial time.
Now suppose L is a Galois extension of K0 that contains K. Let G = Gal(L/K0)
andH = Gal(L/K). Then Aut(K/K0) is identified with NG(H)/H , and we have
KAut(K/K0) = KNG(H)/H = LNG(H). So Theorem 4.6 states that LNG(H) can be
constructed in polynomial time givenK = LH andK0. In the context of polynomial
factoring using the P-scheme algorithm, this means that we can efficiently enlarge
a subgroup system P by including the normalizers NG(H) of H ∈ P .
A natural question arising from this observation is whether adding the normalizers
(ormore generally subgroups betweenNG(H) andH) to the subgroup systemhelps a
P-scheme algorithm obtain the complete factorization (resp. a proper factorization).
By Theorem 3.9, this reduces to the question whether it helps for proving all strongly
antisymmetric P-schemes are discrete (resp. inhomogeneous) on a distinguished
subgroup H ∈ P .
For discreteness of strongly antisymmetric P-schemes, we give an affirmative an-
swer in general: we show that for some subgroup system P and H ∈ P , there
exist strongly antisymmetric P-schemes that are not discrete on H , but adding
normalizers to the subgroup system rules out their existence.
Example 4.1. Choose a finite groupG and a subgroupH ⊆ G such thatNG(H) is a
proper normal subgroup ofG.8 ChooseP = {gHg−1 : g ∈ G}which is a subgroup
system over G. Define a P-collection C = {CH′ : H ′ ∈ P} as follows: the group
NG(H) acts on H\G by left translation gHh = Hgh and H\G is partitioned into
NG(H)-orbits. Choose a complete set of representativesB ⊆ H\G for these orbits.
Define CH = {gB : g ∈ NG(H)}. For any other subgroup H ′ in P , choose g ∈ G
such that H ′ = gHg−1, and define CH′ = {cH,g(B) : B ∈ CH}. It is easy to
see that C is a well defined strongly antisymmetric P-scheme. Moreover, it is not
discrete on H since NG(H) does not act transitively on H\G.
Now define P ′ = P ∪{NG(H)} which is also a subgroup system overG. We claim
that any antisymmetric P ′-schemes C ′ must be discrete on any subgroup in P ′. To
see this, note that C ′ is discrete onNG(H) ∈ P ′ sinceNG(H) is normal in G. Then
C ′ is also discrete on all the other subgroupsH ′ ∈ P ′ by compatibility, and the claim
follows. In particular, it is impossible to extend C to an antisymmetric P ′-scheme.
8For example, we may choose G to be the semidirect product (K × K) o C2, where K is a
nontrivial finite group and C2 permutes the two direct factors of K ×K. Let H = K × {e}. Then
NG(H) = K ×K EG.
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Despite the example above, adding normalizers to the subgroup system seems not
helpful for attacking the most difficult cases in polynomial factoring: for a subgroup
system P over a finite group G, define
P+ = {U : H ⊆ U ⊆ NG(H), H ∈ P},
which is also a subgroup system over G. For several important families of per-
mutation groups, we show that if P is the corresponding system of stabilizers of
certain depth m (where m is not too large), any P-scheme C can be extended to a
P+-scheme C ′ with antisymmetry and strong antisymmetry preserved. In particular,
if C is not discrete or inhomogeneous on some subgroupH ∈ P , then neither is C ′.
Lemma 4.16. Let S be a finite set and let G be Sym(S) or Alt(S) acting naturally
on S. Let P be the system of stabilizers of depthm overG with respect to this action
where m < |S|/2. Then any P-scheme C can be extended to a P+-scheme C ′ such
that C ′ is antisymmetric (resp. strongly antisymmetric) if so is C.
Lemma 4.17. Let V be a finite dimensional vector space over a finite field and letG
be GL(V ) acting naturally on S := V − {0}. Let P be the system of stabilizers of
depthm overG with respect to this action wherem < dimF V . Then anyP-scheme
C can be extended to a P+-scheme C ′ such that C ′ is antisymmetric (resp. strongly
antisymmetric) if so is C.
We defer the proofs of Lemma 4.16 and Lemma 4.17 to Section 6.4 . There we
define the closure Pcl of a subgroup system P , and then show that P-schemes can
always be extended to Pcl-schemes with antisymmetry and strong antisymmetry
preserved. Lemma 4.16 and Lemma 4.17 then follow immediately once we verify
that Pcl = P+ in these cases.
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C h a p t e r 5
THE GENERALIZED P-SCHEME ALGORITHM
In Chapter 3, we developed the P-scheme algorithm that factorizes polynomials
satisfying Condition 3.1, i.e., they are defined over a prime field Fp, square-free, and
completely reducible over Fp. In this chapter, we extend this algorithm to factorize
general polynomials f(X) ∈ Fq[X] over a finite field Fq of characteristic p. The
generality is reflected in the following three aspects: (1) Fq may be a non-prime
field, (2) the degrees of the irreducible factors of f may be greater than one, and (3)
the multiplicities of the irreducible factors of f may be greater than one.
Motivation. Techniques like Berlekamp’s reduction [Ber70], square-free factor-
ization [Yun76; Knu98] and distinct-degree factorization [CZ81] were commonly
used in literature to reduce the problem to the special case that the input polynomial
satisfies Condition 3.1. However, these reductions do not preserve the information
of the lifted polynomial f˜ employed by the P-scheme algorithm. Therefore, it is
desirable to avoid these reductions and extend theP-scheme algorithm to the general
setting instead.
As a concrete example, consider the following polynomial f˜(X) ∈ Z[X] irreducible
over Q, taken from [KM00]:
f˜(X) =X14 + 28X11 + 28X10 − 28X9 + 140X8 + 360X7 + 147X6
+ 196X5 + 336X4 − 546X3 − 532X2 + 896X + 823.
For p = 43, the reduced polynomial f(X) = f˜(X) mod p has seven distinct linear
factors and one irreducible factor of degree 7 over Fp:
f(X) =(X + 2)(X + 4)(X + 9)(X + 19)(X + 23)(X + 30)(X + 42)
(X7 + 14X4 + 15X3 + 31X2 + 15X + 38).
The standard way of factoring f overFp is first applying distinct-degree factorization
[CZ81] to obtain a partial factorization f = f0f1, where
f0(X) = (X + 2)(X + 4)(X + 9)(X + 19)(X + 23)(X + 30)(X + 42)
is the product of the linear factors and satisfies Condition 3.1. Then we factorize
f0 over Fp. To achieve this goal deterministically, we pick a lifted polynomial
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f˜0(X) ∈ Z[X] of f , which we may assume to be irreducible, and run the P-scheme
algorithm in Chapter 3. Suppose the (Q, f˜)-subfield system in the algorithm is
constructed by Lemma 3.21 and the associated subgroup system P is the system of
stabilizers of depth m, where m ∈ N+ is sufficiently large. In the worst case, the
action of Gal(f˜0/Q) on the set of roots of f˜ is permutation isomorphic to the natural
action of the symmetric group Sym(7) on [7]. Then we need m ≥ 3 to obtain a
proper factorization of f , since by Theorem 2.1 and Lemma 2.19, there exists a
strongly antisymmetric P-scheme homogeneous on a stabilizer ifm ≤ 2.1
On the other hand, the action of the Galois group of f˜ on the set of roots of f˜ is
permutation isomorphic to the action of the wreath product2 C7 o C2 on [7] × [2],
where C7 permutes [7] cyclically and C2 permutes the two copies of [7]. This
action has a base of size two, which suggests that choosing m = 2 is sufficient
for completely factoring f , provided that we have a generalization of Theorem 3.2
that employs the polynomial f˜ . The goal of this chapter is to establish such a
generalization.
The example above generalizes to an infinite family of instances: for every k ∈ N+,
there exists f˜(X) ∈ Z[X] irreducible overQ of degree 2k such that the action of the
Galois group on the set of roots of f˜ is permutation isomorphic to the action ofCk oC2
on [k] × [2].3 And for such f˜ , there exists infinitely many prime numbers p such
that f(X) = f˜(X) mod p has k distinct linear factors and one irreducible factor of
degree k.4 Using the generalized P-scheme algorithm developed in this chapter,
it is sufficient to choose m = 2 in order to completely factorize f˜ mod p, leading
to a polynomial-time factoring algorithm for such instances (f, f˜). On the other
hand, using distinct-degree factorization and the P-scheme algorithm in Chapter 3,
the best known general upper bound form is O(log k) (see Theorem 3.12), and the
resulting algorithm takes superpolynomial time.
Lifted polynomial. To formulate the main result of this chapter, we first need
to generalize the notion of lifted polynomials (see Definition 1.1). Recall that
a lifted polynomial of f(X) ∈ Fp[X] is a polynomial f˜(X) ∈ Z[X] of degree
1For the same reason, one needs to choosem ≥ 3 if them-scheme algorithm [IKS09] is used.
2For the definition of the wreath product of groups, see Definition 6.11.
3Shafarevich’s theorem on solvable Galois groups [Sha54; ILF97] implies that the existence of
integral polynomials realizing the family of groups Ck o C2 as Galois groups. For an algorithm
explicitly computing such a polynomial, see [KM00].
4This follows from Chebotarëv’s density theorem. See, e.g., [Neu99].
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deg(f) satisfying f˜(X) mod p = f(X). For the general case Fq = Fpd , we fix
the following notations: assume Fq is encoded by a monic irreducible polynomial
h(Y ) ∈ Fp[Y ] of degree d, i.e., it is identified with Fp[Y ]/(h(Y )) via an isomor-
phism ψ0 : Fp[Y ]/(h(Y )) → Fq which we can efficiently compute. Lift h to a
monic polynomial h˜(Y ) ∈ Z[Y ] of degree d which is necessarily irreducible over
Q. Define A0 := Z[Y ]/(h˜(Y )) and K0 := Q[Y ]/(h˜(Y )). Composing ψ0 with the
natural projection A0 → Fp[Y ]/(h(Y )) sending x to x mod p, we obtain a surjec-
tive ring homomorphism ψ˜0 : A0 → Fq. Finally extend ψ˜0 to the ring A0[X] by
applying it to each coefficient:
ψ˜0 : A0[X]→ Fq[X].
With these notations, we generalize the definition of lifted polynomials as follows.
Definition 5.1 (lifted polynomial). Suppose f(X) ∈ Fq[X] is a polynomial of
degree n ∈ N+. A lifted polynomial of f (with respect to h˜ and ψ0) is a polynomial
f˜(X) ∈ A0[X] of degree n satisfying ψ˜0(f˜) = f . An irreducible lifted polynomial
of f is a lifted polynomial of f that is irreducible over K0.
Given f(X) ∈ Fq[X], we can choose a lifted polynomial f˜ of f efficiently. Further-
more, we argue that f˜ can be assumed to be irreducible over K0. To see this, we
need the following lemma.
Lemma 5.1. There exists a polynomial-time algorithm that given p and a poly-
nomial f˜(X) ∈ A0[X] satisfying ψ˜0(f˜) 6= 0, computes an integer D satisfying
D ≡ 1 (mod p) and a factorization of D · f˜ into irreducible factors f˜i over K0.
Furthermore all of the factors f˜i(X) are in A0[X].
The proof can be found in Appendix C. Compute D and fi using the lemma above.
We have ψ˜0(D · f˜) = ψ˜0(f˜) = f sinceD ≡ 1 (mod p). So the polynomials ψ˜0(f˜i)
are factors of f , and we have reduced the problem to factoring each ψ˜0(f˜i) ∈ Fq[X]
using its irreducible lifted polynomial f˜i.
The discussion above justifies the assumption that an irreducible lifted polynomial
f˜ of f is given, with respect to h˜ and ψ0. The notations h˜, ψ0, A0, andK0 are fixed
throughout this chapter.
Main result. The main result of this chapter is a generalization of Theorem 3.2:
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Theorem 5.1 (informal). Suppose there exists a deterministic algorithm that given a
polynomial g(X) ∈ A0[X] irreducible overK0, constructs in time T (g) a collection
F of subfields of the splitting field L of g over K0 such that
• F = K0[X]/(g(X)) is in F , and
• all strongly antisymmetric P-schemes are discrete on Gal(L/F ) ∈ P , where
P is the subgroup system associated with F .
Then under GRH, there exists a deterministic algorithm that given f(X) ∈ Fq[X]
and an irreducible lifted polynomial f˜(X) ∈ A0[X] of f , outputs the complete
factorization of f over Fq in time polynomial in T (f˜) and the size of the input.
See Theorem 5.9 for the formal statement. For simplicity, here we only state the
result for computing the complete factorization of f . The results for computing a
proper factorization are slightly more complicated to state, and we refer the reader
to Section 5.10 for details.
Overview of the generalized P-scheme algorithm
Recall that aP-scheme algorithm in Chapter 3 consists of three parts: (1) a reduction
to the problem of computing an idempotent decomposition of the ring O¯F , where
F = Q[X]/(f˜(X)), (2) computing idempotent decompositions for a collection
of number fields, and (3) constructing the collection of number fields used in the
previous part. The factoring algorithm in this chapter has the same structure but with
some differences: we generalize the reduction in Part (1), where F now denotes the
number field K0[X]/(f˜(X)). And in Part (3), we construct a collection of relative
number fields over K0 instead of ordinary number fields. The main difference is in
Part (2), which we now explain.
P-schemes of double cosets. In Chapter 3, we proved that for a subfieldK of the
splitting field L of f˜ , G the Galois group of f˜ , andH = Gal(L/K), an idempotent
decomposition of the ring O¯K corresponds to a partition of the right coset space
H\G. The crucial condition for this claim to hold is that p splits completely in the
splitting field L of f˜ , which in turn relies on the assumption that f is square-free
and completely reducible over the field of definition. In general, one can prove that
an idempotent decomposition of O¯K corresponds to a partition of the double coset
space H\G/DQ0 instead of the right coset space H\G, where DQ0 ⊆ G is known
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as the decomposition group (of a fixed prime ideal Q0 of OL over K0). For the
special case studied in Chapter 3, the decomposition groupDQ0 is trivial, and hence
the double coset space H\G/DQ0 coincides with the right coset space H\G.
To address the general case, we define the notion ofP-collections (resp. P-schemes)
of double cosets, generalizing (ordinary) P-collections (resp. P-schemes). Various
properties including (strong) antisymmetry, discreteness and homogeneity can be
extended to P-schemes of double cosets. In addition, as the rings O¯K are not
necessarily semisimple in general, we replace them with the rings RK , defined by
RK :=
{
x ∈ O¯K/Rad(O¯K) : xp = x
}
,
where Rad(O¯K) denotes the radical of O¯K . These rings have the advantage of
being finite products of Fp, so that we can directly use the results in Chapter 3. Then
we generalize the algorithm in Chapter 3 to compute a collection of idempotent
decompositions of the ringsRK so that they correspond to a strongly antisymmetric
P-schemes of double cosets.
In addition, we introduce the following notations concerning partitions of double
coset spaces: for every double coset HgDQ0 ∈ H\G/DQ0 where H ⊆ G, we
associate two positive integers f(HgDQ0) and e(HgDQ0), called the inertia degree
and the ramification index of HgDQ0 respectively.5 Then we say a partition P of
H\G/DQ0 has locally constant inertia degrees (resp. ramification indices) if for
every block B in P , all the double cosets in B have the same inertia degree (resp.
ramification index). We design efficient algorithms that force the partitions in a P-
collection of double cosets to have locally constant inertia degrees and ramification
indices. These algorithms may be regarded as the analogues of distinct-degree
factorization [CZ81] and square-free factorization [Yun76; Knu98] that factorize a
polynomial according to the degrees and the multiplicities of the irreducible factors.
The discussion above is summarized by the following theorem, which generalizes
Theorem 3.1 in Chapter 3.
Theorem 5.2 (informal). Under GRH, there exists a deterministic algorithm that
given a poset P] of number fields between K0 and L corresponding to a poset
P of subgroups of G, outputs idempotent decompositions of RK for K ∈ P]
5These names come from the fact that f(HgDQ0) (resp. e(HgDQ0)) is the inertia degree
(resp. ramification index) of the prime ideal of OLH lying over p corresponding to HgDQ0 . See
Definition 5.2 for details.
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corresponding to a strongly antisymmetricP-scheme of double cosets C with respect
to DQ0 . Moreover, all the partitions in C have locally constant inertia degrees and
ramification indices. The running time is polynomial in the size of the input.
From a P-scheme of double cosets to an ordinary P-scheme. Theorem 5.2 is
still not enough for proving our main result (Theorem 5.1), since the algorithm in
Theorem 5.2 only produces a strongly antisymmetric P-scheme of double cosets
rather than an (ordinary) P-scheme. While strongly antisymmetric P-schemes of
double cosets are interesting objects, we do not know if their existence implies the
existence of strongly antisymmetric (ordinary) P-schemes.
To overcome this problem, we strengthen the algorithm by maintaining not only
idempotent decompositions of a collection of rings RK , but also elements in rings
of the form O¯K or (O¯K/Rad(O¯K))⊗Fq Fqi , i ∈ N+. More specifically, we compute
auxiliary elements sδ ∈ O¯K (resp. tδ ∈ (O¯K/Rad(O¯K)) ⊗Fq Fqi) for number
fields K and idempotents δ. Then we define a P-collection C˜ based on these
auxiliary elements and the P-scheme of double cosets C computed in Theorem 5.2.
Moreover, we describe subroutines that properly refines the partitions in C unless C˜
is a strongly antisymmetric P-scheme. This allows us to strengthen Theorem 5.2
so that the algorithm produces a strongly antisymmetric (ordinary) P-scheme C˜ in
addition to a P-scheme of double cosets. See Theorem 5.8 for the formal statement.
Our main result (Theorem 5.1) then follows easily.
Outline of the chapter. Notations and mathematical preliminaries are given in
Section 5.1, and algorithmic preliminaries are given in Section 5.2. In Section 5.3,
we reduce the problem of factoring f to that of computing an idempotent decompo-
sition ofRF . In Section 5.4, we give (a preliminary version of) the main body of the
algorithm that computes idempotent decompositions corresponding to a strongly
antisymmetric P-scheme of double cosets. This P-scheme also has the property
that all of its partitions have locally constant inertia degrees and ramification indices,
as guaranteed by the subroutines described in Section 5.5 and Section 5.6.
The next three sections address the problem of producing an (ordinary) P-scheme
from the above P-scheme of double cosets. More specifically, in Section 5.7, we
give a subroutine that computes the auxiliary elements sδ and tδ, and use these
elements to define a P-collection C˜. In Section 5.8, we introduce a property about
P-collections called (C,D)-separatedness, and use it to give a criterion for C˜ being
a strongly antisymmetric P-scheme. In Section 5.9, we modify the algorithm in
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Section 5.4 to produce a strongly antisymmetric P-scheme, based on the results in
Section 5.7 and Section 5.8.
Finally, in Section 5.10, we combine the results in previous sections to obtain the
generalized P-scheme algorithm, and use it to prove the main result of this chapter
(Theorem 5.1). Using the algorithm, we also obtain generalizations of the main
results in [Hua91a; Hua91b; Rón88; Rón92; Evd92; Evd94; IKS09].
5.1 Preliminaries
For a number field K, denote by O¯K the quotient ring OK/pOK . For K0 =
Q[Y ]/(h˜(Y )), we have
Lemma 5.2. The ideal pOK0 is a prime ideal of OK0 . And O¯K0 ∼= Fq.
Proof. Let Y¯ := Y + (h˜(Y )) ∈ OK0 . Consider the ring homomorphism i :
Fp[Y ]/(h(Y ))→ O¯K0 sending Y +(h(Y )) to Y¯ +pOK0 . Clearly i is a nonzero map
since i(1) = 1. As Fp[Y ]/(h(Y )) is a field, the map i is injective. As Fp[Y ]/(h(Y ))
and O¯K0 both have dimension deg(h) over Fp, the map i is an isomorphism. So
O¯K0 ∼= Fp[Y ]/(h(Y )) ∼= Fq and pOK0 is prime.
In the following, we give some notations and facts from algebraic number theory.
The proofs can be found in standard references like [Neu99].
Splitting of prime ideals. LetK be a finite extension ofK0. The ideal pOK splits
in the unique way into a product of prime ideals of OK , up to the ordering:
pOK =
k∏
i=1
P
e(Pi)
i =
k⋂
i=1
P
e(Pi)
i ,
where P1, . . . ,Pk are distinct and e(Pi) ∈ N+. We say P1, . . . ,Pk are the prime
ideals of OK lying over p. For i ∈ [k], define κPi := OK/Pi which is a finite field,
called the residue field of Pi. The inclusion OK0 ↪→ OK induces an embedding of
O¯K0 ∼= Fq in κPi , making κPi an extension field of O¯K0 . Let f(Pi) := [κPi : O¯K0 ].
We call e(Pi) and f(Pi) the ramification index and the inertia degree of Pi (over
pOK0) respectively. It holds that
k∑
i=1
e(Pi)f(Pi) = [K : K0].
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Vector spaces Pi/Pi+1. We also use the following facts implicitly:
For a number fieldK, i ∈ N and a nonzero prime idealP ofOK , the abelian group
Pi/Pi+1 is an one-dimensional vector space over the field κP = OK/P, where the
scalar multiplication is defined by
(u+ P) · (v + Pi+1) = uv + Pi+1 for u ∈ OK , v ∈ Pi.
For i, j ∈ N and u ∈ Pi −Pi+1, the map
x+ Pj+1 7→ ux+ Pi+j+1
is an isomorphism from Pj/Pj+1 to Pi+j/Pi+j+1, both regarded as vector spaces
over κP. In particular, for i, j ∈ N and u ∈ Pi −Pi+1, we have uj ∈ Pij −Pij+1.
Now suppose K,K ′ are finite extensions of K0 and K ⊆ K ′. And P, Q are prime
ideals of OK and OK′ respectively, both lying over p, such that Q ∩ OK = P.
Then e(P) divides e(Q) and f(P) divides f(Q). And for i ∈ N, the inclusion
OK ↪→ OK′ induces an inclusionPi/Pi+1 ↪→ Qi′/Qi′+1 where i′ = i ·e(Q)/e(P).
Thedecomposition groupand the inertia group. LetL/K0 be aGalois extension
of number fields with the Galois group G = Gal(L/K0). LetP be a prime ideal of
OL lying over p. The group
DP := {g ∈ G : gP = P} ⊆ G
is called the decomposition group of P over K0. And the group
IP := {g ∈ G : gx ≡ x (mod P) for all x ∈ OL}
is a normal subgroup of DP, called the inertia group of P over K0. Each automor-
phism g ∈ DP of L restricts to an automorphism of OL fixing OK0 and satisfying
gP = P, and hence induces an automorphism g¯ of the residue field κP fixing O¯K0 ,
defined by
g¯(x+ P) = gx+ P.
The map pi : g 7→ g¯ is a surjective group homomorphism fromDP to Gal(κP/O¯K0)
whose kernel is precisely IP, i.e, we have a short exact sequence
1→ IP → DP pi−→ Gal(κP/O¯K0)→ 1.
The Galois group Gal(κP/O¯K0) is cyclic and is generated by the Frobenius auto-
morphism x 7→ xq of κP over O¯K0 ∼= Fq.
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The wild inertia group. Let L, G and P be as above. The group
WP := {g ∈ G : gx ≡ x (mod P2) for all x ∈ OL}.
is a normal subgroup of IP, called the wild inertia group of P over K0.
Choose piL ∈ P−P2. We have a group homomorphism IP → κ×P sending g ∈ IP
to the unique element cg ∈ κ×P satisfying gpiL + P2 = cg(piL + P2). This map is
independent of the choice of piL, and its kernel is precisely WP. It is also known
thatWP is a p-group. See [Neu99, Section II.10].
In our factoring algorithm, the group G is a subgroup of Sym(n) where n is the
degree of the input polynomial f(X) ∈ Fq[X]. We can always assume p > n,
since the case p ≤ n is solved in polynomial time by Berlekamp’s algorithm in
[Ber70]. Under this assumption, the p-subgroupWP of G is trivial, and hence the
map IP → κ×P above is injective. In particular, the inertia group IP is cyclic.
Prime ideals vs. double cosets. We have the following generalization of Theo-
rem 3.4, which gives a one-to-one correspondence between prime ideals lying over
p and double cosets. See [Neu99] for its proof.
Theorem 5.3. Let L/K0 be a Galois extension of number fields and let G =
Gal(L/K0). Fix a prime ideal Q0 of OL lying over p. For any subgroup H ⊆ G
and the corresponding fixed subfield K = LH , the map HgDQ0 7→ gQ0 ∩ OK is a
one-to-one correspondence between the double cosets in H\G/DQ0 and the prime
ideals ofOK lying over p.6 Moreover, for g ∈ G and the prime idealP = gQ0∩OK
corresponding to HgDQ0 , define
n(P) := |{Hh ∈ H\G : HhDQ0 = HgDQ0}|.
Then
e(P) = |{Hh ∈ H\G : HhIQ0 = HgIQ0}| and f(P) =
n(P)
e(P)
.
Motivated by Theorem 5.3, we define the ramification index and the inertia degree
of a double coset:
6Note that this map is well defined: for another representative hgh′ ∈ G of HgDQ0 , where
h ∈ H and h′ ∈ DQ0 , we have hgh
′
Q0 ∩ OK = hgQ0 ∩ OK = h(gQ0 ∩ OK) = gQ0 ∩ OK since
h′Q0 = Q0 and OK is fixed by H .
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Definition 5.2. Let G be a finite group, H,D subgroups of G, and I a normal
subgroup of D. Define the ramification index of a double coset HgD ∈ H\G/D
with respect to (D, I) to be
e(HgD) := |{Hh ∈ H\G : HhI = HgI}|,
which is well defined.7 And define the inertia degree of HgD with respect to (D, I)
to be
f(HgD) := |{Hh ∈ H\G : HhD = HgD}|
e(HgD) .
Suppose L/K0 is a Galois extension of number fields with the Galois group G. Fix
a prime ideal Q0 of OL lying over p. Let H be a subgroup of G and K = LH .
Then by Theorem 5.3, the ramification index (resp. inertia degree) of a double coset
HgDQ0 ∈ H\G/DQ0 with respect to (DQ0 , IQ0) is precisely the ramification index
(resp. inertia degree) of the corresponding prime ideal gQ0 ∩ OK of OK .
We also introduce the following notations concerning partitions of a double coset
space.
Definition 5.3. Let G,H,D, I be as in Definition 5.2. We say a partition P
of H\G/D has locally constant ramification indices (resp. inertia degrees) with
respect to (D, I) if for every B ∈ P , all the double cosets in B have the same
ramification index (resp. inertia degree) with respect to (D, I). For such a partition
P and anyB ∈ P , denote by e(B) (resp. f(B)) the ramification index (resp. inertia
degree) of any double coset in B.
Radicals of rings and polynomials. Let A be a (commutative) ring. An element
x ∈ A is nilpotent if xk = 0 for some k ∈ N+. The radical (or nilradical) of A,
denoted by Rad(A), is the ideal consisting of the nilpotent elements of A. It equals
the intersection of all the prime ideals of A (see [AM69]).
Let g(X) ∈ Fq[X] be a non-constant polynomial with the following factorization
g(X) = c ·
k∏
i=1
(gi(X))
mi
7To see that e(HgD) is well defined, consider two representatives g and g′ of HgD. Then
g′ = sgt for some s ∈ H and t ∈ D. Note thatHhtI = HhIt for all h ∈ G. It follows that the map
Hh 7→ Hht is a bijection from {Hh ∈ H\G : HhI = HgI} to {Hh ∈ H\G : HhI = Hg′I}.
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over Fq, where c ∈ Fq is the leading coefficient of g and g1, . . . , gk are distinct monic
irreducible polynomials over Fq. Define the radical Rad(g) of g to be the monic
polynomial
∏k
i=1 gi(X) ∈ Fq[X]. ForA = Fq[X]/(g(X)), the ideal ofA generated
by Rad(g) + (g(X)) ∈ A is precisely Rad(A).
The ring RK . Suppose K is a finite extension of K0 and pOK splits into the
product of prime ideals
pOK =
k∏
i=1
P
e(Pi)
i ,
where P1, . . . ,Pk are distinct. The radical of O¯K is given by
Rad(O¯K) =
k⋂
i=1
Pi/pOK =
(
k⋂
i=1
Pi
)
/pOK .
By the Chinese remainder theorem, we have the isomorphism
O¯K/Rad(O¯K)→
k∏
i=1
OK/Pi =
k∏
i=1
κPi ,
sending x + Rad(O¯K) ∈ O¯K/Rad(O¯K) to (x˜ mod P1, . . . , x˜ mod Pk), where
x˜ ∈ OK is an arbitrary element liftingx ∈ O¯K . In particular, the ring O¯K/Rad(O¯K)
is semisimple.
Define RK to be the subring of O¯K/Rad(O¯K) consisting of elements fixed by the
Frobenius automorphism x 7→ xp over Fp, i.e.,
RK :=
{
x ∈ O¯K/Rad(O¯K) : xp = x
}
.
The isomorphism O¯K/Rad(O¯K)→
∏k
i=1 κPi above identifiesRK with the subring∏k
i=1 Fp of
∏k
i=1 κPi . So RK is a finite product of copies of Fp and in particular is
semisimple.
Observe that the map m 7→ (m/Rad(O¯K)) ∩ RK is a one-to-one correspondence
between the maximal ideals of O¯K and those of RK . Combining this fact with
Theorem 5.3, we obtain
Lemma 5.3. Let L, G,Q0 be as in Theorem 5.3. For any subgroupH ⊆ G and the
corresponding fixed subfield K = LH , the map
HgDQ0 7→
(gQ0 ∩ OK)/pOK
Rad(O¯K) ∩RK
is a one-to-one correspondence between the double cosets in H\G/DQ0 and the
maximal ideals of RK .
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Idempotent decompositions vs. partitions of a double coset space. In the
following, we establish a one-to-one correspondence between the idempotent de-
compositions of RK and the partitions of a certain double coset space.
For a number field extension L/K, the inclusion OK ↪→ OL induces an inclusion
O¯K ↪→ O¯L. So we may regard O¯K as a subring of O¯L. Note that Rad(O¯L)∩O¯K =
Rad(O¯K). Passing to the quotient rings yields an inclusion O¯K/Rad(O¯K) ↪→
O¯L/Rad(O¯L). Restricting to the subring RK , we obtain an inclusion
iK,L : RK ↪→ RL.
Also note that if L/K0 is a Galois extension with the Galois group G, the action of
G on OL induces an action on RL that permutes the maximal ideals of RL.
Fix the following notations: let L be a Galois extension ofK0 with the Galois group
G = Gal(L/K0). For a (nonzero) prime ideal Q of OL lying over p, define
Q¯ :=
Q/pOL
Rad(O¯L) ∩RL,
which is a maximal ideal of RL, and let δQ¯ be the primitive idempotent of O¯L
satisfying δQ¯ ≡ 1 (mod Q¯) and δQ¯ ≡ 0 (mod Q¯′) for all maximal ideal Q¯′ 6= Q¯
of O¯L. Finally, fix a prime ideal Q0 of OL lying over p.
Definition 5.4. Suppose H is a subgroup of G and K = LH . Then
• for an idempotent decomposition I of RK , define P (I) to be the partition of
H\G/DQ0 where HgDQ0 , Hg′DQ0 are in the same block iff g
−1
(iK,L(δ)) ≡
g′−1(iK,L(δ)) (mod Q¯0) holds for all δ ∈ I , and
• for a partition P of H\G/DQ0 , define I(P ) to be the idempotent decomposi-
tion of RK consisting of the idempotents
δB := i
−1
K,L
 ∑
gDQ0∈G/DQ0 :HgDQ0∈B
gδQ¯0
 ,
where B ranges over the blocks in P .
We have the following two lemma, whose proof is similar to that of Lemma 3.5 and
and can be found in Appendix C.
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Lemma 5.4. The partitions P (I) and the idempotent decompositions I(P ) are well
defined. And for any idempotent decomposition I of O¯K , the idempotents δ ∈ I
correspond one-to-one to the blocks of P (I) via the map
δ 7→ Bδ := {HgDQ0 ∈ H\G/DQ0 : g
−1
(iK,L(δ)) ≡ 1 (mod Q¯0)}
with the inverse map B 7→ δB.
Now we are ready to establish the following correspondence.
Lemma 5.5. The map I 7→ P (I) is a one-to-one correspondence between the
idempotent decompositions of RK and the partitions ofH\G/DQ0 , with the inverse
map P 7→ I(P ).
Proof. Note I(P ) = {δB : B ∈ P} by definition and P (I) = {Bδ : δ ∈ I} by
Lemma 5.4. So I = I(P (I)) by Lemma 5.4. Also note the map B 7→ δB is
injective, and hence the map P 7→ I(P ) is also injective. So P = I(P (I)).
P-collections and P-schemes of double cosets. Let G be a finite group and
D ⊆ G a subgroup. We generalize projections and conjugations introduced in
Chapter 2 so that they are defined between double coset spaces:
• (projection) for H ⊆ H ′ ⊆ G, define the projection piDH,H′ : H\G/D →
H ′\G/D to be the map sending HgD ∈ H\G/D to H ′gD ∈ H ′\G/D, and
• (conjugation) forH ⊆ G and g ∈ G, define the conjugation cDH,g : H\G/D →
gHg−1\G/D to be the map sending HhD ∈ H\G/D to (gHg−1)ghD ∈
gHg−1\G/D.
Next we define P-collections and P-schemes of double cosets.
Definition 5.5. Let P be a subgroup system over a finite group G. Then a P-
collection of double cosets with respect to a subgroupD ofG is a family C = {CH :
H ∈ P} indexed by P where each CH is a partition of H\G/D. Moreover, C is a
P-scheme of double cosets with respect to D if it has the following properties:
• (compatibility) forH,H ′ ∈ P withH ⊆ H ′ and x, x′ ∈ H\G/D in the same
block of CH , the images piDH,H′(x) and piDH,H′(x′) are in the same block of CH′ .
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• (invariance) forH ∈ P and g ∈ G, the map cDH,g : H\G/D → gHg−1\G/D
maps any block of CH to a block of CgHg−1 .
• (regularity) for H,H ′ ∈ P with H ⊆ H ′, B ∈ CH , B′ ∈ CH′ , the number of
x ∈ B satisfying piDH,H′(x) = y is a constant when y ranges over the elements
of B′.
We also define the following optional properties for a P-scheme of double cosets C
with respect to D:
• (homogeneity and discreteness) C is homogeneous onH ∈ P ifCH = 0H\G/D,
and otherwise inhomogeneous on H . It is discrete on H if CH = ∞H\G/D,
and otherwise non-discrete on H .
• (antisymmetry) C is antisymmetric if for H ∈ P , g ∈ NG(H), B ∈ CH and
HgD ∈ B, either cDH,g(HgD) = HgD or cDH,g(HgD) 6∈ B.
• (strong antisymmetry) C is strongly antisymmetric if for any sequence of
subgroups H0, . . . , Hk ∈ P , B0 ∈ CH0 , . . . , Bk ∈ CHk , and maps σ1, . . . , σk
satisfying
– σi is a bijective map from Bi−1 to Bi,
– σi is of the form cDHi−1,g|Bi−1 , piDHi−1,Hi |Bi−1 , or (piDHi,Hi−1|Bi)−1,
– H0 = Hk and B0 = Bk,
the composition σk ◦ · · · ◦ σ1 is the identity map on B0 = Bk.
The notions of P-collections and P-schemes introduced in Chapter 2 correspond to
the special case that D is trivial.
Extension of scalars of O¯K/Rad(O¯K). In Section 5.7–5.8, we need a family of
rings AK,i that are obtained from O¯K/Rad(O¯K) via “extension of scalars”, whose
definitions are given below.
Let K be a finite extension of K0. The inclusion A0 ⊆ OK0 ↪→ OK induces
an embedding of Fq ∼= A0/pA0 in O¯K/Rad(O¯K), endowing O¯K/Rad(O¯K) the
structure of an Fq-algebra. For i ∈ N+, we define the tensor product
AK,i := (O¯K/Rad(O¯K))⊗Fq Fqi ,
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which is an Fqi-algebra and is spanned by tensors a ⊗ b over Fq where a ∈
O¯K/Rad(O¯K) and b ∈ Fqi (see [AM69] for the definition of tensor products of
rings). Intuitively, the ring AK,i is obtained from O¯K/Rad(O¯K) by extending the
scalars from Fq to Fqi . And O¯K/Rad(O¯K) is naturally identified with a subring of
AK,i via a 7→ a ⊗ 1. As O¯K/Rad(O¯K) is semisimple, so is AK,i.8 The Frobenius
automorphism x 7→ xq of O¯K/Rad(O¯K) over Fq induces an automorphism of AK,i
over Fqi sending a⊗ b to aq ⊗ b. We denote this automorphism by σK,i.
The following lemma is also needed, whose proof is deferred to Appendix C.
Lemma 5.6. For any maximal idealm of O¯K/Rad(O¯K), the group 〈σK,i〉 generated
by σK,i acts transitively on the set of the maximal ideal of AK,i containing m.
Suppose K,K ′ are extensions of K0 and K ⊆ K ′. Then the inclusion OK ↪→ OK′
induces an embedding ι : O¯K/Rad(O¯K) ↪→ O¯K′/Rad(O¯K′), which in turn induces
a ring homomorphism ι′ : AK,i ↪→ AK′,i sending a ⊗ b to ι(a) ⊗ b. The map ι′
is injective since Fqi is a flat Fq-module (see, e.g., [AM69, Proposition 2.19 and
Exercise 2.4]). This allows us to regard AK,i as a subring of AK′,i. Note that
ι′ ◦ σK,i = σK′,i ◦ ι′.
Finally, suppose L/K0 is a finite Galois extension with the Galois group G. The
action of G on L induces an action on O¯L/Rad(O¯L), which in turn induces an
action on AL,i via g(a⊗ b) := ga⊗ b. This action commutes with σL,i.9
5.2 Algorithmic preliminaries
In this section, we discuss some basic procedures used in the algorithm.
Computation of radicals, and square-free factorization. We need to compute
the radical of a finite dimensional (commutative) Fp-algebra. This problem was
studied in [FR85; Rón90] and solved in polynomial time in the more general setting
of associative algebras. We state their result but restrict to the special case of
commutative algebras.
8We use the fact that Fqd ⊗Fq Fqi is semisimple for d, i ∈ N+: suppose Fqd ∼= Fq[X]/(g(X))
where g(X) ∈ Fq[X] is irreducible over Fq . Then Fqd ⊗Fq Fqi ∼= Fqi [X]/(g(X)) ∼=∏k
j=1 Fqi [X]/(gj(X)) where g1, . . . , gk are the irreducible factors of g over Fqi .
9This follows from the fact that the action ofG on O¯L/Rad(O¯L) respects the multiplication and
hence commutes with the automorphism x 7→ xq .
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Theorem 5.4 ([FR85; Rón90]). There exists a polynomial-time algorithm that given
a finite dimensional (commutative) Fp-algebra A, computes an Fp-basis of Rad(A)
in A.
See, e.g., [Rón90, Theorem 2.7].
Next we discuss the problem of computing the radical of a nonzero polynomial
g(X) ∈ Fq[X]. This is solved via square-free factorization.
Definition 5.6. A square-free factorization of a nonzero polynomial g(X) ∈ Fq[X]
over Fq is a factorization
g(X) = c ·
k∏
i=1
(gi(X))
mi ,
where c ∈ Fq is the leading coefficient of g and the factors g1(X), . . . , gk(X) ∈
Fq[X] are monic, square-free, and pairwise coprime.
Theorem 5.5 ([Yun76; Knu98]). There exists a polynomial-time algorithm that
computes a square-free factorization of a given nonzero polynomial g(X) ∈ Fq[X].
Given the square-free factorization g(X) = c ·∏ki=1(gi(X))mi , the radical Rad(g)
is simply the product of gi(X). So we have
Corollary 5.1. There exists a polynomial-time algorithm that given a nonzero poly-
nomial g(X) ∈ Fq[X], computes its radical Rad(g).
Alternatively, we can compute Rad(g) by computing the radical of Fq[X]/(g(X))
and then its generator. The details are left to the reader.
Computation of annihilators. Let R be a (commutative) ring. For a set S ⊆ R,
define the annihilator AnnR(S) of S to be the ideal
AnnR(S) := {r ∈ R : rs = 0 for all s ∈ S}
of R. When S is a singleton {s}, we also write AnnR(s) instead of AnnR({s}) and
call it the annihilator of s.
When R is an finite dimensional Fp-algebra, we can efficiently compute the anni-
hilator AnnR(s) of an element s ∈ R by solving the system of Fp-linear equations
given by xs = 0. Similarly, when S is an Fp-subspace of R (in particular, when S
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is an ideal of R), we can compute AnnR(S) efficiently given R and an Fp-basis B
of S by solving the system of Fp-linear equations xs = 0, where s ranges over the
basis B.
Computation of various rings and ring homomorphisms. The algorithm uses
relative number fields overK0 rather than ordinary number fields, i.e., every number
field is an extension of K0 and is encoded as a K0-algebra K0[X]/(g(X)) where
g(X) ∈ K0[X] is irreducible over K0.
Given a relative number field K over K0, we can identify K0 with an ordinary
number field K˜ by Corollary 4.1. It allows us to efficiently compute a p-maximal
order O′K as well as the quotient ring O¯K as in Chapter 3. We can also efficiently
compute the rings O¯K/Rad(O¯K) and RK , which are used in the generalized P-
scheme algorithm developed in this chapter. This is summarized by the following
lemma, whose proof is deferred to Appendix C.
Lemma 5.7. There exists a polynomial-time algorithm ComputeRings that given p
and a relative number field K over K0, computes the following data
• a p-maximal order O′K of K and the inclusion O′K ↪→ K,
• O¯K and the quotient map O′K → O¯K ,
• O¯K/Rad(O¯K) and the quotient map O¯K → O¯K/Rad(O¯K),
• RK and the inclusion RK ↪→ O¯K/Rad(O¯K),
where O¯K , O¯K/Rad(O¯K), and RK are encoded as algebras over Fp and O′K is
encoded as an algebra over Z.
Suppose K and K ′ are relative number fields over K0 and φ : K → K ′ is a field
embedding over K0. The map φ induces a ring homomorphism φ¯ : O¯K → O¯K′
sending x + pOK ∈ O¯K to φ(x) + pOK′ . As the image of an nilpotent element
(resp. an element fixed by the automorphism x 7→ xp) under φ¯ is also nilpotent
(resp. fixed by x 7→ xp), themap φ¯ induces a ring homomorphism O¯K/Rad(O¯K)→
O¯K′/Rad(O¯K′), and we denote this map by φˆ. Finally, the map φˆ restricts to a ring
homomorphism RK → RK′ , which we denote by φ˜. The maps φ¯, φˆ and φ˜ can be
efficiently computed from φ (and some auxiliary data) by the following lemma.
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Lemma 5.8. There exists a polynomial-time algorithm ComputeRingHoms that
given p, relative number fields K, K ′ over K0, a field embedding φ : K → K ′
over K0, and the outputs of ComputeRings (see Lemma 5.7) on the inputs (K, p)
and (K ′, p) respectively, computes the maps φ¯ : O¯K → O¯K′ , φˆ : O¯K/Rad(O¯K)→
O¯K′/Rad(O¯K′) and φ˜ : RK → RK′ .
See Appendix C for its proof.
5.3 Reduction to computing an idempotent decomposition of RF
Nowwe start describing the generalizedP-scheme algorithm. It is always implicitly
assumed that the prime number p, h˜(Y ) ∈ Z[Y ] and h(Y ) = h˜(Y ) mod p ∈ Fp[Y ]
are known to the algorithm, so that Fp[Y ]/(h(Y )), A0 = Z[Y ]/(h˜(Y )) and K0 =
Q[X]/(h˜(Y )) are also known. And Fp[Y ]/(h(Y )) is identified with a finite field Fq
via an isomorphism ψ0 : Fp[Y ]/(h(Y ))→ Fq that we can efficiently compute.
In addition, we fix the following notations in the remaining sections:
• f(X): the input polynomial in Fq[X] to be factorized,
• f˜(X): an irreducible lifted polynomial of f(X) in A0[X],
• F : the number field K0[X]/(f˜(X)),
• L: the splitting field of f˜ over K0,
• G: the Galois group Gal(L/K0) = Gal(f˜/K0),
• Q0: a fixed prime ideal of OL lying over p.
In this section, we reduce the problem of factoring f to computing an idempotent
decomposition of O¯F , generalizing the result in Section 3.3. For simplicity, we
assume that f˜ is a monic polynomial, and remove this assumption at the end of this
section.
Ring homomorphisms τ and τ¯ . Let α := X + (f˜(X)) ∈ F , which is a root of f˜
in F . As f˜(X) is a monic polynomial in A0[X] and A0 ⊆ OK0 , we have α ∈ OF
(see [AM69, Corollary 5.4]).
Consider the natural inclusionA0[X]/(f˜(X)) = A0[α] ↪→ OF . Taking the quotients
of both sides of this map mod p and identify A0/pA0 = Fp[Y ]/(h(Y )) with Fq via
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ψ0, we obtain a ring homomorphism
τ : Fq[X]/(f(X))→ O¯F .
Let g := Rad(f). Then the radical ofFq[X]/(f(X)) is generated by g(X)+(f(X)).
we obtain a ring homomorphism
τ¯ : Fq[X]/(g(X))→ O¯F/Rad(O¯F ),
which sends an element h(X) + (g(X)) to τ(h(X)) + Rad(O¯F ). Note that both
Fq[X]/(g(X)) and O¯F/Rad(O¯F ) are semisimple rings.
We can efficiently compute τ¯ by the following lemma.
Lemma 5.9. There exists a polynomial-time algorithm that given f , f˜ , F and the
outputs of ComputeRings (see Lemma 5.7) on the input (F, p), computes the Fq-
algebra Fq[X]/(g(X)) (encoded in the standard Fq-basis {1, X, . . . , Xdeg(g)−1})
and the map τ¯ : Fq[X]/(g(X))→ O¯F/Rad(O¯F ).
Proof. Compute g using Corollary 5.1 and form the Fq-algebra Fq[X]/(g(X)). To
compute τ¯ , we first computeα = X+(f˜(X)) ∈ F and Y¯ := Y+(h˜(Y )) ∈ K0 ⊆ F .
Then compute α+ pOF , Y¯ + pOF ∈ O¯F by identifying F with an ordinary number
field (see Corollary 4.1) and running the algorithm ComputeResidue in Lemma 3.9
on α, Y¯ ∈ F . Next, compute τ : Fq[X]/(f(X)) → O¯F as the unique Fp-linear
map sending X + (f(X)) to α + pOF and Y + (h(Y )) ∈ Fp[Y ]/(h(Y )) ∼= Fq to
Y¯ + pOF . Finally compute τ¯ from τ by passing to the quotients modulo radicals
using the given map O¯F → O¯F/Rad(O¯F ).
Extracting a factorization from an idempotent decomposition. We extract a
factorization of f from an idempotent decomposition ofRF . This is achieved by the
algorithm ExtractFactorsV2 below (see Algorithm 10), extending the algorithm
in Section 3.3.
The algorithm first computes g = Rad(f), the ring Fq[X]/(g(X)), and the map τ¯
at Line 1 using Lemma 5.9. It also maintains an idempotent decomposition I of the
ring Fq[X]/(g(X)) which initially only contains the unity.
The loop in Lines 3–8 enumerates idempotents δ′ ∈ IF . For each δ′, we compute an
ideal J = τ¯−1((1− δ′)O¯F/Rad(O¯F )) of Fq[X]/(g(X)) and an element δ0 ∈ J sat-
isfying (1−δ0)J = {0} by solving systems of linear equations. As Fq[X]/(g(X)) is
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Algorithm 10 ExtractFactorsV2
Input: f , f˜ , F , the outputs of ComputeRings (see Lemma 5.7) on the input (F, p),
and an idempotent decomposition IF of RF
Output: factorization of f
1: compute g = Rad(f), Fq[X]/(g(X)) and τ¯ : Fq[X]/(g(X))→ O¯F/Rad(O¯F )
2: I ← {1}, where 1 denotes the unity of Fq[X]/(g(X))
3: for δ′ ∈ IF do
4: J ← τ¯−1((1− δ′)O¯F/Rad(O¯F ))
5: compute δ0 ∈ J satisfying (1− δ0)J = {0}
6: for δ ∈ I satisfying δ0δ 6∈ {0, δ} do
7: I ← I − {δ}
8: I ← I ∪ {δ0δ, (1− δ0)δ}
9: for δ ∈ I do
10: compute nonzero hδ(X) ∈ Fq[X] of degree at most deg(g) lifting 1− δ
11: gδ(X)← gcd(f(X), (hδ(X))n) . n = deg(f)
12: compute a square-free factorization gδ(X) =
∏kδ
i=1 gδ,i(X)
13: return the factorization f(X) =
∏
δ∈I
∏kδ
i=1 gδ,i(X)
semisimple, the element δ0 is the unique idempotent of Fq[X]/(g(X)) that generates
J . And we use it to refine I .
The loop in Lines 9–12 extracts, for each idempotent δ ∈ I , a monic factor gδ of
f . Furthermore, we compute a square-free factorization gδ(X) =
∏kδ
i=1 gδ,i(X) for
each factor gδ. Finally, the algorithm returns the factorization
f(X) =
∏
δ∈I
kδ∏
i=1
gδ,i(X).
The following theorem is the main result of this section.
Theorem 5.6. The algorithm ExtractFactorsV2 computes a factorization of f
over Fq in polynomial time, such that
1. the factorization is complete if IF is a complete idempotent decomposition,
2. the factorization is proper if IF is a proper idempotent decomposition, and
3. at least one factor in the factorization is irreducible over Fq if IF contains a
primitive idempotent.
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Analysis of the algorithm. To prove Theorem 5.6, we introduce the following
notations: let S (resp. SF ) denote the set of the maximal ideals of Fq[X]/(g(X))
(resp. O¯F/Rad(O¯F )). For a maximal ideal m of O¯F/Rad(O¯F ), the preimage
τ¯−1(m) is a prime (and hence maximal) ideal of Fq[X]/(g(X)). So we obtain a map
pi : SF → S,
sending m to τ−1(m). It can be shown that pi is surjective.10
Suppose f(X) =
∏k
i=1(fi(X))
mi where f1, . . . , fk are distinct monic irreducible
factors of f over Fq. For i ∈ [k], let mi be the (maximal) ideal of Fq[X]/(g(X))
generated by fi(X) + (g(X)). Then we have
S = {m1, . . . ,mk} and g(X) =
k∏
i=1
fi(X).
The proof of Theorem 5.6 is based on the following lemma.
Lemma 5.10. Let I be the idempotent decomposition of Fq[X]/(g(X)) given at the
end of the algorithm ExtractFactorsV2. Define the partition P of S by
P := {Bδ : δ ∈ I}, where Bδ := {m ∈ S : δ ≡ 1 (mod m)}
and the partition P ′ of SF by
P ′ := {B′δ : δ ∈ IF}, where B′δ := {m ∈ SF : δ ≡ 1 (mod m)}.
Then P is the coarsest common refinement of the partitions {pi(B), S − pi(B)},
where B ranges over the blocks in P ′. Moreover, for each δ ∈ I , the polynomial gδ
in the algorithm is given by
gδ(X) =
∏
i∈[k]:mi∈Bδ
(fi(X))
mi .
Proof. For the last claim, it suffices to prove, for all i ∈ [k], that hδ is divisible by
fi iff mi ∈ Bδ. By the choice of hδ, it holds for all i ∈ [k] that hδ is divisible by fi
iff 1− δ ∈ mi. The claim then follows from the definition of Bδ.
For the first claim, it suffices to show that for every δ′ ∈ IF enumerated at Line 3 and
δ0 computed at Line 5 in the same iteration, it holds thatBδ0 ∈ {pi(B′δ′), S−pi(B′δ′)}.
10To prove this, it suffices to show that any prime ideal of A0[X]/(f˜(X)) = A0[α] ⊆ OF is
contained in a prime ideal of OF , which follows from [AM69, Theorem 5.10].
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We claim that Bδ0 = S − pi(B′δ′). As the ideal J computed at Line 4 is generated
by δ0, this claim is equivalent to J =
⋂
m∈pi(B′
δ′ )
m. Note that for m ∈ SF , it holds
that 1− δ′ ∈ m iff m ∈ B′δ′ by the definition of B′δ′ . So we have
(1− δ′)O¯F/Rad(O¯F ) =
⋂
m∈B′
δ′
m
and hence
J = τ¯−1
 ⋂
m∈B′
δ′
m
 = ⋂
m∈B′
δ′
τ¯−1(m) =
⋂
m∈B′
δ′
pi(m) =
⋂
m∈pi(B′
δ′ )
m
as desired.
We also need the following lemma.
Lemma 5.11. pi : SF → S is bijective if f is square-free, i.e.,mi = 1 for i ∈ [k].
Proof. Suppose pOF splits into the product of prime ideals by
pOF =
∏`
i=1
P
e(Pi)
i ,
where P1, . . . ,P` are distinct prime ideals lying over p. For j ∈ [`], let m′j :=
Pj/pOF
Rad(O¯F ) . Then SF = {m′1, . . . ,m′`}. Let n = deg(f). Assume f is square-free.
Then we have
k∑
i=1
deg(fi) =
k∑
i=1
mi deg(fi) = n =
∑`
j=1
e(Pj)f(Pj). (5.1)
Fix i ∈ [k]. We know pi−1(i) 6= ∅ since pi is surjective. Consider j ∈ pi−1(i).
As τ¯(mi) ⊆ m′j , the map τ¯ : Fq[X]/(g(X)) → O¯F/Rad(O¯F ) induces a field
embedding
Fq[X]/(g(X))
mi
↪→ O¯F/Rad(O¯F )
m′j
.
The left hand side is isomorphic to Fq[X]/(fi(X)) whereas the right hand side is
isomorphic to OF/Pj = κPj . Therefore deg(fi) divides f(Pj).
Note that e(Pj) ≥ 1 holds for all j ∈ [`]. It follows from (5.1) that in fact e(Pj) = 1
holds for all j ∈ [`]. Moreover, for all i ∈ [k], the set pi−1(i) contains only one
element ji ∈ [`], and deg(fi) = f(Pji). In particular, the map pi is bijective.
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Now we are ready to prove Theorem 5.6.
Proof of Theorem 5.6. Polynomiality of the algorithm is straightforward. Suppose
IF is a complete idempotent decomposition of RF . It is also a complete idem-
potent decomposition of O¯F/Rad(O¯F ) since the maximal ideals of O¯F/Rad(O¯F )
correspond one-to-one to those of RF via m 7→ m ∩ RF . So the partition P ′ in
Lemma 5.10 is∞SF . By Lemma 5.10 and surjectivity of pi, the partition P equals
∞S , and the algorithm outputs the complete factorization f(X) =
∏
i∈[k](fi(X))
mi .
Similarly, if IF contains a primitive idempotent δ. Then P ′ contains a singleton B′δ.
By Lemma 5.10, the partition P contains a singleton pi(B′δ), and algorithm outputs a
factorization of f(X) in which the irreducible factors fi(X) appearmi times, where
i is the unique index in [k] satisfying pi(B′δ) = {mi}.
Finally, suppose IF is a proper idempotent decomposition ofRF , and hence a proper
idempotent decomposition of O¯F/Rad(O¯F ). Then P ′ 6= 0SF . If pi is bijective, then
by Lemma 5.10, we have P 6= 0S , and the algorithm outputs a proper factorization
of f . Now suppose pi is not bijective. Then f is not square-free by Lemma 5.11.
As we compute a square-free factorization for each gδ, the algorithm still outputs a
proper factorization of f .
The reduction for non-monic polynomials. The same trick in Section 3.3 can
be applied to make the above reduction work for a possibly non-monic polynomial
f˜ : let c ∈ A0 be the leading coefficient of f˜(X) ∈ A0[X], and let c¯ := ψ˜0(c) ∈
F×q . Compute the monic polynomials f˜ ′(X) := cn−1 · f˜(X/c) ∈ A0[X] and
f ′(X) := c¯n−1f(X/c¯n−1) ∈ Fq[X]. Run the algorithm ExtractFactorsV2 on f ′
and f˜ ′ instead of f and f˜ , and obtain a factorization of f ′. Finally, we recover a
factorization of f from that of f ′ by substituting X with c¯X in each factor.
Remark. The reduction in this section exploits the well known connection between
factorization of polynomials over finite fields and the splitting of prime ideals in
number field extensions, which dates back to the classical work of Kummer and
Dedekind (see, e.g., [Neu99, Proposition I.8.3]). The Kummer-Dedekind theorem,
however, requires the map Fq[X]/(f(X)) → O¯F to be an isomorphism. For this
reason, known factoring algorithms that use an irreducible lifted polynomial f˜
often assume p is regular with respect to f˜ . See, e.g., [Hua84; Hua91a; Hua91b;
Rón92].11 This assumption is not needed in our algorithm. The key observation
11We say p is regular with respect to f˜ if pA0[α] is coprime to the conductor of A0[α]. See
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is that we can always employ the surjective map pi from the set of prime ideals of
O¯F/Rad(O¯F ) to that of Fq[X]/(g(X)), where g = Rad(f). In algebro-geometric
terminology, the map pi is interpreted as the morphism of reduced affine schemes
pi : Spec(O¯F )red → Spec(A0[α]/pA0[α])red
induced from the morphism SpecOF → SpecA0[α]. The latter morphism is known
as the normalization of SpecA0[α] (see [Har77, Exercise II.3.8]).
5.4 Producing a P-scheme of double cosets C
In this section, we present an algorithm that computes the idempotent decomposi-
tions of a collection of rings RK corresponding to a P-scheme of double cosets.
It extends the algorithm in Section 3.4 and serves as (a preliminary version) of the
main body of the generalized P-scheme algorithm.
The pseudocode of the algorithm is given in Algorithm 11 below. Its input is a
(K0, f˜)-subfield system F (see Definition 4.1). The algorithm outputs, for every
K ∈ F , an idempotent decomposition IK of the ring RK , together with some
auxiliary data.
We fix P to be the subgroup system over G = Gal(f˜/K0) associated with F , i.e.,
P := {H ⊆ G : LH ∼=K0 K for some K ∈ F} .
The first half (Lines 1–7) of the algorithm is the preprocessing stage: for each
K ∈ F , we run ComputeRings (see Lemma 5.7) on (K, p) which returns the
following data:
• a p-maximal order O′K of K and the inclusion O′K ↪→ K,
• O¯K and the quotient map O′K → O¯K ,
• O¯K/Rad(O¯K) and the quotient map O¯K → O¯K/Rad(O¯K),
• RK and the inclusion RK ↪→ O¯K/Rad(O¯K).
For (K,K ′) ∈ F , we also compute all the embeddings φ from K to K ′ and
the corresponding ring homomorphisms φ¯ : O¯K → O¯K′ , φˆ : O¯K/Rad(O¯K) →
[Hua84] for the exact formulation of this condition. We remark that the journal version [Hua91a]
(and [Hua91b; Rón92]) assumes the stronger condition that p is coprime to the discriminant of f˜ .
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Algorithm 11 ComputeDoubleCosetPscheme
Input: (K0, f˜)-subfield system F
Output: for every K ∈ F : the outputs of ComputeRings (see Lemma 5.7) on
the input (K, p), and an idempotent decomposition IK of RK
1: for K ∈ F do
2: call ComputeRings on (K, p)
3: IK ← {1}, where 1 denotes the unity of RK
4: for (K,K ′) ∈ F2 do
5: call ComputeRelEmbeddings to compute all the embeddings fromK toK ′
over K0
6: for embedding φ : K ↪→ K ′ over K0 do
7: call ComputeRingHoms on p, K, K ′ and φ to compute φ¯, φˆ and φ˜
8: repeat
9: call CompatibilityAndInvarianceTestV2
10: call RegularityTestV2
11: call StrongAntisymmetryTestV2
12: call RamificationIndexTest
13: call InertiaDegreeTest
14: until IK remains the same in the last iteration for all K ∈ F
15: return the outputs of ComputeRings on the input (K, p) and IK for K ∈ F
O¯K′/Rad(O¯K′) and φ˜ : RK → RK′ . Moreover, for each K ∈ F , we initialize the
idempotent decomposition IK of RK to be the trivial one containing only the unity
of RK .
The second half (Lines 8–14) of the algorithm refines the idempotent decompositions
IK for K ∈ F . To analyze it, we associate a P-collection C of double cosets with
these idempotent decompositions. For each H ∈ P , define a partition CH of the
coset space H\G/DQ0 as follows: Let K be the unique field in F isomorphic to
LH over K0. Fix an isomorphism τH : K → LH over K0, which induces a ring
isomorphism τ˜H : RK → RLH . Define IH := τ˜H(IK), which is an idempotent
decomposition of RLH . By Definition 5.4, it corresponds to a partition P (IH) of
H\G/DQ0 .12 And we define
CH := P (IH).
12Definition 5.4 is made with respect to a fixed prime ideal Q0 of OL lying over p. This ideal is
chosen at the beginning of Section 5.3.
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Finally, define
C := {CH : H ∈ P},
which is a P-collection of double cosets (with respect to DQ0).
The subroutines in Lines 9–11 extend those in Section 3.5, 3.6, and 3.7 respectively:
Lemma 5.12. There exists a subroutine CompatibilityAndInvarianceTestV2
that updates IK in time polynomial in log p and the size of F so that the partitions
CH ∈ C are refined. Moreover, at least one partition CH is properly refined if C is
not compatible or invariant.
Lemma 5.13. There exists a subroutine RegularityTestV2 that updates IK in
time polynomial in log p and the size of F so that the partitions CH ∈ C are refined.
Moreover, at least one partition CH is properly refined if C is compatible but not
regular.
Lemma 5.14. Under GRH, there exists a subroutine StrongAntisymmetryTestV2
that updates IK in time polynomial in log p and the size of F so that the partitions
CH ∈ C are refined. Moreover, at least one partition CH is properly refined if C is
a P-scheme of double cosets, but not strongly antisymmetric.
The proofs of Lemma 5.12–5.14 (and the corresponding subroutines) are almost
the same as those of Lemma 3.13–3.15 in Chapter 3. For this reason, we only list
the changes that need to be made rather than describe the complete proofs and the
subroutines.
Proof sketch of Lemma 5.12–5.14. We make the following changes to the proofs of
Lemma 3.13–3.15 and the corresponding subroutines:
each quotient ring O¯K is replaced with the ring RK , which is still isomorphic
to a finite product of copies of Fp. A maximal ideal P of O¯K is replaced with
the maximal ideal (P/Rad(O¯K)) ∩ RK of RK . The subroutines enumerate field
embeddings overK0 instead of arbitrary field embeddings. For each field embedding
φ : K → K ′ over K0, we use the ring homomorphism φ˜ : RK → RK′ in place
of φ¯ : O¯K → O¯K′ . The ring isomorphisms τ¯H : O¯K → O¯LH are replaced with
τ˜H : RK → RLH .
A right coset Hg is replaced with a double coset HgDQ0 , and a right coset space
H\G is replaced withH\G/DQ0 . A projection piH,H′ is replaced with piDQ0H,H′ , and a
conjugation cH,g is replaced with c
DQ0
H,g (see Definition 5.5).
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Finally, instead of applying Corollary 3.1, Lemma 3.5, and Lemma 3.6 from Chap-
ter 3, we apply Lemma 5.3, Lemma 5.4, and Lemma 5.5, respectively. The details
are left to the reader.
In addition, the subroutines at Line 12 and Line 13 properly refine the partitions in
C unless they all have locally constant ramification indices and inertia degrees:
Lemma 5.15. There exists a subroutine RamificationIndexTest that updates IK
in time polynomial in log p and the size ofF so that the partitionsCH ∈ C are refined.
Moreover, at least one partition CH is properly refined unless all the partitions in C
have locally constant ramification indices (with respect to (DQ0 , IQ0)).
Lemma 5.16. There exists a subroutine InertiaDegreeTest that updates IK in
time polynomial in log p and the size of F so that the partitions CH ∈ C are refined.
Moreover, at least one partition CH is properly refined unless all the partitions in C
have locally constant inertia degrees (with respect to (DQ0 , IQ0)).
Lemma 5.15 and Lemma 5.16 are proved in Section 5.5 and Section 5.6, respectively.
Combining Lemma 5.12–5.16 yields the main result of this section:
Theorem 5.7 (Theorem 5.2 restated). Under the assumption of GRH, the algorithm
ComputeDoubleCosetPscheme runs in time polynomial in log p and the size of F ,
and when it terminates, C is a strongly antisymmetric P-scheme of double cosets
(with respect to DQ0). Moreover, all the partitions in C have locally constant
ramification indices and inertia degrees (with respect to (DQ0 , IQ0)).
5.5 Testing local constantness of ramification indices
In this section, we describe the subroutine RamificationIndexTest that properly
refines at least one partition in C unless all the partition have locally constant
ramification indices.
The pseudocode of the subroutine is given in Algorithm 12 above. We enumerate
K ∈ F and i = 1, 2, . . . , [K : K0]. For each K and i, we compute an ideal J of
O¯K/Rad(O¯K), defined to be the image of AnnO¯K (Rad(O¯K)i) under the quotient
map O¯K → O¯K/Rad(O¯K). We also compute an element δ0 ∈ J∩RK ⊆ RK , satis-
fying (1−δ0)J = {0}. As O¯K/Rad(O¯K) andRK are semisimple, andm 7→ m∩RK
is a one-to-one correspondence between the maximal ideals of O¯K/Rad(O¯K) and
those of RK , we know δ0 is the unique idempotent of O¯K/Rad(O¯K) (resp. RK)
that generates J (resp. J ∩RK). Then we use δ0 to refine IK .
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Algorithm 12 RamificationIndexTest
1: for K ∈ F do
2: for i← 1 to [K : K0] do
3: J ← the image of AnnO¯K (Rad(O¯K)i) ⊆ O¯K in O¯K/Rad(O¯K)
4: find δ0 ∈ J ∩RK satisfying (1− δ0)J = {0}
5: for δ ∈ IK satisfying δ0δ 6∈ {0, δ} do
6: IK ← IK − {δ}
7: IK ← IK ∪ {δ0δ, (1− δ0)δ}
Next we prove Lemma 5.15.
Proof of Lemma 5.15. The claim about the running time is straightforward. Sup-
pose there exists H ∈ P such that CH does not have locally constant ramification
indices. Choose B ∈ CH and g, g′ ∈ G such that HgDQ0 , Hg′DQ0 ∈ B and
e(HgDQ0) < e(Hg′DQ0).
By Theorem 5.3 and Definition 5.2, the ideal pOLH splits into the product of prime
ideals hQ0 ∩ OLH by
pOLH =
∏
HhDQ0∈H\G/DQ0
(
hQ0 ∩ OLH
)e(HhDQ0 ) .
For HhDQ0 ∈ H\G/DQ0 , define PHhDQ0 :=
(
hQ0 ∩ OLH
)
/pOLH , which is a
maximal ideal of O¯LH . By the Chinese remainder theorem, we have
O¯LH ∼=
∏
x∈H\G/DQ0
O¯LH/Pe(x)x .
And Rad(O¯LH ) =
∏
x∈H\G/DQ0 Px. So for i ∈ N, we have
AnnO¯
LH
(Rad(O¯LH )i) =
∏
x∈H\G/DQ0
Pmax{0,e(x)−i}x . (5.2)
Choose i = e(HgDQ0) and let J be the image of AnnO¯LH (Rad(O¯LH )i) in the
quotient ring O¯LH/Rad(O¯LH ). Let δ0 be the unique idempotent of O¯LH/Rad(O¯LH )
that generates J . It follows from (5.2) that
δ0 ≡ 1 (mod PHgDQ0/Rad(O¯LH )) and δ0 ≡ 0 (mod PHg′DQ0/Rad(O¯LH )).
Therefore
g−1(iLH ,L(δ0)) ≡ 1 (mod Q¯0) and g
′−1
(iLH ,L(δ0)) ≡ 0 (mod Q¯0), (5.3)
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where iLH ,L : RLH ↪→ RL is the inclusion induced from the natural inclusion
OLH ↪→ OL.
On the other hand, by Lemma 5.4, the block B ∈ CH corresponds to an idempotent
δ = δB ∈ IH . And
h−1(iLH ,L(δ)) ≡ 1 (mod Q¯0)
holds for all h ∈ G satisfying HhDQ0 ∈ B. In particular, it holds for h = g and
h = g′. It follows from (5.3) that δ0δ 6∈ {0, δ}.
Identifying LH with a field K ∈ F using the isomorphism τH : K → LH over K0
chosen in Section 5.4, we see that the subroutine is guaranteed to find an idempotent
δ ∈ IK satisfying δ0δ 6∈ {0, δ} at Line 5. The lemma follows.
5.6 Testing local constantness of inertia degrees
In this section, we describe the subroutine InertiaDegreeTest that properly refines
at least one partition in C unless all the partition have locally constant inertia degrees.
Algorithm 13 InertiaDegreeTest
1: for K ∈ F do
2: for i← 1 to [K : K0] do
3: J ← the ideal of O¯K/Rad(O¯K) generated by {xpi − x : x ∈
O¯K/Rad(O¯K)}
4: find δ0 ∈ J ∩RK satisfying (1− δ0)J = {0}
5: for δ ∈ IK satisfying δ0δ 6∈ {0, δ} do
6: IK ← IK − {δ}
7: IK ← IK ∪ {δ0δ, (1− δ0)δ}
The pseudocode of the subroutine is given in Algorithm 13. We enumerate
K ∈ F and i = 1, 2, . . . , [K : K0]. For each K and i, we compute an ideal
J of O¯K/Rad(O¯K), generated by the elements xpi − x, where x ranges over
O¯K/Rad(O¯K). Note that J is just the Fp-linear subspace of O¯K/Rad(O¯K) spanned
by xpi − x where x ranges over an Fp-basis of O¯K/Rad(O¯K). So it can be effi-
ciently computed. We also compute an element δ0 ∈ J ∩ RK ⊆ RK satisfying
(1− δ0)J = {0}. As in Algorithm 12, it is the unique idempotent of O¯K/Rad(O¯K)
(resp. RK) that generates J (resp. J ∩RK). Then we use δ0 to refine IK .
Next we prove Lemma 5.16.
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Proof of Lemma 5.16. The claim about the running time is straightforward. Sup-
pose there exists H ∈ P such that CH does not have locally constant inertia
degrees. Choose B ∈ CH and g, g′ ∈ G such that HgDQ0 , Hg′DQ0 ∈ B and
f(HgDQ0) > f(Hg′DQ0).
For HhDQ0 ∈ H\G/DQ0 , define PHhDQ0 :=
(
hQ0 ∩ OLH
)
/pOLH , which is a
maximal ideal of O¯LH . By Theorem 5.3, Definition 5.2, and the Chinese remainder
theorem, we have
O¯LH/Rad(O¯LH ) ∼=
∏
HhDQ0∈H\G/DQ0
O¯LH/PHhDQ0
and each factor O¯LH/PHhDQ0 is an extension field of Fp of degree f(HhDQ0).
Choose i = f(Hg′DQ0) and let J be the ideal of O¯LH/Rad(O¯LH ) generated by
xp
i − x where x ranges over O¯LH/Rad(O¯LH ). Let δ0 be the unique idempotent of
O¯LH/Rad(O¯LH ) that generates J . Note that we have
xp
i 6≡ x (mod PHgDQ0/Rad(O¯LH )) for some x ∈ O¯LH/Rad(O¯LH ),
and
xp
i ≡ x (mod PHg′DQ0/Rad(O¯LH )) for all x ∈ O¯LH/Rad(O¯LH ).
So J is contained in PHg′DQ0 but not in PHgDQ0 . It follows that
δ0 ≡ 1 (mod PHgDQ0/Rad(O¯LH )) and δ0 ≡ 0 (mod PHg′DQ0/Rad(O¯LH )).
Then (5.3) in the proof of Lemma 5.15 holds. The rest of the proof follows the proof
of Lemma 5.15.
5.7 A P-collection C˜ induced from C and auxiliary elements
The idempotent decompositions IK produced in Section 5.4 define a P-scheme of
double cosets C rather than an (ordinary) P-scheme. Section 5.7–5.9 are devoted to
turning it to a P-scheme C˜. In particular, this section focuses on the definition of C˜
as a P-collection.
We assume p > deg(f) in Section 5.7–5.9. As mentioned in Section 5.1, this
assumption implies that the wild inertia groupWQ0 ⊆ G of Q0 over K0 is trivial.
Suppose the partitions in C all have locally constant ramification indices and inertia
degrees (with respect to (DQ0 , IQ0)). Then forK ∈ F and δ ∈ IK , the (nonempty)
set of maximal ideals P of OK satisfying
δ ≡ 1 (mod P¯) where P¯ := P/pOK
Rad(O¯K) ∩RK
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all have the same ramification index e(P) and the same inertia degree f(P). We
denote e(P) by eδ and f(P) by fδ. Note that eδ and fδ are coprime to p by
Theorem 5.3 and the assumption p > deg(f).
Recall that for a finite extension K of K0 and i ∈ N+, we denote by AK,i the ring
(O¯K/Rad(O¯K))⊗Fq Fqi . To define C˜, we need an auxiliary collection of elements
in rings O¯K or AK,i. We call such a collection of elements an I-advice:
Definition 5.7. Suppose I = {IK : K ∈ F} is a collection of idempotent de-
compositions of the rings RK , K ∈ F , that defines to a P-collection of double
cosets C (with respect toDQ0), such that all the partitions in C have locally constant
ramification indices and inertia degrees (with respect to (DQ0 , IQ0)). An I-advice
{S, T } consists of the following data:
• S = {sδ : δ ∈ IK , eδ > 1}, where each sδ ∈ S is an element of O¯K such
that sδ ∈ m − m2 for all the maximal ideals m of O¯K satisfying δ ≡ 1
(mod m/Rad(O¯K)).
• T = {tδ : δ ∈ IK , fδ > 1}, where each tδ ∈ T is an element of AK,fδ such
that tδ 6∈ m for all the maximal ideals m of AK,fδ satisfying δ ≡ 1 (mod m),
and σK,fδ(tδ) = ξ · tδ, where ξ ∈ Fqfδ is a primitive fδth root of unity.13
An I-advice can be computed from I by the following lemma. Its proof is deferred
to Appendix C.
Lemma 5.17. Under GRH, there exists a subroutine ComputeAdvice that given
I = {IK : K ∈ F} as in Definition 5.7, either properly refines some idempotent
decomposition IK ∈ I, or computes eδ, fδ for K ∈ F , δ ∈ IK and an I-advice.14
Moreover, the subroutine runs in time polynomial in log p and the size of F .
We also need the following notations: recall that for H ∈ P , we chose an isomor-
phism τH : K → LH over K0 where K is the unique field in F isomorphic to LH
over K0. The induced isomorphism O¯K ∼= O¯LH identifies each sδ ∈ S (where S is
as in Definition 5.7) with an element in O¯LH , which we denote by sδ,H . Similarly,
we identify each tδ ∈ T with an element in ALH ,fδ , denoted by tδ,H .
13We regard δ ∈ RK ⊆ O¯K/Rad(O¯K) as an element of AK,fδ via δ 7→ δ ⊗ 1, and ξ ∈ Fqfδ as
an element of AK,fδ via ξ 7→ 1⊗ ξ.
14We need to compute the rings AK,fδ before computing the elements tδ ∈ AK,fδ . These rings
will be computed before the call of the subroutine ComputeAdvice. See Section 5.9.
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Next we define a P-collection C˜ using I and an I-advice:
Definition 5.8. Let I = {IK : K ∈ F} be as in Definition 5.7 and {S, T } be
an I-advice. Let C = {CH : H ∈ P} be the P-collection of double cosets with
respect to DQ0 associated with I (see Section 5.4). For H ∈ P , let K be the
unique field in F isomorphic to LH over K0, and define the partition C˜H of H\G
so that Hg,Hg′ ∈ H\G are in the same block of C˜H iff the following conditions
are satisfied:
1. HgDQ0 and Hg′DQ0 are in the same block B of CH .
2. Let δ be the unique idempotent in IK such that τ˜H(δ) = δB (see Definition 5.4),
where B ∈ CH is as in the previous condition. If eδ > 1, the order of the
unique element c in κ×Q0 satisfying
g−1sδ,H + I = c · (g′−1sδ,H + I)
is coprime to eδ, where I = (Q0/pOL)e(Q0)/eδ+1.
3. Let δ ∈ IK be as in the previous condition. Let m0 be an arbitrary maximal
ideal of AL,fδ containing
Q0/pOL
Rad(O¯L) . If fδ > 1, the order of the unique element
c in (AL,fδ/m0)× satisfying
g−1tδ,H + m0 = c · (g′−1tδ,H + m0)
is coprime to fδ.
Define C˜ = {C˜H : H ∈ P}, which is a P-collection. We say C˜ is the P-collection
associated with I and {S, T }.
We check that C˜ is well defined:
Lemma 5.18. The P-collection C˜ in Definition 5.8 is well defined.
The proof of Lemma 5.18 is routine and can be found in Appendix C.
5.8 (C,D)-separated P-collections
We continue the discussion in the previous section. Our goal is to compute I =
{IK : K ∈ F} and an I-advice {S, T } such that the associated P-collection C˜
is a strongly antisymmetric P-scheme. To achieve this goal, we introduce another
property of P-collections called (C,D)-separatedness:
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Definition 5.9. Let P be a subgroup system over a finite group G, and let C =
{CH : H ∈ P} be a P-collection of double cosets with respect to a subgroup D of
G. We say a P-collection C˜ = {C˜H : H ∈ P} is (C,D)-separated if the following
conditions are satisfied:
1. All the partitions C˜H ∈ C˜ are invariant under the action ofD by inverse right
translation, i.e. for allB ∈ C˜H and g ∈ D, the set gB = {Hhg−1 : Hh ∈ B}
is also in C˜H .
2. For H ∈ P , the map piH : H\G → H\G/D sending Hg ∈ H\G to HgD
maps each block of C˜H bijectively to a block of CH .
It is worth noting that if C˜ is (C,D)-separated, then all the partitions in C automati-
cally have locally constant ramification indices and inertia degrees:
Lemma 5.19. Suppose C˜ = {C˜H : H ∈ P} is a (C,D)-separated P-collection
where P , C, D are as in Definition 5.9. Let I be a normal subgroup of D. Then
all the partitions in C have locally constant ramification indices and inertia degrees
with respect to (D, I).
Proof. FixH ∈ P , B ∈ CH , and B˜ ∈ C˜H such that piH(B˜) = B, where piH is as in
Definition 5.9. Let D′ be a subgroup of D. Consider arbitrary HgD′, Hg′D′ ∈ B
and lift them to Hg,Hg′ ∈ B˜ respectively. Choose h1, . . . , hk ∈ D′ such that the
D′-orbit ofHg is {Hgh1, . . . , Hghk} and the cosetsHghi are all distinct. We claim
Hg′h1, . . . , Hg′hk are also distinct. Assume to the contrary that Hg′hi1 = Hg′hi2
holds for distinct i1, i2 ∈ [k]. Then Hg′hi1 and Hg′hi2 are in the same block of
C˜H . It follows by the first condition in Definition 5.9 that Hghi1 and Hghi2 are
also in the same block. But Hghi1 6= Hghi2 and they are both mapped to HgD by
piH , contradicting the second condition in Definition 5.9. This proves the claim. So
the cardinality of the D′-orbit of any Hg ∈ H\G only depends on the block in CH
containingHgD. In particular, this holds forD′ = D andD′ = I. The lemma then
follows from Definition 5.2.
The following lemma provides a criterion for a (C,D)-separated P-collection to be
a strongly antisymmetric P-scheme.
Lemma 5.20. Let P be a subgroup system over a finite group G, and let C =
{CH : H ∈ P} be a P-scheme of double cosets with respect to D ⊆ G. Suppose
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C˜ = {C˜H : H ∈ P} is a compatible, invariant, (C,D)-separated P-collection.
Then it is actually a P-scheme. Moreover, if C is antisymmetric (resp. strongly
antisymmetric), so is C˜.
Proof. For the first claim, we just need to show C˜ is regular. Consider H,H ′ ∈ P
withH ⊆ H ′. Let piH : H\G→ H\G/D be the map sendingHg ∈ H\G toHgD,
and define piH′ similarly. Then the following diagram commutes.
H\G H ′\G
H\G/D H ′\G/D
piH,H′
piH piH′
piD
H,H′
For B ∈ C˜H and B′ ∈ C˜H′ containing piH,H′(B), we need to show the map
piH,H′|B : B → B′ has the constant degree, i.e., the cardinality of pi−1H,H′(y) ∩ B is
independent of y ∈ B′. As C˜ is (C,D)-separated, the map piH sendsB bijectively to
piH(B) ∈ CH , and similarly piH′ sends B′ bijectively to piH′(B′) ∈ CH′ . The claim
then follows from regularity of C.
Note that the conjugations also commute with the maps piH , i.e., pihHh−1 ◦ cH,h =
cDH,h ◦ piH for H ∈ P and h ∈ G. Assume C˜ is not strongly antisymmetric. Then
there exists a nontrivial permutation τ of a block B ∈ C˜H for some H ∈ P that
arises as a composition of maps σi : Bi−1 → Bi, i = 1 . . . , k where Bi is a block
of C˜Hi , Hi ∈ P , and σi is of the form cHi−1,h|Bi−1 (where h ∈ G), piHi−1,Hi |Bi−1 ,
or (piHi,Hi−1|Bi)−1 (see Definition 2.7). As the maps piHi |Bi : Bi → piHi(Bi) are
bijective and commute with projections and conjugations, we see τ ′ := σ′k ◦ · · · ◦ σ′1
is a nontrivial permutation of piH(B) ∈ CH , where each map σ′i := piHi |Bi ◦ σi ◦
(piHi−1|Bi−1)−1 is of the form cDHi−1,h|Bi−1 , piDHi−1,Hi |Bi−1 , or (piDHi,Hi−1|Bi)−1. So C is
not strongly antisymmetric. The proof of antisymmetry is the same except that we
only consider maps σi that are conjugations.
We need to compute I = {IK : K ∈ F} and an I-advice {S, T } such that
the associated P-collection C˜ is (C,DQ0)-separated. The following lemma states
that for P-collections arising from Definition 5.8, the first condition of (C,DQ0)-
separatedness is in fact automatic.
Lemma 5.21. Let I, {S, T }, C and C˜ be as in Definition 5.8. Then all the partitions
in C˜ are invariant under the action of DQ0 by inverse right translation.
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To prove it, we need the following observation.
Lemma 5.22. Let m0 be a maximal ideal of AL,fδ containing
Q0/pOL
Rad(O¯L) . For all
x ∈ AL,fδ , ω ∈ IP, and σ ∈ DQ0 such that the image of σ in Gal(κQ0/O¯K0) is
the Frobenius automorphism x 7→ xq over Fq, it holds that ωx ≡ x (mod m0) and
σx ≡ σL,fδ(x) (mod m0).
Proof. By bilinearity, we may assume x = a ⊗ b where a ∈ O¯L/Rad(O¯L) and
b ∈ Fqfδ . As ω ∈ IP, it holds that ωa ≡ a (mod Q0/pOLRad(O¯L)) and hence
ω(a⊗ b) ≡
ωa⊗b ≡ a⊗b (mod m0). Similarly, we have σa ≡ aq (mod Q0/pOLRad(O¯L)) by definition
and hence σ(a⊗ b) ≡ σa⊗ b ≡ aq ⊗ b ≡ σL,fδ(a⊗ b) (mod m0).
Now we are ready to prove Lemma 5.21.
Proof of Lemma 5.21. ConsiderH ∈ P andHg,Hg′ in the same block of C˜H . Fix
h ∈ DQ0 . We prove Hgh−1, Hg′h−1 are also in the same block by verifying the
three conditions in Definition 5.8. LetB be the block ofCH containing bothHgDQ0
and Hg′DQ0 . The first condition in Definition 5.8 obviously holds for Hgh−1 and
Hg′h−1 since Hgh−1DQ0 = HgDQ0 ∈ B and Hg′h−1DQ0 = Hg′DQ0 ∈ B.
Let K be the field in F isomorphic to LH over K0. Let δ be the idempotent in IK
satisfying τ˜H(δ) = δB (see Definition 5.4). Suppose eδ > 1. By Definition 5.8, the
order of the unique element c in κ×Q0 satisfying
g−1sδ,H + I = c · (g′−1sδ,H + I)
is coprime to eδ, where I = (Q0/pOL)e(Q0)/eδ+1. We have hI = I since h ∈ DQ0 .
Therefore
hg−1sδ,H + I =
hc · (hg′−1sδ,H + I),
where hc ∈ κ×Q0 has the same order as c. So the second condition in Definition 5.8
is satisfied by Hgh−1 and Hg′h−1.
Now suppose fδ > 1. Let m0 be a maximal ideal of AL,fδ containing
Q0/pOL
Rad(O¯L) . By
Definition 5.8, the order of the unique element c in (AL,fδ/m0)× satisfying
g−1tδ,H + m0 = c · (g′−1tδ,H + m0)
is coprime to fδ. Fix σ ∈ DQ0 whose image in Gal(κQ0/O¯K0) is the Frobenius
automorphism x 7→ xq over Fq. Choose ω ∈ IQ0 and i ∈ Z such that h = ωσi. By
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Lemma 5.22, we have
hg−1tδ,H ≡ ωσ
i
(g
−1
tδ,H) ≡ σ
i
(g
−1
tδ,H) ≡ σiL,fδ(g
−1
tδ,H) ≡ g
−1(
σiL,fδ(tδ,H)
)
≡ g−1(ξi · tδ,H) ≡ ξi · g−1tδ,H (mod m0),
where ξ is the primitive fδth root of unity satisfying σK,fδ(tδ) = ξ · tδ as in Defini-
tion 5.7. The same argument shows hg′−1tδ,H ≡ ξi · g′−1tδ,H (mod m0). It follows
that
hg−1tδ,H + m0 = c · (hg′−1tδ,H + m0).
So the third condition in Definition 5.8 is also satisfied byHgh−1 andHg′h−1.
We also show thatP-collections arising fromDefinition 5.8 always satisfy a weaken-
ing of the second condition of (C,DQ0)-separatedness, where bijectivity is replaced
by injectivity:
Lemma 5.23. Let I, {S, T }, C and C˜ be as in Definition 5.8. Then for H ∈ P , the
map piH : H\G → H\G/DQ0 sending Hg ∈ H\G to HgDQ0 maps each block of
C˜H injectively to a block of CH .
Proof. ConsiderH ∈ P and g ∈ G and h ∈ DQ0 such thatHg 6= Hgh−1. We want
to prove that Hg and Hgh−1 are in different blocks of C˜H .
Let B be the block of CH containing HgDQ0 = Hgh−1DQ0 . Let K be the field in
F isomorphic to LH overK0. Let δ be the idempotent in IK satisfying τ˜H(δ) = δB
(see Definition 5.4). Fix σ ∈ DQ0 whose image in Gal(κQ0/O¯K0) is the Frobenius
automorphism x 7→ xq over Fq.
As we assume p > deg(f), the wild inertia groupWQ0 ⊆ G ofQ0 overK0 is trivial.
So IQ0 is a cyclic group of order e(Q0). Fix a generator ω of IQ0 . By Theorem 5.3
and Definition 5.2, we know eδ is the smallest positive integer k satisfyingHgω−k =
Hg, and fδ is the smallest positive integer k satisfying Hgσ−kIQ0 = HgIQ0 .
So there exist unique i ∈ {0, . . . , fδ − 1} and j ∈ {0, . . . , eδ − 1} such that
Hgh−1 = Hgσ−iω−j . As Hg 6= Hgh−1, we have (i, j) 6= (0, 0). By replacing h
with ωjσi if necessary, we may assume h = ωjσi.
First assume i 6= 0. Then fδ > 1. Let m0 be a maximal ideal of AL,fδ containing
Q0/pOL
Rad(O¯L) . As shown in the proof of Lemma 5.21, we have
hg−1tδ,H ≡ ξi · g−1tδ,H (mod m0),
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where ξ is a primitive fδth root of unity. The order of ξi is fδ/ gcd(fδ, i) > 1 and is
a divisor of fδ. So the third condition in Definition 5.8 is not satisfied by Hg and
Hgh−1. It follows that Hg and Hgh−1 are in different blocks of C˜H , as desired.
Now assume i = 0 and j 6= 0. Then eδ > 1. Let me = Q0/pOL and k = e(Q0)/eδ.
As shown in the proof of Lemma 5.18, we have g−1sδ,H ∈ mke − mk+1e . Choose
piL ∈ me − m2e. We have a group homomorphism IQ0 → κ×Q0 sending g ∈ IQ0
to the unique element cg ∈ κ×Q0 satisfying gpiL + m2e = cg(piL + m2e). This map is
injective since its kernel is WQ0 = {e}. In particular, we know cω is a primitive
e(Q0)th root of unity in κ×Q0 . Choose c ∈ κ×Q0 such that
g−1sδ,H + m
k+1
e = c(pi
k
L + m
k+1
e ),
which exists since g−1sδ,H and pikL are both in mke −mk+1e . Then we have
hg−1sδ,H + m
k+1
e =
ωj
(g
−1
sδ,H + m
k+1
e ) =
ωj
(c(pikL + m
k+1
e ))
= c · cjkω · (pikL + mk+1e ) = cjkω · (g
−1
sδ,H + m
k+1
e ).
The order of cjkω ∈ κ×Q0 is e(Q0)/ gcd(e(Q0), jk) = eδ/ gcd(eδ, j) > 1, which is a
divisor of eδ. So the second condition in Definition 5.8 is not satisfied by Hg and
Hgh−1. It follows thatHg andHgh−1 are in different blocks of C˜H , as desired.
In the next section, we give subroutines that refine the idempotent decompositions
IK so that C˜ is eventually a compatible, invariant, (C,D)-separated P-collection,
and hence a strongly antisymmetric P-scheme.
5.9 Producing an ordinary P-scheme
We modify the algorithm ComputeDoubleCosetPscheme in Section 5.4 so that a
(C,DQ0)-separated strongly antisymmetric P-scheme is produced.
The pseudocode of the modified algorithm is given in Algorithm 14. Again, the
algorithm takes a (K0, f˜)-subfield system F as the input, and outputs for every
K ∈ F an idempotent decomposition IK of the ring RK , together with some
auxiliary data.
The first half (Lines 1–10) of the algorithm is the preprocessing stage: we compute
the same data as in the algorithm ComputeDoubleCosetPscheme. In addition,
for K ∈ F , we compute the inclusion Fq ↪→ O¯K/Rad(O¯K) at Line 4, endowing
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Algorithm 14 ComputeOrdinaryPscheme
Input: (K0, f˜)-subfield system F
Output: for every K ∈ F : the outputs of ComputeRings (see Lemma 5.7) on
the input (K, p), and an idempotent decomposition IK of RK
1: for K ∈ F do
2: call ComputeRings on (K, p)
3: IK ← {1}, where 1 denotes the unity of RK
4: compute the inclusion Fq ↪→ O¯K/Rad(O¯K)
5: for i← 1 to [K : K0] do
6: compute AK,i and the inclusions O¯K/Rad(O¯K) ↪→ AK,i, Fqi ↪→ AK,i
7: for (K,K ′) ∈ F2 do
8: call ComputeRelEmbeddings to compute all the embeddings fromK toK ′
over K0
9: for embedding φ : K ↪→ K ′ over K0 do
10: call ComputeRingHoms on p, K, K ′ and φ compute φ¯, φˆ and φ˜
11: repeat
12: repeat
13: repeat
14: call CompatibilityAndInvarianceTestV2
15: call RegularityTestV2
16: call StrongAntisymmetryTestV2
17: call RamificationIndexTest
18: call InertiaDegreeTest
19: until IK remains the same in the last iteration for all K ∈ F
20: call ComputeAdvice on I = {IK : K ∈ F}
21: until IK remains the same in the last iteration for all K ∈ F
22: call SurjectivityTest
23: call RingHomTest
24: until IK remains the same in the last iteration for all K ∈ F
25: return the outputs of ComputeRings on the input (K, p) and IK for K ∈ F
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O¯K/Rad(O¯K) the structure of an Fq-algebra.15 And for 1 ≤ i ≤ [K : K0],
we compute the ring AK,i = O¯K/Rad(O¯K) ⊗Fq Fqi together with the inclusions
O¯K/Rad(O¯K) ↪→ AK,i, Fqi ↪→ AK,i defined by a 7→ a ⊗ 1 and b 7→ 1 ⊗ b
respectively.
The second half (Lines 11–24) of the algorithm refines the idempotent decompo-
sitions IK for K ∈ F . The loop in Lines 13–19 is the same as in the algorithm
ComputeDoubleCosetPscheme. It produces idempotent decompositions IK that
define a strongly antisymmetric P-scheme of double cosets C = {CH : H ∈ P}
with respect to DQ0 , in which all the partitions have locally constant ramification
indices and inertia degrees (with respect to (DQ0 , IQ0)). After that, we call the
subroutine ComputeAdvice in Lemma 5.17 on I = {IK : K ∈ F} at Line 20. It
either properly refines some IK or returns an I-advice. In the former case, we start
over from Line 13.
So assume an I-advice {S, T } is returned at Line 20. Let C˜ = {C˜H : H ∈ P} be
the P-collection associated with I and {S, T }. Next we need two new subroutines,
SurjectivityTest and RingHomTest:
Lemma 5.24. Under GRH, there exists a subroutine SurjectivityTest that up-
dates IK in time polynomial in log p and the size of F so that the partitions CH ∈ C
are refined. Moreover, at least one partition CH is properly refined unless for all
H ∈ P , the map piH : H\G → H\G/DQ0 sending Hg ∈ H\G to HgDQ0 maps
each block of C˜H surjectively to a block of CH .
Lemma 5.25. Under GRH, there exists a subroutine RingHomTest that updates
IK in time polynomial in log p and the size of F so that the partitions CH ∈ C
are refined. Moreover, at least one partition CH is properly refined unless C˜ is
compatible and invariant.
The proofs of the above two lemmas are the most technical part of this chapter. We
defer them to Appendix C.
We run these two subroutines and repeat, until no idempotent decomposition IK is
properly refined in the last iteration. By Lemma 5.21, Lemma 5.23, Lemma 5.24,
15To achieve this, we compute the image Y¯ of Y + (h˜(Y )) ∈ OK0 ⊆ OK in O¯K by Lemma 3.9.
Then compute the map Fp[Y ]/(h(Y )) → O¯K sending Y + (h(Y )) to Y¯ , and compose it with the
isomorphism ψ−10 : Fq → Fp[Y ]/(h(Y )) and the quotient map O¯K → O¯K/Rad(O¯K).
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and Lemma 5.25, the resulting P-collection C˜ is a compatible, invariant, (C,DQ0)-
separated P-collection. Also note that C is a strongly antisymmetric P-scheme of
double cosets with respect to DQ0 . It follows from Lemma 5.20 that C˜ is a strongly
antisymmetric (C,DQ0)-separated P-scheme. We conclude
Theorem 5.8. Under GRH, the algorithm ComputeOrdinaryPscheme runs in time
polynomial in log p and the size of F , and when it terminates, C is a strongly
antisymmetricP-scheme of double cosets (with respect toDQ0), and C˜ is a (C,DQ0)-
separated strongly antisymmetric P-scheme.
5.10 Putting it together
We combine the results in previous sections to obtain the generalized P-scheme
algorithm. For simplicity, we first focus on computing the complete factorization
of the input polynomial f . The problem of computing a proper factorization of f is
discussed later in this section.
The algorithm takes a polynomial f(X) ∈ Fq[X] and an irreducible lifted polyno-
mial f˜(X) ∈ A0[X] as the input, and outputs the complete factorization of f . Its
pseudocode is given in Algorithm 15 below.
Algorithm 15 GeneralizedPschemeAlgorithm
Input: f(X) ∈ Fq[X] and its irreducible lifted polynomial f˜(X) ∈ A0[X]
Output: factorization of f
1: if p ≤ deg(f) then run Berlekamp’s algorithm in [Ber70] to compute the
complete factorization of f , output it and halt
2: call ComputeRelNumberFields to compute a (K0, f˜)-subfield system F such
that (1) F = K0[X]/(f˜(X)) ∈ F , and (2) for some H ∈ P satisfying LH ∼=K0
F , all strongly antisymmetric P-schemes are discrete on H , where P is the
subgroup system over G = Gal(f˜/K0) associated with F
3: call ComputeOrdinaryPscheme on F to obtain IK for K ∈ F
4: call ExtractFactorsV2 to extract a factorization of f from IF , and output it
Line 1 checks whether p > deg(f) holds. If p ≤ deg(f), we just run Berlekamp’s
algorithm in [Ber70] to compute the complete factorization of f in time polynomial
in p and deg(f), output it, and halt. This step justifies the assumption p > deg(f)
made in Section 5.7–5.9.
The subroutine ComputeRelNumberFields at Line 2 is the generic part of the
algorithm. It is supposed to compute a (K0, f˜)-subfield system F such that F ∈ F ,
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and the associated subgroup system P over G satisfies a certain combinatorial
property (see Theorem 5.9 below). The algorithm ComputeOrdinaryPscheme (see
Section 5.4) at Line 3 takes the inputF and outputs data that includes the idempotent
decomposition IF of RF . Finally, we call the subroutine ExtractFactorsV2 (see
Section 5.3) at Line 4 to extract a factorization of f from IF .
The following theorem is the main result of this chapter.
Theorem5.9. Suppose there exists a deterministic algorithm that given a polynomial
g(X) ∈ K0[X] irreducible over K0, constructs a (K0, g)-subfield system F in time
T (g) such that
• K0[X]/(g(X)) is in F , and
• for some H ∈ P satisfying (L(g))H ∼=K0 K0[X]/(g(X)), all strongly anti-
symmetricP-schemes are discrete onH , whereP is the subgroup system over
Gal(g/K0) associated with F , and L(g) is the splitting field of g over K0.
Then under GRH, there exists a deterministic algorithm that given a polynomial
f(X) ∈ Fq[X] and an irreducible lifted polynomial f˜(X) ∈ A0[X] of f , outputs
the complete factorization of f over Fq in time polynomial in T (f˜) and the size of
the input.
Proof. Consider the algorithm GeneralizedPschemeAlgorithm above and imple-
ment the subroutine ComputeRelNumberFields using the hypothetical algorithm
in the theorem. The case p ≤ deg(f) is solved by Berlekamp’s algorithm in [Ber70].
So assume p > deg(f). Choose g = f˜ . By Theorem 5.8, the P-collection C =
{CH : H ∈ P} defined by CH = P (τ˜H(IK)) is a strongly antisymmetric P-scheme
of double cosets with respect to DQ0 , and the P-collection C˜ = {C˜H : H ∈ P} as-
sociated with the collection of idempotent decompositions I = {IK : K ∈ F} and
the I-advice produced by the algorithm ComputeOrdinaryPscheme is a (C,DQ0)-
separated strongly antisymmetric P-scheme. By the second condition in the the-
orem, we have C˜H = ∞H\G (and hence CH = ∞H\G/DQ0 ) for some H ∈ P
satisfying LH ∼=K0 F . So the idempotent decomposition IF is complete. By
Theorem 5.6, the algorithm outputs the complete factorization of f over Fq.
The subroutine ComputeRelNumberFields runs in time T (f˜). In particular, the
size of F is bounded by T (f˜). The claim about the running time then follows from
Theorem 5.8 and Theorem 5.6.
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By Theorem 5.9 and Lemma 4.10, we have the following partial generalization of
Corollary 3.2.
Corollary 5.2. Under GRH, there exists a deterministic algorithm that, given a
polynomial f(X) ∈ Fq[X] of degree n ∈ N+ and an irreducible16 lifted polynomial
f˜(X) ∈ A0[X] of f , computes the complete factorization of f over Fq in time
polynomial in nd(G) and the size of the input, where G is the permutation group
Gal(f/K0) acting on the set of roots of f˜ .
The unifying framework via the generalized P-scheme algorithm. In the fol-
lowing, we use Theorem 5.9 and Corollary 5.2 to derive generalizations of the main
results in [Hua91a; Hua91b; Rón88; Rón92; Evd92; Evd94; IKS09] in a uniform
way.
Given a polynomial f(X) ∈ Fq[X] and a (possibly reducible) lifted polynomial
f˜(X) ∈ A0[X] of f . We reduce to the case that the lifted polynomial is irreducible
as follows: using Lemma 5.1, we compute an integer D satisfying D ≡ 1 (mod p)
and a factorization of D · f˜ into irreducible factors f˜1, . . . , f˜k ∈ A0[X] over K0.
Then we have
f(X) =
k∏
i=1
ψ˜0(fi)(X)
and the problem of factoring f(X) is reduced to the problem of factoring each
ψ˜0(fi) ∈ Fq[X] with the aid of its irreducible lifted polynomial f˜i(X) (see the dis-
cussion after Lemma 5.1). Moreover, for i ∈ [k], the Galois group Gal(f˜i(X)/K0)
is a quotient group of Gal(f˜/K0), and hence |Gal(f˜i(X)/K0)| ≤ |Gal(f˜(X)/K0)|.
So assume f˜ is irreducible over K0. We choose F = {F,L} where F =
K0[X]/(f˜(X)) and L is the splitting field of f˜ over K0. Compute F in time
polynomial in [L : K0] = Gal(f˜(X)/K0) and the size of f˜ using Lemma 4.9. By
Lemma 2.4, all antisymmetric P-schemes are discrete onH for allH ∈ P since the
trivial subgroup {e} is in P . Therefore by Theorem 5.9 and the reduction above,
we have the following generalization of Theorem 3.10.
Theorem 5.10. Under GRH, there exists a deterministic algorithm that, given a
polynomial f(X) ∈ Fq[X] and a lifted polynomial f˜(X) ∈ A0[X] of f , computes
the complete factorization of f over Fq in time polynomial in |Gal(f˜/K0)| and the
size of the input.
16The assumption that f˜ is irreducible is not necessary, and can be avoided by adapting
Lemma 4.10. We omit the details.
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Note |Gal(f˜/K0)| = deg(f) when f˜ is irreducible over K0 and Gal(f˜/K0) is
abelian. So we have the following generalization of Corollary 3.3.
Corollary 5.3. Under GRH, there exists a deterministic algorithm that, given a
polynomial f(X) ∈ Fq[X] and a lifted polynomial f˜(X) ∈ A0[X] of f such
that Gal(f˜/K0) is abelian, computes the complete factorization of f over Fq in
polynomial time.
Suppose only the polynomial f is known. Let n = deg(f). We can efficiently
compute a lifted polynomial f˜(X) ∈ A0[X] of f whose size is polynomial in n and
log q.17 Reduce to the case that f˜ is irreducible overK0 as above. As Gal(f˜/K0) is
a subgroup of Sym(n), we have the following generalization of Theorem 3.11.
Theorem 5.11. Under GRH, there exists a deterministic algorithm that, given a
polynomial f(X) ∈ Fq[X] of degree n ∈ N+, computes the complete factorization
of f in time polynomial in n! and log q.
Now suppose we lift f to f˜ , reduce to the case that f˜ is irreducible over K0, but
compute F using Lemma 4.10 instead. By Corollary 5.2 and Lemma 2.6, we have
the following generalization of Theorem 3.12.
Theorem 5.12. Under GRH, there exists a deterministic algorithm that, given a
polynomial f(X) ∈ Fq[X] of degree n ∈ N+, computes the complete factorization
of f over Fq in time polynomial in nlogn and log q.
We also have the following theorem that generalizes Theorem 4.3 and themain result
of [Evd92]. The proof is the same as that of Theorem 4.3, except that Theorem 5.9
is used instead of Theorem 3.9, and the base field Q is replaced by K0.
Theorem 5.13. Under GRH, there exists a deterministic polynomial-time algorithm
that, given a polynomial f(X) ∈ Fq[X] and a lifted polynomial f˜(X) ∈ A0[X] of
f whose Galois group Gal(f˜/K0) is solvable, computes the complete factorization
of f over Fq.
17We also need to choose h˜(Y ) ∈ Z[Y ], h(Y ) = h˜(Y ) mod p ∈ Fp[Y ] and ψ0 :
Fp[Y ]/(h(Y )) → Fq first, so that A0 = Z[Y ]/(h˜(Y )), K0 = Q[Y ]/(h˜(Y )) and the notion of
lifted polynomials are defined. The isomorphism ψ0 can be efficiently computed by [Len91].
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Computing a proper factorization of f . Unlike the special case considered in
Chapter 3, replacing discreteness by inhomogeneity in the second condition of The-
orem 5.9 does not automatically yield an algorithm computing a proper factorization
of f . The reason is that even if a (C,DQ0)-separated P-scheme C˜ is inhomogeneous
on a subgroupH ∈ P , the corresponding P-scheme of double cosets C may still be
homogeneous on H . In fact, this is always the case when H\G/DQ0 is a singleton,
or equivalently, when DQ0 acts transitively on H\G by inverse right translation.
Still, by adapting the condition, we obtain some results on computing a proper
factorization of f :
• We formulate a new condition on P-schemes and use it to obtain algorithms
computing one irreducible factor of f . See Theorem 5.14 and Corollary 5.4.
• We formulate conditions on P that involve not only ordinary P-schemes
but also P-schemes of double cosets, and these conditions can be used for
computing the complete factorization as well as a proper factorization. See
Theorem 5.14.
• Finally, we prove a generalization of Lemma 2.18 for P-schemes of double
cosets, and use it to prove a generalization of Theorem 3.13. See Theo-
rem 5.15.
First, we introduce the following definition.
Definition 5.10. For a P-scheme (resp. P-scheme of double cosets) C = {CH :
H ∈ P} andH ∈ P , we say C has a singleton onH if the partition CH has a block
that is a singleton.
The following theorem is a variant of Theorem 5.9 with weakened conditions on the
subgroup system P .
Theorem 5.14. Suppose there exists a deterministic algorithm that, given a polyno-
mial g(X) ∈ K0[X] irreducible overK0, constructs a (K0, g)-subfield system F in
time T (g) such that
• K0[X]/(g(X)) is in F , and
• for some H ∈ P satisfying (L(g))H ∼=K0 K0[X]/(g(X)), all strongly anti-
symmetric P-schemes of double cosets C with respect to DQ0 that admit a
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(C,DQ0)-separated strongly antisymmetric P-scheme are discrete (resp. are
inhomogeneous, have a singleton) on H ,18 where P is the subgroup system
over Gal(g/K0) associated with F , and L(g) is the splitting field of g over
K0.
Then under GRH, there exists a deterministic algorithm that, given a polynomial
f(X) ∈ Fq[X] and an irreducible lifted polynomial f˜(X) ∈ A0[X] of f , outputs
the complete factorization (resp. a proper factorization, an irreducible factor) of f
over Fq in time polynomial in T (f˜) and the size of the input.
Proof. The proof is the almost same as that of Theorem 5.9. The second condition
in the theorem are used to showCH =∞DQ0 (resp. CH 6= 0DQ0 ,CH has a singleton)
for some H ∈ P satisfying LH ∼=K0 K0[X]/(f˜(X)), and hence the corresponding
idempotent decomposition is complete (resp. is proper, has a singleton). Then apply
Theorem 5.6. The details are left to the reader.
Observe that if aP-scheme of double cosets C has a singleton onH , then a (C,DQ0)-
separated P-scheme also has a singleton onH . So we have the following corollary,
which is an analogue of Theorem 5.9.
Corollary 5.4. Suppose there exists a deterministic algorithm that, given a polyno-
mial g(X) ∈ K0[X] irreducible overK0, constructs a (K0, g)-subfield system F in
time T (g) such that
• K0[X]/(g(X)) is in F , and
• for some H ∈ P satisfying (L(g))H ∼=K0 K0[X]/(g(X)), all strongly anti-
symmetric P-schemes have a singleton onH , where P is the subgroup system
over Gal(g/K0) associated withF and L(g) is the splitting field of g overK0.
Then under GRH, there exists a deterministic algorithm that, given a polynomial
f(X) ∈ Fq[X] and an irreducible lifted polynomial f˜(X) ∈ A0[X] of f , outputs an
irreducible factor of f over Fq in time polynomial in T (f˜) and the size of the input.
Finally, we give a generalization of Theorem 3.13:
18HereDQ0 is the decomposition group of a fixed prime idealQ0 ofOL(g) lying over p. Different
choices of Q0 lead to conjugate subgroups and hence do not matter.
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Theorem 5.15. Under GRH, there exists a deterministic algorithm that, given a
polynomial f(X) ∈ Fq[X] of degree n ∈ N+ that has k > 1 irreducible factors
over Fq, computes a proper factorization of f in time polynomial in n` and log q,
where ` is the least prime factor of k.
To prove Theorem 5.15, we need the following generalization of Lemma 2.18, whose
proof is deferred to Appendix C.
Lemma 5.26. Let G be a finite group acting transitively on a set S. Let D be a
subgroup ofG and let k be the number ofD-orbits in S. Suppose k > 1. Let ` ∈ N+
be the least prime factor of k. Let P = Pm be the system of stabilizers of depth m
for somem ≥ ` (with respect to the action of G on S). Then for any x ∈ S and any
P-scheme of double cosets C with respect to D that is homogeneous on Gx, there
exists no antisymmetric (C,D)-separated P-scheme.
Proof of Theorem 5.15. We may assume the irreducible factors of f over Fq are all
distinct and have the same degree d, since otherwise a proper factorization of f can be
found by square-free factorization [Yun76; Knu98] or distinct-degree factorization
[CZ81]. Compute d as the smallest positive integer for which the automorphism
x 7→ xqd fixes Fq[X]/(f(X)). Then compute k = n/d and `.
As in the proof of Theorem 5.11, we choose a lifted polynomial f˜ ∈ A0[X] of f
whose size is polynomial in n and log q, and reduce to the case that f˜ is irreducible
overK0. Use Lemma 4.10 to compute F so that the associated subgroup system P
is the system of stabilizers of depth ` with respect to the action of Gal(f˜/K0) on
the set of roots of f˜ in L. This step takes time polynomial in c(P) and the size of f˜ ,
which is polynomial in n` and log q. The theorem then follows from Theorem 5.14
and Lemma 5.26.
Remark. We may also derive Theorem 5.15 from Theorem 3.13 by reducing to the
case that f satisfies Condition 3.1: by square-free factorization, we may assume f
is square-free. Compute the subring R of Fq[X]/(f(X)) fixed by the Frobenius
automorphism x 7→ xp over Fp. Then find an element z ∈ R such that the minimal
polynomial g of z over Fp is a degree-k polynomial satisfying Condition 3.1. Such
an element z exists if p ≥ k. Then reduce to the problem of computing a proper
factorization of g over Fp. We leave the details to the reader.
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C h a p t e r 6
CONSTRUCTING NEW P-SCHEMES FROM OLD ONES
In the previous chapters, we developed a framework for polynomial factoring whose
correctness relies on combinatorial properties of P-schemes. Motivated by it, we
continue our study on P-schemes in this chapter and also in subsequent chapters.
Techniques introduced in this chapter have a common theme, namely constructing
new P-schemes from old ones. Such techniques include
• Inverse right translation on the set of P-schemes.
• Restriction of P-schemes to a subgroup, and its analogue form-schemes.
• Passing to quotient groups.
• Induction of P-schemes.
• Extension of P-schemes to the closure of P .
• Restriction ofm-schemes to a subset, and its generalization for P-schemes.
• Constructing primitivem-schemes from a general one.
• Direct products and wreath products.
The first three of them are introduced in Section 6.1. We use them to prove
Lemma 4.12, as promised in Chapter 4.
In Section 6.2, we discuss the induction of P-schemes. ForG′ ⊆ G and a subgroup
system P over G, this operation produces a P-scheme from a P ′-scheme, where
P ′ is a certain subgroup system over G′. We apply this operation in Section 6.3 to
establish reductions among a family of conjectures concerning P-schemes, whose
resolution would imply that polynomial factoring over finite fields can be solved in
deterministic polynomial time under GRH if an irreducible lifted polynomial with
a special Galois group is given. See below for a more detailed discussion on these
conjectures.
The rest of the above list is discussed in Section 6.4–6.7. In particular, we discuss
primitivity of homogeneousm-schemes in Section 6.6. By exploiting the connection
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between homogeneous primitive orbitm-schemes and primitive permutation groups,
we prove that for m ≥ 3, every antisymmetric homogeneous orbit m-scheme on a
finite set S where |S| > 1 has a matching. Previously this was known form ≥ 4, as
proved in [IKS09].
Schemes conjectures. The work [IKS09] proposed a conjecture on m-schemes
called the schemes conjecture.
Conjecture (schemes conjecture). There exists a constantm ∈ N+ such that every
antisymmetric homogeneous m-scheme on a finite set S where |S| > 1 has a
matching.
Assuming this conjecture (and GRH), polynomial factorization over finite fields can
be solved in deterministic polynomial time, as shown in [IKS09]. We reprove this
result in Section 6.3 using a P-scheme algorithm.
For each family G of finite permutation groups, we also formulate an analogous
conjecture, called the schemes conjecture for G, in terms of the notation d(G)
introduced in Definition 2.8.
Conjecture (schemes conjecture for G). There exists a constantm ∈ N+ such that
d(G) ≤ m for all G ∈ G.
We show that assuming this conjecture (and GRH), a polynomial f over finite fields
can be factorized in deterministic polynomial time if we are also given an irreducible
lifted polynomial f˜ of f whose Galois group is in G (as a permutation group on the
set of roots of f˜ ).
Using induction of P-schemes, we establish reductions among these conjectures for
various families G, so that the schemes conjecture for G reduces to that for G ′ if the
permutation groups in G are “less complex” than those in G ′. In particular, all these
conjectures reduce to the one for the family of symmetric groups, and the latter turns
out to be equivalent to (a slight relaxation of) the original schemes conjecture. In
summary, the schemes conjectures for various families of finite permutation groups
form a hierarchy of relaxations of the original schemes conjecture.
Therefore, in order to prove the original schemes conjecture, it is necessary to prove
our analogous conjectures for families of less complex permutation groups. On the
other hand, one may hope that progress on the latter would shed some light on the
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original conjecture. We will follow this approach in subsequent chapters and prove
some nontrivial results.
6.1 Basic operations on P-schemes
In this section, we introduce some basic operations onP-schemes, including inverse
right translation, restriction, and passing to quotient groups. We then use them to
prove Lemma 4.12.
Inverse right translation ofP-schemes. LetP be a subgroup system over a finite
group G. For each H ∈ P , the group G acts on H\G by inverse right translation
gHh = Hhg−1. This action induces an action ofG on the set of partitions ofH\G,
defined by gP = {gB : B ∈ P} for a partition P of H\G. Then G also acts on the
set of P-collections by inverse right translation:
Definition 6.1. The action of G on the set of P-collections by inverse right transla-
tion is defined as follows: for a P-collection C = {CH : H ∈ P} and g ∈ G, define
gC = {gCH : H ∈ P}.
Lemma 6.1. For a P-scheme C and g ∈ G, the P-collection gC is also a P-scheme.
Moreover, if C is antisymmetric (resp. strongly antisymmetric), so is gC.
Proof. This follows in a straightforward manner fromG-equivariance of projections
and conjugations (see Lemma 2.2).
SoG also acts on the set of P-schemes by inverse right translation, which preserves
antisymmetry and strong antisymmetry.
Restriction to a subgroup. We define the restriction of a subgroup systemP over
G and that of P-collections to a subgroup of G.
Definition 6.2 (restriction). Let P be a subgroup system over a finite group G. For
a subgroup G′ of G, define
P|G′ := {H ∈ P : H ⊆ G′},
which is a subgroup system over G′, called the restriction of P to G′.
Let C = {CH : H ∈ P} be a P-collection. ForH ∈ P|G′ , regardH\G′ as a subset
of H\G in the obvious way. Then the partition CH of H\G restricts to a partition
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of H\G′, denoted by CH |G′ . Define
C|G′ := {CH |G′ : H ∈ P|G′}
which is a P|G′-collection, called the restriction of C to G′.
Next we show that when C is P-scheme, its restriction C|G′ to a subgroup G′ is a
P|G′-scheme. Moreover, antisymmetry and strong antisymmetry are preserved by
restriction.
Lemma 6.2. Let P be a subgroup system over a finite group G. For a subgroup
G′ of G and a P-scheme C, the restriction C|G′ is a P|G′-scheme. Moreover, if C is
antisymmetric (resp. strongly antisymmetric), so is C|G′ .
Proof. We have projections piH,H′ and conjugations cH,g defined between coset
spaces H\G for various subgroups H ⊆ G. And we also have projections and
conjugations between coset spaces H\G′ for H ⊆ G′. We use pi′H,H′ and c′H,g for
the latter maps to distinguish them from the former.
For each H ∈ P|G′ , we have a projection piH,G′ : H\G→ G′\G. This allows us to
partition H\G into “fibers” of piH,G′ , i.e., preimages of elements in G′\G:
H\G =
∐
y∈G′\G
pi−1H,G′(y).
We say x ∈ H\G is in the y-fiber if piH,G′(x) = y, and y is called the index of x.
Note that the subset H\G′ ⊆ H\G is precisely the y-fiber with y = G′e ∈ G′\G.
Consider H,H ′ ∈ P|G′ and a map τ : H\G → H ′\G that is either a projection
piH,H′ , or a conjugation cH,g for some g ∈ G′ satisfying H ′ = gHg−1. We claim
piH,G′ = piH′,G′ ◦ τ , i.e., the map τ preserves the indices of elements. This can be
checked directly: for Hh ∈ H\G, we have piH,G′(Hh) = G′h. If τ = piH,H′ , we
have piH′,G′ ◦ τ(Hh) = piH′,G′(H ′h) = G′h. And if τ = cH,g with g ∈ G′, we have
piH′,G′ ◦ τ(Hh) = piH′,G′(H ′gh) = G′gh = G′h. So the claim holds.
Thismeans themap τ is also fibered overG′\G such that its “y-fiber” τy := τ |pi−1
H,G′ (y)
maps the y-fiber of H\G to the y-fiber of H ′\G. Setting y = G′e gives us the map
τy : H\G′ → H ′\G′ that is either the projection pi′H,H′ , or the conjugation c′H,g.
From this observation it is easy to see that compatibility, invariance, and regularity
of C|G′ follows from the corresponding properties of C: fix y = G′e. Assume to the
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contrary that C|G′ does not satisfy compatibility. Then some projection τy = pi′H,H′
maps two elements in the same block of CH |G′ into different blocks of CH′ |G′ . But
then τ = piH,H′ also maps these two elements that are in the same block of CH into
different blocks ofCH′ , contradicting compatibility of C. Invariance is proved in the
sameway except that we consider conjugations instead of projections. For regularity,
note that for each projection pi′H,H′ : H\G′ → H ′\G′ and blocks B ∈ CH |G′ , B′ ∈
CH′ |G′ , we have B = B˜ ∩ (H\G′), B′ = B˜′ ∩ (H\G′) where B˜ ∈ CH , B˜′ ∈ CH′ .
And for z ∈ B′ we have pi′−1H,H′(z) ∩B = pi−1H,H′(z) ∩ B˜ ∩ (H\G′) = pi−1H,H′(z) ∩ B˜.
Regularity of C|G′ then follows from regularity of C.
Now assume C|G′ is not antisymmetric. Then for someH ∈ P|G′ and g ∈ NG′(H),
the map c′H,g restricts to a nontrivial permutation of some block B ∈ CH |G′ . Then
we have g ∈ NG(H) and cH,g restricts to a nontrivial permutation of B˜, where B˜ is
the block of CH satisfying B˜ ∩ (H\G′) = B. So C is not antisymmetric.
Finally, assume C|G′ is not strongly antisymmetric. Then there exists a nontrivial
permutation τ of a block B ∈ CH |G′ for some subgroup H ∈ P|G′ such that τ is
a composition of maps σi : Bi−1 → Bi, i = 1 . . . , k, where each Bi is a block of
CHi |G′ , Hi ∈ P|G′ , and σi is of the form c′Hi−1,g|Bi−1 (where g ∈ G′), pi′Hi−1,Hi |Bi−1 ,
or (pi′Hi,Hi−1|Bi)−1 (see Definition 2.7). Each block Bi is of the form B˜i ∩ (Hi\G′)
for some B˜i ∈ CHi . In the case that σi is of the form (pi′Hi,Hi−1|Bi)−1, we know
|pi′−1Hi,Hi−1(z) ∩ Bi| = |pi−1Hi,Hi−1(z) ∩ B˜i| = 1 for all z ∈ Bi−1. So (piHi,Hi−1|Bi)−1 is
well defined. Then τ = τ˜ |B for the nontrivial permutation τ = σk · · · ◦ σ1 of the
block B˜ = B˜0 ∈ CH , where each map σ˜i is of the form cHi−1,g|B˜i−1 , piHi−1,Hi |B˜i−1 ,
or (piHi,Hi−1|B˜i)−1. So C is not strongly antisymmetric.
Next we describe the analogue of Definition 6.2 form-schemes.
Definition 6.3. Let Π = {P1, . . . , Pm} be an m-scheme on a finite set S. For
(x1, . . . , xk) ∈ S(k) where k < m, define the (m− k)-collection
Π|x1,...,xk := {P ′1, . . . , P ′m−k}
on the set S −{x1, . . . , xk}, where P ′i is the partition of S(i) such that two elements
(y1, . . . , yi), (y
′
1, . . . , y
′
i) are in the same block of S(i) iff (x1, . . . , xk, y1, . . . , yi) and
(x1, . . . , xk, y
′
1, . . . , y
′
i) are in the same block of S(i+k).
We also have the analogue of Lemma 6.2 form-schemes.
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Lemma6.3. The (m−k)-collectionΠ|x1,...,xk inDefinition 6.2 is an (m−k)-scheme.
Moreover, if Π is antisymmetric (resp. strongly antisymmetric), so is Π|x1,...,xk . And
if Π does not have a matching, neither does Π|x1,...,xk .
The proof is straightforward by definition. Indeed, if we view Π as a P-scheme via
Definition 2.12 and Definition 2.13, where P is the system of stabilizers of depthm
with respect to the natural action of G = Sym(S) on S. Then Π|x1,...,xk is simply
the restriction of this P-scheme to the subgroup Gx1,...,xk . We leave the details to
the reader.
Passing to quotient groups. Let G be a finite group and let N be a normal in G.
Write G¯ for G/N and φ for the quotient map G→ G¯.
For a subgroup H ⊆ G¯, the group G acts on H\G¯ by inverse right translation
(through its quotient group G¯). The stabilizer of He ∈ H\G¯ is φ−1(H). So by
Lemma 2.1, we have an equivalence between the action of G on H\G¯ and that on
φ−1(H)\G, given by the bijection λHe : H\G¯ → φ−1(H)\G sending Hφ(g) to
φ−1(H)g for g ∈ G.
Let P be a subgroup system over G¯. Define P˜ = {φ−1(H) : H ∈ P}, which is a
subgroup system over G. By identifyingH\G¯ with φ−1(H)\G via λHe forH ∈ P ,
we see that a P-scheme over G¯ is equivalent to a P˜-scheme over G. This is made
formal by the following lemma.
Lemma 6.4. Let P and P˜ be as above. For a P-collection C = {CH : H ∈ P},
define the P˜-collection C ′ = {C ′φ−1(H) : H ∈ P} by choosing
C ′φ−1(H) = {λHe(B) : B ∈ CH}.
Then C 7→ C ′ is a one-to-one correspondence between P-schemes over G¯ and P˜-
schemes over G. Moreover, C is antisymmetric (resp. strongly antisymmetric) iff
C ′ is antisymmetric (resp. strongly antisymmetric). And C is homogeneous (resp.
discrete) on a subgroup H ∈ P iff C ′ is homogeneous (resp. discrete) on φ−1(H).
Proof. We check that the maps λHe commute with conjugations and projections:
write piH,H′ and cH,g for conjugations and projections between coset spaces of G¯
and write pi′H,H′ and c′H,g for those between coset spaces ofG. Then we always have
λH′e ◦ piH,H′ = pi′φ−1(H),φ−1(H′) ◦ λHe
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for H,H ′ ∈ P , H ⊆ H ′, and
λH′e ◦ cH,φ(g) = c′φ−1(H),g ◦ λHe.
for H,H ′ ∈ P , g ∈ G, H ′ = φ(g)Hφ(g)−1. Also note that the maps λHe are
bijections. The lemma then follows easily by definition.
We conclude this section by proving Lemma 4.12 using the results developed above.
First we prove the following lemma.
Lemma 6.5. Let k ∈ N+ and Gk ⊆ Gk−1 ⊆ · · · ⊆ G1 ⊆ G0 be a chain of finite
groups. Let P be a subgroup system over G0. We have:
1. If for all i ∈ [k], all strongly antisymmetric P|Gi−1-schemes are discrete on
Gi, then all strongly antisymmetric P-schemes are discrete on Gk.
2. If for some i ∈ [k], all strongly antisymmetric P|Gi−1-schemes are inhomoge-
neous on Gi, then all strongly antisymmetric P-schemes are inhomogeneous
on Gk.
The same holds if strong antisymmetry is replaced by antisymmetry.
Proof. Assume that there exists a strongly antisymmetric P-scheme C = {CH :
H ∈ P} that is not discrete on Gk. Then there exist two different elements
x, x′ ∈ Gk\G lying in the same block of CGk . Pick the greatest integer i ∈ [k]
satisfying piGk,Gi−1(x) = piGk,Gi−1(x′). Such i exists as piGk,G0(x) = piGk,G0(x′). Let
y = piGk,Gi(x) and y′ = piGk,Gi(x′). Then (1) y 6= y′ by maximality of i and the
fact that x 6= x′, (2) y, y′ are in the same block of CGi by compatibility of C and the
fact that x, x′ are in the same block of CGk , and (3) piGi,Gi−1(y) = piGi,Gi−1(y′) since
piGi,Gi−1(y) = piGk,Gi−1(x) and piGi,Gi−1(y′) = piGk,Gi−1(x′).
Suppose piGi,Gi−1(y) = piGi,Gi−1(y′) = Gi−1g. By replacing C with gC (with respect
to the action of Gk on the set of P-schemes by inverse right translation) and
applying Lemma 6.1, we may assume Gi−1g = Gi−1e. Then we can write y = Gih
and y′ = Gih′ for some h, h′ ∈ Gi−1. By Lemma 6.2, the restriction C|Gi−1 =
{CH |Gi−1 : H ∈ P|Gi−1} is a strongly antisymmetric P|Gi−1-scheme. As y, y′ are
in the same block of CGi , they are also in the same block of CGi |Gi−1 . As y 6= y′,
we know C|Gi−1 is not discrete on Gi. This proves the first claim of the lemma.
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For the second claim, assume to the contrary that it does not hold. Choose i ∈ [k]
such all strongly antisymmetric P|Gi−1-schemes are inhomogeneous on Gi. Let
C = {CH : H ∈ P} be a strongly antisymmetric P-scheme that is homogeneous
on Gk. By compatibility, we know C is homogeneous on Gi. Then C|Gi−1 is
also homogeneous on Gi. It is also strongly antisymmetric by Lemma 6.2, which
contradicts the assumption.
The proof for antisymmetry is the same.
Now we are ready to prove Lemma 4.12. For convenience, we restate the lemma.
Lemma 6.6. Let k ∈ N+ and Gk ⊆ Gk−1 ⊆ · · · ⊆ G1 ⊆ G0 be a chain of
finite groups. For i ∈ [k], let Ni be a subgroup of Gi that is normal in Gi−1,
pii : Gi−1 → Gi−1/Ni be the corresponding quotient map, and Pi be a subgroup
system over Gi−1/Ni that contains Gi/Ni. Define
P = {gpi−1i (H)g−1 : 1 ≤ i ≤ k,H ∈ Pi, g ∈ G0},
which is a subgroup system over G0 and contains pi−1i (Gi/Ni) = Gi for all i ∈ [k].
Then we have
1. If for all i ∈ [k], all strongly antisymmetricPi-schemes are discrete onGi/Ni,
then all strongly antisymmetric P-schemes are discrete on Gk.
2. If for some i ∈ [k], all strongly antisymmetric Pi-schemes are inhomogeneous
on Gi/Ni, then all strongly antisymmetric P-schemes are inhomogeneous on
Gk.
The same holds if strong antisymmetry is replaced by antisymmetry.
Proof. Fix i ∈ [k]. By Lemma 6.4 and the definition of P , if all strongly antisym-
metric Pi-schemes are discrete (resp. inhomogeneous) on Gi/Ni, then all strongly
antisymmetric P|Gi−1-schemes are discrete (resp. inhomogeneous) on Gi. The
same holds if strong antisymmetry is replaced by antisymmetry. The lemma now
follows from Lemma 6.5.
6.2 Induction of P-schemes
Let G be a finite group and let G′ be a subgroup of G. Let P be a subgroup system
over G and let
P ′ = {G′ ∩H : H ∈ P},
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which is a subgroup system over G′. In this section, we show that every P ′-scheme
induces a P-scheme in a way that preserves antisymmetry and strong antisymmetry.
To achieve it, we need the following lemma.
Lemma 6.7. Given g1, . . . , gk ∈ G such that {g−11 , . . . , g−1k } is a complete set of
representatives of H\G/G′, there exists a bijection
φ :
k∐
i=1
(G′ ∩ giHg−1i )\G′ → H\G
defined as follows: For g ∈ G, define the map
φH,g : (G
′ ∩ gHg−1)\G′ → H\G
sending (G′ ∩ gHg−1)h toHg−1h for h ∈ G′. The maps φH,g are well defined. For
i ∈ [k], the restriction of φ to (G′ ∩ giHg−1i )\G′ is φH,gi .
Proof. Consider the action ofG′ onH\G by inverse right translation. For i ∈ [k], let
Oi = {Hg−1i g−1 : g ∈ G′} be the G′-orbits of Hg−1i ∈ H\G. Then {O1, . . . , Ok}
is the partition of H\G into the G′-orbits, i.e., H\G = ∐ki=1Oi. Fix i ∈ [k]. The
stabilizer of Hg−1i is G′ ∩ giHg−1i . So by Lemma 2.1, we have an equivalence of
actions of G′
λHg−1i : Oi → (G
′ ∩ giHg−1i )\G′
sending h(Hg−1i ) = Hg
−1
i h
−1 to (G′ ∩ giHg−1i )h−1 for h ∈ G′. The inverse of this
map is exactly φH,gi . As we are allowed to choose gi to be any g ∈ G, all the maps
φH,g are well defined.
For eachH ∈ P , the subgroupsG′∩gHg−1 are inP ′ for all g ∈ G. By Lemma 6.7,
we can combine partitions of G′ ∩ giHg−1i \G′, i = 1, . . . , k, into a partition of
H\G. This leads to the following definition.
Definition 6.4 (induction). Let G, G′, P and P ′ be as above. Let C ′ = {C ′H : H ∈
P ′} be a P ′-scheme. For H ∈ P , choose g1, . . . , gk ∈ G such that {g−11 , . . . , g−1k }
is a complete set of representatives ofH\G/G′. Define the partition CH ofH\G by
CH =
{
φH,gi(B) : i ∈ [k], B ∈ C ′G′∩giHg−1i
}
,
where the maps φH,gi are as in Lemma 6.7, i.e., each φH,gi sends (G′ ∩ giHg−1i )h
to Hg−1i h for h ∈ G′. Define the P-collection C = {CH : H ∈ P}, called the
induction of C ′ to P .
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The P-collection C constructed as above is indeed a P-scheme:
Theorem6.1. TheP-collectionC inDefinition 6.4 is awell definedP-scheme, which
does not depend on the choices of the elements gi. Moreover, if C ′ is antisymmetric
(resp. strongly antisymmetric), so is C.
Proof. Fix H ∈ P . It follows from Lemma 6.7 that CH is indeed a partition of
H\G. We need to show that CH is independent of the choices of the elements
g1, . . . , gk. So consider g′1, . . . , g′k ∈ G such that {g′−11 , . . . , g′−1k } is a complete set
of representatives of H\G/G′ as well. We want to show
CH =
{
φH,g′i(B) : i ∈ [k], B ∈ C ′G′∩g′iHg′−1i
}
.
As the right hand side is also a partition ofH\G, it suffices to show that φH,g′i(B) ∈
CH for i ∈ [k] and B ∈ C ′G′∩g′iHg′−1i . Fix i and B. Choose j ∈ [k] such that
Hg−1j G
′ = Hg′−1i G
′. And choose g ∈ G′ such that Hg−1j = Hg′−1i g−1. We have
the conjugation
cG′∩g′iHg′−1i ,g : (G
′ ∩ g′iHg′−1i )\G′ → (G′ ∩ gjHg−1j )\G′
sending (G′ ∩ g′iHg′−1i )h to (G′ ∩ gjHg−1j )gh for h ∈ G′. By invariance of C ′, the
set cG′∩g′iHg′−1i ,g(B) is a block of C
′
G′∩gjHg−1j
. So φH,gj ◦ cG′∩g′iHg′−1i ,g(B) is a block
of CH . We claim
φH,gj ◦ cG′∩g′iHg′−1i ,g = φH,g′i ,
which holds since
φH,gj ◦ cG′∩g′iHg′−1i ,g((G
′ ∩ g′iHg′−1i )h) = φH,gj((G′ ∩ gjHg−1j )gh) = Hg−1j gh
= Hg′−1i h = φH,g′i((G
′ ∩ g′iHg′−1i )h)
for h ∈ G′. It follows that φH,g′i(B) ∈ CH , as desired. So CH does not depend on
the choices of g1, . . . , gk.
Next we prove that C is a P-scheme. To prove compatibility, consider H,H ′ ∈ P
satisfying H ⊆ H ′. For g ∈ G, the following diagram commutes:
(G′ ∩ gHg−1)\G′ (G′ ∩ gH ′g−1)\G′
H\G H ′\G .
piG′∩gHg−1,G′∩gH′g−1
φH,g φH′,g
piH,H′
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For B ∈ CH , we want to show that piH,H′(B) is contained in a block of CH′ . Note
piH,H′(B) = piH,H′ ◦ φH,g(B˜) = φH′,g(y) ◦ piG′∩gHg−1,G′∩gH′g−1(B˜).
Here piG′∩gHg−1,G′∩gH′g−1(B˜) is contained in a block of C ′G′∩gH′g−1 by compatibility
of C ′, and hence piH,H′(B) is contained in a block of CH′ . It follows that C is
compatible.
For regularity, consider H,H ′ as above and B ∈ CH . Choose B′ ∈ CH′ containing
piH,H′(B). We claim that piH,H′ |B : B → B′ has constant degree, i.e., the number of
preimages |(piH,H′ |B)−1(y)| is independent of the choices of y ∈ B′. Choose g ∈ G
and B˜ ∈ C ′G′∩gHg−1 such that B = φH,g(B˜). Let B˜′ = piG′∩gHg−1,G′∩gH′g−1(B˜).
ThenB′ = φH′,g(B˜′). By regularity of C ′, the map piG′∩gHg−1,G′∩gH′g−1|B˜ : B˜ → B˜′
has constant degree. The claim follows by noting that φH,g|B˜ : B˜ → B and
φH′,g|B˜′ : B˜′ → B′ are bijective. So C is regular.
For invariance, considerH,H ′ ∈ P and h ∈ G satisfyingH ′ = hHh−1. For g ∈ G,
we haveG′∩gHg−1 = G′∩gh−1H ′(gh−1)−1, and the following diagram commutes
(G′ ∩ gHg−1)\G′ (G′ ∩ gHg−1)\G′
H\G H ′\G ,
id
φH,g φH′,gh−1
cH,h
where id denotes the identity map. It follows that cH,h maps blocks of CH to blocks
of CH′ . So C is invariant.
Now assume C is not strongly antisymmetric and we prove that C ′ is not either. By
definition, there exists a nontrivial permutation τ = σk ◦ · · · ◦σ1 of a blockB ∈ CH
for some H ∈ P such that each σi : Bi−1 → Bi is a map of the form piHi−1,Hi |Bi−1 ,
(piHi,Hi−1|Bi)−1, or cHi−1,h|Bi−1 , and Bi ∈ CHi , Hi ∈ P , B = B0 = Bk, H = H0 =
Hk (see Definition 2.7).
By the two diagrams above, we can choose gi ∈ G and B˜i ∈ C ′G′∩giHg−1i for
0 ≤ i ≤ k, and choose σ˜i : B˜i−1 → B˜i of the form piG′∩gi−1Hi−1g−1i−1,G′∩giHig−1i |B˜i−1 ,
(piG′∩giHig−1i ,G′∩gi−1Hi−1g−1i−1|B˜i)−1, or the identity map on B˜i for i ∈ [k], such that
φHi,gi(B˜i) = Bi and σi ◦ φHi−1,gi−1|B˜i−1 = φHi,gi |B˜i ◦ σ˜i for i ∈ [k].1 Define
τ˜ := σ˜k ◦ · · · ◦ σ˜1 which is a map from B˜0 to B˜k. Then the following diagram
1For the case that σi = (piHi,Hi−1 |Bi)−1, we choose σ˜i = (piG′∩giHig−1i ,G′∩gi−1Hi−1g−1i−1 |B˜i)
−1,
which is well defined since φHi−1,gi−1 and φHi,gi are bijective.
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commutes.
B˜0 B˜k
B B
τ˜
φH,g0 |B˜0 φH,gk |B˜k
τ
We have Hg−10 G′ = Hg−1k G′, since otherwise the image of φH,g0 and that of φH,gk
would be disjoint (see Lemma 6.7). So Hg−10 = Hg−1k g−1 for some g ∈ G′. The
first part of the proof shows that φH,g0 ◦ cG′∩gkHg−1k ,g = φH,gk . By composing τ˜
with cG′∩gkHg−1k ,g, we may assume gk = g0 and B˜k = B˜0. Then as τ is a nontrivial
permutation of B and φH,g0 |B˜0 : B˜0 → B is bijective, we know τ˜ is a nontrivial
permutation of B˜0. So C is not strongly antisymmetric.
The proof for antisymmetry is the same except that we only consider maps τ that
are conjugations.
Corollary 6.1. Let G,G′,P ,P ′ be as above and let H be a subgroup in P .
1. Suppose all antisymmetric P-schemes are discrete on H . Then all antisym-
metric P ′-schemes are discrete on G′ ∩ gHg−1 for all g ∈ G.
2. Suppose all antisymmetric P-schemes are inhomogeneous on H , and G′ acts
transitively on H\G by inverse right translation. Then all antisymmetric
P ′-schemes are inhomogeneous on G′ ∩ gHg−1 for all g ∈ G.
The same claims hold if antisymmetry is replaced with strong antisymmetry.
Proof. We prove the claims by contrapositive. For the first claim, suppose C ′ =
{C ′H′ : H ′ ∈ P ′} is an antisymmetric P ′-scheme that is not discrete onG′ ∩ gHg−1
for some g ∈ G. Choose B ∈ C ′G′∩gHg−1 that is not a singleton. By Theorem 6.4,
the induced P-scheme C = {CH′ : H ′ ∈ P} is antisymmetric. Moreover, we know
C is not discrete on H since the block φH,g(B) ∈ CH is not a singleton.
For the second claim, suppose C ′ = {C ′H′ : H ′ ∈ P ′} is an antisymmetric P ′-
scheme that is homogeneous on G′ ∩ gHg−1 for some g ∈ G. By Theorem 6.4, the
induced P-scheme C = {CH′ : H ′ ∈ P} is antisymmetric. As G′ acts transitively
onH\G, the double coset spaceH\G/G′ has only one double cosetHg−1G′, which
implies that φH,g : G′ ∩ gHg−1\G→ H\G is surjective. As C ′ is homogeneous on
G′ ∩ gHg−1, we know C is homogeneous on H .
The proof for strong antisymmetry is the same.
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Now let S be a finite G-set and let G′ be a subgroup of G. Fix m ∈ N+ and let
P = {GT : 1 ≤ |T | ≤ m} be the system of stabilizers of depth m with respect to
the action of G on S. Then P ′ is exactly the system of stabilizers of depth m with
respect to the action of G′ on S restricted from that of G. Therefore we have:
Corollary 6.2. Let G be a finite group acting on a finite set S, G′ a subgroup of G,
andm ∈ N+. Let P (resp. P ′) be the system of stabilizers of depthm over G (resp.
G′) with respect to the action of G (resp. G′) on S.
1. Suppose all antisymmetric P-schemes are discrete on Gx for all x ∈ S. Then
all antisymmetric P ′-schemes are discrete on G′x for all x ∈ S.
2. Suppose all antisymmetric P-schemes are inhomogeneous on Gx0 for some
x0 ∈ S, andG′ acts transitively on S. Then all antisymmetric P ′-schemes are
inhomogeneous on G′x for all x ∈ S.
The same claims hold if antisymmetry is replaced with strong antisymmetry.
In particular, we see d(G) and d′(G) (cf. Definition 2.8) are monotone with respect
to inclusion of permutation groups:
Corollary 6.3. Let G be a finite permutation group on a finite set S, and let G′ be
a subgroup of G on S. Then d(G′) ≤ d(G) and d′(G′) ≤ d′(G).
We also mention the following variant of Corollary 6.2, which allowsG′ ⊆ G to act
on a proper subset of S.
Corollary 6.4. Let G be a finite group acting on a finite set S, G′ a subgroup of G,
and m ∈ N+. Let T a subset of S such that the action of G′ on S fixes T setwisely
and S−T pointwisely. Let P (resp. P ′) be the system of stabilizers of depthm over
G (resp. G′) with respect to the action of G (resp. G′) on S (resp. T ). Suppose all
antisymmetric P-schemes are discrete on Gx for all x ∈ S. Then all antisymmetric
P ′-schemes are discrete onG′x for all x ∈ T . The same claims hold if antisymmetry
is replaced with strong antisymmetry.
Proof. If S = T , the claim holds by Corollary 6.2. So assume S 6= T . Let P ′′
be the system of stabilizers of depth m over G′ with respect to the action of G′
on S. Then P ′′ = P ′ ∪ {G}. A P ′-scheme C always extends to a P ′′-scheme
C ′ := C ∪ {CG}, where CG is the only partition of the singleton G\G, and such an
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extension clearly preserves antisymmetry and strong antisymmetry. The claim then
follows from Corollary 6.2.
6.3 Schemes conjectures
We investigate the following conjecture proposed in [IKS09], known as the schemes
conjecture.
Conjecture 6.1 (schemes conjecture). There exists a constant m ∈ N+ such that
every antisymmetric homogeneous m-scheme on a finite set S where |S| > 1 has a
matching.
It was shown in [IKS09] that this conjecture is true for orbitm-schemes withm = 4.
We improve this result in Section 6.6 by showing that one can even choose m = 3.
For generalm-schemes, antisymmetric homogeneousm-schemes with no matching
do exist for m = 1, 2, 3 (see Section 2.5) but no counterexamples are known for
m ≥ 4.
The following theorem was proved in [IKS09].
Theorem 6.2. Assuming GRH and the schemes conjecture, there exists a determin-
istic polynomial-time algorithm that computes the complete factorization of a given
polynomial f(X) ∈ Fq[X] over a finite field Fq.
We reprove this theorem using the machinery of P-schemes. First note that by
Lemma 2.10, an m-scheme with a matching is not strongly antisymmetric. So we
can replace the schemes conjecture by the following variant, which is implied by
the original one.
Conjecture 6.2. There exists a constantm ∈ N+ such that every strongly antisym-
metricm-scheme on a finite set S where |S| > 1 is inhomogeneous.
We also need the following simple lemma whose proof is deferred to Section 6.5. It
shows that inhomogeneity in Conjecture 6.2 can be replaced by discreteness.
Lemma 6.8. Suppose there exists a strongly antisymmetric m-scheme on a finite
set S that is not discrete, where m ∈ N+ and |S| > 1. Then for some finite set
T satisfying 1 < |T | ≤ |S|, there exists a strongly antisymmetric homogeneous
m-scheme on T .
Now we complete the proof of Theorem 6.2.
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Proof of Theorem 6.2. First assume thatFq = Fp is a prime field and f is square-free
and completely reducible over Fp. Fix the constant m ∈ N+ as guaranteed by the
schemes conjecture, and let n = deg(f). The algorithm first lifts f to f˜(X) ∈ Z[X]
of degree n such that all coefficients of f˜ are between zero and p. We can assume f˜ is
irreducible over Q using the factoring algorithm for rational polynomials [LLL82].
Let S be the set of roots of f˜ in its splitting field. The Galois group Gal(f˜/Q) of f˜
is then a permutation group on S.
Run the P-scheme algorithm in Chapter 3 that we used to prove Corollary 3.2. By
Corollary 3.2, it suffices to prove d(Gal(f˜/Q)) ≤ m. Assume to the contrary that
d(Gal(f˜/Q)) > m. By Corollary 6.3, we have d(Sym(S)) > m, where Sym(S)
acts naturally on S. Then by Lemma 2.7, there exists a strongly antisymmetric non-
discrete m-scheme on S. By Lemma 6.8, for some finite set T satisfying |T | > 1,
there exists a strongly antisymmetric homogeneous m-scheme on T . But this is a
contradiction to Conjecture 6.2 and hence to the schemes conjecture.
For general f andFq, we either reduce to the previous case using Berlekamp’s reduc-
tion [Ber70] and square-free factorization [Yun76; Knu98], or run the generalized
P-scheme algorithm in Chapter 5 and apply Corollary 5.2 instead.
Schemes conjectures for a family of permutation groups. In the proof of The-
orem 6.2, we reduce to the case of the full symmetric group Sym(S) and then apply
the schemes conjecture. On the other hand, if the Galois group G is “less complex”
than Sym(S), we expect that the schemes conjecture can be replaced with a more
moderate assumption. Formalizing this intuition leads to a hierarchy of conjectures,
which we explain now.
Let G be a family of finite permutation groups. We formulate a conjecture for G as
follows.
Conjecture 6.3 (schemes conjecture for G). There exists a constant m ∈ N+ such
that d(G) ≤ m for all G ∈ G.
By Corollary 3.2 and Corollary 5.2, assuming this conjecture (and GRH) guarantees
a polynomial-time factoring algorithm for the case that the Galois group G is in G
as a permutation group:
Theorem 6.3. Assuming GRH and the schemes conjecture for G, there exists a
deterministic polynomial-time algorithm that given a polynomial f(X) ∈ Fq[X]
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and an irreducible2 lifted polynomial f˜ of f , computes the complete factorization
of f over Fq, provided that the Galois group of f˜ , as a permutation group on the set
of roots of f˜ , is permutation isomorphic to some group in G.
There exist reductions among these schemes conjectures defined for various families
G. To formulate them, we need the following notation: for two families G and G ′,
write G  G ′ if any permutation group G ∈ G is permutation isomorphic to a
subgroup of some permutation group G′ ∈ G ′ (where action of this subgroup is
restricted from that of G′). Then we have
Theorem 6.4. The schemes conjecture for G is implied by that for G ′ if G  G ′.
Proof. This follows directly from Corollary 6.3.
In particular, all these conjectures are subsumed by that for the family of symmetric
groups {Sym(n) : n ∈ N+}, where each symmetric group Sym(n) acts naturally on
[n]. The latter is equivalent to Conjecture 6.2 by the connection betweenm-schemes
and P-schemes (see Theorem 2.1).
Therefore, the conjectures for different families of finite permutation groups form a
hierarchy, partially ordered by the relation, and Conjecture 6.2 is the most difficult
one. One possible approach to the schemes conjecture is first relaxing it to those for
simpler permutation groups which may be easier to prove. We will prove results in
the same spirit in subsequent chapters.
Finally, we note that the schemes conjecture hold for the family of primitive solvable
permutation groups, or more generally for primitive permutation groups G not
involving Alt(d) (i.e., Alt(d) is not isomorphic to a subquotient of G), where d is a
constant.
Theorem 6.5. The schemes conjecture for G is true if G is the family of primitive
solvable permutation groups, or the family of primitive permutation groups G not
involving Alt(d), where d ∈ N+ is a constant.
Proof. Let G be a primitive permutation group. Seress [Ser96] proved b(G) ≤ 4
when G is solvable. More generally, it was shown in [GSS98] that there exists a
2The assumption that f˜ is irreducible is not necessary, and can be avoided by adapting
Lemma 4.10. We omit the details.
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function g(·) such that b(G) ≤ g(d) ifG does not involve Alt(d). The theorem then
follows from Lemma 2.5.
Remark. The schemes conjectures in this section are formulated in terms of discrete-
ness ofP-schemes and are used for complete factorization. One can also formulated
conjectures in terms of inhomogeneity and use them for proper factorization. We
leave the details to the reader. To establish reductions between these conjectures (in
terms of inhomogeneity rather than discreteness), one needs to restrict to families
of transitive permutation groups as transitivity is required in Corollary 6.2.
6.4 Extension to the closure of a subgroup system
Suppose P ,P ′ are subgroup systems over a finite group G and P ⊆ P ′. We can
construct aP-scheme from aP ′-scheme by simply discarding the partitions ofH\G
for H ∈ P ′ − P . Conversely, we want to know if a P-scheme can be extended
to a P ′-scheme. In this section, we show that this is possible in some cases by
formulating the notion of the closure Pcl of a subgroup system P and proving that
P-scheme can always be extended to a Pcl-scheme. As an application, we prove
Lemma 4.16 and Lemma 4.17 as promised before.
Definition 6.5 (closure). Let P be a subgroup system over a group G. Denote by
Pcl the set of subgroups H of G satisfying the following conditions:
1. P contains a subgroup H ′ ⊆ H , and the set of such subgroups has a unique
maximal element (with respect to inclusion), denoted by uP(H), or simply
u(H) when there is no confusion.
2. u(H) is a normal subgroup of H .
Then Pcl is a subgroup system3 over G containing P , called the closure of P .
The usage of the term closure is justified by the obvious fact P ⊆ Pcl and the next
lemma.
Lemma 6.9. (Pcl)cl = Pcl.
Proof. Consider H ∈ (Pcl)cl. Write H ′ = uPcl(H) and H ′′ = uP(H ′). We show
that H ∈ Pcl and uP(H) = H ′′.
3It is easy to see that Pcl is closed under conjugation in G, so it is indeed a subgroup system
over G.
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We first verify that H ′′ is normal in H . By definition, we know H ′ is normal in H .
Then for any g ∈ H , we have
H ′′ = uP(H ′) = uP(gH ′g−1) = guP(H ′)g−1 = gH ′′g−1.
So H ′′ is normal in H .
Next we show that H ′′ is the unique maximal element in P subject to H ′′ ⊆ H .
Assume to the contrary that there exists an element U ( H ′′ in P ⊆ Pcl that is a
subgroup ofH . AsH ′ is the unique maximal element in Pcl subject toH ′ ⊆ H , we
have U ⊆ H ′. Furthermore, as H ′′ is the unique maximal element in P subject to
H ′′ ⊆ H ′, we have U ⊆ H ′′, contradicting the assumption U ( H ′′.
By definition, we have H ∈ Pcl and uP(H) = H ′′.
We show that a P-scheme can always be extended to a Pcl-scheme where antisym-
metry and strong antisymmetry are preserved.
Lemma 6.10. Let P be a subgroup system over a group G and let C = {CH :
H ∈ P} be a P-scheme. There exists a unique Pcl-scheme C ′ = {C ′H : H ∈ Pcl}
extending C (i.e., C ′H = CH for H ∈ P), given by
C ′H = {piu(H),H(B) : B ∈ Cu(H)}.
Moreover, if C is antisymmetric (resp. strongly antisymmetric), so is C ′. And C ′ is
not discrete on H ∈ Pcl if C is antisymmetric and not discrete on u(H).
Proof. We have u(H) ∈ P ⊆ Pcl for H ∈ Pcl. It follows from Lemma 2.3 that C ′
as defined above is the only possible one extending C.
Then we check that C ′ is indeed well defined, i.e., for H ∈ Pcl, the set C ′H =
{piu(H),H(B) : B ∈ Cu(H)} is indeed a partition of H\G. For two blocks B1, B2 ∈
Cu(H), we prove that piu(H),H(B1) and piu(H),H(B2) are either identical or disjoint.
Suppose there exist u(H)g1 ∈ B1 and u(H)g2 ∈ B2 satisfying piu(H),H(u(H)g1) =
piu(H),H(u(H)g2), i.e., Hg1 = Hg2. Then g2g−11 ∈ H ⊆ NG(u(H)). Note that
cu(H),g2g−11 (u(H)g1) = u(H)g2. So by invariance of C, we have cu(H),g2g−11 (B1) =
B2. Then by Lemma 2.2, we have
piu(H),H(B2) = piu(H),H ◦ cu(H),g2g−11 (B1) = cH,g2g−11 ◦ piu(H),H(B1) = piu(H),H(B1)
as desired. So C ′ is well defined. Moreover, we have u(H) = H for H ∈ P . It
follows that C ′ does extend C.
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Next we show that C ′ is a Pcl-scheme. For H,H ′ ∈ Pcl with H ⊆ H ′, we have
u(H) ⊆ H ′ and hence u(H) ⊆ u(H ′) by the unique maximality of u(H ′). By
transitivity of projections (see Lemma 2.2), the following diagram commutes:
u(H)\G u(H ′)\G
H\G H ′\G
piu(H),u(H′)
piu(H),H piu(H′),H′
piH,H′
To show compatibility, consider y, y′ ∈ H\G lying in the same block B ∈
C ′H . Choose B˜ ∈ Cu(H) satisfying piu(H),H(B˜) = B and choose x, x′ ∈ B˜
satisfying piu(H),H(x) = y, piu(H),H(x′) = y′. By compatibility of C, the ele-
ments piu(H),u(H′)(x) and piu(H),u(H′)(x′) lie in the same block of Cu(H′). Then
piu(H′),H′ ◦ piu(H),u(H′) maps x and x′ into the same block of C ′H′ by the defini-
tion of C ′. By commutativity of the diagram above and the facts piu(H),H(x) = y,
piu(H),H(x
′) = y′, we see that piH,H′(y) and piH,H′(y′) lie in the same block of C ′H′ .
So C ′ is compatible.
For regularity, let B be a block of C ′H . Then piH,H′(B) is contained in a unique
block B′ of C ′H′ by compatibility of C ′. Lift B to a block B˜ ∈ Cu(H) along piu(H),H ,
and let B˜′ = piu(H),u(H′)(B˜) ∈ Cu(H′). By regularity of C, the map piu(H),u(H′)|B˜ :
B˜ → B˜′ has constant degree, i.e., the number of preimages |(piu(H),u(H′)|B˜)−1(y)|
is independent of the choices of y ∈ B˜′. We show that piu(H),H |B˜ (and similarly
piu(H)′,H′ |B˜′) also has constant degree. Consider y, y′ ∈ B. As piu(H),H(B˜) = B,
there exists x, x′ ∈ B˜ satisfying piu(H),H(x) = y and piu(H),H(x′) = y′. Note
that all the elements in (piu(H),H |B˜)−1(y) (resp. (piu(H),H |B˜)−1(y′)) are of the form
cu(H),g(x) (resp. cu(H),g(x′)) for some g ∈ H since H ⊆ NG(u(H)). And we have
cu(H),g(x) ∈ B˜ iff cu(H),g(x′) ∈ B˜ for g ∈ H by invariance of C. It follows that
|(piu(H),H |B˜)−1(y)| = |(piu(H),H |B˜)−1(y′)|. So piu(H),H |B˜ (and similarly piu(H)′,H′|B˜′)
has constant degree. Then piH,H′ |B also has constant degree by the commutativity
of the diagram above. So C ′ is regular.
For invariance, note that for H,H ′ ∈ Pcl with H ′ = gHg−1, we have u(H ′) =
gu(H)g−1. And the following diagram commutes by Lemma 2.2:
u(H)\G u(H ′)\G
H\G H ′\G
cu(H),g
piu(H),H piu(H′),H′
cH,g
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For a block B of C ′H , lift it to a block B˜ of Cu(H). Then cH,g(B) = piu(H′),H′ ◦
cu(H),g(B˜) by the commutativity of the diagram above. Note that cu(H),g(B˜) is a
block of Cu(H′) by invariance of C. So cH,g(B) is a block of C ′H′ by definition.
Therefore C ′ is invariant.
Now assume C ′ is not strongly antisymmetric and we prove that C is not either.
By definition, there exists a nontrivial permutation τ = σk ◦ · · · ◦ σ1 of a block
B ∈ C ′H for some H ∈ Pcl such that each σi : Bi−1 → Bi is a map of the
form cHi−1,g|Bi−1 , piHi−1,Hi |Bi−1 , or (piHi,Hi−1|Bi)−1, and Bi ∈ C ′Hi , Hi ∈ Pcl,
B = B0 = Bk,H = H0 = Hk (see Definition 2.7). By the two diagrams above, we
can lift eachBi to B˜i ∈ Cu(Hi) for 0 ≤ i ≤ k and lift each σi to amap σ˜i : B˜i−1 → B˜i
of the form cu(Hi−1),g|B˜i−1 , piu(Hi−1),u(Hi)|B˜i−1 , or (piu(Hi),u(Hi−1)|B˜i)−1 respectively,
i.e., piu(Hi),Hi(B˜i) = Bi and σi ◦ piu(Hi−1),Hi−1|B˜i−1 = piu(Hi),Hi |B˜i ◦ σ˜i.4 Then
τ˜ := σ˜k ◦ · · · ◦ σ˜1 is a map from B˜0 to B˜k lifting τ . Note that piu(H),H(B˜0) =
piu(H),H(B˜k) = B. So cu(H),g(B˜k) = B˜0 for some g ∈ H . By composing τ˜ with
cu(H),g (and noting that cH,g is the identity map), we may assume B˜k = B˜0. So τ˜ is
a permutation of B˜0. Moreover τ˜ is nontrivial since it lifts τ . So C is not strongly
antisymmetric. The proof for antisymmetry is the same except that we only consider
maps τ that are conjugations.
Finally, to prove the last claim, assume C is antisymmetric and C ′ is discrete on
H ∈ Pcl. We prove that C is discrete on u(H). Consider distinct elements x, x′ ∈
u(H)\G and let y = piu(H),H(x), y′ = piu(H),H(x′). If y 6= y′, they are in different
blocks ofC ′H and hence x, x′ are in different blocks ofCu(H) by the definition ofC ′H .
So assume y = y′. Then x = u(H)g, x′ = u(H)g′ for some g, g′ ∈ G satisfying
Hg = Hg′, i.e., g′g−1 ∈ H ⊆ NG(u(H)). As x′ = cu(H),g′g−1(x), the elements x
and x′ are in different blocks of Cu(H) by antisymmetry of C. So C is discrete on
u(H), as desired.
Recall that for a subgroup system P over a finite group G, we let P+ = {H : H ′ ⊆
H ⊆ NG(H ′), H ′ ∈ P} which is also a subgroup system over G (see Section 4.4).
Clearly Pcl ⊆ P+. We show that equality holds if P is join-closed.
Lemma 6.11. Let P be a subgroup system that is join-closed, i.e., 〈H,H ′〉 ∈ P for
all H,H ′ ∈ P . Then Pcl = P+.
4For the case that σi = (piHi,Hi−1 |Bi)−1, we lift piHi,Hi−1 |Bi to piu(Hi),u(Hi−1)|B˜i . As C is
antisymmetric, both piu(Hi−1),Hi−1 |B˜i−1 and piu(Hi),Hi |B˜i are bijective. So piu(Hi),u(Hi−1)|B˜i is also
bijective and its inverse is well defined.
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Proof. Consider H ∈ P+. We prove H ∈ Pcl by verifying the conditions in
Definition 6.5.
Choose amaximal elementH ′ ∈ P subject toH ′ ⊆ H . Such an element exists by the
definition of P+. We first show thatH ′ is unique. Assume to the contrary that there
exists another maximal elementH ′′ ⊆ H in P different fromH ′. Then 〈H ′, H ′′〉 )
H ′ is also a subgroup ofH and lies inP by join-closedness, contradictingmaximality
of H ′. So H ′ is unique.
Next we prove H ′ is normal in H . Assume to the contrary that there exists g ∈ H
such that gH ′g−1 6= H ′. As gH ′g−1 ⊆ gHg−1 = H and gH ′g−1 ∈ P , the join
〈H ′, gH ′g−1〉 ) H ′ is also a subgroup ofH and lies in P by join-closedness, again
contradicting maximality of H ′.
As an application, we consider a system of stabilizers with respect to the natural
action of a symmetric group or an alternating group.
Lemma 6.12. Let S be a finiteG-set whereG is Sym(S) or Alt(S) acting naturally
on S. Let P = Pm be the corresponding system of stabilizers of depth m, where
m < |S|/2. Then P ′ := P ∪ {G} is join-closed.
Proof. Note P ′ = {GT : 0 ≤ T ≤ m}. Let T and T ′ be subsets of S of cardinality
at mostm. We show that 〈GT , GT ′〉 ∈ P ′. Obviously we have 〈GT , GT ′〉 ⊆ GT∩T ′ .
First assume G = Sym(S). We have GT ∼= Sym(S − T ), GT ′ ∼= Sym(S − T ′)
and GT∩T ′ ∼= Sym(S − (T ∩ T ′)) by restricting to the subsets S − T , S − T ′
and S − (T ∩ T ′) respectively. The group Sym(S − (T ∩ T ′)) is generated by
transpositions (x y) with x, y ∈ S − (T ∩ T ′). We claim that every such (x y) is
contained in 〈GT , GT ′〉. This is obvious if x and y are both in S − T or S − T ′. So
we assume x ∈ T − T ′ and y ∈ T ′ − T . Asm < |S|/2, the set S − (T ∪ T ′) is not
empty. Pick z ∈ S − (T ∪ T ′). Then (x y) = (y z)(x z)(y z)−1 ∈ 〈GT , GT ′〉 since
y, z ∈ S − T and x, z ∈ S − T ′. So 〈GT , GT ′〉 = GT∩T ′ ∈ P ′.
Next assume G = Alt(S). If |S| ≤ 4, one can directly verify that 〈GT , GT ′〉 equals
G, GT or GT ′ . So assume |S| ≥ 5. Note that GT∩T ′ ∼= Alt(S − (T ∩ T ′)) is
generated by 3-cycles (x y z) with x, y, z ∈ S − (T ∩ T ′). We claim that every
such (x y z) is contained in 〈GT , GT ′〉. This is obvious if x, y, z are all in S − T or
S−T ′. So we assume x, y ∈ T−T ′ and z ∈ T ′−T (the other cases are symmetric).
Pick w ∈ S − (T ∪ T ′) and let (w z u) be a 3-cycle for some u ∈ S − T − {z, w}.
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Then (x y z) = (w z u)(x y w)(w z u)−1 ∈ 〈GT , GT ′〉 since w, z, u ∈ S − T and
x, y, w ∈ S − T ′. So again 〈GT , GT ′〉 = GT∩T ′ ∈ P ′.
Corollary 6.5. Let S be a finiteG-set whereG is Sym(S) orAlt(S) acting naturally
on S. Let P = Pm be the corresponding system of stabilizers of depth m, where
m < |S|/2. Then Pcl = P+.
Proof. Let P ′ = P ∪ {G}. Then by Lemma 6.12, we have P+ ⊆ P ′+ = P ′cl =
Pcl ∪ {G}. If G ∈ P , we have Pcl ∪ {G} = Pcl and hence P+ ⊆ Pcl. On the other
hand, if G 6∈ P , none of the groups in P is normal in G, and hence G 6∈ P+. So we
still have P+ ⊆ Pcl.
Remark. The condition m < |S|/2 is necessary: suppose |S| ≥ 6 is even and
let m = |S|/2. Partition S into S1 and S2 of the same cardinality m. When
G = Sym(S) (resp. G = Alt(S)), the subgroup 〈GS1 , GS2〉 is the product of two
copies of the symmetric group (resp. alternating group) of degreem. It is a proper
subgroup of G but stabilizes no element of S. Therefore 〈GS1 , GS2〉 6∈ Pm ∪ {G}.
Indeed, we have 〈GS1 , GS2〉 ∈ (Pm)+−(Pm)cl sinceGS1 ⊆ 〈GS1 , GS2〉 ⊆ NG(GS1)
whereas both GS1 and GS2 are maximal among subgroups of 〈GS1 , GS2〉 in Pm.
Lemma 4.16 now follows from Lemma 6.10 and Corollary 6.5.
We also consider the case G = GL(V ) with the natural action on a vector space V .
Lemma 6.13. Let V be a finite dimensional vector space over a finite field F . Let
P = Pm be the system of stabilizers of depthm with respect to the natural action of
G := GL(V ) on S := V − {0}, wherem < dimF V . Then Pcl = P+.
Proof. Consider H ∈ P+ and we prove that H ∈ Pcl. Choose H ′ ∈ P such that
H ′ ⊆ H ⊆ NG(H ′). It suffices to show that H ′ is the unique maximal element in
P subject to H ′ ⊆ H . Assume to the contrary that there exists another maximal
element H ′′ ⊆ H in P . As m < dimF V , we have H ′ = GV ′ and H ′′ = GV ′′ for
some proper linear subspaces V ′, V ′′ of V . As H ′′ 6⊆ H ′, we have V ′ 6⊆ V ′′. Also
note that V − (V ′ ∪ V ′′) 6= ∅ since
|V ′ ∪ V ′′| = |V ′|+ |V ′′| − |V ′ ∩ V ′′| < 2|V |/|F | ≤ |V |.
Pick v ∈ V ′ − V ′′ and v′ ∈ V − (V ′ ∪ V ′′). Choose g ∈ H ′′ = GV ′′ sending v to
v′ which is possible since v, v′ 6∈ V ′′. As g ∈ H ′′ ⊆ H ⊆ NG(H ′) = NG(GV ′), we
have gV ′ = V ′. But gv = v′ 6∈ V ′, and we get a contradiction.
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Lemma 4.16 now follows from Lemma 6.10 and Lemma 6.13.
6.5 Restricting to a subset
Suppose Π = {P1, . . . , Pm} is an m-scheme on a finite set S and T is a subset
of S. Then we can restrict Π to T and obtain an m-collection on T , denote by
Π‖T .5 In this section, we investigate this operation and use it to prove Lemma 6.8 in
Section 6.2. We also discuss its generalization for P-schemes, where P is a system
of stabilizers.
Definition 6.6. Let Π = {P1, . . . , Pm} be an m-collection on a finite set S, where
m ∈ N+. For a subset T of S, define them-collection Π‖T := {P ′1, . . . , P ′m} on T ,
where P ′k := Pk|T (k) is the restriction of Pk to T (k) ⊆ S(k) for k ∈ [m].
Lemma 6.14. Suppose Π = {P1, . . . , Pm} is an m-scheme on S and T ⊆ S is a
disjoin union of blocks in P1. Then Π‖T is also an m-scheme. Moreover, if Π is
antisymmetric (resp. strongly antisymmetric), so is Π‖T . And if Π does not have a
matching, neither does Π‖T .
Proof. By compatibility of Π, for k ∈ [m] and B ∈ Pk, either B ⊆ T (k) or
B ∩ T (k) = ∅, and hence T (k) is a disjoint union of blocks of Pk. Then the various
properties of Π‖T (compatibility, regularity, etc.) follow from those of Π in a
straightforward manner.
In particular, suppose Π = {P1, . . . , Pm} is a strongly antisymmetricm-scheme on
S that is not discrete. Let T be a block of P1 such that |T | > 1. Then Π‖T is a
strongly antisymmetric homogeneousm-scheme on T . Lemma 6.8 now follows.
Next we discuss the analogue of Lemma 6.14 forP-schemes. LetG be a finite group
acting on a finite set S. Let P = Pm be the corresponding system of stabilizers
of depth m over G for some m ∈ N+. By Lemma 2.1, for x ∈ S, we have an
equivalence of group actions
λx : Gx→ Gx\G
between the action of G on the G-orbit Gx and that on Gx\G by inverse right
translation. It sends gx to Gxg−1 for g ∈ G.
5It should not be confused with the notation Π|x1,...,xk in Definition 6.3, which is an (m − k)-
scheme on S − {x1, . . . , xk}.
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Definition 6.7. Let m, G and P be as above. Let C = {CH : H ∈ P} be a P-
scheme. Let T be a subset of S such that for z ∈ T , the set λz(Gz ∩ T ) is a disjoint
union of blocks in CGz . Moreover, define G′ to be the setwise stabilizer G{T} and
suppose it satisfies the following conditions:
1. For U,U ′ ⊆ T satisfying 1 ≤ |U |, |U ′| ≤ m and G′U ⊆ G′U ′ , we have
GU ⊆ GU ′ .
2. For k ∈ [m] and x ∈ T (k), we have G′x = Gx ∩ T (k).
Let P ′ be the system of stabilizers of depth m over G′ with respect to the action
of G′ on T (restricted from the action of G on S). We define a P ′-collection
C ′ = {C ′H : H ∈ P ′} as follows:
For H ∈ P ′, choose a nonempty subset U ⊆ T of cardinality at most m such
that H = G′U . Identify G′U\G′ with a subset of GU\G via the injective map
iU : G
′
U\G′ ↪→ GU\G sending G′Ug to GUg for g ∈ G′.6 Then define C ′H to be the
restriction of CGU to G′U\G′.
The assumption that λz(Gz ∩T ) is a disjoint union of blocks in CGz for all z ∈ T is
the analogue of the assumption in Lemma 6.14 that T is a disjoint union of blocks
in P1. If G acts transitively on S, we have Gz = S, in which case this assumption
is equivalent to that λz(T ) is a disjoint union of blocks in CGz for some z ∈ T .
Note that we also need two additional conditions on G′. They are satisfied in the
following important cases.
Example 6.1. Suppose G is the full symmetric group Sym(S) acting naturally on
S. The image of the permutation representation G′ → Sym(T ) is Sym(T ). In
this case the two conditions in Definition 6.7 are satisfied for any subset T of S
whose cardinality greater than m + 1.7 Indeed, if we view the P-scheme C as an
m-scheme by Theorem 2.1, the construction of C ′ from C is precisely the restriction
of anm-scheme to the subset T (see Definition 6.6).
Example 6.2. Suppose S = V − {0} where V is a finite dimensional vector space
over a finite field F . Let G be the general linear group GL(V ) acting naturally on
6This is indeed a well defined injective map by Lemma 2.1. Let G′ act on GU\G by inverse
right translation and let O be the G′-orbit of GUe. The stabilizers of GUe is G′U . So we have a
bijection O → G′U\G′ whose inverse (composed with O ↪→ GU\G) is iU .
7The first condition does not hold for |T | ≤ m + 1: if U,U ′ ⊆ T are different subsets of
cardinality |T | − 1, we have G′U = G′U ′ = G′T , but GU 6= GU ′ unless T = S.
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S. Let T = V ′ − {0} ⊆ S where V ′ is a linear subspace of V . The image of the
permutation representation G′ → Sym(T ) is isomorphic to GL(V ′). It is easy to
verify that in this case the two conditions in Definition 6.7 are also satisfied.
We prove the following generalization of Lemma 6.14.
Lemma 6.15. The P ′-collection C ′ is a well defined P ′-scheme. Moreover, if C is
antisymmetric (resp. strongly antisymmetric), so is C ′.
Proof. In Definition 6.7 we define eachC ′H by picking U ⊆ T of cardinality at most
m satisfying H = G′U . Here the group GU and the map iU do not depend on the
choice of U by the first condition in Definition 6.7. So C ′ is well defined.
For H,H ′ ∈ P ′ satisfying H ⊆ H ′, we pick nonempty subsets U,U ′ ⊆ T of
cardinality at most m such that H = G′U and H ′ = G′U ′ . Then GU ⊆ GU ′ by the
first condition in Definition 6.7. And the following diagram commutes.
G′U\G′ G′U ′\G′
GU\G GU ′\G
piG′
U
,G′
U′
iU iU′
piGU,GU′
For H,H ′ ∈ P ′ and g ∈ G′ satisfying H ′ = gHg−1, we pick a nonempty subset
U ⊆ T of cardinality at most m such that H = G′U , and let U ′ = gU ⊆ T . Then
H ′ = G′U ′ = gG
′
Ug
−1 and GU ′ = gGUg−1. And the following diagram commutes.
G′U\G′ G′U ′\G′
GU\G GU ′\G
cG′
U
,g
iU iU′
cGU,g
Let U be a nonempty subset of T of cardinality at most m. We claim iU maps
each block of C ′G′U to a block of CGU . The rest of the proof focuses on this claim.
Combining it with the two diagrams above, we can derive the various properties
of C ′ (compatibility, regularity, invariance, antisymmetry and strong antisymmetry)
from the corresponding properties of C in a straightforward manner.
Let B be a block of C ′GU and B
′ be the block of CGU containing iU(B). Assume
to the contrary that iU(B) 6= B′. Choose GUg−1, GUg′−1 ∈ GU\G, represented by
g−1, g′−1 ∈ G respectively, such thatGUg−1 ∈ iU(B) andGUg′−1 ∈ B′−iU(B). We
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may assume g ∈ G′ and hence gz ∈ gT = T for all z ∈ T . Also note B = i−1U (B′)
by construction. So from GUg′−1 ∈ B′ − iU(B) we know GUg′−1 6∈ iU(G′U\G′).
Assume there exists z ∈ U such that g′z 6∈ T . As GUg−1 and GUg′−1 are in the
same block B′ of CGU , by compatibility of C we know piGU ,Gz(GUg−1) = Gzg−1
and piGU ,Gz(GUg′−1) = Gzg′−1 are in the same block of CGz . On the other hand,
we have Gzg−1 = λz(gz) ∈ λz(Gz ∩ T ) and Gzg′−1 = λz(g′z) 6∈ λz(Gz ∩ T ) since
gz ∈ Gz ∩ T , g′z 6∈ T and λz : Gz → Gz\G is a bijection. But this contradicts the
assumption that λz(Gz ∩ T ) is a disjoint union of blocks of CGz .
Now assume g′z ∈ T for all z ∈ U . Suppose U = {x1, . . . , xk}, where xi are
distinct and ordered in an arbitrary way. Let x = (x1, . . . , xk) ∈ T (k). Then g′x is in
Gx∩T (k) and hence inG′x by the second condition in Definition 6.7. So g′x = g′′x
for some g′′ ∈ G′. Then g′−1g′′ ∈ Gx = GU . SoGUg′−1 = GUg′′−1 = iU(G′Ug′′−1),
contradicting the fact GUg′−1 6∈ iU(G′U\G′) above. This proves the claim that iU
maps each block of C ′G′U to a block of CGU .
6.6 Primitivity of homogeneousm-schemes
The notion of primitivity is important for permutation groups as well as association
schemes. In this section, we extend it to homogeneous m-schemes. As an appli-
cation, we show that every antisymmetric homogeneous orbitm-scheme on a finite
set S has a matching if |S| > 1 andm ≥ 3.
Definition 6.8 (primitivity). Let Π = {P1, . . . , Pm} be a homogeneous m-scheme
on a finite set S. For B ∈ P2, denote by GB the simple graph8 on the vertex set S
such that there exists an edge between two distinct vertices u, v iff (u, v) or (v, u)
is in B. We say Π is primitive if GB is connected for all B ∈ P2. Otherwise Π is
imprimitive.
The reader familiar with primitivity of association schemes (see, e.g., [CGS78])
may recognize that when m ≥ 3, Definition 6.8 simply defines Π = {P1, . . . , Pm}
to be primitive iff P (Π′) is primitive, where Π′ denotes the homogeneous 3-
scheme {P1, P2, P3} and P (Π′) is the corresponding association scheme (see Defi-
nition 2.16).
Remark. Our definition of primitivity coincides with the notion of primitivity at
level 2 introduced in the full version of [IKS09]. The same paper also generalizes
8A simple graph is an undirected graph without loops or multiple edges.
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the notion of primitivity to higher levels. We will not discuss their generalization in
this thesis, but refer the interested reader to [IKS09] for further details.
Restricting to a connected component. We note that restricting a homogeneous
m-scheme to a connected component yields another homogeneousm-scheme:
Lemma 6.16. Let Π = {P1, . . . , Pm} be a homogeneous m-scheme on a finite set
S where m ≥ 3. For each B ∈ P2 and a connected component T ⊆ S of GB, the
m-collection Π‖T (see Definition 6.6) is a homogeneousm-scheme on T . Moreover,
if Π is antisymmetric (resp. strongly antisymmetric), then so is Π‖T . And if Π has
no matching, then neither does Π‖T .
Proof. Let T ⊆ S be as in the lemma. It is well known that there exist blocks
B1, . . . , Bk ∈ P2 such that the union of these blocks and 1S = {(x, x) : x ∈ S}
yields an equivalence relation ∼ on S, and T is one of its equivalence classes (see,
e.g., [CGS78]).
For k ∈ [m], define the equivalence relation ∼k on S(k) such that (x1, . . . , xk) ∼k
(y1 . . . , yk) iffxi ∼ yi for all i ∈ [k]. These equivalence relations are respected by the
maps piki and ckg . The various properties of Π‖T then follow from the corresponding
properties of Π in a straightforward manner.
Primitivity of homogeneous orbitm-schemes. The next lemma states that primi-
tivity of homogeneous orbitm-schemes is equivalent to primitivity of the associated
permutation group.
Lemma 6.17. A homogeneous orbit m-scheme on a finite set S associated with
K ⊆ Sym(S) is primitive iff K is a primitive permutation group on S.
Proof. Let Π = {P1, . . . , Pm} be a homogeneous orbit m-scheme associated with
a group K ⊆ Sym(S). Then K acts transitively on S. The graphs GB for B ∈ P2
are known as the non-diagonal (undirected) orbital graphs. The lemma then follows
from Definition 6.8 and the well known fact that a transitive permutation group is
primitive iff every non-diagonal orbital graph is connected [Hig67].
In general, we can obtain a primitive orbit m-scheme from a possibly imprimitive
one by restricting to a minimal set that is a connected component:
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Lemma 6.18. Let Π = {P1, . . . , Pm} be a homogeneous orbit m-scheme on S
associated with K ⊆ Sym(S), where |S| > 1. Let T be a minimal subset of S
such that T is a connected component of GB for some B ∈ P2. Let K ′ be the
image of the permutation representationK{T} → Sym(T ). Then Π‖T is a primitive
homogeneous orbitm-scheme on T , and is the orbitm-scheme associated withK ′.
Proof. As already noted, for B ∈ P2 and any connected component T ′ of GB,
there exist blocks B1, . . . , Bk ∈ P2 such that the union of these blocks and 1S =
{(x, x) : x ∈ S} yields an equivalence relation on S where T ′ is an equivalence
class [CGS78]. Primitivity of Π then follows from minimality of T .
Choose B ∈ P2 such that T is a connected component of GB. Note that for g ∈ K
and (u, v) ∈ S(2), the edge (u, v) is in GB iff (gu, gv) is in GB. So for g ∈ K, the
set gT is a connected component of GB. It follows that T is a set of imprimitivity
of K, i.e., gT ∩ T = ∅ or gT = T for all g ∈ K.
Consider k ∈ [m] and x, y ∈ T (k) in the same block of Pk|T (k) ∈ Π‖T . There exists
g ∈ K sending x to y. As T is a set of imprimitivity of K, we have gT = T and
hence g ∈ K ′. So Π‖T is the orbitm-scheme on T associated with K ′.
Antisymmetric homogeneous orbit m-schemes for m ≥ 3. As an application,
we prove that for m ≥ 3, an antisymmetric homogeneous orbit m-scheme Π on a
finite set S where |S| > 1 always has a matching. In particular, it is not strongly
antisymmetric by Lemma 2.10. The same claim form ≥ 4 was proved in [IKS09].
Note that strongly antisymmetric homogeneous orbit m-schemes on sets S where
|S| > 1 do exist form = 1 andm = 2 (see Section 2.5).
We need the following result from finite group theory.
Lemma 6.19. Let G be a primitive solvable permutation group on a finite set S.
The set S can be identified with a finite dimensional vector space V over a finite
field F such that G acts on it as a subgroup of the general affine group
AGL(V ) = {φg,u : g ∈ GL(V ), u ∈ V },
where φg,u sends x ∈ V to gx+ u. Moreover, the group G contains the translation
φe,u : x 7→ x+ u for all u ∈ V .
See [Sup76, Section I.4] for its proof. We have
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Theorem 6.6. Let Π = {P1, . . . , Pm} be an antisymmetric homogeneous orbit m-
scheme on a finite set S associated with a group K ⊆ Sym(S), where m ≥ 3 and
|S| > 1. Then Π has a matching.
Proof. Wemay assumem = 3. Assume to the contrary that Π has no matching. Let
T be a minimal subset of S such that T is a connected component of GB for some
B ∈ P2. Let K ′ be the image of the permutation representation K{T} → Sym(T ).
By Lemma 6.16 and Lemma 6.18, the m-scheme Π‖T is the orbit m-scheme on
T associated with K ′ which is antisymmetric, homogeneous, primitive and has no
matching. By replacing Π with Π‖T , S with T , and K with K ′, we may assume Π
is primitive. Then K is a primitive permutation group on S by Lemma 6.17. Also
note that |K| is odd by Lemma 2.16. It follows by the Odd Order Theorem [FT63]
that K is solvable. We conclude that K is a primitive solvable permutation group
on S of odd order.
By Lemma 6.19, we can identify S with a finite dimensional vector space V over a
finite field F , and K with a subgroup of AGL(V ) acting on V that contains all the
translations φe,u, u ∈ V . Moreover, we have char(F ) 6= 2 since |K| is odd.
Choose v ∈ V − {0}. Let x = (0, v, 2v) ∈ S(3), y = pi33(x) = (0, v) ∈ S(2) and
z = pi31(x) = (v, 2v) ∈ S(2). Let B = Kx ∈ P3, B′ = pi33(B) = Ky ∈ P2 and
B′′ = pi31(B) = Kz ∈ P2. We claim that B together with the maps pi33|B : B → B′,
pi31|B : B → B′′ is a matching of Π, which contradicts the assumption. To see this,
note that the translation φe,v : x 7→ x+ v is inK and sends y to z. So B′ = B′′. We
also need to prove |B| = |B′|. By the orbit-stabilizer stabilizer theorem, it suffices
to show Kx = Ky, which holds since 2v lies on the affine line spanned by 0 and v,
and K acts affine linearly on V . The claim follows.
Remark. The first half of our proof basically follows [IKS09] which reduces to the
case that K is primitive solvable. In [IKS09], the proof is completed by a result of
Seress [Ser96] that bounds the minimal base size of primitive solvable permutation
groups of odd order. This result allows them to prove the theorem for m ≥ 4.
We substitute it with the more elementary fact in Lemma 6.19, and use the above
argument to prove the theorem form ≥ 3.
6.7 Direct products and wreath products
We describe two more techniques of constructing new P-schemes (resp. m-
schemes) from old ones, namely the direct product and the wreath product. They
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extend the direct product and the wreath product of association schemes (see, e.g.,
[SS98]). As an application, we show that either the schemes conjecture (Conjec-
ture 6.1) is true, or there exist infinitely many counterexamples.
Direct products. Suppose P and P ′ are subgroup systems over finite groups G
and G′ respectively. Define
P × P ′ := {H ×H ′ : H ∈ P , H ′ ∈ P ′}
which is a subgroup system over G × G′. For H ∈ P and H ′ ∈ P ′, we have a
bijection
φH,H′ : H\G×H ′\G′ → (H ×H ′)\(G×G′)
sending (Hg,H ′g′) to (H ×H ′)(g, g′) for g ∈ G and g′ ∈ G′. Then we define the
direct product of a P-collection and a P ′-collection as follows.
Definition 6.9. For a P-collection C = {CH : H ∈ P} and a P ′-collection
C ′ = {C ′H : H ∈ P ′}, define the (P ×P ′)-collection C ×C ′ = {C ′′H×H′ : H ×H ′ ∈
P × P ′} by
C ′′H×H′ = {φH,H′(B ×B′) : B ∈ CH , B′ ∈ C ′H′},
called the direct product of C and C ′.
We have
Lemma 6.20. The direct product C × C ′ is a (P × P ′)-scheme if C is a P-scheme
and C ′ is a P ′-scheme. Moreover, if C and C ′ are antisymmetric (resp. strongly
antisymmetric), so is C × C ′.
Proof. Write piH,H′ (resp. pi′H,H′ , pi′′H,H′) for a projection between coset spaces of
subgroups in G (resp. G′, G × G′). Similarly write cH,g (resp. c′H,g, c′′H,g) for
a conjugation between coset spaces of subgroups in G (resp. G′, G × G′). For
H = H1 ×H2, H ′ = H ′1 ×H ′2 ∈ P × P ′ satisfying H ⊆ H ′, we have H1 ⊆ H ′1,
H2 ⊆ H ′2 and
pi′′H1×H2,H′1×H′2 ◦ φH1,H2(x, y) = φH′1,H′2(piH1,H′1(x), pi
′
H2,H′2
(y))
for all x ∈ H1\G and y ∈ H2\G′. Similarly, for H1 ×H2 ∈ P × P ′ and (g, g′) ∈
G×G′, we have
c′′H1×H2,(g,g′) ◦ φH1,H2(x, y) = φgH1g−1,g′H2g′−1(cH1,g(x), c′H2,g′(y))
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for all x ∈ H1\G and y ∈ H2\G′. The various properties of C × C ′ (compatibility,
regularity, invariance, antisymmetry, and strong antisymmetry) then follow from
those of C and C ′ in a straightforward manner.
Similarly, we define the direct product ofm-schemes:
Definition 6.10. Let Π = {P1, . . . , Pm} and Π′ = {P ′1, . . . , P ′m} be m-schemes
on finite sets S and S ′ respectively, where m ∈ N+. Define the m-collection
Π×Π′ = {P ′′1 , . . . , P ′′m} on S × S ′ in the following way: for k ∈ [m], two elements
z = ((x1, y1), . . . , (xk, yk)), z
′ = ((x′1, y
′
1), . . . , (x
′
k, y
′
k)) ∈ (S × S ′)(k) are in the
same block of P ′′k iff the following conditions are satisfied:
1. For i, j ∈ [k], it holds that xi = xj iff x′i = x′j , and yi = yj iff y′i = y′j .
2. Omit a minimal subset T of coordinates in [k] such that all xi are distinct,
and so are all x′i. Let k′ = k − |T |. Suppose the remaining x-coordinates of
z and z′ are xi1 , . . . , xik′ and x
′
i1
, . . . , x′ik′ respectively. Then (xi1 , . . . , xik′ )
and (x′i1 , . . . , x
′
ik′
) are in the same block of Pk′ .9
3. The previous condition holds with x-coordinates replaced by y-coordinates
and Pk′ replaced by P ′k′ .
We have the following analogue of Lemma 6.20 whose proof is left to the reader.
Lemma 6.21. The m-collection Π × Π′ is an m-scheme on S × S ′. Moreover, if
Π and Π′ are antisymmetric (resp. strongly antisymmetric), so is Π× Π′. And if Π
and Π′ have no matching, neither does Π× Π′.
Remark. The connection between Definition 6.9 and Definition 6.10 is as follows.
Given m ∈ N+, let P (resp. P ′, P ′′) be the system of stabilizers of depth m over
G = Sym(S) (resp. G′ = Sym(S ′), G′′ = Sym(S × S ′)) with respect to the
natural action of G on S (resp. G′ on S ′, G′′ on S × S ′). Let P˜ be the system of
stabilizers of depth m with respect to the product action of G × G′ on S × S ′.10
Then P˜ ⊆ P × P ′.11 So we obtain a P˜-scheme C˜ from C × C ′. Using induction of
9The order of these coordinates does notmatter by invariance ofΠ. Under the previous condition,
the choice of T does not matter either.
10The product action is defined by (g,g
′)
(x, x′) = (gx, g
′
x′) for (g, g′) ∈ G × G′ and (x, x′) ∈
S × S′.
11To see this, note that for a subset U ⊆ S × S′ whose projections to S and S′ are U1 and U2,
respectively, we have (G×G′)U = GU1 ×G′U2 .
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P˜-schemes, we obtain a P ′′-scheme C ′′ (see Definition 6.4). Using the connection
betweenm-schemes andP-schemes (see Theorem 2.1), we see that the construction
of C ′′ from C and C ′ corresponds to a construction of anm-scheme on S × S ′ from
those on S and S ′. This is exactly Definition 6.10.
It is obvious that the direct product also preserves homogeneity and discreteness.
By taking iterated direct products, we can construct infinitely many antisymmetric
homogeneous m-schemes with no matching if there exists a single one. As an
application, we know that either the schemes conjecture (Conjecture 6.1) is true, or
there exist infinitely many counterexamples.12
Corollary 6.6. For any m ∈ N+, there exist either infinitely many antisymmetric
homogeneousm-schemes with no matching or none.
Wreath products. There exists another operation of P-schemes and m-schemes
called the wreath product. While this operation is interesting on its own, we do not
need it anywhere else in this thesis, except that it provides an alternative proof of
Corollary 6.6. For this reason, we only give the definitions as well as the statements,
and leave the proofs to the reader.
We first define the wreath product of groups.
Definition 6.11. Let G and G′ be groups and let Ω be a G′-set. Let GΩ be the
group consisting of all the functions f : Ω → G. Its group operation is defined by
(ff ′)(x) = f(x)f ′(x). Define the wreath product G oG′ as the group consisting of
all the pairs (f, g) ∈ GΩ ×G′, with its group operation defined by
(f, g)(f ′, g′) = (f · gf ′, gg′)
for (f, g), (f ′, g′) ∈ G o G′, where gf ′ : Ω → G sends x ∈ Ω to f ′(g−1x). In other
words, the groupG oG′ is the semidirect productGoϕG′ where ϕ : G′ → Aut(GΩ)
sends g ∈ G′ to the automorphism f 7→ gf of GΩ. For convenience, we identify GΩ
and G′ with subgroups of G oG′ and write (f, g) ∈ G oG′ as fg.
Use the following notations: let G and G′ be finite groups and let Ω be a finite
G′-set. For a family H = {Hx : x ∈ Ω} of subgroups of G indexed by Ω and a
subgroup H ′ of G′ satisfying the following condition:
Hx = G for all x ∈ Ω not fixed by G′, (6.1)
12This claim also holds for the variant of the schemes conjecture (Conjecture 6.2) for the same
reason.
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writeH oH ′ for the subset
{fg : f(x) ∈ Hx for all x ∈ Ω, g ∈ H ′}
of G o G, which is a subgroup of G o G by (6.1). Suppose P and P ′ are subgroup
systems over finite groups G and G′ respectively. Define P o P ′ to be the poset of
subgroups ofGoG′ consisting of the subgroupsHoH ′ for allH = {Hx ∈ P : x ∈ Ω}
and H ′ ∈ P ′ satisfying (6.1). Then P o P ′ is a subgroup system over G oG′.
ForH = {Hx ∈ P : x ∈ Ω} and H ′ ∈ P ′ satisfying (6.1), we have a bijection
φH,H′ :
(∏
x∈Ω
Hx\G
)
×H ′\G′ → (H oH ′)\(G oG′)
defined as follows: for f ∈∏x∈ΩHx\Gwhose x-factor is fx ∈ Hx\G, pick gx ∈ G
such that fx = Hxgx. Then define f ′ : Ω → G sending x ∈ Ω to gx. Define φH,H′
such that it sends (f,Hg′) to (H oH ′)f ′g′ for g′ ∈ G′. It can be shown that φH,H′
is a well defined bijection. Finally, we define the wreath product of a P-collection
and a P ′-collection as follows.
Definition 6.12. For a P-collection C = {CH : H ∈ P} and a P ′-collection
C ′ = {C ′H : H ∈ P ′}, define the (PoP ′)-collection CoC ′ = {C ′′HoH′ : HoH ′ ∈ PoP ′}
by
C ′′HoH′ =
{
φH,H′
((∏
x∈Ω
Bx
)
×B′
)
: Bx ∈ CHx for x ∈ Ω, B′ ∈ C ′H′
}
,
whereH = {Hx : x ∈ Ω}. We call C o C ′ the wreath product of C and C ′.
We have
Lemma 6.22. The wreath product C o C ′ is a (P o P ′)-scheme if C is a P-scheme
and C ′ is a P ′-scheme. Moreover, if C and C ′ are antisymmetric (resp. strongly
antisymmetric), then so is C o C ′.
Similarly, we define the wreath product ofm-schemes:
Definition 6.13. Let Π = {P1, . . . , Pm} and Π′ = {P ′1, . . . , P ′m} be m-schemes
on finite sets S and S ′ respectively, where m ∈ N+. Define the m-collection
Π o Π′ = {P ′′1 , . . . , P ′′m} on S × S ′ in the following way: for k ∈ [m], two elements
z = ((x1, y1), . . . , (xk, yk)), z
′ = ((x′1, y
′
1), . . . , (x
′
k, y
′
k)) ∈ (S × S ′)(k) are in the
same block of P ′′k iff the following conditions are satisfied:
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1. For i, j ∈ [k], it holds that yi = yj iff y′i = y′j .
2. For i ∈ [k], let Ti be set of indices j ∈ [k] satisfying yi = yj . Suppose
Ti = {i1, . . . , i`}, ordered in an arbitrary way. Then (xi1 , . . . , xi`) and
(x′i1 , . . . , x
′
i`
) are in the same block of P`.
3. Omit a minimal subset T of coordinates in [k] such that all yi are distinct. Let
k′ = k−|T |. Suppose the remaining y-coordinates of z and z′ are yi1 , . . . , yik′
and y′i1 , . . . , y
′
ik′
respectively. Then (yi1 , . . . , yik′ ) and (y
′
i1
, . . . , y′ik′ ) are in the
same block of P ′k′ .
We have the following analogue of Lemma 6.22.
Lemma 6.23. The m-collection Π o Π′ is an m-scheme on S × S ′. Moreover, if Π
and Π′ are antisymmetric (resp. strongly antisymmetric), then so is Π oΠ′. And if Π
and Π′ have no matching, then neither does Π o Π′.
Remark. The connection between Definition 6.12 and Definition 6.13 is as follows.
Given m ∈ N+, let P (resp. P ′, P ′′) be the system of stabilizers of depth m over
G = Sym(S) (resp. G′ = Sym(S ′),G′′ = Sym(S×S ′)) with respect to the natural
action ofG on S (resp. G′ on S ′,G′′ on S×S ′). Let P˜ be the system of stabilizers of
depthmwith respect to the imprimitive wreath product action ofG oG′ on S×S ′.13
Then P˜ ⊆ P o P ′.14 So we obtain a P˜-scheme C˜ from C o C ′. Using induction of
P˜-schemes, we obtain a P ′′-scheme C ′′ (see Definition 6.4). Using the connection
betweenm-schemes andP-schemes (see Theorem 2.1), we see that the construction
of C ′′ from C and C ′ corresponds to a construction of anm-scheme on S × S ′ from
those on S and S ′. This is exactly Definition 6.13.
13The imprimitive wreath product action is defined by (f,g)(x, x′) = (f(
gx′)x,
g
x′) for (f, g) ∈
G oG′ and (x, x′) ∈ S × S′.
14To see this, consider a subset U ⊆ S × S′. For x′ ∈ S′, let Ux′ = {x ∈ S : (x, x′) ∈ S′}
and Hx′ = GUx′ . Let H = {Hx′ : x′ ∈ S′} and let U ′ be the projection of U to S′. Then
(G o G′)U = H oG′U ′ . Moreover, if x′ ∈ S′ is not fixed by G′U ′ , then x′ 6∈ U ′ and hence Ux′ = ∅,
which implies Hx′ = G.
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C h a p t e r 7
SYMMETRIC GROUPS AND LINEAR GROUPS
Let G be a finite permutation group. Motivated by the P-scheme algorithms
developed in Chapter 3 and Chapter 5, we are interested in the problem of bounding
the integer d(G), introduced in Definition 2.8.
In this chapter, we study this problem for symmetric groups and linear groups with
various special group actions.
Symmetric groups. For convenience, we introduce the following notation:
Definition 7.1. For n ∈ N+, define dSym(n) := d(G), where G is the symmetric
group Sym(S) acting naturally on a finite set S of cardinality n.1
Note that dSym(n) is nondecreasing in n by Corollary 6.4. The best known general
upper bound for dSym(n) is
dSym(n) ≤
(
2
log 12
)
log n+O(1),
proven in [Gua09; Aro13] in different notations, based on the work of [Evd94;
IKS09]. In Section 7.1, we review this result and interpret it as a result about
P-schemes.
In Section 7.3, we study the more general action of Sym(S) on the set of k-subsets
of S, where 1 ≤ k ≤ |S|, and that on (an orbit of) the set of partitions of S. These
actions are called the standard action of symmetric groups, and play an important
role in the study of minimal base sizes of primitive permutation groups (see, e.g.,
[LS99]). Our results for these group actions will be used in Chapter 8.
Linear groups. Let V be a vector space of dimension n ∈ N+ over a finite
field Fq. We have the general linear group GL(V ) consisting of all the invertible
linear transformations of V over Fq. It is a subgroup of the general semilinear
group ΓL(V ), which consists of all the invertible semilinear transformations of
V . Here we say a map φ : V → V is a semilinear transformation of V if
1Clearly dSym(n) only depends on n but not on S.
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φ(x + y) = φ(x) + φ(y) and φ(cx) = τφ(c)φ(x) hold for all x, y ∈ V and c ∈ Fq,
where τφ is an automorphism of the field Fq. We have the natural action of GL(V )
and that of ΓL(V ) on V − {0}, defined in the obvious way.
Denote by PV the projective space associated with V , i.e., PV is the set of equiv-
alence classes of V − {0} where x, y ∈ V − {0} are equivalent iff x = cy for
some c ∈ F×q . Define the projective linear group PGL(V ) := GL(V )/F×q and the
projective semilinear group PΓL(V ) := ΓL(V )/F×q , where F×q is identified with
the subgroup of the scalar linear transformations of GL(V ) (resp. ΓL(V )) so that
c ∈ F×q sends x ∈ V to cx. The natural action of GL(V ) (resp. ΓL(V )) on V −{0}
induces an action of PGL(V ) (resp. PΓL(V )) on PV , called the natural action of
PGL(V ) (resp. PΓL(V )) on PV . Finally, when V = Fnq , we also use the notations
GLn(q), ΓLn(q), PGLn(q), and PΓLn(q).
We call the above groups GL(V ), ΓL(V ), PGL(V ), and PΓL(V ) linear groups.
In Section 7.4, we investigate d(G) for the natural action of a linear group G. For
convenience, we introduce the following notations:
Definition 7.2. Let V be a vector space of dimension n ∈ N+ over a finite field
Fq. Define dGL(n, q) := d(G), where G is the permutation group GL(V ) acting
naturally on V − {0}. Similarly define dΓL(n, q), dPGL(n, q), and dPΓL(n, q) by
choosingG to be the permutation group ΓL(V ), PGL(V ), PΓL(V ) acting naturally
on V − {0}, PV , PV , respectively.2
We show that the problems of bounding dGL(n, q) dΓL(n, q), dPGL(n, q), and
dPΓL(n, q) are all equivalent: an upper bound f(n, q) for any one of them im-
plies an upper bound f(n, q) +O(1) for the others. So it suffices to investigate just
one of them.
Finally, we prove a bound
dGL(n, q) ≤
(
log q
log q + (log 12)/4
)
n+O(1),
slightly improving the trivial bounds.
Self-reduction. The results in Section 7.3 and Section 7.4 require a technique
called self-reduction of discreteness, which we introduce in Section 7.2. It reduces
discreteness of a strongly antisymmetric P-scheme to discreteness of its restrictions
2Clearly these definitions only depend on n and q but not on V .
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to stabilizer subgroups. In many cases, such a reduction greatly simplifies the
problem. Our results in Chapter 8 also rely heavily on this technique.
7.1 The natural action of a symmetric group
We introduce the following notations aboutm-schemes:
Definition 7.3. For n ∈ N+, letm(n) (resp. m′(n)) be the smallest positive integer
such that any non-discrete antisymmetric m(n)-scheme (resp. m′(n)-scheme) on
[n] has a matching (resp. is not strongly antisymmetric).
It is easy to see that m(n) and m′(n) are nondecreasing in n. We also have
dSym(n) ≤ m′(n) ≤ m(n) by Lemma 2.7 and Lemma 2.10.
It was proven [Gua09] and independently in [Aro13] that m(n) ≤
(
2
log 12
)
log n +
O(1). We review the proof of this bound, starting from the following lemma:
Lemma 7.1. Let Π = {P1, . . . , Pm} be an antisymmetric m-scheme on a finite set
S where m ≥ 3. Suppose B ∈ P1 satisfies |B| ≥ 3. Let x be an element of B so
that Π|x = {P ′1, . . . , P ′m−1} is an (m− 1)-scheme on S − {x} (see Definition 6.3).
Then at least one of the two conditions is satisfied.
1. There exists B′ ∈ P ′1 contained in B satisfying |B′| ≤ (|B| − 1)/4.
2. There exist distinct elements y, z ∈ B−{x} such that for the (m−2)-scheme
Π|x,y = {P ′′1 , . . . , P ′′m−2} on S − {x, y}, the block B′′ of P ′′1 containing z
satisfies |B′′| ≤ (|B| + 1)/12. Furthermore, (x, y), (y, z), and (z, x) are in
the same block of P2.
Proof. By replacing Π with Π‖B, we may assume Π is homogeneous and S = B.
By antisymmetry, we know |P2| is even. If |P2| ≥ 4, there exists B1 ∈ P2 of
cardinality at most |B|(|B| − 1)/4. Let B′ := {y ∈ B : (x, y) ∈ B1}. Then B′ is a
block of P ′1 by definition, and its cardinality is |B1|/|B| ≤ (|B|−1)/4 by regularity
of Π. And the first condition is met.
So assume |P2| = 2. Then P2 contains two blocksB1 andB2 of the same cardinality
|B|(|B| − 1)/2. Choose y ∈ B − {x} such that (x, y) ∈ B1. Such an element
y exists by regularity and homogeneity of Π. By Lemma 2.11 and Lemma 2.12,
we have an antisymmetric association scheme P (Π) = P2 ∪ {1B} that has three
blocks. By Lemma 2.20, the number of elements z ∈ B − {x, y} satisfying
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(y, z), (z, x) ∈ B1 is precisely (|B| + 1)/4 > 0. The cardinality of the set T :=
{(a, b, c) : (a, b), (b, c), (c, a) ∈ B1} is then |B1|·(|B|+1)/4. Choose z ∈ B−{x, y}
such that (x, y, z) ∈ T . Let B′1, B′2, and B′3 be the blocks of P3 containing (x, y, z),
(y, z, x) and (z, x, y) respectively, which are all subsets of T . They have the
same cardinality by invariance of Π, and are distinct by antisymmetry of Π. So
|B′1| ≤ |T |/3 = |B1| · (|B| + 1)/12. By regularity of Π, the cardinality of the set
{u ∈ S − {x, y} : (x, y, u) ∈ B′1} is |B′1|/|B1| ≤ (|B| + 1)/12, and this set is
exactly the block B′′ of P ′′1 containing z by definition. So the second condition is
satisfied.
Lemma 7.1 implies the following recursive relation:
Lemma 7.2. For n ≥ 3,
m(n) ≤ max
{
m
(
n− 1
4
)
+ 1,m
(
n+ 1
12
)
+ 2
}
.
The inequality also holds form′(·) in replaced ofm(·).
Proof. Let Π = {P1, . . . , Pm} be a non-discrete antisymmetric m-scheme on a
finite set S of cardinality n, wherem ≥ 3. Also assume
m ≥ max
{
m
(
n− 1
4
)
+ 1,m
(
n+ 1
12
)
+ 2
}
.
We want to show that Π has a matching.
Choose B ∈ P1 such that |B| > 1. Let x be an element of B and suppose
Π|x = {P ′1, . . . , P ′m−1}. Then Π|x is an antisymmetric (m−1)-scheme on S−{x}.
Note that Π‖B is a homogeneous antisymmetric m-scheme on B by Lemma 6.14,
which implies |B| ≥ 3. Then either of the two conditions in Lemma 7.1 is satisfied.
If the first condition is satisfied, there exists B′ ∈ P ′1 contained in B satisfying
|B′| ≤ (|B| − 1)/4 ≤ (n − 1)/4. If |B′| > 1, we see (Π|x)‖B′ is a non-discrete
antisymmetric (m − 1)-scheme on B′. It has a matching since m − 1 ≥ m((n −
1)/4) ≥ m(|B′|). So Π also has a matching by Lemma 6.3 and Lemma 6.14. On
the other hand, if |B′| = 1, we let y be the unique element in B′ and let B1 be the
block of P2 containing (x, y). Note that |B′| = |B1|/|B|, which implies |B1| = |B|.
As x, y ∈ B, we have pi21(B1) = pi22(B1) = B. Then B1 is a matching of Π.
Next assume the second condition is satisfied. So there exist distinct elements y, z ∈
B−{x} such that for the (m−2)-schemeΠ|x,y = {P ′′1 , . . . , P ′′m−2} onS−{x, y}, the
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cardinality of the blockB′′ of P ′′1 containing z is at most (|B|+1)/12 ≤ (n+1)/12.
Furthermore, (x, y), (y, z), and (z, x) are in the same block B0 of P2. If |B′′| > 1,
we see (Π|x,y)‖B′′ is a non-discrete antisymmetric (m − 2)-scheme on B′′. It has
a matching since m − 2 ≥ m((n + 1)/12) ≥ m(|B′′|). So Π also has a matching
by Lemma 6.3 and Lemma 6.14. On the other hand, if |B′′| = 1, we let B′0
be the block of P3 containing (x, y, z). We have pi31(B′0) = pi33(B′0) = B0 since
(x, y), (y, z) ∈ B0. Also note that |B′′| = |B′0|/|B0|, which implies |B0| = |B′0|.
So B′0 is a matching of Π.
This proves the inequality for m(·). The proof for m′(·) is similar, and we leave it
to the reader.
Theorem 7.1 ([Gua09; Aro13]). For all n ∈ N+,
m(n) ≤
(
2
log 12
)
log n+O(1).
More generally, an antisymmetric m-scheme Π = {P1, . . . , Pm} on a finite set S
always has a matching if P1 has a block B of cardinality k > 1 andm ≥ m(k). In
particular it holds for sufficiently largem =
(
2
log 12
)
log k +O(1).
Proof. Notem(1) = 1 andm(2) = 2. The first claim then follows from Lemma 7.2
and a simple induction. The second claim follows by considering Π‖B and applying
Lemma 6.14.
Theorem 7.1 implies a bound for dSym(n), and also a bound for d(G) by Corol-
lary 6.3, where G is an arbitrary permutation group on a set of cardinality n:
Corollary 7.1. Let G be a permutation group on a set of cardinality n ∈ N+. Then
d(G) ≤ dSym(n) ≤
(
2
log 12
)
log n+O(1).
We conclude this section with the following technical lemma, which is used later in
the proof of Theorem 7.5.
Lemma 7.3. Let G be a permutation group on a finite set S, and let P be the
corresponding system of stabilizers of depthm where 1 ≤ m ≤ |S|. Let C = {CH :
H ∈ P} be a strongly antisymmetric P-scheme. Suppose C is non-discrete on Gx
for some x ∈ S. Then there exists (x1, . . . , xm) ∈ S(m) such that CGx1,...,xm has a
block of cardinality at least 2(
log 12
4 )m2−O(m).
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Proof. Let P ′ be the system of stabilizers of depth m with respect to the natural
action of G′ := Sym(S) on S. Let C ′ = {C ′H : H ∈ P} be the induction of C
to P ′ (see Definition 6.4), which is strongly antisymmetric by Lemma 6.1 and is
non-discrete on G′x for x ∈ S in the lemma since C is non-discrete on Gx. Assume
the lemma holds for Sym(S), P ′, and an m-tuple (y1, . . . , ym) ∈ S(m), i.e., there
exists B′ ∈ C ′G′y1,...,ym of cardinality at least 2
( log 124 )m2−O(m). By Definition 6.4, we
know B′ is of the form φG′y1,...,ym ,g(B), where g ∈ G′, φG′y1,...,ym ,g is an injection
from (G ∩ gG′y1,...,ymg−1)\G to G′y1,...,ym\G′, and B is a block of CG∩gG′y1,...,ymg−1 .
Let xi = gyi for i ∈ [m]. Then G∩ gG′y1,...,ymg−1 = Gx1,...,xm . So (x1, . . . , xm) and
B ∈ CGx1,...,xm satisfy the condition in the lemma.
Thus we may assume G = Sym(S) and it acts naturally on S. By Lemma 2.12, it
suffices to show that for any non-discrete strongly antisymmetric m-scheme Π =
{P1, . . . , Pm} on S, the partitionPm has a block of cardinality at least 2(
log 12
4 )m2−cm,
where c = O(1). We prove this claim by induction on m. The case m = 1 is
trivial. For m > 1, assume the claim for m′ < m. Let B0 be a block of P1 of
cardinality k > 1. By Theorem 7.1, we have m ≤
(
2
log 12
)
log k + c′ for some
c′ = O(1), or equivalently k ≥ 2 log 122 (m−c′). Choose x ∈ B0 and consider the
(m− 1)-scheme Π-scheme Π′ := Π|x = {P ′1, . . . , P ′m−1} on S−{x}. It is strongly
antisymmetric by Lemma 6.3. Let B1 be a block of P ′1 contained in B0, which
exists by compatibility of Π and the fact k > 1. If |B1| = 1, we have seen in
the proof of Lemma 7.2 that Π has matching, contradicting the assumption that
Π is strongly antisymmetric. So |B1| > 1. By Lemma 6.14, the homogeneous
(m− 1)-scheme Π′‖B1 = {P ′′1 , . . . , P ′′m−1} onB1 is strongly antisymmetric. By the
induction hypothesis, the partition P ′′m−1 has a block B′ ⊆ B(m−1)1 of cardinality at
least 2(
log 12
4 )(m−1)2−c(m−1). And B′ is also a block of P ′m−1 ∈ Π′ by definition and
compatibility of Π′. Then Pm ∈ Π has a block B containing (x, x1, . . . , xm−1) for
all (x1, . . . , xm−1) ∈ B′. By regularity of Π, we have
|B| = |B0||B′| ≥ 2
log 12
2
(m−c′) · 2( log 124 )(m−1)2−c(m−1) ≥ 2( log 124 )m2−cm
for sufficiently large c = O(1).
7.2 Self-reduction of discreteness
In this section, we prove a “self-reduction” lemma, which states that discreteness of
a strongly antisymmetric P-scheme is implied by discreteness of its restrictions to
stabilizer subgroups.
We need the following technical lemma.
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Lemma 7.4. Suppose G is a finite group, P is a subgroup system over G, and
C = {CH : H ∈ P} is a P-scheme. Suppose H0, H1, H2 are subgroups in P such
that H0 ⊆ H1 ∩H2 and C|H1 , C|H2 are both discrete on H0. For i = 0, 1, 2, let Bi
be the block of CHi containingHie ∈ Hi\G. Then (piH0,H2)|B0 ◦ (piH0,H1|B0)−1 is a
well-defined bijection from B1 to B2 sending H1e ∈ H1\G to H2e ∈ H2\G.
Proof. Note that piH0,H1 |B0 is a surjective map from B0 to B1 sending H0e to
H1e, and piH0,H2|B0 is a surjective map from B0 to B2 sending H0e to H2e. So
it suffices to prove that these two maps are injective. The set B0 ∩ (H0\H1)
contains H0e and is a block of CH0|H1 ∈ C|H1 by the definition of restriction
(Definition 6.2). By discreteness of C|H1 onH0, this set is just the singleton {H0e}.
On the other hand, the set H0\H1 ⊆ H0\G is precisely the preimage of H1e
under piH0,H1 : H0\G → H1\G. So B0 ∩ (H0\H1) is the preimage of H1e under
piH0,H1|B0 : B0 → B1. By regularity of C, the map piH0,H1|B0 is injective. Similarly
piH0,H2|B0 is also injective.
The bijection in Lemma 7.4 can be used to separate elements in a strongly antisym-
metric P-scheme:
Lemma 7.5. Let G be a finite group acting on a finite set S, and let x ∈ S. Let P
be a subgroup system over G such that Gx ∈ P , and let C = {CH : H ∈ P} be
a P-scheme. Suppose y = gx and z = g′x in S satisfy (1) Gy, Gz, Gy,z ∈ P and
(2) C|Gy and C|Gz are both discrete on Gy,z. Then there exists a bijection between
blocks of CGx sending Gxg−1 to Gxg′−1 that can be written as a composition of
conjugations, projections and their inverses between blocks of CGx , CGy , CGz and
CGy,z . In particular, if C is strongly antisymmetric, then Gxg−1 and Gxg′−1 are in
different blocks of CGx .
Proof. LetB0 (resp. B1,B2) be the block ofCGy,z (resp. CGy ,CGz ) containingGy,ze
(resp. Gye,Gze). By Lemma 7.4, the map piGy,z ,Gz |B0 ◦(piGy,z ,Gy |B0)−1 is a bijection
from B1 to B2 sending Gye to Gze. Let B′1 and B′2 be the blocks of CGx containing
Gxg
−1 and Gxg′−1 respectively. We have the conjugations cGx,g|B′1 : B′1 → B1
sending Gxg−1 to Gye and cGz ,g′−1|B2 : B2 → B′2 sending Gze to Gxg′−1. Then the
map
cGz ,g′−1|B2 ◦ piGy,z ,Gz |B0 ◦ (piGy,z ,Gy |B0)−1 ◦ cGx,g|B′1
is a bijection from B′1 to B′2 sending Gxg−1 to Gxg′−1.
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This provides a way of proving discreteness of a strongly antisymmetric P-scheme
using discreteness of its restrictions to stabilizers. For example, if C is strongly
antisymmetric and the conditions in Lemma 7.5 hold for all pairs (y, z) ∈ Gx×Gx,
then C is discrete on Gx. In fact, we only need to verify the conditions for a subset
of pairs that form a connected graph:
Lemma 7.6 (self-reduction lemma). Let G be a finite group acting on a finite set
S, and let x ∈ S. Let P be a subgroup system over G such that Gx ∈ P , and let
C = {CH : H ∈ P} be a strongly antisymmetric P-scheme. Suppose R is a subset
of S × S satisfying the following conditions:
1. For all (y, z) ∈ R, it holds that (1) Gy, Gz, Gy,z ∈ P and (2) C|Gy and C|Gz
are both discrete on Gy,z.
2. Let GR be the undirected graph on S such that {y, z} is an edge iff (y, z) ∈ R
or (z, y) ∈ R. Then Gx is contained in a connected component of GR (in
particular, this condition is satisfied if GR is connected).
Then C is discrete on Gx.
Proof. For y ∈ S, denote by By the block of CGy containing Gye ∈ Gy\G. For
(y, z) ∈ S × S, write y ∼ z if there exists a bijection τ : By → Bz sending Gye to
Gze such that τ is a composition of maps of the form piH,H′|B or (piH,H′|B)−1 (where
H,H ∈ P and B is block of CH). Then ∼ is an equivalence relation on S. By the
first condition and Lemma 7.4, we have y ∼ z for all (y, z) ∈ R. And by the second
condition, we have y ∼ z for all (y, z) ∈ Gx×Gx.
Consider any g, g′ ∈ G and let y = gx, z = g′x ∈ Gx. Let τ : By → Bz be a
bijection sendingGye toGze as above. LetB andB′ be the blocks ofCGx containing
Gxg
−1 and Gxg′−1 respectively. We have the conjugations cGx,g|B : B → By
sending Gxg−1 to Gye and cGz ,g′−1|Bz : Bz → B′ sending Gze to Gxg′−1. Then the
map
cGz ,g′−1 |Bz ◦ τ ◦ cGx,g|B
is a bijection from B to B′ sending Gxg−1 to Gxg′−1. In particular, if Gxg−1 6=
Gxg
′−1, then B 6= B′ by strong antisymmetry of C. As g, g′ ∈ G are arbitrary, we
know C is discrete on Gx.
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7.3 The actions of symmetric groups on k-subsets or partitions
Let S be a finite set of cardinality n, and let G = Sym(S). For k ∈ [n], the natural
action of G on S induces a (transitive) action of G on the set of k-subsets (i.e.,
subsets of cardinality k) of S. Similarly, it induces an action of G on (an orbit of)
the set of partitions P of S, given by gP := {gB : B ∈ P}.
In these cases, we expect to have a bound d(G) = O(log n) as we have in Section 7.1.
Let S ′ be the underlying set on which G acts. The naive approach is to embed G
in Sym(S ′) and apply Corollary 7.1. In general, however, the cardinality of S ′
is much larger than n. For example, we have |S ′| = (n
k
)
for the action of G
on the set of k-subsets of S, and hence Corollary 7.1 only implies the bound
d(G) = O(log |S ′|) = O(k log n). The same problem exists for the action of G on
an orbit of the set of partitions of S, in which case |S ′| is the number of partitions
of S into subsets with prescribed cardinalities.
In this section, we extend the result in Section 7.1 and show that in the above cases,
we have d(G) ≤ dSym(n)+O(1) = O(log n). In fact, we provemore general criteria
for a subgroup systemP overG (or more generally, over a subgroupH ⊆ G) to have
the property that all strongly antisymmetric P-schemes are discrete on all x ∈ S ′.3
It is possible to design a subgroup system P of complexity |S ′|O(1)nO(logn) that
satisfies these criteria. An algorithm of constructing the corresponding collection
of number fields will be given in Chapter 8.
The action of Sym(S) on the set of k-subsets of S. Suppose S is a finite set of
cardinality n and consider the action of G = Sym(S) on the set S ′ of k-subsets of
S. We say two elements x, y ∈ S ′ are adjacent if there exists g ∈ G sending x to
y and g is a transposition (i.e. 2-cycle) on S. The following technical lemma is
needed:
Lemma 7.7. For all adjacent x, y ∈ S and z ∈ Gxy adjacent to y, it holds that
|Gx,yz| ≤ n.
Proof. Choose h ∈ Gx that sends y to z. As x and y are adjacent, we know x = hx
and z = hy are also adjacent. Let u = x ∩ y (as the intersection of two k-subsets).
As x and y are adjacent, there exist distinct elements a, b ∈ S such that x = u∪{a}
and y = u ∪ {b}. Then Gx,y fixes u setwisely as well as a, b. If b 6∈ z, we have
3To derive d(G) ≤ dSym(n) + O(1), we only need the case H = G. The more general setting
H ⊆ G is needed for applications in Chapter 8.
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z = u∪{c} for some c ∈ S since y and z are adjacent. In this case, asGx,y fixes the
subset u of z of cardinality k − 1 setwisely, we have |Gx,yz| ≤ |S| = n, as desired.
Next assume b ∈ z. Since x and z are adjacent, we have z = (x − {b′}) ∪ {b}
for some b′ ∈ x. As Gx,y fixes x setwisely as well as a, b ∈ S, the elements
in Gx,yz are of the form (x − {b′′}) ∪ {b} where b′′ ∈ x. In this case we have
|Gx,yz| ≤ |x| = k ≤ n.
We state a criterion for a subgroup system P over a subgroup H ⊆ G to have the
property that all strongly antisymmetric P-schemes are discrete on all x ∈ S ′.
Theorem 7.2. LetG, n, and S ′ be as above, and letH be a subgroup ofG. Suppose
P is a subgroup system over H satisfying the following conditions:
1. Hx, Hx,y ∈ P for all x, y ∈ S ′.
2. H{x,y}∪T ∈ P for all x, y, z ∈ S ′ and T ⊆ Hx,yz satisfying |Hx,yz| ≤ n and
1 ≤ |T | ≤ dSym(n).
Then all strongly antisymmetric P-schemes are discrete on Hx for all x ∈ S ′.
Proof. Let C = {CH : H ∈ P} be a strongly antisymmetric P-scheme. We
want to prove that C is discrete on Hx for all x ∈ S ′. As G is generated by
transpositions on S, by Lemma 7.6, we just need to verify for all adjacent x, y ∈ S ′
that (1)Hx, Hy, Hx,y ∈ P , and (2) C|Hx and C|Hy are discrete onHx,y. Fix adjacent
x, y ∈ S ′. Note that (1) follows from the first condition in the theorem.
So it remains to prove that C|Hx is discrete onHx,y (the claim for C|Hy is symmetric).
This is trivial if x = y. So assume x 6= y. we claim that for all z, w ∈ Hxy ⊆
Gxy, there exists a sequence of elements u0, . . . , ut ∈ Gxy such that u0 = z,
ut = w, and ui−1, ui are adjacent for i ∈ [t]. This follows from the fact that
Gx ∼= Sym(x)× Sym(S − x) is generated by transpositions on S. Let P ′ := P|Hx
and C ′ := C|Hx . By Lemma 7.6 and the previous claim, it remains to show that for all
adjacent z, w ∈ Gxy, it holds that (a) (Hx)z, (Hx)w, (Hx)z,w ∈ P ′, or equivalently
Hx,z, Hx,w, Hx,z,w ∈ P , and (b) C ′|(Hx)z and C ′|(Hx)w are discrete on (Hx)z,w. Fix
such z, w ∈ Gxy. Note that z and w are adjacent to x since y is adjacent to x. It
follows from Lemma 7.7 that |Hx,zw| ≤ |Gx,zw| ≤ n. Then (a) follows from the
two conditions in the theorem.
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It remains to show that C ′|(Hx)z is discrete on (Hx)z,w (the claim for C ′|(Hx)w is
symmetric). Let P ′′ := P ′|(Hx)z . By the second condition of the theorem and
the fact |Hx,zw| ≤ n, we have H{x,z}∪T ∈ P ′′ for all T ⊆ Hx,zw satisfying
1 ≤ |T | ≤ dSym(n). This means that P ′′ contains the system of stabilizers of
depth dSym(n) with respect to the action of Hx,z on Hx,zw. By Corollary 6.3 and
the fact |Hx,zw| ≤ n, we see all strongly antisymmetric P ′′-schemes are discrete
on (Hx,z)w = (Hx)z,w. Finally, note that C ′|(Hx)z is strongly antisymmetric by
Lemma 6.3, and hence discrete on (Hx)z,w, as desired.
Choosing H = G in Theorem 7.2, we obtain
Corollary 7.2. d(G) ≤ dSym(n) + 2.
The action of Sym(S) on the set of partitions of S. Suppose S is a finite set of
cardinality n and consider the action of G = Sym(S) on an orbit S ′ of the set of
partitions of S. We prove an analogue of Theorem 7.2 for this case. The following
notations are needed: again, we call two elements x, y ∈ S ′ adjacent if there exists
g ∈ G sending x to y and g is a transposition on S. For x, y, z ∈ S ′, write y ∼x z if
there exists g ∈ Gx sending y to z such that either (1) g is a transposition on S fixing
all the blocks of x setwisely, or (2) x− y 6= x− z, and g exchanges two blocks of x
while fixing the other blocks of x pointwisely.
We also need the following technical lemma:
Lemma 7.8. For all adjacent x, y ∈ S ′ and z ∈ Gxy satisfying y ∼x z, it holds
that |Gx,yz| ≤ 4n.
Proof. We may assume x 6= y. As x and y are adjacent, there exists a transposition
(a b) of S sending x to y where a ∈ B1, b ∈ B2 and B1, B2 are distinct blocks of x.
So we have
y = (x− {B1, B2}) ∪ {(B1 − {a}) ∪ {b}, (B2 − {b}) ∪ {a}}. (7.1)
Fix h ∈ Gx sending y to z such that either (1) h is a transposition on S fixing all
the blocks of x setwisely, or (2) x − z 6= x − y and h exchanges two blocks of x
while fixing the other blocks of x pointwisely. We claim that in either case, h fixes
at least one of B1 and B2 pointwisely. This is obvious in Case (1). And in Case (2),
if h fixes neither B1 nor B2 pointwisely, it exchanges B1 and B2. But then we have
x− y = x− z = {B1, B2}, contradicting the assumption.
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So assume h fixes B1 pointwisely (the other case is symmetric). Consider arbitrary
w = gz ∈ Gx,yz where g ∈ Gx,y. We have
w = gh(a b)x = gh(a b)(gh)
−1
x = (a
′ b′)x,
where a′ = gha and b′ = ghb. So w is determined by the pair (a′, b′).
There are at most n choices of b′ ∈ S. Now consider the number of choices of
a′. Note that a′ = gha = ga since h fixes B1 pointwisely. As {a} ∈ y|B1 , we see
{a′} ∈ gy|gB1 = y|gB1 . As g fixes x and y, it fixes x− y = {B1, B2} setwisely. So
gB1 ∈ {B1, B2}. It follows that {a′} is in y|B1 or y|B2 . By (7.1), we see {a′} equals
{a}, {b}, B1 − {a} or B2 − {b}. So the number of choices of a′ is at most four.
Therefore |Gx,yz| ≤ 4n.
We have following criterion for a subgroup system P over a subgroup H ⊆ G
to have the property that all strongly antisymmetric P-schemes are discrete on all
x ∈ S ′.
Theorem 7.3. LetG, n, and S ′ be as above, and letH be a subgroup ofG. Suppose
P is a subgroup system over H satisfying the following conditions:
1. Hx, Hx,y ∈ P for all x, y ∈ S ′.
2. H{x,y}∪T ∈ P for all x, y, z ∈ S ′ and T ⊆ Hx,yz satisfying |Hx,yz| ≤ 4n and
1 ≤ |T | ≤ dSym(4n).
Then all strongly antisymmetric P-schemes are discrete on Hx for all x ∈ S ′.
Proof. Let C = {CH : H ∈ P} be a strongly antisymmetric P-scheme. We
want to prove that C is discrete on Hx for all x ∈ S ′. As G is generated by
transpositions on S, by Lemma 7.6, we just need to verify for all adjacent x, y ∈ S ′
that (1)Hx, Hy, Hx,y ∈ P , and (2) C|Hx and C|Hy are discrete onHx,y. Fix adjacent
x, y ∈ S ′. Note that (1) follows from the first condition in the theorem. So it
remains to prove that C|Hx is discrete on Hx,y (the claim for C|Hy is symmetric).
This obviously holds if x = y. So assume x 6= y.
We claim that for all z, w ∈ Hxy ⊆ Gxy, there exists a sequence of elements
u0, . . . , ut ∈ Gxy such that u0 = z, ut = w and ui−1 ∼x ui for i ∈ [t]. To see this,
note that we can choose distinct elements u0, . . . , ut such that u0 = z, ut = w, and
for i ∈ [t], ui−1 is sent to ui by some gi ∈ Gx such that gi is in either of the following
two cases:
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1. gi is a transposition on S fixing the blocks of x setwisely, or
2. gi exchanges two blocks of x while fixing the other blocks of x pointwisely.
This is because Gx is generated by such permutations gi. Furthermore, if gi is in
the latter case, we may assume x − ui−1 6= x − ui. To see this, note that ui−1 and
ui are adjacent to x since y is adjacent to x. So there exist transpositions (a b)
and (a′ b′) on S sending x to ui−1 and ui respectively. Choose B1, B2, B′1, B′2 ∈ x
such that a ∈ B1, b ∈ B2, a′ ∈ B′1 and b′ ∈ B′2. Then x − ui−1 = {B1, B2} and
x−ui = {B′1, B′2}. Suppose x−ui−1 = x−ui. Then by exchanging a′ with b′ and
B′1 with B′2 if necessary, we may assume a, a′ ∈ B1 and b, b′ ∈ B2. So we have
ui−1 = x− {B1, B2} ∪ {(B1 − {a}) ∪ {b}, (B2 − {b}) ∪ {a}}
and
ui = x− {B1, B2} ∪ {(B1 − {a′}) ∪ {b′}, (B2 − {b′}) ∪ {a′}}.
If a = a′. Then ui = (b b
′)ui−1 and we may replace gi by (b b′) ∈ Gx which is in the
first case above. Similarly, if b = b′, we may replace gi by (a a′) ∈ Gx. Finally, if
a 6= a′ and b 6= b′, we insert u′i = (a a′)ui−1 into the sequence between ui−1 and ui,
so that ui = (b b
′)u′i. It follows that we may always assume ui−1 ∼x ui for all i ∈ [t].
Let P ′ := P|Hx and C ′ := C|Hx . By Lemma 7.6 and the previous paragraph, it
suffices to show, for all z, w ∈ Gxy satisfying z ∼x w, that (a) Hx,z, Hx,w, Hx,z,w ∈
P ′, and (b) C ′|(Hx)z and C ′|(Hx)w are discrete on (Hx)z,w. Fix such z, w ∈ Gxy. Note
that z and w are adjacent to x since y is adjacent to x. It follows from Lemma 7.8
that |Hx,zw| ⊆ |Gx,zw| ≤ 4n. Then (a) follows from the two conditions in the
theorem.
It remains to show that C ′|(Hx)z is discrete on (Hx)z,w (the claim for C ′|(Hx)w is
symmetric). Let P ′′ := P ′|(Hx)z . By the second condition of the theorem and
the fact |Hx,zw| ≤ 4n, we have H{x,z}∪T ∈ P ′′ for all T ⊆ Hx,zw satisfying
1 ≤ |T | ≤ dSym(4n). This means that P ′′ contains the system of stabilizers of depth
dSym(4n) with respect to the action of Hx,z on Hx,zw. By Corollary 6.3 and the
fact |Hx,zw| ≤ 4n, we see all strongly antisymmetric P ′′-schemes are discrete on
(Hx)z,w. Finally note that C ′|(Hx)z is strongly antisymmetric by Lemma 6.3, and
hence is discrete on (Hx)z,w, as desired.
Note dSym(4n) ≤ dSym(n) + O(1) by Lemma 7.2 and Theorem 2.1. Choosing
H = G in Theorem 7.3, we obtain
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Corollary 7.3. d(G) ≤ dSym(4n) + 2 ≤ dSym(n) +O(1).
7.4 The natural actions of linear groups
In this section, we show that dGL(n, q), dΓL(n, q), dPGL(n, q), dPΓL(n, q) are equal
up to an additive constant. In addition, we prove an upper bound for dGL(n, q),
slightly improving the trivial bounds.
Equivalence between various linear groups. We have the following theorem.
Theorem 7.4. For f1, f2 ∈ {dGL, dΓL, dPGL, dPΓL}, there exists a constant c ∈ N
such that f1(n, q) ≤ f2(n, q) + c holds for all n ∈ N+ and prime powers q. And if
f2 = dGL, choosing c = 6 suffices.
We break Theorem 7.4 into six inequalities, corresponding to the the arrows in the
following diagram.
GL(V ) ΓL(V )
PGL(V ) PΓL(V )
Fix n ∈ N+, a prime power q and a vector space V of dimension n over Fq from
now on. By Lemma 6.3 and the facts GLn(q) ⊆ ΓLn(q) and PGLn(q) ⊆ PΓLn(q),
we have
Lemma 7.9. dGL(n, q) ≤ dΓL(n, q) and dPGL(n, q) ≤ dPΓL(n, q).
In the other direction, we have
Lemma 7.10. dΓL(n, q) ≤ dGL(n, q) + 2.
Proof. Let G = ΓL(V ), S = V − {0}, and m = dGL(n, q) + 2 ≥ 3. Let P be
the system of stabilizers of depth m over G with respect to the natural action of G
on S. Let C be a strongly antisymmetric P-scheme. Fix x ∈ S. We want to show
that C is discrete on Gx. Let α be an element in F×q not contained in any proper
subfield of Fq. By Lemma 2.3, it suffices to show that C is discrete on Gx,αx. Let
G act diagonally on S × S and let O be the G-orbit of (x, αx). By Lemma 7.6, it
suffices to prove, for all u, v ∈ O, that (1) Gu, Gv, Gu,v ∈ P and (2) C|Gu and C|Gv
are discrete on Gu,v.
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Fix u, v ∈ O. Note we have u = (y, βy) and v = (z, γz) for some y, z ∈ S and
β, γ ∈ F×q . And β, γ are not contained in any proper subfield of Fq. Let g ∈ Gu.
Then g sends βy to τg(β)y = βy where τg is the automorphism of F×q determined
by g. So β is in the subfield fixed by the cyclic group generated by τg. As β is not in
any proper subfield of Fq, we conclude that τg is the identity. So Gu ⊆ GL(V ). We
have Gu = Gy,βy, Gv = Gz,γz, and Gu,v = Gy,βy,z,γz = Gy,βy,z. As m ≥ 3, these
subgroups are all in P .
It remains to prove that C|Gu is discrete on Gu,v (the claim for C|Gv is symmetric).
LetP ′ be the system of stabilizers of depthm−2 overGuwith respect to the action of
Gu on S. AsGu ⊆ GL(V ), we have d(Gu) ≤ dGL(n, q) = m− 2 by Corollary 6.3.
So all strongly antisymmetric P ′-schemes are discrete on (Gu)z = Gu,v. Also note
P ′ ⊆ P|Gu since Gu = Gy,βy. It follows that all strongly antisymmetric P|Gu-
schemes are discrete on Gu,v. As C|Gu is strongly antisymmetric by Lemma 6.2, it
is discrete on Gu,v, as desired.
Similarly, we have
Lemma 7.11. dPΓL(n, q) ≤ dPGL(n, q) + 4.
Proof. Let G = PΓL(V ), S = PV , and m = dGL(n, q) + 4 ≥ 5. Let P be the
system of stabilizers of depthm overG with respect to the natural action ofG on S.
Let C be a strongly antisymmetric P-scheme. By Lemma 7.6, it suffices to prove,
for all (w,w′) ∈ S(2), that C|Gw is discrete on Gw,w′ . Fix (w,w′) ∈ S(2). Again by
Lemma 7.6, it suffices to prove, for all (x, x′) ∈ (Gww′)(2), that C|Gw,x is discrete
on Gw,x,x′ (note Gw,x, Gw,x′ , Gw,x,x′ ∈ P sincem ≥ 3).
Fix (x, x′) ∈ (Gww′)(2). Choose representatives w˜, x˜, x˜′ ∈ V − {0} of w, x and x′
respectively. Note that w˜, x˜ and x˜′ are pairwise linearly independent over Fq since
w, x, x′ are distinct. Let α be an element in F×q not contained in any proper subfield
of Fq. Define y˜ = w˜ + αx˜ 6= 0 and let y be the element in S represented by y˜.
Consider the diagonal action of Gw,x on S2 and let O be the orbit of (x′, y) under
this action. We have (Gw,x)(x′,y) = Gw,x,x′,y ∈ P|Gx since m ≥ 4. By Lemma 2.3,
it suffices to prove that C|Gw,x is discrete on (Gw,x)(x′,y). Let G′ = Gw,x. Applying
Lemma 7.6 to the action of G′ on O, we see that it suffices to prove for all u, v ∈ O
that (1) G′u, G′v, G′u,v ∈ P|G′ and (2) C|G′u and C|G′v are discrete on G′u,v.
Fix u = (x′1, y1) =
g1(x′, y) and v = (x′2, y2) =
g2(x′, y) in O, where g1, g2 ∈ G′.
Lift g1 to g˜1 ∈ ΓL(V ). As g1 ∈ Gx, we have g˜1x˜ = cx˜ for unique c ∈ F×q . Define
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x˜′1 =
g˜1x˜′ and y˜1 = g˜1 y˜ so that they are representatives of x′1 and y1 respectively.
Consider arbitrary g ∈ G′u = Gw,x,x′1,y1 . We claim g ∈ PGL(V ). To see this, lift g
to g˜ ∈ ΓL(V ). Note that y˜1 = g˜1(w˜ + αx˜) = g˜1w˜ + α1 g˜1x˜ where α1 = τg˜1(α) and
τg˜1 is the automorphism of F×q determined by g˜1. Here g˜1w˜ and g˜1x˜ are collinear with
w˜ and x˜ respectively since g1 ∈ Gw,x. And g˜1w˜, g˜1x˜ are linearly independent over Fq
since w˜ and x˜ are linearly independent. As g ∈ Gw,x,x′,y1 , we see that g˜ scales g˜1w˜,
g˜1x˜ and y˜1 = g˜1w˜ + α1 g˜1x˜. Therefore τg˜(α1) = α1, where τg˜ is the automorphism
of F×q determined by g˜. So α1 is in the subfield fixed by the cyclic group generated
by τg˜. But α1 = τg˜1(α) is not in any proper subfield of Fq. It follows that τg˜ is
the identity. So we have g˜ ∈ GL(V ) and hence g ∈ PGL(V ). We conclude that
G′u = PGL(V )w,x,x′1,y1 , and similarly G
′
v = PGL(V )w,x,x′2,y2 . Moreover, observe
that g˜ above scales w˜ and x˜ by the same factor since g fixes y1. So it also scales any
vector in the span of w˜ and x˜ over Fq. We know y˜1 is in this span and by the same
argument, so is y˜2. So g fixes y2. This shows G′u,v = PGL(V )w,x,x′1,y1,x′2 . We then
have G′u, G′v, G′u,v ∈ P|G′ sincem ≥ 5.
It remains to prove that C|G′u is discrete onG′u,v (the claim for C|G′v is symmetric). Let
P ′ be the system of stabilizers of depthm−4 overG′u with respect to the action ofG′u
on S. As G′u ⊆ PGL(V ), we have d(G′u) ≤ dPGL(n, q) = m− 4 by Corollary 6.3.
So all strongly antisymmetric P ′-schemes are discrete on (G′u)x′2 = G′u,v. Also note
P ′ ⊆ P|G′u since G′u = Gw,x,x′1,y1 . It follows that all strongly antisymmetric P|G′u-
schemes are discrete on G′u,v. As C|G′u is strongly antisymmetric by Lemma 6.2, it
is discrete on G′u,v, as desired.
It remains to show the equivalence between GL(V ) and PGL(V ). To achieve this,
we need a lemma about pointwise stabilizers of the natural action of PGL(V ) on
PV . Let T be a subset of PV . For each x ∈ T , choose a representative x˜ ∈ V −{0}.
Call a subset of T dependent if the corresponding set of representatives are linearly
dependent over Fq. Clearly, this definition does not depend on the choices of the
representatives. Define the relation ∼T on T such that x ∼T y iff there exists a
minimal dependent subset of T containing both x and y. It is easy to show that
this is an equivalence relation.4 So it defines a partition of T into the equivalence
classes.5
4To prove transitivity of ∼T , consider x, y, z ∈ T such that x ∼T y and y ∼T z. Then x and y
(resp. y and z) are in a dependent subset T1 (resp. T2) of T . Then T1 ∪ T2 is a dependent set. We
obtain a minimal dependent set containing x and z by removing elements in T1 ∪ T2 − {x, z}.
5In the language of matroid theory, the dependent sets define a matroid on T , and the equivalent
classes are known as the connected components of this matroid.
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Let pi denote the quotient map GL(V )→ PGL(V ). We have
Lemma 7.12. Suppose T is a subset of PV and T1, . . . , Tk ⊆ T are the equivalent
classes with respect to ∼T . For i ∈ [k], let Vi be the subspace of V spanned by (the
representatives of) the elements in Ti. Then g ∈ GL(V ) is sent to an element of
PGL(V )T under pi iff g restricts to a scalar linear transformation on each Vi.
Proof. Suppose g ∈ GL(V ) restricts to a scalar linear transformation on each Vi.
Then obviously pi(g) fixes each Ti pointwisely. So pi(g) ∈ PGL(V )T . Conversely,
suppose pi(g) ∈ PGL(V )T . Then for every x ∈ T and its representative x˜ ∈
V −{0}, there exists a unique scalar cx ∈ F×q such that gx˜ = cxx˜. We need to show
that for x, y in the same equivalence class Ti, it holds that cx = cy. By definition,
there exists a minimal dependent subset of T containing both x and y. So we can
write
x˜ =
∑
v˜∈I
cvv˜, cv ∈ F×q for all v˜ ∈ I,
where I is a finite set of linearly independent vectors v˜ ∈ Vi, each v˜ represents an
element v ∈ Ti, and y˜ ∈ I . As x˜ and all v˜ ∈ I are scaled by g, they are scaled by
the same factor. So cx = cy, as desired.
In one direction, we have
Lemma 7.13. dGL(n, q) ≤ dPGL(n, q).
Proof. Assume n > 1 as otherwise dGL(n, q) = dPGL(n, q) = 1. Fix m ∈ N+ and
letP (resp. P ′) be the system of stabilizers of depthm over GL(V ) (resp. PGL(V ))
with respect to the natural action of GL(V ) on V − {0} (resp. PGL(V ) on PV ).
Fix x ∈ PV and let x˜ be a representative of x˜ in V − {0}. Suppose C is a strongly
antisymmetric P-scheme that is not discrete on GL(V )x˜. We prove that there exists
a strongly antisymmetric P ′-scheme that is not discrete on PGL(V )x.
Define P ′′ = {pi−1(H) : H ∈ P ′} which is a subgroup system over GL(V ). We
claim P ′′ ⊆ Pcl (see Definition 6.5). Consider H = PGL(V )T ∈ P ′, where
T ⊆ PV satisfies 1 ≤ |T | ≤ m. Let T1, . . . , Tk ⊆ T be the equivalence classes
with respect to ∼T . For i ∈ [k], let Vi be the subspace of V spanned by (the
representatives of) the elements in Ti. And letW be the subspace of V spanned by
(the representatives of) those in T , i.e., W =
∑k
i=1 Vi. Let H ′ := GL(V )W . Note
that H ′ = GL(V )B for any basis B of W over Fq, and dimFq W ≤ |T | = m. So
H ′ ∈ P . We claim H ′ = uP(pi−1(H)) and pi−1(H) ⊆ NGL(V )(H ′).
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By Lemma 7.12, the group pi−1(H) consists of g ∈ GL(V ) that restricts to a scalar
linear transformation on each Vi. So pi−1(H) fixesW setwisely. Therefore we have
H ′ ⊆ pi−1(H) ⊆ NGL(V )(H ′). Suppose H ′′ is another subgroup in P contained in
pi−1(H). It has the form GL(V )W ′ whereW ′ is a subspace of V . IfW 6⊆ W ′, there
exists a representative y˜ ∈ V − {0} of some y ∈ T such that y˜ 6∈ W ′. Then there
exists g ∈ GL(V ) that fixesW ′ pointwisely but sends y˜ to a vector y˜′ such that y˜ and
y˜′ are not collinear. Such an element g is in H ′′ but not in pi−1(H), contradicting
the assumption H ′′ ⊆ pi−1(H). SoW ⊆ W ′ and hence H ′′ ⊆ H ′. Therefore H ′ is
the unique maximal subgroup in P contained in pi−1(H), i.e., H ′ = uP(pi−1(H)).
By definition, we have pi−1(H) ∈ Pcl. So P ′′ ⊆ Pcl.
Note that GL(V )x˜ = uP(pi−1(PGL(V )x)). By Lemma 6.10, the existence of C
implies that there exists a strongly antisymmetric Pcl-scheme that is not discrete
on pi−1(PGL(V )x). As P ′′ ⊆ Pcl, there also exists a strongly antisymmetric P ′′-
scheme that is not discrete on pi−1(PGL(V )x). Finally, by Lemma 6.4, there exists a
strongly antisymmetric P ′-scheme that is not discrete on PGL(V )x, as desired.
In the other direction, we have
Lemma 7.14. dPGL(n, q) ≤ dGL(n, q) + 2.
Proof. Fix m ∈ N+ and let P (resp. P ′) be the system of stabilizers of depth
m + 2 (resp. m) over PGL(V ) (resp. GL(V )) with respect to the natural action
of PGL(V ) on PV (resp. GL(V ) on V − {0}). Suppose there exists a strongly
antisymmetric P-scheme C that is not discrete on PGL(V )x for some x ∈ PV , i.e.,
dPGL(n, q) > m+2. We prove that there exists a strongly antisymmetricP ′-scheme
that is not discrete on GL(V )y for some y ∈ V − {0}, i.e., dGL(n, q) > m.
By Lemma 6.2 and Lemma 7.6, there exists u, v ∈ PV such that the P|PGL(V )u-
collection C|PGL(V )u is a strongly antisymmetric P|PGL(V )u-scheme and is not dis-
crete on PGL(V )u,v. Let u˜ be a representative of u in V − {0}. The map pi :
GL(V )→ PGL(V ) restricts to a map pi|GL(V )u˜ : GL(V )u˜ → PGL(V )u. The latter
map is surjective (and in fact bijective) since every element inPGL(V )u can be lifted
to an element in GL(V )u˜. Define P ′′ := {(pi|GL(V )u˜)−1(H) : H ∈ P|PGL(V )u},
which is a subgroup system over GL(V )u˜. By Lemma 6.4, there exists a strongly
antisymmetric P ′′-scheme C ′ that is not discrete on (pi|GL(V )u˜)−1(PGL(V )u,v).
Let P˜ be the system of stabilizers of depth m over GL(V )u˜ with respect to the
action of GL(V )u˜ on V − {0} restricted from that of GL(V ). We claim that
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P˜ ⊆ P ′′. Consider arbitrary H ∈ P˜ . It has the form H = GL(V ){u˜}∪T , where
1 ≤ |T | ≤ m. Let W be the subspace of V spanned by u˜ and the elements in
T . Extend {u˜} to an Fq-basis B = {u˜, x1, . . . , xk} of W . Then k ≤ m. Let
w = u˜+ x1 + · · ·+ xk ∈ V − {0}. Let B′ = B ∪ {w} and let B¯′ be the subset of
PV consisting of the elements represented by those in B′. Then |B¯′| ≤ m + 2 and
u ∈ B¯′. So PGL(V )B¯′ ∈ P|PGL(V )u . As B is a basis ofW , the set B¯′ is a minimal
dependent subset and hence is the only equivalence class with respect to ∼B¯′ . So
pi−1(PGL(V )B¯′) consists of the elements in GL(V ) that restricts to scalar linear
transformations onW . Then (pi|GL(V )u˜)−1(PGL(V )B¯′) consists of the elements in
GL(V ) that fixesW pointwisely, i.e., (pi|GL(V )u˜)−1(PGL(V )B¯′) = GL(V ){u˜}∪T =
H . By definition, we have H ∈ P ′′. So P˜ ⊆ P ′′.
Recall that C ′ is a strongly antisymmetric P ′′-scheme that is not discrete on the
subgroup (pi|GL(V )u˜)−1(PGL(V )u,v). Let v˜ be a representative of v in V −{0}. Then
GL(V )u˜,v˜ = (GL(V )u˜)v˜ ∈ P˜ ⊆ P ′′. Note GL(V )u˜,v˜ ⊆ (pi|GL(V )u˜)−1(PGL(V )u,v).
By Lemma 2.3, we know C ′ is not discrete on GL(V )u˜,v˜. As P˜ ⊆ P ′′, there exists a
strongly antisymmetric P˜-scheme that is not discrete on GL(V )u˜,v˜ = (GL(V )u˜)v˜.
ByCorollary 6.2, there exists a strongly antisymmetricP ′-scheme that is not discrete
on GL(V )v˜, as desired.
Theorem7.4 now follows fromLemma 7.9, Lemma 7.10, Lemma 7.11, Lemma 7.13,
and Lemma 7.14.
Upper bounds for dGL(n, q). It is easy to see that we have two upper bounds for
dGL(n, q):
1. dGL(n, q) ≤
(
2
log 12
)
log(qn − 1) + O(1) =
(
2 log q
log 12
)
n + O(1). This follows
from Corollary 7.1.
2. dGL(n, q) ≤ n. This follows from Lemma 2.5 and the fact that the natural
action of GLn(q) has a base of size n.
The first bound is asymptotically better if q ∈ {2, 3}. Otherwise the second one is
better. Now we prove another upper bound that slightly improves both of the two
bounds above.
Theorem 7.5. dGL(n, q) ≤
(
log q
log q+(log 12)/4
)
n+O(1).
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Proof. Let G = GLn(q) and S = Fnq − {0}. Fix a positive integer m ≤ n. Let P
be the system of stabilizers of depthm with respect to the natural action of G on S.
Suppose there exists a strongly antisymmetricP-scheme C = {CH : H ∈ P} that is
not discrete on Gx for some x ∈ S. We prove thatm ≤
(
log q
log q+(log 12)/4
)
n+O(1).
By Lemma 7.3, there exists a subset T = {x1, . . . , xm} ⊆ S of cardinality m
such that CGT has a block B of cardinality at least 2(
log 12
4 )m2−O(m). We claim that
the elements xi in T may be assumed to be linearly independent: if they are not,
replace T by a set T ′ of cardinality m such that (1) the elements in T ′ are linearly
independent, and (2) the subspace spanned by T ′ contains the one spanned by T .
Then replace B with a block B′ of CGT ′ such that piGT ′ ,GT (B
′) = B. We have
|B′| ≥ |B|. This proves the claim.
Note that NG(GT ) is the setwise stabilizer of subspace spanned by T . Therefore
NG(GT )/GT ∼= GLm(q). By antisymmetry, the group NG(GT )/GT acts semireg-
ularly on the set of blocks of CGT . So we have
|GT\G| ≥ |NG(GT )/GT | · |B| ≥ 2(
log 12
4 )m2−O(m) ·
m−1∏
i=0
(qm − qi).
On the other hand, note that GT is the stabilizer of u := (x1, . . . , xm) ∈ S(m)
under the diagonal action of G on S(m). By the orbit-stabilizer theorem, we have
|GT\G| = |Gu|, which is the number of m-tuples of linearly independent vectors
in V − {0}. Therefore |GT\G| =
∏m−1
i=0 (q
n − qi). So we have
2(
log 12
4 )m2−O(m) ·
m−1∏
i=0
(qm − qi) ≤
m−1∏
i=0
(qn − qi).
Solving the inequality yields the desired bound.
As q ≥ 2, we have log q + (log 12)/4 < (log 12)/2. So Theorem 7.5 is indeed an
improvement of the bound dGL(n, q) ≤
(
2 log q
log 12
)
n+O(1) above.
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C h a p t e r 8
GROUPS WITH RESTRICTED NONCYCLIC COMPOSITION
FACTORS
In this chapter, we consider the problem of factoring a polynomial f(X) ∈ Fq[X]
using a lifted polynomial f˜ where the Galois group of f˜ has restricted noncyclic
composition factors.
Simple groups, composition factors, and CFSG. To formally state our result,
we first review some definitions and facts in group theory. A simple group is a
nontrivial group whose only normal subgroups are the trivial group and the group
itself. A composition series of a group G is a finite chain of subgroups
{e} = H0 ⊆ H1 ⊆ · · · ⊆ Hk = G
such that for every i ∈ [k], Hi−1 is a maximal normal subgroup of Hi, so that
Hi/Hi−1 is simple. Such a series always exists when G is finite. The groups
Hi/Hi−1 are called the composition factors ofG. It is a consequence of the Jordan-
Hölder theorem that the set of the composition factors of G does not depend on the
choice of composition series (see, e.g., [Lan02]).
Now suppose G is a finite group. The composition factors of G are finite simple
groups, which are classified by the classification of finite simple groups (CFSG):
Theorem 8.1 (classification of finite simple groups). A finite simple group is iso-
morphic to one of the following groups: a cyclic group of prime order, an alternating
group Alt(n) (n ≥ 5), a classical group, an exceptional group of Lie type, or one
of the 26 sporadic simple groups.
See, e.g., [GLS94]. We do not describe these families of finite simple groups,
except mentioning that a finite simple group is a classical group if it has one of the
following forms (see, e.g., [KL90]):
PSLn(q), PSUn(q), PSpn(q) (n even), PΩ±n (q) (n even), Ωn(q) (n odd).
We denote by k(G) the maximum degree of the alternating groups that appear as
noncyclic composition factors of G, and let k(G) = 1 if such alternating groups do
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not exist. Similarly, denote by r(G) the maximum order of the classical groups that
appear as noncyclic composition factors of G, and let r(G) = 1 if such classical
groups do not exist.
Main result. Let Fq,A0 andK0 be as in Chapter 5. The main result of this chapter
is a GRH-based deterministic algorithm that factorizes f(X) ∈ Fq[X] using a lifted
polynomial f˜(X) ∈ A0[X], such that the running time of the algorithm is controlled
by k(G) and r(G), where G = Gal(f˜/K0) is the Galois group of f˜ over K0.
Theorem 8.2. Under GRH, there exists a deterministic algorithm that, given a
polynomial f(X) ∈ Fq[X] of degreen ∈ N+ and a lifted polynomial f˜(X) ∈ A0[X]
of f with the Galois group G := Gal(f˜/K0) over K0, computes the complete
factorization of f over Fq in time polynomial in n, log q, k(G)log k(G) and r(G).
For k ∈ N+, denote by Γk the family of finite groups whose noncyclic composition
factors are all isomorphic to subgroups of Sym(k). It is known that a classical
group H is isomorphic to a subgroup of Sym(k) only if |H| = kO(log k) [Coo78].
Therefore we have
Theorem 8.3. Under GRH, there exists a deterministic algorithm that, given a
polynomial f(X) ∈ Fq[X] of degreen ∈ N+ and a lifted polynomial f˜(X) ∈ A0[X]
of f , computes the complete factorization of f over Fq in time polynomial in n, log q
and klog k, where k is the smallest positive integer satisfying Gal(f˜/K0) ∈ Γk. In
particular, the algorithm runs in polynomial time if k = 2O(
√
logn).
Table 8.1: Known deterministic polynomial-time factoring algorithms for Γk
k Reference
4 [Evd92]
O(1) [Evd92] + [BCP82]
2O(
√
logn) Our result
n Goal
By Theorem 8.3, we have a deterministic polynomial-time algorithm that given
f˜(X), completely factorizes f(X) under GRH , provided that Gal(f˜/K0) ∈ Γk for
some k = 2O(
√
logn) (note that achieving k = n would fully resolve the problem of
deterministic polynomial factoring under GRH). Previously, such an algorithm was
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known only for bounded k: for k ≤ 4 this follows directly from the deterministic
polynomial-time factoring algorithm for solvable Galois groups [Evd92] (see The-
orem 4.3 and Theorem 5.13). For k = O(1), it follows from the proof in [Evd92]
together with the bound in [BCP82] for the orders of primitive permutation groups.
See Table 8.1 for a summary.
Overview of the proof. We prove Theorem 8.2 using the generalized P-scheme
algorithm inChapter 5. If the input polynomial f is assumed to satisfy Condition 3.1,
we may also use the simpler algorithm in Chapter 3. These algorithms reduce the
problem of factoring f to the one of constructing a collection of (relative) number
fields such that the associated subgroup system P has the property that all strongly
antisymmetric P-schemes are discrete on a certain subgroup (see Theorem 3.9 and
Theorem 5.9).
We further reduce the latter problem to the case that the Galois group Gal(f˜/K0) is
a primitive permutation group on the set of roots of f˜ , using Theorem 4.2 and some
facts from group theory. Next we consider the following special kind of subgroup
systems.
Definition 8.1. Let G be a finite permutation group on a finite set S. For N ∈ N+,
define the subgroup system PG,N over G by
PG,N :=
{
GU∪U ′ :
∅ 6= U ⊆ S, x ∈ S, U ′ ⊆ GUx
|S||U |, |GUx||U ′| ≤ N
}
.
We prove a sufficient condition for a subgroup system PG,N over a primitive permu-
tation group to have the desired property:
Theorem 8.4. Let G be a primitive permutation group on a finite set S. For suffi-
ciently largeN = poly(k(G)dSym(k(G)), r(G), |S|) ≥ |S|, all strongly antisymmetric
PG,N -schemes are discrete on Gx ∈ PG,N for all x ∈ S.
It is easy to see that the complexity c(PG,N) ofPG,N is polynomial inN . Wemodify
the algorithm in Lemma 4.10 to construct a collection of (relative) number fields in
time polynomial in n, log q and c(PG,N) such that the associated subgroup system
is precisely PG,N . Theorem 8.2 then follows from Theorem 8.4.
Finally, to prove Theorem 8.4, we apply the O’Nan-Scott theorem [LPS88] in per-
mutation group theory, which states that a finite primitive permutation group is in
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exactly one of the following five categories: almost simple type, affine type, diago-
nal type, product type, and twisted wreath type. We prove Theorem 8.4 by verifying
it in these five cases separately.
Outline of the chapter. In Section 8.1, we derive Theorem 8.2 from Theorem 8.4
using an algorithm that constructs the collection of (relative) number fields corre-
sponding to PG,N . The rest of the chapter focuses on the proof of Theorem 8.4:
Section 8.2 describes the O’Nan-Scott theorem [LPS88] and the five categories of
primitive permutation groups. In Sections 8.3–8.6, we prove Theorem 8.4 for primi-
tive permutation groups of almost simple type, affine type, diagonal type and product
type respectively. We also address twisted wreath type at the end of Section 8.6
by reducing to the case of product type using an argument in [Pra90]. Finally, we
discuss possible directions for future research in Section 8.7.
8.1 Proof of the main theorem
We start by describing an algorithm SubgroupSystem that computes a (K0, g)-
subfield system F given a number field K0, an integer N ∈ N+, and a polynomial
g(X) ∈ K0[X] irreducible over K0, such that the subgroup system associated with
F is exactly PG,N , where G = Gal(g/K0).
The pseudocode is given in Algorithm 16. First compute the greatest integer
d ∈ {0, . . . , deg(g)} subject to deg(g)d ≤ N . Run the algorithm Stabilizers
in Lemma 4.10 on the input (K0, d, g) to obtain a (K0, g)-subfield system F ′, and
let F = F ′. Next enumerate K ∈ F ′ and the irreducible factors g0 of g over
K. For each (K, g0), let d′ be the greatest integer in {0, . . . , deg(g0)} subject to
deg(g0)
d′ ≤ N , run the algorithm Stabilizers on the input (K, d′, g0) to obtain a
(K, g0)-subfield system F ′′, and add the fields in F ′′ to F .1
The following lemma states that the subgroup system associated with F is precisely
PG,N .
Lemma 8.1. Given a number field K0, an integer N ∈ N+, and a polynomial
g(X) ∈ K0[X] irreducible over K0, the algorithm SubgroupSystem computes
a (K0, g)-subfield system F , such that the subgroup system associated with F is
precisely PG,N overG := Gal(g/K0), whereG is regarded as a permutation group
1We add a field to F only if it is non-isomorphic to all fields in F over K0, so that the fields in
F are always mutually non-isomorphic overK0.
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Algorithm 16 SubgroupSystem
Input: number field K0, N ∈ N+, and g(X) ∈ K0[X] irreducible over K0
Output: (K0, g)-subfield system F
1: d← max{i ∈ N : 0 ≤ i ≤ deg(g), deg(g)i ≤ N}
2: run Stabilizers on (K0, d, g) to compute a (K0, g)-subfield system F ′
3: F ← F ′
4: for K ∈ F ′ do
5: factorize g over K
6: for irreducible factor g0 of g over K do
7: d′ ← max{i ∈ N : 0 ≤ i ≤ deg(g0), deg(g0)i ≤ N}
8: run Stabilizers on (K, d′, g0) to compute a (K, g0)-subfield system
F ′′
9: for K ′ ∈ F ′′ do
10: compute a relative number field K˜ ′ over K0 such that K˜ ′ ∼=K0 K ′
11: if K˜ ′ is non-isomorphic to all fields in F over K0 then
12: F ← F ∪ {K˜ ′}
13: return F
on the set of roots of g in the splitting field of g over K0. Moreover, the algorithm
runs in time polynomial in c(PG,N) = NO(1) and the size of the input.
Proof. Let S be the set of roots of g in the splitting field of g over K0. Let
d = max{i ∈ N : 0 ≤ i ≤ deg(g), deg(g)i ≤ N}. By definition, the subgroup
system PG,N consists of the pointwise stabilizers GU∪U ′ , such that U is a nonempty
subset ofS of cardinality at most d, andU ′ is a subset of aGU -orbitO ⊆ S satisfying
|O||U ′| ≤ N .
Note that when we fix U ′ = ∅, the groups GU∪U ′ = GU are precisely those in the
system of stabilizers of depth d with respect to the action of G on S. We construct
the corresponding fields by running the algorithm Stabilizers on (K0, d, g).
Next consider the groups GU∪U ′ where U ′ 6= ∅. We enumerate K = LGU and
the irreducible factor g0 of g over K. By Galois theory, the set of roots of g0 is a
GU -orbit O ⊆ S. Let d′ = max{i ∈ N : 0 ≤ i ≤ deg(g0), deg(g0)i ≤ N}. We run
the algorithm Stabilizers on (K, d′, g0) to construct the fields corresponding to
the subgroups (GU)U ′ = GU∪U ′ , where U ′ ⊆ O and 1 ≤ |U ′| ≤ d′. Moreover, all
the groups GU and the GU -orbits in S are enumerated. It follows that the subgroup
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system associated with F is precisely PG,N .
Finally, the fact c(PG,N) = NO(1) and the claim about the running time follow from
Lemma 4.2 and Lemma 4.10.
We also need the following lemma, which states that restricting to a subgroup does
not increase the quantities k(G)log k(G) and r(G) by much.
Lemma 8.2. Let G be a permutation group on a finite set S, and let G′ be a
subquotient ofG. Then k(G′)log k(G′) and r(G′) are polynomial in k(G)log k(G), r(G)
and |S|.
Proof. Let H ′ be a noncyclic composition factor G′. Then H ′ is isomorphic to a
subquotient of a noncyclic composition factor H of G, i.e., there exists a subgroup
H ′′ of H and a normal subgroup N of H ′′ such that H ′ ∼= H ′′/N . Fix such H , H ′′
and N . We want to prove (1) if H ′ is an alternating group Alt(k′), then k′ log k′ is
polynomial in k(G)log k(G), r(G) and |S|, and (2) ifH ′ is a classical group, then |H ′|
is polynomial in k(G)log k(G), r(G) and |S|.
By CFSG, the group H is either an alternating group or a group of Lie type (i.e.
a classical group or an exceptional group of Lie type). First assume H is an
alternating group of degree k ≤ k(G). IfH ′ is also an alternating group, its degree
k′ is obviously bounded by k. So k′ log k′ ≤ k(G)log k(G). Now consider the case that
H ′ is a classical group of the form PSLn(q), PSUn(q), PSpn(q), PΩ±n (q), or Ωn(q)
over a finite field Fq for some n ∈ N+. We have |H ′| = qΘ(n2). Denote by µ(T )
the minimal degree of a faithful permutation representation of a finite group T . It
was proven in [KP00] that if T¯ is a quotient group of T with no nontrivial abelian
normal subgroup, then µ(T¯ ) ≤ µ(T ). As H ′ ∼= H ′′/N is simple and noncyclic, we
have
µ(H ′) = µ(H ′′/N) ≤ µ(H ′′) ≤ µ(H) ≤ k.
On the other hand, it was shown in [Coo78] that µ(H ′) = qΘ(n) (see also [KL90,
Table 5.2.A]). So we have n = O(log k/ log q) and
|H ′| = qΘ(n2) = kO(log k/ log q) = k(G)O(log k(G)).
Next assumeH is a group of Lie type over a finite field Fq, and has Lie rank `.2 Then
|H| = qΘ(`2) [KL90, Table 5.1.A]. It is also known that H has a faithful projective
2Each finite simple group of Lie type has an associated Lie rank. See, e.g., [KL90, Section 5.1].
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linear representationH ↪→ PGLd(F¯q) of degree d = O(`), where F¯q is the algebraic
closure of Fq (see [KL90, Proposition 5.4.13]). As H is finite, this also holds for
some finite field F in place of F¯q. Identify H ′′ ⊆ H with a subgroup of PGLd(F ).
Then H ′ ∼= H ′′/N is a subquotient of PGLd(F ), and hence also a subquotient of
GLd(F ). Choose the largest s ∈ N+ such that H ′ has a subquotient isomorphic to
Alt(s). Then Alt(s) is isomorphic to a subquotient of GLd(F ). On the other hand,
it is known that Alt(s) has a finite preimage in GLd(F ) only if s = O(d) [DM96,
Theorem 5.7A]. So we have s = O(d) = O(`).
Suppose H is a classical group. If H ′ = Alt(s), we have slog s = `O(log `) =
|H|O(1) = r(G)O(1). And if H ′ is a classical group, we have the obvious bound
|H ′| ≤ |H| ≤ r(G).
Finally, suppose H is an exceptional group of Lie type. Then s = O(`) = O(1). In
the case H ′ = Alt(s), we have slog s = O(1). So assume H ′ is a classical group of
the form PSLn(q′), PSUn(q′), PSpn(q′), PΩ±n (q′) or Ωn(q′) over a finite field Fq for
some n ∈ N+. It is easy to see thatH ′ has a subquotient isomorphic to an alternating
group of degree Ω(n) (see, e.g., [LS03, Proposition 16.4.4]). So s = Ω(n), which
implies n = O(1). Then µ(H ′) = q′Θ(n) = q′Θ(n2) = |H ′|Θ(1). On the other hand,
we see above that µ(H ′) ≤ µ(H) since H ′ is a subquotient of H and is a noncyclic
simple group. For the same reason, we have µ(H) ≤ µ(G) ≤ |S|. It follows that
|H ′| = |S|O(1).
Now we are ready to prove Theorem 8.2 under the assumption of Theorem 8.4.
Proof of Theorem 8.2. The first step is to reduce to the case that f˜ is irreducible
over K0, as in Chapter 5: Let p = char(Fq). Using Lemma 5.1, we compute an
integer D satisfying D ≡ 1 (mod p) and a factorization of D · f˜ into irreducible
factors f˜1, . . . , f˜k ∈ A0[X] over K0. Then we have f(X) =
∏k
i=1 ψ˜0(fi)(X). The
Galois groups Gal(f˜i(X)/K0) are quotient groups of G = Gal(f˜/K0). So the set
of the composition factors of each f˜i is a subset of that of G. By replacing f˜(X)
with f˜i(X) and f(X) with ψ˜0(fi) ∈ Fq[X] for each i ∈ [k], we reduce to the case
that f˜ is irreducible over K0.
Choose sufficiently largeN = poly(k(G)log k(G), r(G), deg(f)) ≥ deg(f). Assume
for a moment that the value of N is known to the algorithm. First consider the
case that G acts primitively on the set of roots of f˜ . We compute a (K0, f˜)-
subfield system F using the algorithm SubgroupSystem above. By Lemma 8.1,
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the associated subgroup system P over G equals PG,N . Then by Theorem 8.4 and
the fact dSym(k(G)) = O(log k(G)) (see Corollary 7.1), all strongly antisymmetric
P-schemes are discrete on Gx ∈ P for all roots x of f˜ .
Now consider the general case, where the action of G may be imprimitive. We
run the algorithm GeneralAction in Theorem 4.2 to compute F , as well as a
tower of relative number fields K0 ⊆ K1 ⊆ · · · ⊆ Kk−1 ⊆ Kk over K0 and
gi(X) ∈ Ki−1[X] for i ∈ [k], such that
1. Ki is isomorphic to Ki−1[X]/(gi(X)) over Ki−1, and
2. the Galois group Gi := Gal(Li/Ki−1) acts primitively on the set of roots of
gi in Li, where Li is the Galois closure of Ki/Ki−1.
We implement the algorithm PrimitiveAction required in Theorem 4.2 using
the algorithm SubgroupSystem. The latter has an extra parameter N , which is
chosen as above. For i ∈ [k], let Fi be the (Ki−1, gi)-subfield system computed
by SubgroupSystem on the input (Ki−1, N, gi), and let Pi be the associated sub-
group system over Gi. Note that the groups Gi are subquotients of G. Then
by Theorem 8.4, Lemma 8.1, and Lemma 8.2, for all i ∈ [k], all strongly anti-
symmetric Pi-schemes are discrete on (Gi)x for all roots x of gi, provided that
N = poly(k(G)log k(G), r(G), deg(f)) is sufficiently large. In this case, by Theo-
rem 4.2, all strongly antisymmetric P-schemes are discrete on Gx ∈ P for all roots
x of f˜ , where P is the subgroup system associated with F .
Finally, we run the generalized P-scheme algorithm in Chapter 5 using the (K0, f˜)-
subfield system F computed above, so that f˜ is completely factorized by Theo-
rem 3.9. If f satisfies Condition 3.1, we may also use the simpler algorithm in
Chapter 3 and apply Theorem 3.9 instead.
The above algorithm assumes that the value of a sufficiently large integer N is
known. We may avoid this assumption by running the algorithm multiple times,
where N is initially a constant and is doubled each time, until f is completely
factorized. It only causes an extra factor of O(logN) in the running time.
8.2 The O’Nan-Scott theorem for finite primitive permutation groups
The O’Nan-Scott theorem for finite primitive permutation groups [LPS88] is one
of the most influential theorems in permutation group theory. In this section, we
describe this theorem and the related definitions.
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We start with the notion of the socle of a finite group:
Definition 8.2 (socle). The socle of a finite group G, denoted by soc(G), is the
subgroup generated by the minimal (nontrivial) normal subgroups of G.
Next we define the five categories of finite primitive permutation groups appeared
in the O’Nan-Scott theorem.
Almost simple type. Let T be a noncyclic finite simple group, so that its center
Z(T ) is trivial. We identifyT with the inner automorphismgroup Inn(T ) ⊆ Aut(T )
via the isomorphism sending g ∈ T to the conjugation h 7→ ghg−1 (this map is
indeed an isomorphism since its kernel equals Z(T ) and hence is trivial).
We say a finite group is almost simple if it is isomorphic to a group G satisfying
T ⊆ G ⊆ Aut(T ) for some noncyclic finite simple group T . It is known that in this
case T = soc(G) holds.
A finite permutation group of almost simple type is simply a finite primitive permu-
tation group that is also almost simple as an abstract group:
Definition 8.3 (almost simple type). A finite permutation group is said to be of
almost simple type if it is primitive and almost simple.
Affine type. Finite permutation groups of affine type are primitive groups arising
as subgroups of general affine groups that contain all the translations:
Definition 8.4 (affine type). A finite permutation group is said to be of affine type if
it is primitive and permutation isomorphic to a subgroupG of a general affine group
AGL(V ) acting naturally on a finite-dimensional vector space V over a prime field
Fp, and G contains the subgroup of translations V ] := {x 7→ x + u : u ∈ V } ⊆
AGL(V ).
For example, Lemma 6.19 states that finite primitive solvable permutation groups
are of affine type.
Diagonal type. Let T be a noncyclic finite simple group and let k ≥ 2 be an
integer. Consider the subgroup A of Aut(T )k, defined by
A := {(a1, . . . , ak) ∈ Aut(T )k : aiInn(T ) = ajInn(T ) for all i, j ∈ [k]}.
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The group Sym(k) acts onA by permuting the k coordinates, sending (a1, . . . , ak) ∈
A to (api−1(1), . . . , api−1(k)). So we can form the semidirect product
W := Ao Sym(k).
Also define the subgroupsM,D ⊆ W by
M := Inn(T )k ⊆ A ⊆ W
and
D := {(a, . . . , a)pi : a ∈ Aut(T ), pi ∈ Sym(k)} ⊆ W.
ThenW acts on the right coset spaceD\W by inverse right translation. Permutation
groups of diagonal type arise as subgroups ofW :
Definition 8.5 (diagonal type). A finite permutation group is said to be of diagonal
type if it is primitive and is permutation isomorphic to a group G satisfying M ⊆
G ⊆ W acting onD\W by inverse right translation, whereD,M,W are as above.
Example 8.1 (holomorph of a noncyclic finite simple group). Let T be a noncyclic
finite simple group. We may form the semidirect product Hol(T ) := T o Aut(T )
with respect to the natural action of Aut(T ) on T . The group Hol(T ) is called the
holomorph ofT . By identifyingT (as a set) with the left coset spaceHol(T )/Aut(T )
via the bijection T → Hol(T )/Aut(T ) sending g ∈ T to gAut(T ), we see that the
action of Hol(T ) on Hol(T )/Aut(T ) by left translation is equivalent to its action
on the set T defined by hgh′ = h gh′ for h, h′ ∈ T , g ∈ Aut(T ). By the following
lemma, this is an example of finite primitive permutation groups of diagonal type.
Lemma 8.3. Hol(T ) is a finite primitive permutation group of diagonal type on T .3
Proof. The action of Hol(T ) on T is obviously transitive. It is faithful since
Hol(T )e = Aut(T ) acts faithfully on T . To prove that Hol(T ) is primitive, we
want to show that Aut(T ) is maximal in Hol(T ). Consider any group G satisfying
Aut(T ) ⊆ G ⊆ Hol(T ). The kernel ofG under the quotientmapHol(T )→ Aut(T )
is a normal subgroup of T , and hence is either {e} or T . SoG equals either Aut(T )
or Hol(T ). Therefore Hol(T ) acts primitively on T .
3Lemma 8.3 holds more generally for any group G satisfying T o Inn(T ) ⊆ G ⊆ Hol(T ).
In an alternative formulation of the O’Nan-Scott theorem, such a group G is said to have type HS
(holomorph of a simple group). See, e.g., [PLN97]. We do not use this notation in the thesis.
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Now define the groups D,M,W,A as above with respect to T and k = 2. For
g ∈ T , denote by τg ∈ Inn(T ) the conjugation by g which sends x ∈ T to
gxg−1. Define the map ρ : Hol(T ) → A via ρ(gh) = (τgh, h) for g ∈ T ,
h ∈ Aut(T ). It is straightforward to check that ρ is a well defined injective group
homomorphism and M ⊆ ρ(Hol(T )). The action of A on D\W by inverse right
translation thus induces an action of Hol(T ) on D\W , which is transitive since
M ⊆ ρ(Hol(T )). The stabilizer of De ∈ D\W with respect to this action is
ρ−1(D ∩ A) = Aut(T ) ⊆ Hol(T ), which is exactly the stabilizer of e ∈ T with
respect to the action of Hol(T ) on T . By Lemma 2.1, the action of Hol(T ) on T
and that on D\W are equivalent. The lemma follows by definition.
Product type. Let H be a primitive permutation group on a finite set Γ of almost
simple type or diagonal type. Let k ≥ 2 be an integer. Define the wreath product
W := H o Sym(k) = Hk o Sym(k),
where Sym(k) permutes the k factors of Hk. The groupW has a natural primitive
wreath product action on Γk where Hk acts coordinatewise and Sym(k) permutes
the coordinates. Also define
M := soc(H)k ⊆ W.
Permutation groups of product type arise as subgroups ofW :
Definition 8.6 (product type). Afinite permutation group is said to be of product type
if it is primitive and is permutation isomorphic to a groupG satisfyingM ⊆ G ⊆ W
acting on Γk via the primitive wreath product action, whereM,W,Γ, k are as above.
Twisted wreath type. Let T be a noncyclic finite simple group. Let P be a
transitive permutation group on [k] where k ≥ 2. Denote by Map(P, T ) the set of
the maps from P to T . Suppose ϕ : P1 → Aut(T ) is a group homomorphism from
the stabilizer P1 of 1 ∈ [k] to Aut(T ). Define
B := {f ∈ Map(P, T ) : f(pq−1) = ϕ(q)(f(p)) for all p ∈ P, q ∈ P1},
which is a group under coordinatewise multiplication. The group P acts on B via
(pf)(px) = f(x), or equivalently
(pf)(x) = f(p−1x) for all p, x ∈ P, f ∈ B.
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It is easy to check that this is a well defined action.4 So we can form the semidirect
product G := B o P with respect to this action. The group G is also called the
twisted wreath product with respect to the data (T, P, ϕ), denoted by T twrϕ P
[Neu63; DM96].
Finite permutation groups of twisted wreath type are defined as follows.
Definition 8.7 (twisted wreath type). A finite permutation group is said to be of
twisted wreath type if it is primitive and is permutation isomorphic to a group
G = T twrϕ P acting on the left coset space G/P via left translation, where T , P ,
and ϕ are as above.
The O’Nan-Scott theorem. Now we are ready to state the O’Nan-Scott theorem
for finite primitive permutation groups [LPS88].
Theorem 8.5 (O’Nan-Scott theorem). A finite primitive permutation group is of
exactly one of the following types: almost simple type, affine type, diagonal type,
product type, and twisted wreath type.
Schreier conjecture. We conclude this section by mentioning the fact that the
outer automorphism group of every finite simple group is solvable. This is known
as the Schreier conjecture, and is now known to be true as a result of CFSG. See,
e.g., [DM96].
Theorem 8.6. The outer automorphism group Out(T ) of every finite simple group
T is solvable.
8.3 Almost simple type
In this section, we prove Theorem 8.4 for finite primitive permutation groups of
almost simple type. Our proof is based on the work on the minimal base sizes of
such permutation groups, including the work on Pyber’s base size conjecture, and
the constant bounds for non-standard actions.
Pyber’s base size conjecture. Recall that a base of a permutation group G on
a finite set S is a subset T ⊆ S satisfying GT = {e}, and the minimal base size
b(G) is the minimum cardinality of a base ofG. By the orbit-stabilizer theorem, we
4For example, the map pf is indeed in B for p ∈ P and f ∈ B since (pf)(p′q−1) =
f(p−1p′q−1) = ϕ(q)(f(p−1p′)) = ϕ(q)((pf)(p′)) for all p′ ∈ P and q ∈ P1.
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have the lower bound b(G) ≥ log |G|/ log |S|. Pyber’s base size conjecture [Pyb93]
asserts that this is asymptotically tight if G is primitive:
Conjecture 8.1 (Pyber’s base size conjecture). Let G be a finite primitive permuta-
tion group on a finite set S. Then b(G) = Θ(log |G|/ log |S|).
There has been extensive work on Pyber’s conjecture [Ser96; GM98; GSS98; LS02;
Ben05; Faw13; LS14; BS15]. Recently, Duyan, Halasi, and Maróti announced a
proof of this conjecture [DHM16].
We only need the special case of the conjecture for almost simple type, which is
verified in [Ben05].
Theorem 8.7 ( [Ben05]). Let G be a finite primitive permutation group of almost
simple type on a finite set S. Then b(G) = Θ(log |G|/ log |S|).
Bounds for non-standard actions. We also need a result on non-standard actions
of primitive permutation groups of almost simple type. Recall that an action of a
symmetric group Sym(n) is standard if it is equivalent to the action on the set of
k-subsets of [n] for some k ∈ [n], or the action on an orbit of the set of partitions of
[n], induced from the natural action of Sym(n) on [n] (see Chapter 7). Andwe say an
action of Alt(n) on a finite set S is standard if it is restricted from a standard action
of Sym(n) on S. Analogously, one can define standard actions of a classical group
which, roughly speaking, are actions that permute subspaces (or pairs of subspaces
of complementary dimension) of the natural module. See [LS99; Bur07] for the
rigorous definition. Finally, an action of a primitive permutation group of almost
simple type is non-standard if it is not a standard action.
It was conjectured in [Cam92; CK93] that the minimal base sizes of non-standard
actions are bounded by an absolute constant c ∈ N. This conjecture was proved
by Liebeck and Shalev [LS99].5 We state the following weaker form of this result,
where we do not distinguish standard and non-standard actions of classical groups.
This weaker form is sufficient for our goal.
Theorem 8.8. Let G be a finite primitive permutation group G of almost simple
type, and let T = soc(G). Then one of the following holds:
5In addition, a chain of papers [Bur07; BLS09; BOW10; BGS11] shows that the minimum
possible value of the constant c is 7.
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1. G is permutation isomorphic to a symmetric group or an alternating group
with a standard action.
2. T is a classical simple group.
3. b(G) ≤ c, where c ∈ N is some absolute constant.
See [LS99, Theorem 1.3] for the original statement.
Proof of Theorem 8.4 for almost simple type. Now we are ready to prove The-
orem 8.4 for a primitive permutation group G of almost simple type. In fact, we
prove it in the following general form which applies to any subgroup H ⊆ G.
Lemma 8.4. Let G be a primitive permutation group of almost simple type on a
finite set S, and let H be a subgroup of G on S. Then for sufficiently large N =
poly(k(G)dSym(k(G)), r(G), |S|) ≥ |S|, all strongly antisymmetricPH,N -schemes are
discrete on Hx ∈ PH,N for all x ∈ S.
Proof. Let T = soc(G) and P = PH,N . Consider the three cases in Theorem 8.8.
First assume G is permutation isomorphic to a symmetric group Sym(k) or an
alternating groupAlt(k)with a standard action. Note k ≤ k(G). We haveHx,y ∈ P
for all x, y ∈ S provided N ≥ |S|2. We also have H{x,y}∪U ∈ P for all x, y, z ∈ S
and U ⊆ Hx,yz satisfying |Hx,yz| ≤ k and 1 ≤ |U | ≤ dSym(k), provided that
N = k(G)Ω(dSym(k(G))) is sufficiently large. The lemma holds by Theorem 7.2 in
this case.
Next assume T is a classical simple group. Then |T | ≤ r(G). It is also known by
CFSG that |Out(T )| = O(log |T |) (see [Con+85]) and hence |G| ≤ |Aut(T )| =
|T |O(1) = r(G)O(1). By Lemma 2.5 and Theorem 8.7, we have
d(H) ≤ b(H) ≤ b(G) = Θ(log |G|/ log |S|)
and hence |S|d(G) = |G|Θ(1) = r(G)O(1). It follows that for sufficiently large
N = r(G)Ω(1), the subgroup system P contains the system of stabilizers of depth
d(H). So the lemma also holds in this case.
Finally, in the last case of Theorem 8.8, we have d(H) ≤ b(H) ≤ b(G) ≤ c, and
the lemma holds for N ≥ |S|c.
Choosing H = G in Lemma 8.4, we have
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Corollary 8.1. Theorem 8.4 holds for finite primitive permutation groups of almost
simple type.
8.4 Affine type
In this section, we prove Theorem 8.4 for finite primitive permutation groups of
affine type. The following definitions are needed.
Definition 8.8 (irreducible / primitive linear group). A groupH ⊆ GL(V ) is said to
be an irreducible linear group on V if H does not fixes any subspaceW ⊆ V other
than {0} and V . AndH ⊆ GL(V ) is said to be a primitive linear group on V if it is
an irreducible linear group, and V cannot be written as a direct sum V =
⊕k
i=1 Vi
such that k > 1 and H permutes the direct summands Vi.
The following fact is well known (see, e.g., [Sup76, Section I.4]).
Lemma 8.5. Let G be a finite primitive permutation group G of affine type on a
vector space V over a prime field Fp. Then the stabilizerG0 ⊆ GL(V ) of the origin
0 ∈ V is an irreducible linear group on V .
We prove Theorem 8.4 for affine type by studying the stabilizer of the origin. In
the following, we first discuss the case that this stabilizer is a primitive linear group
(over Fp), and then the case of (possibly imprimitive) irreducible linear groups.
Primitive linear groups. Our analysis is based on the work [LS02; LS14] on
bases of primitive linear groups. We start with the following definitions.
Definition 8.9 (fully deleted permutation module [KL90]). Fix a finite field Fq and
k ∈ N+. Define
E(k, q) := {(a, . . . , a) : a ∈ Fq} ⊆ Fkq ,
M(k, q) := {(a1, . . . , ak) ∈ Fkq : a1 + · · ·+ ak = 0},
U(k, q) := M(k, q)/(M(k, q) ∩ E(k, q)).
Let Sym(k) act on Fkq by permuting the k coordinates, which induces an action on
U(k, q). We call U(k, q) the fully deleted permutation module for Sym(k) over Fq.
Definition 8.10 (tensor product of linear groups). Let V1, . . . , Vk be vector spaces
over a finite field Fq. LetG1, . . . , Gk be finite groups whereGi ⊆ GL(Vi) for i ∈ [k].
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Define an action of G1 × · · · ×Gk on the tensor product U := V1 ⊗ · · · ⊗ Vk (over
Fq) by letting
(g1,...,gk)a1 ⊗ · · · ⊗ ak = g1a1 ⊗ · · · ⊗ gkak
and extending to all tensors multilinearly. This gives a linear representation ρ :
G1 × · · · × Gk → GL(U). Write g1 ⊗ · · · ⊗ gk for ρ(g1, . . . , gk) ∈ GL(U). And
write G1 ⊗ · · · ⊗ Gk for ρ(G1 × · · · × Gk) ⊆ GL(U), called the tensor product of
G1, . . . , Gk (over Fq).
We need the following structure theorem in [LS14] on primitive linear groups. See
[LS14, Theorem 1] for a more detailed statement.
Theorem 8.9 ([LS14]). Let p be a prime number, V a finite-dimensional vector
space over Fp, andG a primitive linear group on V . Choose the largest power q of p
such that V can be identified with a vector space V (q) over Fq and G ⊆ ΓL(V (q)).
Let H := G ∩ GL(V (q)) act on V (q). Then there exists an absolute constant
C ∈ N+ such that either b(H) ≤ C, or V (q) can be identified with a tensor product
over Fq
V (q) =
s⊗
i=1
U(ki, q)⊗W0 ⊗
t⊗
j=1
Wj,
where ki ≥ 56 andU(ki, q) is the fully deleted permutation module for Sym(ki) over
Fq for i ∈ [s], andWj is vector space of dimension dj ∈ N+ over Fq for 0 ≤ j ≤ t.
Moreover, in the latter case, the group H is a subgroup of
s⊗
i=1
Sym(ki)⊗D0 ⊗
t⊗
j=1
Dj
acting on V (q) that satisfies the following conditions:
1. For i ∈ [s], the group Sym(ki) acts faithfully onU(ki, q) (see Definition 8.9).7
2. D0 ⊆ GL(W0) acts onW0 and b(D0) ≤ C.
3. For j ∈ [t], the group Dj acting on Wj is the normalizer in GL(Wj) of one
of the quasisimple classical groups SLdj(qj), SUdj(q
1/2
j ), Spdj(qj),Ωdj(qj) ⊆
6The condition ki ≥ 5 is implicit in [LS14]. If ki < 5, we may always remove the factorU(ki, q)
by replacingW0 with U(ki, q)⊗W0 (see [LS02, Lemma 3.3]).
7We regard Sym(k) as a subgroup of GL(U(k, q)) via the faithful linear representation
Sym(k) ↪→ GL(U(k, q)).
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GLdj(qj).8 Here Fqj is a subfield of Fq, and we identify GLdj(qj) with a
subgroup GL(W ′j) ⊆ GL(Wj) for some vector space W ′j ⊆ Wj over Fqj by
fixing an Fqj -basis ofW ′j that is also an Fq-basis ofWj .
4. H contains the group
⊗s
i=1 Alt(ki)⊗{e}⊗
⊗t
j=1D
(∞)
j , whereD
(∞)
j denotes
the last term in the derived series of Dj .
The following lemma implies that the group Dj in Definition 8.9 for each j ∈ [t] is
a subgroup of F×q GLdj(qj). For its proof, see [KL90, Proposition 4.5.1].
Lemma 8.6. Suppose Fq0 ⊆ Fq, and G ⊆ GLd(q) is one of the quasisimple
classical groups SLd(q0), SUd(q1/20 ), Spd(q0),Ωd(q0) ⊆ GLd(q0) ⊆ GLd(q). Then
NGLd(q)(G) ⊆ F×q GLd(q0).
For convenience, we also make the following definition.
Definition 8.11 (primary tensor). Use the notations in Theorem 8.9 and assume
b(G) > C. SoW is identified with the tensor product
s⊗
i=1
U(ki, q)⊗W0 ⊗
t⊗
j=1
Wj
over Fq by Theorem 8.9. We say an element x ∈ V − {0} is a primary tensor if x is
a pure tensor, i.e., x = u1 ⊗ · · · ⊗ us ⊗ w0 ⊗ w1 ⊗ · · · ⊗ wt, where ui ∈ U(ki, q)
for i ∈ [s] and wj ∈ Wj for 0 ≤ j ≤ t, and in addition,
1. for i ∈ [s], ui ∈ U(ki, q) is represented by an element inM(ki, q) ⊆ Fkiqi (see
Definition 8.9) that has exactly two nonzero coordinates, and
2. for j ∈ [t], wj ∈ Wj has the form wj = cw′j where c ∈ F×q and w′j ∈ W ′j (see
Definition 8.9).
In addition, for two primary tensors x, y ∈ V − {0}, we write x ∼ y if x and y
can be written as tensor products of vectors satisfying the above conditions and they
differ at no more than one vector ui or wj . In other words, we can write
x = u1 ⊗ · · · ⊗ us ⊗ w0 ⊗ · · · ⊗ wt
8 For the definitions of these classical groups, see, e.g., [KL90; Asc00]. A groupG is quasisimple
if it equals its commutator subgroup and its inner automorphism group is simple, or equivalently, if
it is a perfect central extension of a simple group [Asc00].
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and either
y = u1 ⊗ · · · ⊗ ui−1 ⊗ u′i ⊗ ui+1 ⊗ · · · ⊗ us ⊗ w0 ⊗ · · · ⊗ wt
for some i ∈ [s] and u′i ∈ U(ki, q), or
y = u1 ⊗ · · · ⊗ us ⊗ w0 ⊗ · · · ⊗ wj−1 ⊗ w′j ⊗ wj+1 ⊗ · · · ⊗ wt
for some 0 ≤ j ≤ t and wj ∈ Wj , so that the vectors ui (resp. u′i) and wj (resp. w′j)
satisfy the above defining conditions of primary tensors.
Note that in Definition 8.11, a vector space M(ki, q) is spanned by vectors with
exactly two nonzero coordinates, and Wj is spanned by vectors in W ′j over Fq. So
any x ∈ V can be written as a finite sum of primary tensors. Also note that for any
two primary tensors x, y ∈ V −{0}, there exists a finite sequence of primary tensors
x0, . . . , xk ∈ V − {0} such that x0 = x, xk = y, and xi−1 ∼ xi for all i ∈ [k].
Now we are ready to prove the following analogue of Theorem 8.4 for subgroups of
primitive linear groups over Fp.
Lemma 8.7. Let G be a primitive linear group on a vector space V over Fp as
in Theorem 8.9, and let G′ be a subgroup of G on V . Then for sufficiently large
N = poly(r(G), |V |) ≥ |V |, all strongly antisymmetric PG′,N -schemes are discrete
on G′x ∈ PG′,N for all x ∈ V .
Proof. Use the notations in Theorem 8.9. Fix α ∈ F×q that does not lie in any proper
subfield of Fq. First assume b(H) ≤ C. Let B ⊆ V be a base of H of cardinality
at most C. Pick a nonzero element z ∈ B. Then B ∩ {αz} is a base of G since
Gz,αz ⊆ G∩GL(V (q)) = H . So d(G) ≤ b(G) ≤ C+1. Then forN ≥ |V |C+1, all
strongly antisymmetric PG′,N -schemes are discrete on G′x ∈ PG′,N for all x ∈ V ,
as desired.
So assume b(H) > C. Then we have V (q) =
⊗s
i=1 U(ki, q) ⊗W0 ⊗
⊗t
j=1Wj
and H ⊆⊗si=1 Sym(ki)⊗D0 ⊗⊗tj=1Dj as in Theorem 8.9. Let P = PG′,N and
let C be a strongly antisymmetric P-scheme. Let N ≥ |V |4 so that G′x,y,z,w ∈ P
for all x, y, z, w ∈ V . Fix x ∈ V . We want to prove that C is discrete on G′x. By
Lemma 2.3, it suffices to prove that C is discrete on G′x,αx.
Consider the diagonal action of G′ on V × V , and let O be the G′-orbit of (x, αx).
The elements in O are of the form (y, βy), where y ∈ V and β ∈ F×q is a conjugate
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of α, i.e., β = gα for some g ∈ Gal(Fq/Fp). Also note that for any distinct y, z ∈ V ,
the difference z−y can be written as a finite sum of primary tensors. By Lemma 7.6,
it suffices to prove, for all distinct y, z ∈ V whose difference z − y is a primary
tensor and conjugates β, γ ∈ F×q of α, that C|G′y,βy is discrete onG′y,βy,z,γz = G′y,βy,z.
Fix such y, z, β, γ.
Let H ′ = G′ ∩ H . Then G′y,βy = H ′y and G′y,βy,z = H ′y,z = H ′y,z−y. So we want
to prove that C|H′y is discrete on H ′y,z−y. Note that every element in the H ′y-orbit of
z−y is a primary tensor. As noted after Definition 8.11, for any two primary tensors
u, v ∈ V−{0}, there exists a finite sequence of primary tensorsx1, . . . , xk ∈ V−{0}
such that x1 = u, xk = v, and xi−1 ∼ xi for all i ∈ [k]. Again by Lemma 7.6,
it suffices to prove, for all primary tensors u, v ∈ V − {0} satisfying u ∼ v, that
C|H′y,u is discrete on H ′y,u,v (note H ′y,u = G′y,βy,u, H ′y,u,v = G′y,βy,u,v ∈ P). Fix such
u, v. Suppose u = u1 ⊗ · · · ⊗ us ⊗ w0 ⊗ · · · ⊗ wt where ui ∈ U(ki, q) for i ∈ [s]
and wj ∈ Wj for 0 ≤ j ≤ t satisfy the conditions in Definition 8.11.
First consider the case that v has the form
v = u1 ⊗ · · · ⊗ ur−1 ⊗ u′r ⊗ ur+1 ⊗ · · · ⊗ us ⊗ w0 ⊗ · · · ⊗ wt,
where r ∈ [s] and u′r ∈ U(kr, q) is represented by a vector u˜′r ∈ M(kr, q) with
exactly two nonzero coordinates. Let n := |H ′y,uv|. We prove a bound on n.
Consider an element g ∈ H ′y,u. By Theorem 8.9, we may write g = g1⊗ · · · ⊗ gs⊗
h0⊗ · · · ⊗ ht where gi ∈ Sym(ki) for i ∈ [s] and hj ∈ Dj for 0 ≤ j ≤ t. As g fixes
u, we know gr ∈ Sym(kr) sends ur to cur for some c ∈ F×q . As kr ≥ 5 and u˜r has
exactly two nonzero coordinates, either gr fixes u˜r and c = 1, or gr swaps the two
nonzero coordinates of u˜r and c = −1. From gu = u, it is easy to see that
gv = c−1(u1 ⊗ · · · ⊗ ur−1 ⊗ gru′r ⊗ ur+1 · · · ⊗ us ⊗ w0 ⊗ · · · ⊗ wt).
So c and gru′r determine gv. The number of possible values of
gru′r is bounded by
|Sym(kr)u′r| ≤ |Sym(kr)u˜′r| ≤ k2r . It follows that n = |H ′y,uv| ≤ 2k2r . Also note
that |V | ≥ |U(kr, q)| ≥ qkr−2 and hence kr = O(log |V |). Let N ≥ ndSym(n) =
|V |O(1). ThenP|H′y,u contains the system of stabilizers of depth dSym(n)with respect
to the action of H ′y,u on H ′y,uv. So C|H′y,u is discrete on H ′y,u,v, as desired.
Next consider the case that v has the form
v = u1 ⊗ · · · ⊗ us ⊗ w′0 ⊗ w1 ⊗ · · · ⊗ wt
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for some w′0 ∈ Wr. Let B ⊆ W0 be a base of D0 of cardinality at most C, which
exists by Theorem 8.9. For any subset T ofW0, define
T˜ := {u1 ⊗ · · · ⊗ us ⊗ a⊗ w1 ⊗ · · · ⊗ wt : a ∈ T} ⊆ V.
Consider g = g1 ⊗ · · · ⊗ gs ⊗ h0 ⊗ · · · ⊗ ht ∈ (H ′y,u)B˜ where gi ∈ Sym(ki) for
i ∈ [s] and hj ∈ Dj for 0 ≤ j ≤ t. As g fixes every element in B˜, we see h0 ∈ D0
scales every element in B by the same factor c ∈ F×q . Then c−1h0 ∈ (D0)B = {e}
and hence h0 = c. Therefore h0 scales every element in W0 by the factor c.
So g ∈ (H ′y,u)W˜0 . It follows that (H ′y,u)B˜ = (H ′y,u)W˜0 . Also note that H ′y,u
fixes W˜0 setwisely. So (H ′y,u)W˜0 is normal in H
′
y,u. Let N ≥ |V |C+3 so that
(H ′y,u)W˜0 = H{y,βy,u}∪B˜ ∈ P . By antisymmetry of C|H′y,u , we know C|H′y,u is
discrete on (H ′y,u)W˜0 . By Lemma 2.3, it is also discrete on H
′
y,u,v ⊇ (H ′y,u)W˜0 , as
desired.
Finally, consider the case that v has the form
v = u1 ⊗ · · · ⊗ us ⊗ w0 ⊗ · · · ⊗ wr−1 ⊗ w′r ⊗ wr+1 ⊗ · · · ⊗ wt
for some 0 ≤ r ≤ t and w′r ∈ Wr such that w′r = c0w′′r for some c0 ∈ F×q and
w′′r ∈ W ′r. We claim that |H ′y,uv| ≤ qdrr . To see this, consider g = g1 ⊗ · · · ⊗ gs ⊗
h0 ⊗ · · · ⊗ ht ∈ H ′y,u where gi ∈ Sym(ki) for i ∈ [s] and hj ∈ Dj for 0 ≤ j ≤ t.
By Lemma 8.6, we have hr ∈ F×q GL(W ′r). As g fixes u, we have hrwr = c1wr for
some c1 ∈ F×q . Then it is easy to see that
gv = c−11 (u1 ⊗ · · · ⊗ us ⊗ w0 ⊗ · · · ⊗ wr−1 ⊗ hrw′r ⊗ wr+1 ⊗ · · · ⊗ wt)
= u1 ⊗ · · · ⊗ us ⊗ w0 ⊗ · · · ⊗ wr−1 ⊗ c
−1
1 hrw′r ⊗ wr+1 ⊗ · · · ⊗ wt.
As hr ∈ F×q GL(W ′r), we may write hr = c2h′r for some c2 ∈ F×q and h′r ∈ GL(W ′r).
Note that h′r = c−12 hr ∈ GL(W ′r) ⊆ GL(Wr) sends wr to c−12 c1wr. Then c−12 c1 ∈
F×qr . Therefore c
−1
1 hr = c
−1
1 c2h
′
r ∈ GL(W ′r). It follows that
|H ′y,uv| ≤ |GL(W ′r)w′r| = |GL(W ′r)w′′r | ≤ |W ′r| = qdrr
as claimed. LetV ′ ⊆ V be the vector space overFq spanned by the elements inH ′y,uv.
Let B ⊆ H ′y,uv be an Fq-basis of V ′. Then |B| = dimFq V ′ ≤ dimFq Wr = dr.
Note qd
2
r
r = |Dr|O(1) = r(H)O(1) = r(G)O(1). Let N ≥ qd
2
r
r ≥ |H ′y,uv|dr , so that
P|H′y,u contains the system of stabilizers of depth dr with respect to the action of
H ′y,u on H ′y,uv. Then (H ′y,u)V ′ = (H ′y,u)B ∈ P . Note that H ′y,u fixes V ′ setwisely,
and hence (H ′y,u)V ′ is normal in H ′y,u. By antisymmetry of C|H′y,u , we know C|H′y,u
is discrete on (H ′y,u)V ′ . By Lemma 2.3, it is also discrete on H ′y,u,v ⊇ (H ′y,u)V ′ , as
desired.
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Irreducible linear groups. Nextwe extendLemma8.7 to irreducible linear groups
over Fp. For a group G ⊆ GL(V ) and a subspace W ⊆ V , the setwise stabilizer
G{W} acts onW , which gives a linear representation piW : G{W} → GL(W ). Write
G|W for its image piW (G{W}) ⊆ GL(W ).
We need the following lemma, whose proof can be found in, e.g., [Sup76, Sec-
tion IV.15].
Lemma 8.8. Let G be an irreducible linear group on a finite-dimensional vector
space V 6= {0}. Then there exists a nonzero subspaceW ⊆ V such that G|W is a
primitive linear group onW , andG permutes the subspaces in the set {gW : g ∈ G}.
We have the following generalization of Lemma 8.7.
Lemma 8.9. LetG be an irreducible linear group on a vector space V over Fp, and
let G′ be a subgroup of G on V . Then for sufficiently large N = poly(r(G), |V |) ≥
|V |, all strongly antisymmetric PG′,N -schemes are discrete on G′x ∈ PG′,N for all
x ∈ V .
Proof. Assume V 6= {0} as otherwise the claim is trivial. By Lemma 8.8, we
may choose a nonzero subspaceW ⊆ V such that G|W is a primitive linear group
on W , and G permutes the subspaces in the set SW := {gW : g ∈ G}. Note
|SW | = log |V |/ log |W | = O(log |V |). We claim r(G|W ) = poly(r(G), |V |). To
see this, consider a classical group H that is a composition factor of G{W}. The
group G permutes the subspaces in SW , which gives a permutation representation
ρ : G → Sym(SW ). Then H is either a composition factor of ρ(G{W}) or that
of Ker(ρ) ∩ G{W} = Ker(ρ). In the former case, the group H is a subquotient of
Sym(SW ). And Lemma 8.2 implies that |H| = r(H) is polynomial in |SW |log |SW | =
|V |O(1). In the latter case, we have |H| ≤ r(G) since Ker(ρ)EG. So in either case,
we have r(G|W ) ≤ r(G{W}) = poly(r(G), |V |).
Let P = PG′,N . Let N ≥ |V |3 so that G′x,y,z ∈ P for all x, y, z ∈ V . Suppose
C = {CH : H ∈ P} is a strongly antisymmetric P-scheme. We want to show that
all strongly antisymmetric P-schemes are discrete on G′x for all x ∈ V . Note that
for any x, y ∈ V , we may choose a sequence of elements z0, . . . , zt ∈ S such that
z0 = x, zt = y, and for all i ∈ [t], the vector zi − zi−1 is in gW for some g ∈ G. By
Lemma 7.6, it suffices to prove, for all x, y ∈ V and g ∈ G satisfying x− y ∈ gW ,
that C|G′x is discrete on G′x,y. Fix such x, y ∈ V and g ∈ G.
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Let z = y − x. Note that G′x,y = G′x,z. Every element in G′xz is in a subspace g
′
W
for some g′ ∈ G. Consider distinct u, v ∈ G′xz that are in the same subspace g
′
W .
Pick h, h′ ∈ G′x such that u = hz and v = h′z. We claim that G′x,yh−1, G′x,yh′−1 ∈
G′x,y\G′x are in different blocks of CG′x,y |G′x . By Lemma 7.5, it suffices to show that
C|G′x,u and C|G′x,v are discrete on G′x,u,v. We only prove it for C|G′x,u as the claim for
C|G′x,v is symmetric.
Note thatG′x,u is a subgroup ofG{g′W} since u ∈ g
′
W andG permutes the subspaces
in the set SW . Define
P ′ := {(G′x,u|g′W )B : B ⊆ g
′
W, (G′x,u)B ∈ P},
which is a subgroup system over G′x,u|g′W . By Lemma 6.4, it suffices to show
that all strongly antisymmetric P ′-schemes are discrete on (G′x,u|g′W )v. Let N ′ :=
bN/|V |2c. Then P ′ contains the subgroup system PG′x,u|g′W ,N ′ with respect to the
faithful action of G′x,u|g′W on g
′
W . Note that G′x,u|g′W is a subgroup of G|g′W
and the latter is a primitive linear group since G|W is a primitive linear group.
Also note G|g′W ∼= G|W and hence r(G|g′W ) = r(G|W ) = poly(r(G), |V |). Ap-
plying Lemma 8.7 to G′x,u|g′W ⊆ G|g′W , we see that all strongly antisymmetric
PG′x,u|g′W ,N ′-schemes are discrete on (G
′
x,u|g′W )v, and hence all strongly antisym-
metric P ′-schemes are discrete on (G′x,u|g′W )v, as desired. This proves the claim
that G′x,yh−1 and G′x,yh′−1 are in different blocks of CG′x,y |G′x given that u = hz and
v = h
′
z are distinct elements in the same subspace g′W .
Consider an arbitrary block {G′x,yg−11 , . . . , G′x,yg−1s } of CG′x,y |G′x of cardinality s ∈
N+. By the claim just proved, the elements g1z, . . . , gsz are in distinct subspaces in
the set SW . So s ≤ |SW | = O(log |V |). Therefore we have m(s) = O(log s) =
O(log log |V |) byTheorem7.1 (seeDefinition 7.3 for the definition ofm(·)). Choose
the largest m ∈ N satisfying |G′xz|m ≤ N . By definition, the subgroup system
P|G′x contains the system of stabilizers of depth m over G′x (with respect to the
action of G′x on G′xz). Lemma 2.7 and Theorem 6.1 then imply the existence of
a strongly antisymmetric m-scheme Π = {P1, . . . , Pm} on G′xz such that P1 has
a block of cardinality s. Note |G′xz| ≤ |SW | · |W |. And we have |SW |m(s) =
(log |V |)O(log log |V |) = |V |O(1) and |W |m(s) = |W |O(log |SW |) = |V |O(1). Then for
sufficiently large N = |V |Ω(1), we have
|G′xz|m(s) ≤ (|SW | · |W |)m(s) ≤ N,
and hence m ≥ m(s). Theorem 7.1 then forces s = 1. So C|G′x is discrete on
G′x,z = G
′
x,y, as desired.
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Now we are ready to prove Theorem 8.4 for finite primitive permutation groups of
affine type.
Lemma 8.10. Theorem 8.4 holds for finite primitive permutation groups of affine
type.
Proof. Let G be a finite primitive permutation groups of affine type on a vector
space V over a prime field Fp. Then the stabilizer G0 ⊆ GL(V ) of the origin
0 ⊆ V is an irreducible linear group by Lemma 8.5. Let V ] ⊆ G be the group of
translations. Then G ∼= V ] oG0 and hence r(G0) ≤ r(G).
Let C be a strongly antisymmetric PG,N -scheme. By Lemma 7.6, it suffices to prove
for all x, y ∈ V that C|Gx is discrete on Gx,y. Fix such x, y ∈ V . By invariance of
C and the fact that G acts transitively on V , we may assume x = 0. So we want
to show that C|G0 is discrete on G0,y. This follows from Lemma 8.9 applied to the
irreducible linear group G0 on V and the subgroup system PG,N |G0 over G0.
8.5 Diagonal type
In this section, we verify Theorem 8.4 for a finite primitive permutation group G
of diagonal type. By Definition 8.5, we may assume G is a permutation group
satisfyingM ⊆ G ⊆ W and acting on a set S := D\W by inverse right translation,
where
A = {(a1, . . . , ak) ∈ Aut(T )k : aiInn(T ) = ajInn(T ) for all i, j ∈ [k]},
W = Ao Sym(k),
M = Inn(T )k ⊆ A ⊆ W,
D = {(a, . . . , a)pi : a ∈ Aut(T ), pi ∈ Sym(k)} ⊆ W
for a noncyclic finite simple group T and an integer k ≥ 2. The cardinality of S is
|W |/|D| = |T |k−1.
Let x0 denote the element De ∈ S, so that Gx0 = D ∩ G. It is a consequence of
CFSG that every finite simple group is generated by at most two elements ([AG84]).
So we can choose r, s ∈ Inn(T )− {e} that generate Inn(T ) ∼= T . For g ∈ Inn(T ),
define ag := (g, e, . . . , e) ∈M ⊆ G. We have the following lemma.
Lemma 8.11. For U = {x0, arx0, asx0, arsx0}, it holds thatWU = Sym(k)1.
Proof. Note that
WU = D ∩ arDa−1r ∩ asDa−1s ∩ arsDa−1rs
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from which it is straightforward to see Sym(k)1 ⊆ WU .
For the other direction, consider g = (a, . . . , a)pi ∈ D ⊆ WU , where a ∈ Aut(T )
and pi ∈ Sym(k). We have
a−1r gar = a
−1
r (a, . . . , a)piar = a
−1
r (a, . . . , a)
piarpi ∈ D (8.1)
since a−1r WUar ⊆ D.
First assume k > 2. Suppose pi sends 1 to i ∈ [k]. Note that all coordinates of ar
(resp. piar) are identity except that the first (resp. ith) coordinate is r 6= e. As k > 2
and a−1r (a, . . . , a) piarpi ∈ D, we must have i = 1 and r−1ar = a. So pi ∈ Sym(k)1.
The same argument using the fact a−1s WUas ⊆ D implies s−1as = a. Then a
commutes with 〈r, s〉 = Inn(T ). Note that the isomorphism T ∼= Inn(T ) sending
h ∈ T to the inner automorphism x 7→ hxh−1 is an equivalence between the action
of Aut(T ) on T and that on Inn(T ) by conjugation. So a fixes T pointwisely, which
implies a = e. Then we have g = pi ∈ Sym(k)1, as desired.
Next assume k = 2. If pi = e, we have a−1r gar = (r−1ar, a) ∈ D by (8.1).
So r−1ar = a, and the same argument using the fact a−1s WUas ⊆ D implies
s−1as = a. Again we conclude that a commutes with 〈r, s〉 = Inn(T ), which
implies a = e ∈ Sym(k)1. Now consider the case pi 6= e, i.e., pi = (1 2) ∈ Sym(2).
Note that the proof for the previous case pi = e showsWU ∩ A = {e}. Therefore
|WU | = [WU : WU ∩ A] ≤ [W : A] = |Sym(k)| = 2.
The lemma is trivial if |WU | = 1. So assume |WU | = 2. ThenWU = {e, g}, where
g = (a, a)pi is as above. By (8.1), we have (r−1a, ar)pi ∈ D. So ara−1 = r−1.
The same argument using the facts a−1s WUas ⊆ D and a−1rs WUars ⊆ D implies
asa−1 = s−1 and arsa−1 = (rs)−1 = s−1r−1. On the other hand, we have
arsa−1 = (ara−1)(asa−1) = r−1s−1. So r commutes with s. Then T = 〈r, s〉 is
abelian, contradicting the assumption that T is a noncyclic finite simple group.
We prove Theorem 8.4 for a finite primitive permutation group G of diagonal type
in the following general form that applies to any subgroup H ⊆ G.
Lemma 8.12. Let G be a finite primitive permutation group of diagonal type on
S = D\W as above, and let H be a subgroup of G on S. Then for sufficiently
large N = poly(|S|) ≥ |S|, all strongly antisymmetric PH,N -schemes are discrete
on Hx ∈ PH,N for all x ∈ S.
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Proof. Let P = PH,N . By choosing N ≥ |S|2, we may assume Hx,y ∈ P for
all x, y ∈ S. Let C = {CH′ : H ′ ∈ P} be a strongly antisymmetric P-scheme.
Define Z to be the set of elements g ∈ M = Inn(T )k such that g has exactly one
coordinate different from the identity. Note that g ∈ Z iff g−1 ∈ Z, and the elements
in Z generate M . Also note that M acts transitively on S. Then by Lemma 7.6,
it suffices to show that for all x ∈ S and g ∈ Z, the P-scheme C|Hx is discrete on
Hx,gx ∈ P|Hx . Fix x ∈ S and g ∈ Z. As M acts transitively on S, there exists
h ∈ M sending x to x0. Let y := h(gx) = hgh−1x0. By invariance of C, it suffices
to show that C|Hx0 is discrete on Hx0,y ∈ P|Hx0 .
Let g′ := hgh−1, so that y = g′x0. Note g′ ∈ Z. Suppose the ith coordinate of g′ is
different from the identity. Choose U = {x0, arx0, asx0, arsx0} as in Lemma 8.11,
and let U ′ := (1 i)U . As (1 i) ⊆ D fixes x0, we have x0 ∈ U ′. By Lemma 8.11, we
have
HU ′ = Sym(k)i ∩H = Sym(k)i ∩Hx0 . (8.2)
Note g′ ∈ NG(Sym(k)i), and hence
Sym(k)i = g
′Sym(k)ig′−1 ⊆ g′Dg′−1 = g′Wx0g′−1 = Wy.
So HU ′ ⊆ Hx0,y. We have HU ′ ∈ P provided that N ≥ |S||U ′| = |S|O(1). By
Lemma 2.3, it suffices to prove that C|Hx0 is discrete on HU ′ . By Lemma 7.6, it
suffices to show, for all h, h′ ∈ Hx0 , that (1) HhU ′∪h′U ′ ∈ P|Hx0 and (2) C|HhU′ is
discrete on HhU ′∪h′U ′ . Fix h, h
′ ∈ Hx0 . We have HhU ′∪h′U ′ ∈ P|Hx0 provided that
N ≥ |S|| hU ′∪h
′
U ′| = |S|O(1).
So it remains to prove that C|Hh
U′
is discrete on HhU ′∪h′U ′ . Write h = bpi and
h′ = b′pi′ where b, b′ ∈ A and pi, pi′ ∈ Sym(k). As h ∈ Hx0 ⊆ D, the k coordinates
of b are equal. So b commutes with Sym(k). By (8.2), we have
HhU ′ = h(Sym(k)i ∩Hx0)h−1 = Sym(k)pii ∩Hx0 .
Similarly, we have Hh′U ′ = Sym(k)pi′ i ∩Hx0 and
HhU ′∪h′U ′ = Sym(k)pii,pi′ i ∩Hx0 .
Let n := [HhU ′ : HhU ′∪h′U ′ ]. We have
n ≤ [Sym(k)pii : Sym(k)pii,pi′ i] ≤ k.
Also note k = log |S|/ log |T | + 1 = O(log |S|). Consider the action of HhU ′
on HhU ′∪h′U ′\HhU ′ by inverse right translation. Each one-point stabilizer with
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respect to this action is a pointwise stabilizer of a set S ′ ⊆ S of cardinality at
most |U ′| = O(1). Choose sufficiently large N ≥ n|U ′|dSym(n) = kO(log k) = |S|O(1)
so that P|Hh
U′
contains the system of stabilizers of depth dSym(n) with respect to
this action. Then all strongly antisymmetric P|Hh
U′
-schemes, including C|Hh
U′
, are
discrete on HhU ′∪h′U ′ , as desired.
Choosing H = G in Lemma 8.12, we have
Corollary 8.2. Theorem8.4 holds for finite primitive permutation groups of diagonal
type.
8.6 Product type and twisted wreath type
In this section, we verify Theorem 8.4 for finite primitive permutation groups of
product type and those of twisted wreath type.
Product type. Suppose G is a finite primitive permutation group of product type.
By Definition 8.6, there exist an integer k ≥ 2 and a primitive permutation group
H on a finite set Γ that is of almost simple type or diagonal type such that G
is a subgroup of W := H o Sym(k) = Hk o Sym(k) acting on S := Γk, and
M := soc(H)k ⊆ W is a subgroup of G.
We prove Theorem 8.4 for a finite primitive permutation group G of product type
in the following general form that applies to any subgroup G′ ⊆ G.
Lemma 8.13. Let G be a finite primitive permutation group of product type on
S as above. Let G′ be a subgroup of G on S. Then for sufficiently large N =
poly(k(G)dSym(k(G)), r(G), |S|) ≥ |S|, all strongly antisymmetric PG′,N -schemes
are discrete on G′x ∈ PG′,N for all x ∈ S.
Proof. Let P = PG′,N . Choose N ≥ |S|3 so that G′x,y,z ∈ P for all x, y, z ∈ S.
Suppose C = {CH : H ∈ P} is a strongly antisymmetric P-scheme. Fix x ∈ S.
We prove that C is discrete on G′x. Note that for any y, z ∈ S, we may choose a
sequence of elements y0, . . . , yt ∈ S such that y0 = y, yt = z, and for all i ∈ [t],
the elements yi−1, yi ∈ S = Γk differ at exactly one coordinate. By Lemma 7.6,
it suffices to prove, for all y, z ∈ S differing at exactly one coordinate, that C|G′y is
discrete on G′y,z. Fix such y, z ∈ S. Also note that all elements in G′yz differ from
y at exactly one coordinate. In particular, we have |G′yz| ≤ k|Γ|.
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Consider u, v ∈ G′yz differing from y at the same coordinate whose index is denoted
by i ∈ [k]. Pick g, g′ ∈ G′y such that u = gz and v = g′z. We claim that
G′y,zg
−1, G′y,zg
′−1 ∈ G′y,z\G′y are in different blocks of CG′y,z |G′y ∈ P|G′y . By
Lemma 6.3 and Lemma 7.5, it suffices to verify that C|G′y,u and C|G′y,v are discrete
on G′y,u,v. We only prove it for C|G′y,u since the claim for C|G′y,v is symmetric. Note
that C|G′y,u is a strongly antisymmetric P|G′y,u-scheme by Lemma 6.3. We show that
in fact all strongly antisymmetric P|G′y,u-schemes are discrete on G′y,u,v. As G′y,u
fixes y and u which differ at the ith coordinate, the image ofG′y,u under the quotient
map H o Sym(k)→ Sym(k) is contained in Sym(k)i. Define
P := {(g1, . . . , gk)pi ∈ G′y,u : gi = e} ⊆ G′y,u.
Then P is a normal subgroup of G′y,u. Suppose v = (v1, . . . , vk) ∈ S = Γk. Define
S ′ := {(v1, . . . , vi−1, v′i, vi+1, . . . , vk) ∈ S : v′i ∈ Γ}.
The action of G′y,u on S restricts to an action on S ′ which factors through G¯ :=
G′y,u/P . And the action of G¯ on S ′ is permutation isomorphic to H ′ on Γ, where
H ′ ⊆ H is defined by
H ′ := {g ∈ H : (g1, . . . , gk)pi ∈ G′y,u, gi = g}.
LetN ′ = bN/|S|2c. Note PG′y,u,N ′ ⊆ P|G′y,u . By Lemma 6.4, we just need to prove
that all strongly antisymmetric PG¯,N ′-schemes are discrete on G¯v. Equivalently,
we want to prove all strongly antisymmetric PH′,N ′-schemes (defined with respect
to the action of H ′ on Γ) are discrete on H ′vi . Note H
′ ⊆ H where H is a
primitive permutation group of almost simple type or diagonal type on Γ. If H
is of almost simple type, we have k(H) = k(soc(H)) ≤ k(G) by Theorem 8.6
and similarly r(H) = r(soc(H)) ≤ r(G). It follows from Lemma 8.4 that all
strongly antisymmetric PH′,N ′-schemes are discrete on H ′vi for sufficiently large
N = poly(k(G)dSym(k(G)), r(G), |S|). If H is of diagonal type, then we apply
Lemma 8.4 instead to conclude that all strongly antisymmetric PH′,N ′-schemes are
discrete onH ′vi for sufficiently large N = poly(|Γ|). So C|G′y,u is discrete on G′y,u,v.
Therefore G′y,zg−1 and G′y,zg′−1 are in different blocks of CG′y,z |G′y , as claimed.
Consider an arbitrary block {G′y,zg−11 , . . . , G′y,zg−1s } of CG′y,z |G′y of cardinality s ∈
N+. By the claim just proved, the elements g1z, . . . , gsz differ from y at distinct
coordinates. So s ≤ k. Then m(s) = O(log s) = O(log k) by Theorem 7.1 (see
Definition 7.3 for the definition of m(·)). Choose the largest m ∈ N satisfying
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|G′yz|m ≤ N . By definition, the subgroup system P|G′y contains the system of
stabilizers of depthm overG′y (with respect to the action ofG′y onG′yz). Lemma 2.7
and Theorem 6.1 then imply the existence of a strongly antisymmetric m-scheme
Π = {P1, . . . , Pm} on G′yz such that P1 has a block of cardinality s. Note |G′yz| ≤
k|Γ|, |S| = |Γ|k, and k = log |S|/ log |Γ| ≤ log |S|. Then for sufficiently large
N = |S|Ω(1), we have
|G′yz|m(s) = (k|Γ|)O(log k) ≤ N
and hence m ≥ m(s). Theorem 7.1 then forces s = 1. So C|G′y is discrete on G′y,z,
as desired.
Choosing G′ = G in Lemma 8.13, we have
Corollary 8.3. Theorem 8.4 holds for finite primitive permutation groups of product
type.
Twistedwreath type. SupposeG is a finite primitive permutation group of twisted
wreath type. By Definition 8.7, we may assume G = B o P acting on S := G/P
by left translation, where
• T is a noncyclic finite simple group,
• P ⊆ Sym(k) is a transitive permutation group on [k] for some integer k ≥ 2,
• ϕ is a group homomorphism from P1 to Aut(T ),
• B is the group {f ∈ Map(P, T ) : f(pq−1) = ϕ(q)(f(p)) for all p ∈ P, q ∈ P1}
under coordinatewise multiplication, and
• P acts on B via (pf)(x) = f(p−1x) for p, x ∈ P , f ∈ B.
It turns out that G can be embedded in a finite primitive permutation group of
product type on S. This is explained in [Pra90, Section 3.6]. We provide a detailed
proof of this fact.
Lemma 8.14. Let G be a finite primitive permutation group of twisted wreath type
on S = G/P as above. Then G is permutation isomorphic to a subgroup of a finite
primitive permutation group Hol(T ) o P of product type on S.
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Proof. Identifying S = G/P with the set B via the bijection B → G/P sending
g ∈ B to gP ∈ G/P , wemay regardG = BoP as a permutation group on the setB
whereB ⊆ G acts onB by left translation andP ⊆ G acts by (pf)(x) = f(p−1x) for
p, x ∈ P , f ∈ B. Pick g1, . . . , gk ∈ P such that gi1 = i ∈ [k]. Then g1, . . . , gk form
a complete set of representatives of P/P1. We further regard G as a permutation
group on T k by identifying the set B with T k via the bijection B → T k sending
f ∈ B to (f(g1), . . . , f(gk)) ∈ T k.
The holomorph Hol(T ) of T is a primitive permutation group of diagonal type on
T where the action is defined by hgh′ = h gh′ for h, h′ ∈ T and g ∈ Aut(T ) (see
Example 8.1 and Lemma 8.3). Denote by G′ the wreath product Hol(T ) o P acting
faithfully on the set T k by the primitive wreath product action, i.e., Hol(T )k acts on
T k coordinatewisely and P ⊆ Sym(k) permutes the k coordinates. We claim that
G is permutation isomorphic to a subgroup of G′ on T k. To see this, note that a
permutation f ∈ B ⊆ G of T k is the same as the permutation (f(g1), . . . , f(gk)) ∈
T k E Hol(T )k E G′. Now consider pi ∈ P ⊆ G and we show that it is also a
permutation in G′. For i ∈ [k], the permutations pi−1gi and gpi−1 i of [k] both send 1
to pi−1i, and hence pi−1giP1 = gpi−1 iP1. So we can choose h1, . . . , hk ∈ P1 such that
pi−1gi = gpi−1 ih
−1
i holds for all i ∈ [k]. We claim that pi ∈ P ⊆ G, as a permutation
of T k, equals (ϕ(h1), . . . , ϕ(hk))pi ∈ G′. This is because for f ∈ B, we have
(ϕ(h1),...,ϕ(hk))pi(f(g1), . . . , f(gk)) =
(ϕ(h1),...,ϕ(hk))
(
f
(
gpi−11
)
, . . . , f
(
gpi−1k
))
=
(
f
(
gpi−11h
−1
1
)
, . . . , f
(
gpi−1kh
−1
k
))
= (f(pi−1g1), . . . , f(pi−1gk))
= ((pif)(g1), . . . , (
pif)(g1))
= pi(f(g1) . . . , f(gk)).
Here pi in the last equation acts as an element of G, whereas (ϕ(h1), . . . , ϕ(hk))pi
is an element of G′. It follows that G = B o P is permutation isomorphic to a
subgroup of G′ on T k. As G acts primitively on T k, so does G′. By definition, the
group G′ is a finite primitive permutation group of product type on T k. The lemma
follows.
For the groups G = T twrϕ P and G′ = Hol(T ) o P in Lemma 8.14, we have
k(G) = k(G′) and r(G) = r(G′) by Theorem 8.6. Then by Lemma 8.13 and
Lemma 8.14, we have
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Corollary 8.4. Theorem 8.4 holds for finite primitive permutation groups of twisted
wreath type.
8.7 Future research
In this section, we suggest some possible directions for future research.
Dependence on classical groups. As we have shown, the running time of the
factoring algorithm in this chapter is controlled by the alternating groups and the
classical groups among the composition factors of the Galois group. Nevertheless,
the exact relation between the running time and the classical groups is not fully
investigated. The bound we use for classical simple groups is simply the group
order r(G), and a natural problem is to improve this bound. In the case of the
natural action of a general linear group G := GLn(q) on S := Fnq − {0}, it yields
the bound r(G) = |PSLn(q)| = qO(n2). Note that Corollary 3.2 or Corollary 5.2
gives the same bound |S|d(GLn(q)) = |S|dGL(n,q) = qO(n2) if we use the trivial
O(n) bound for dGL(n, q) (see Section 7.4). This observation suggests that proving
dGL(n, q) = o(n) is possibly the first step towards a faster factoring algorithm for
classical groups.
Factoring algorithms and P-schemes for various permutation groups. The
main results of this chapter demonstrate that the problemof deterministic polynomial
factoringmay bemuch easierwhen theGalois group has a relatively simple structure.
In particular, the results are obtained for Galois groups with restricted composition
factors. It is an interesting problem to see if similar results can be obtained for other
families of permutation groups under possibly different restrictions.
A related problem is proving the schemes conjectures (Conjecture 6.3) for more
general families of permutation groups. As we observed in Section 6.3, proving
these conjectures for various permutation groups are intermediate steps towards
proving the original schemes conjecture in [IKS09].
Connections with association schemes. Another approach is to exploit the con-
nections between our notion of P-schemes and association schemes. For example,
by drawing connections betweenm-schemes [IKS09] and association schemes, the
work [Aro+14] gave a factoring algorithm that finds a nontrivial factor of a re-
ducible polynomial f(X) ∈ Fq[X] of prime degree n in time poly(log q, nr+log `)
under GRH, provided that n−1 has an r-smooth divisor s satisfying s ≥√n/`+1.
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We have shown that P-schemes generalize m-schemes, in the sense that an m-
schemes is essentially a P-scheme with P chosen to be the system of stabilizers
of depth m over a multiply transitive group (see Theorem 2.1). Thus it is a cu-
rious question if the theory of association schemes can find more applications in
deterministic polynomial factoring within our framework of P-schemes.
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A p p e n d i x A
A UNIFYING DEFINITION OF P-SCHEMES
We present an alternative ring-theoretic definition of P-schemes, such that the three
defining properties (compatibility, invariance, regularity) are given in a unifying
way.
Ring IndGK. Let G be a finite group andK be an arbitrary field of characteristic
zero. Define IndGK to be the set of all the functions φ : G→ K. We make it into
a commutative ring by defining addition and multiplication entry-wisely. Let G act
on it by (gφ)(gh) = φ(h), or equivalently
(gφ)(h) = φ(g−1h)
for g, h ∈ G and φ ∈ IndGK.
For a subgroup H ⊆ G, the subring (IndGK)H of H-invariant elements consists
of functions φ : G → K taking a constant value on each right coset in H\G. So
(IndGK)H is identified with the commutative ring consisting of all the functions
from H\G to K where addition and multiplication are defined entry-wisely.
We define inclusions, conjugations and trace maps between (IndGK)H for various
subgroups H ⊆ G:
• (inclusion) for H ⊆ H ′ ⊆ G, the ring (IndGK)H′ is a subring of (IndGK)H .
Define the map iH,H′ : (IndGK)H
′
↪→ (IndGK)H to be the natural inclusion.
• (conjugation) for g ∈ G and H ′ = gHg−1, define c∗H,g : (IndGK)H′ →
(IndGK)H to be the map sending φ to g−1φ.
• (trace map) for H ⊆ H ′, define TrH,H′ : (IndGK)H → (IndGK)H′ to be the
map sending φ to
∑
gH∈H′/H
gφ.
Note that trace maps are indeed well defined: as φ ∈ (IndGK)H is fixed by H , the
function gφ depends only on the left coset gH , and the image TrH,H′(φ) does lie in
(IndGK)H
′ , since for h ∈ H ′ we have
hTrH,H′(φ) =
h ∑
gH∈H′/H
gφ
 = ∑
gH∈H′/H
hgφ =
∑
gH∈H′/H
gφ = TrH,H′(φ).
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The third equality holds since if g ranges over a complete set of representatives for
H ′/H , so does hg.
Subring RP associated with a partition P . For a subgroup H ⊆ G and a
partition P ofH\G, define RP as the subring of (IndGK)H consisting of functions
φ : H\G→ K taking a constant value on each block B of P .
The connection between these subrings andP-schemes is described by the following
theorem.
Theorem A.1. For a P-collection C = {CH : H ∈ P},
• C is compatible iff iH,H′(RCH′ ) ⊆ RCH holds for allH,H ′ ∈ P withH ⊆ H ′,
• C is invariant iff c∗H,g(RCH′ ) ⊆ RCH holds for all H,H ′ ∈ P , g ∈ G with
H ′ = gHg−1, and
• C is regular iff TrH,H′(RCH ) ⊆ RCH′ holds for all H,H ′ ∈ P with H ⊆ H ′.
Proof. Make every ring (IndGK)H as well as RCH into a K-algebra by defining
scalar multiplication of K entry-wisely. Note that maps iH,H′ , c∗H,g and TrH,H′ are
K-linear. For H ∈ G and B ∈ CH , define the function δB : H\G→ K by
δB(x) =
1 x ∈ B,0 x 6∈ B.
Then RCH is spanned by the functions δB over K where B ∈ CH . So by K-
linearity, we have iH,H′(RCH′ ) ⊆ RCH iff iH,H′(δB) ∈ RCH for all B ∈ CH′ , and
similar claims hold for c∗H,g and TrH,H′ .
Suppose C is compatible. Fix H,H ′ ∈ P with H ⊆ H ′, and we check iH,H′(δB) ∈
RCH for allB ∈ CH′ , i.e., the function iH,H′(δB) takes a constant value on each block
of CH for all B ∈ CH′ . By definition, its value at Hh ∈ H\G equals δB(H ′h) =
δB(piH,H′(Hh)), which equals one if piH,H′(Hh) ∈ B and zero otherwise. The claim
follows by compatibility of C.
Conversely, assume C is not compatible, i.e., for some H,H ′ ∈ P with H ⊆ H ′,
B ∈ CH , B′ ∈ CH′ and elements Hh,Hh′ ∈ B, we have H ′h = piH,H′(Hh) ∈ B′
but H ′h′ = piH,H′(Hh′) 6∈ B′. We show that iH,H′(δB′) 6∈ RCH . By definition, we
have (iH,H′(δB′))(Hh) = δB′(H ′h) = 1 but (iH,H′(δB′))(Hh′) = δB′(H ′h′) = 0.
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So the value of iH,H′(δB′) is not a constant on the block B. Therefore iH,H′(δB′) 6∈
RCH .
The proof for invariance is similar. Suppose C is invariant. Fix H,H ′ ∈ P , g ∈ G
withH ′ = gHg−1, and we check c∗H,g(δB) ∈ RCH for allB ∈ CH′ , i.e., the function
c∗H,g(δB) takes a constant value on each block of CH for all B ∈ CH′ . By definition,
we have c∗H,g(δB) =
g−1δB with respect to the action of G on IndGK defined at the
beginning, where δB is regarded as an element of IndGK. Then for Hh ∈ H\G,
we have
(c∗H,g(δB))(Hh) = (
g−1δB)(h) = δB(gh) = δB(H
′gh) = δB(cH,g(Hh))
which equals one if cH,g(Hh) ∈ B and zero otherwise. The claim follows by
invariance of C.
Conversely, assume C is not invariant, i.e., for some for H,H ′ ∈ P , g ∈ G with
H ′ = gHg−1, B ∈ CH , B′ ∈ CH′ and elements Hh,Hh′ ∈ B, we have H ′gh =
cH,g(Hh) ∈ B′ but H ′gh′ = cH,g(Hh′) 6∈ B′. We show that c∗H,g(δB′) 6∈ RCH .
By definition, we have (c∗H,g(δB′))(Hh) = δB′(H ′gh) = 1 but (c∗H,g(δB′))(Hh′) =
δB′(H
′gh′) = 0. So the value of c∗H,g(δB′) is not a constant on the blockB. Therefore
c∗H,g(δB′) 6∈ RCH .
Now suppose C is regular. FixH,H ′ ∈ P withH ⊆ H ′, and we checkTrH,H′(δB) ∈
RCH′ for all B ∈ CH , i.e., the map TrH,H′(δB) takes a constant value on each block
of CH′ for all B ∈ CH . By definition, we have TrH,H′(δB) =
∑
gH∈H′/H
gδB with
respect to the action of G on IndGK defined at the beginning, where δB is regarded
as an element of IndGK. Then for H ′h ∈ H ′\G, we have
(TrH,H′(δB))(H
′h) =
∑
gH∈H′/H
(gδB)(h) =
∑
Hg∈H\H′
(g
−1
δB)(h) =
∑
Hg∈H\H′
δB(gh)
= |{Hg ∈ H\H ′ : Hgh ∈ B}|
= |{Hg ∈ H\G : Hgh ∈ B, piH,H′(Hgh) = H ′h}|
= |{Hg ∈ H\G : Hg ∈ B, piH,H′(Hg) = H ′h}|,
which counts the number of elements in B mapped toH ′h by piH,H′ . By regularity,
this value is a constant when H ′h ranges over a block of CH′ , as desired.
Conversely, assume C is not regular, i.e., for some H,H ′ ∈ P with H ⊆ H ′,
B ∈ CH , B′ ∈ CH′ , and H ′h,H ′h′ ∈ B′, the number of elements in B mapped
to H ′h is different from the number of those mapped to H ′h′. As shown in
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the previous paragraph, these two numbers are precisely (TrH,H′(δB))(H ′h) and
(TrH,H′(δB))(H
′h′) respectively. So the value of TrH,H′(δB) is not a constant on
the block B′. Therefore TrH,H′(δB) 6∈ RCH′ .
By Theorem A.1, we have the following alternative definition forP-schemes, which
is equivalent to the original one (Definition 2.4).
Definition A.1 (P-scheme, alternative definition). A P-collection C = {CH : H ∈
P} is a P-scheme if it has the following properties:
• (compatibility) iH,H′(RCH′ ) ⊆ RCH holds for all H,H ′ ∈ P with H ⊆ H ′.
• (invariance) c∗H,g(RCgHg−1 ) ⊆ RCH holds for all H ∈ P and g ∈ G.
• (regularity) TrH,H′(RCH ) ⊆ RCH′ holds for all H,H ′ ∈ P with H ⊆ H ′.
Remark. The reader familiar with the notion of affine schemes [Mum99] may recog-
nize the right coset spaceH\G as (the underlying set of) the affine scheme associated
with the commutative ring (IndGK)H . More generally, each a partition P of H\G
determines a quotient set ofH\G which is (the underlying set of) the affine scheme
associated with the subring RP . It is known that the language of affine schemes and
that of commutative rings are equivalent.1 Theorem A.1 is a manifestation of this
equivalence.
Therefore in principle, statements and proofs about P-schemes may be carried
out either set-theoretically or ring-theoretically. We stick to the more elementary
set-theoretic language in this thesis.
1Formally, this is known as the fact that the category of affine schemes is anti-equivalent to the
category of commutative rings. See, e.g., [Mum99, Section II.2, Corollary 1].
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A p p e n d i x B
PROOFS OMITTED FROM CHAPTER III
This chapter contains proofs that are omitted from Chapter 3.
Lemma 3.5. The partitions P (I) and the idempotent decompositions I(P ) are well
defined. And for any idempotent decomposition I of O¯K , the idempotents δ ∈ I
correspond one-to-one to the blocks of P (I) via the map δ 7→ Bδ := {Hg ∈ H\G :
g−1(iK,L(δ)) ≡ 1 (mod Q¯0)} with the inverse map B 7→ δB.
Proof. We first show that P (I) and I(P ) are well defined. For P (I) we note that
g−1(iK,L(δ)) depends only on the coset Hg, since iK,L(δ) ∈ iK,L(O¯K) is fixed by
H . The relation g
−1
(iK,L(δ)) ≡ g
′−1
(iK,L(δ)) (mod Q¯0) for all δ ∈ I is obviously
an equivalence relation on H\G, and hence defines a partition of H\G.
For I(P ), we fix B ⊆ H\G and show that t := ∑g∈G:Hg∈B gδQ¯0 does lie in the
image of iK,L so that δB = i−1K,L(t) is well defined. By Corollary 3.1, each coset
x = Hg corresponds to a maximal ideal Px := (gQ0 ∩ OK)/pOK of O¯K . By
Lemma 3.3, there exists a unique idempotent δ of O¯K satisfying δ ≡ 1 (mod Px)
for x ∈ B, and δ ≡ 0 (mod Px) for x 6∈ B. It follows that for g ∈ G, the residue
of iK,L(δ) modulo
g
Q¯0 equals one if Hg ∈ B and zero otherwise. The same holds
for t by definition: for g ∈ G, the residue of t modulo gQ¯0 equals one if Hg ∈ B
and zero otherwise. As all the maximal ideals of the semisimple ring O¯L have the
form gQ¯0 where g ∈ G, we have t = iK,L(δ), as desired. Furthermore, by choosing
B = H\G and t = iK,L(1) = 1, we see that
∑
g∈G
gδQ¯0 = 1. It follows that I(P )
is a well defined idempotent decomposition of O¯K .
For the second claim, we first check that the sets Bδ form a partition of H\G and
the map δ 7→ Bδ is injective. To see this, note that if an element Hg lies in both
Bδ and Bδ′ for distinct δ, δ′ ∈ I , then g
−1
(iK,L(δ)) ≡ g
−1
(iK,L(δ
′)) ≡ 1 (mod Q¯0)
by definition. But then g
−1
(iK,L(δδ
′)) ≡ 1 (mod Q¯0), contradicting the fact that
δδ′ = 0. So the sets Bδ are disjoint and the map δ 7→ Bδ is injective. Furthermore,
each Hg ∈ H\G lies in at least one set Bδ since
∑
δ∈I
g−1(iK,L(δ)) ≡
g−1(
iK,L
(∑
δ∈I
δ
))
≡ 1 (mod Q¯0). (B.1)
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So the sets Bδ form a partition of H\G.
Fix B ∈ P (I) and let δ = δB = i−1K,L
(∑
g∈G:Hg∈B
gδQ¯0
)
. It remains to verify that
Bδ = B. For Hh ∈ H\G, we have
h−1(iK,L(δ)) =
∑
g∈G:Hg∈B
h−1gδQ¯0 .
Note that the residue of h−1gδQ¯0 modulo Q¯0 equals one if h = g, and zero otherwise.
So the residue of h
−1
(iK,L(δ)) modulo Q¯0 equals one ifHh ∈ B and zero otherwise.
It follows by definition that Bδ = B.
Lemma 3.9. There exists a polynomial-time algorithm ComputeResidue that takes
the following data as the input
• a number fieldsK, a prime number p, and α ∈ OK given as an element ofK,
• the outputs of ComputeQuotientRing (see Lemma 3.8) on the inputs (K, p),
i.e., the quotient ring O¯K , a maximal p-orders O′K , the inclusion O′K ↪→ K,
and the quotient map O′K → O¯K ,
and computes α + pOK ∈ O¯K .
Proof. Let d = [K : Q]. Suppose the structure constants of K and O′K are given
in the Q-basis B of K and the Z-basis B′ = {x1, . . . , xd} of O′K respectively.
Then we may assume the structure constants of O¯K is given in the Fp-basis {x1 +
pOK , . . . , xd + pOK} of O¯K . The goal is computing the constants c1, . . . , cd ∈ Fp
determined by
α + pOK =
d∑
i=1
ci(xi + pOK). (B.2)
Note that B′ is also a Q-basis ofK. The change-of-basis matrixM from B′ to B is
given by the inclusionO′K ↪→ K, whose entries are rational numbers of polynomial
size. So the entries ofM−1 are also rational numbers of polynomial size. We apply
M−1 and write α in the basis B′:
α =
d∑
i=1
rixi, ri ∈ Q.
For i ∈ [d], write ri in the form ai/bi where ai, bi are coprime integers and bi > 0.
Let m be the least common multiple of all the denominators bi. Then we have
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mα =
∑d
i=1mrixi with the coefficientsmri ∈ Z. Somα ∈ O′K ⊆ OK . Passing to
the quotient ring O¯K , we obtain
mα + pOK =
d∑
i=1
c′i(xi + pOK), c′i = mri mod p ∈ Fp.
Suppose m = pem′ where e ∈ N, m′ ∈ Z and p - m′. We claim e = 0. Assume to
the contrary that e > 0. For some i0 ∈ [d], we have pe|bi0 but pe+1 - bi0 . Then p - ai0
since ai0 , bi0 are coprime. So p - mri0 . Then c′i0 6= 0 and hence mα + pOK 6= 0.
But as α+ pOK ∈ O¯K , we havemα+ pOK ∈ mO¯K = 0, which is a contradiction.
So e = 0 and p - m. Let s be the multiplicative inverse of m mod p ∈ Fp. We
compute s and let ci = sc′i for i ∈ [d], which satisfy (B.2).
Lemma 3.11. There exists a polynomial-time algorithm ComputeRingHom that
takes the following data as the input
• number fields K, K ′, an embedding φ : K → K ′, and a prime number p,
• the outputs of ComputeQuotientRing (see Lemma 3.8) on the inputs (K, p)
and (K ′, p) respectively,1
and computes the ring homomorphism φ¯ : O¯K → O¯K′ induced from φ.
Proof. Let d = [K : Q]. Suppose the structure constants of O′K is given in the
Z-bases {x1, . . . , xd} of O′K . Then we may assume the structure constants of O¯K
is given in the Fp-bases {x1 + pO, . . . , xd + pO} of O¯K .
For i ∈ [d], we need to compute φ¯(xi + pOK) ∈ O¯K′ . Note that φ¯(xi + pOK) =
φ(xi) + pOK′ . First compute φ(xi) ∈ K ′ using the inclusion O′K ↪→ K and the
embedding φ : K → K ′ given in the input. Here φ(xi) is actually inOK′ since xi ∈
O′K ⊆ OK . Use the algorithm ComputeResidue to compute φ(xi) + pOK′ ∈ O¯K′ ,
and we are done.
Lemma 3.16 ([IKS09; Iva+12]). There exists an algorithm FreeModuleTest that
given a semisimple Fp-algebra A and a finitely generated A-module M , returns
a zero divisor a of A in polynomial time, such that a is zero only if M is a free
A-module.
1That is, the quotient rings O¯K , O¯K′ , the maximal p-ordersO′K ,O′K′ , the inclusionsO′K ↪→ K,
O′K′ ↪→ K ′, and the quotient maps O′K → O¯K , O′K′ → O¯K′ .
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Proof. We maintain a submodule N of M that is free over A. Initially N equals
{0} and we iteratively enlarge it. Each time we pick x ∈ M − N and check if the
sum N + Ax is a direct sum, i.e., if N ∩ Ax = {0}. If so, we replace N with
N + Ax. Otherwise we find a nonzero element y ∈ N ∩ Ax and a ∈ A satisfying
y = ax, and return a. Note that in the latter case, the element a is indeed a zero
divisor: otherwise a would be invertible and hence x = a−1y is in N , contradicting
the assumption x 6∈ N .
If N eventually becomesM , we conclude thatM is free over A, in which case we
return zero. The algorithm clearly runs in polynomial time.
Lemma 3.17. There exists an algorithm SplitByZeroDivisor that given
• a semisimple Fp-algebra R, an idempotent decomposition I of R, and an
idempotent γ ∈ I ,
• the ring R¯ := R/(1 − γ), the quotient map pi : R → R¯, and a zero divisor
a 6= 0 of R¯,
replaces γ ∈ I with two nonzero idempotents γ1, γ2 satisfying γ = γ1 + γ2 in
polynomial time.
Proof. We pick an element a˜ ∈ R lifting a, i.e., pi(a˜) = a. Compute the ideal (a˜)
of R generated by a˜. As R is semisimple, we have (a˜) = (γ′) for some idempotent
γ′ of R. Compute γ′ by solving a system of linear equations using the fact that γ′ is
the unique element in (a˜) satisfying γ′x = x for all x ∈ (a˜). Finally we replace γ
with γ′γ and (1− γ′)γ. It remains to show that γ′γ 6∈ {0, γ}.
Note that pi(γ′) ∈ R¯ generates the ideal (a) of R¯, and hence pi(γ′) is also a nonzero
zero divisor of R¯. But pi(γ′) = γ′ + (1 − γ) = γ′γ + (1 − γ). So γ′γ 6= 0. It
also follows that γ′γ 6= γ since otherwise we would have pi(γ′) = γ′γ + (1− γ) =
γ + (1− γ) = 1 + (1− γ), which is the unity of R¯ and not a zero divisor.
Lemma 3.18 ([Rón92]). Under GRH, there exists an algorithm Automorphism
that given a ring A isomorphic to a finite product of Fp and a nontrivial ring
automorphism σ of A, returns a zero divisor a 6= 0 of A in polynomial time.
To prove Lemma 3.18, we need the following lemma.
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LemmaB.1 ([Rón92; Iva+12]). There exists an algorithm IteratedExp that, given
a semisimple Fp-algebra A, a prime number ` 6= p, and elements x, y in the
multiplicative groupA× of order nx and ny respectively such that nx, ny are powers
of ` and nx ≥ ny, returns a zero divisor of the form xk − y ∈ A, k ∈ N, in time
polynomial in log |A| and `. In particular, zero is returned only if y is a power of x.
Proof. The algorithm is as follows: try to find k ∈ {0, . . . , `− 1} such that xk − y
is a zero divisor. If such an integer k is found, simply return xk − y. Otherwise
raise x to its `th power and repeat.
To analyze the algorithm, note that there exists a maximal idealm ofA such that the
order of x+m ∈ (A/m)× is nx, and the order of y+m ∈ (A/m)×, which we denote
by n′y, divides ny. Then xnx/n
′
y + m and y + m are both primitive n′y-th roots of
unity in (A/m)× ∼= Fp. Then there exists k ∈ {0, . . . , `− 1} such that xknx/n′y − y
is in m and hence is a zero divisor. Such a zero divisor is guaranteed to be found
when x is raised to xnx/n′y (or earlier).
Proof of Lemma 3.18. For x, y ∈ A linearly independent over Fp, at least one ele-
ment in the set {y − cx : c ∈ Fp} is a nonzero zero divisor. If p ≤ dimFp A, we
can find such an element in polynomial time by choosing x, y and enumerating c.
So assume p > dimFp A. In this case, the pseudocode of the algorithm is given in
Algorithm 17. Here id denotes the identity map on A.
The loop in Lines 2–6 of the algorithm computes the powers σn of σ for n = 1, 2, . . .
and tries to find z ∈ A satisfying σn(z) 6= z. The loop exits either when such an
element z is found, or when the condition σn = id is satisfied. In the former case,
the algorithm returns the zero divisor σn(z) − z 6= 0, and in the latter case, the
algorithm proceeds. Note that initially n = 1 and we have σ 6= id by assumption.
By assumption, we may identify A with a product
∏m
i=1 Fp where m = dimFp A.
For i ∈ [m], let δi be the element of A whose ith coordinate is one and the other
components are zero. So δ1, . . . , δm are the primitive idempotents of A. The
automorphism σ of A permutes these primitive idempotents, i.e., it is associated
with a permutation pi of [m] such that σ(δi) = δpi(i) for i ∈ [m]. By Fp-linearity of σ
(which is automatic since Fp is a prime field), we know σ sends (x1, . . . , xm) ∈ A
to (xpi−1(1), . . . , xpi−1(m)).
Let H be the cyclic group generated by pi, and it acts on [m]. Assume the H-orbits
of [m] do not have the same cardinality. We claim that in this case a zero divisor
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Algorithm 17 Automorphism
Input: ring A isomorphic to a finite product of Fp, automorphism σ 6= id of A
Output: zero divisor a 6= 0 of A
1: n← 1
2: repeat
3: find z ∈ A satisfying σn(z) 6= z
4: if σn(z)− z is a zero divisor of A then
5: return σn(z)− z
6: until σn = id
7: compute the least prime factor ` of n
8: σ ← σn/`
9: compute Fpd , where d is the smallest positive integer satisfying `|pd − 1
10: compute A⊗ Fpd and the inclusion i : A ↪→ A⊗ Fpd sending t ∈ A to t⊗ 1
11: compute the automorphism σ ⊗ 1 of A⊗ Fpd sending t⊗ u ∈ A to σ(t)⊗ u
12: pick an `th power non-residue γ of Fpd
13: ξ ← γ(pd−1)/`
14: compute a nonzero element x ∈ A⊗ Fpd satisfying (σ ⊗ 1)(x) = ξx
15: if x is a not zero divisor of A⊗ Fpd then
16: k ← the largest factor of pd − 1 coprime to `
17: call IteratedExp with the input A ⊗ Fpd , `, γk, and xk to obtain a zero
divisor b of A⊗ Fpd
18: x← b
19: choose a ∈ A− {0} such that i(a) is in the ideal (x) of A⊗ Fpd
20: return a
σn(z) − z 6= 0 is returned at Line 5 for some n ≤ m. To see this, suppose O1
and O2 are two H-orbits of distinct cardinalities n1, n2 ≤ m respectively. We may
assume n1 ≤ n2. Then σn1 fixes all elements in O1 but not all in O2. So σn1 6= id.
If the loop returns a (nonzero) zero divisor at Line 5 in the nth iteration for some
n < n1 then we are done. Otherwise, an element z satisfying σn1(z) − z 6= 0 is
found at Line 3 in the n1th iteration. Note that for any i ∈ O1, the ith coordinate
of σn1(z) − z is a zero, and hence σn1(z) − z is annihilated by δi. It follows that
σn1(z)− z is a zero divisor and is returned at Line 5.
So assume all the H-orbits of [m] have the same cardinality and the algorithm
reaches Line 7. Then the order of σ equals n. Line 8 replaces σ with its (n/`)th
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power where ` is the least prime factor of n. Then the order of σ becomes the prime
number `. Note that ` < p since n ≤ m < p.
At Line 9, we compute the finite field Fpd where d is the smallest positive integer
satisfying `|pd−1. Equivalently, the integer d is the (multiplicative) order of p in the
group (Z/`Z)×. So we have d ≤ |(Z/`Z)×| = ` − 1. Under GRH (or Hypothesis
(∗) in the introduction), the field Fpd can be computed in deterministic polynomial
time. It is the smallest extension of Fp containing the primitive `th roots of unity.
At Line 10, we compute the Fpd-algebra A ⊗ Fpd (where the tensor product is
taken over Fp) and the inclusion i : A ↪→ Fpd sending t ∈ A to t ⊗ 1. Suppose
{b1, . . . , bm} is an Fp-basis of A and bibj =
∑m
k=1 cijkbk where cijk ∈ Fp, then
A ⊗ Fpd can be defined as an Fpd-algebra in the Fpd-basis {b1 ⊗ 1, . . . , bm ⊗ 1}
satisfying (bi ⊗ 1)(bj ⊗ 1) =
∑m
k=1 cijk(bk ⊗ 1). It follows from the universal
property of tensor products that this definition does not depend on the choice of the
basis. See, e.g., [AM69]. In particular, identify A with
∏m
i=1 Fp and then A ⊗ Fpd
is simply
∏m
i=1 Fpd .
At Line 11, we computeFpd-linear automorphism σ⊗1 ofA⊗Fpd sending t⊗u ∈ A
to σ(t) ⊗ u. It follows from the universal property of tensor products that such an
automorphism exists and is unique. At Line 12, we pick an `th power non-residue γ
of Fpd , which be done in deterministic polynomial time under GRH (or Hypothesis
(∗) in the introduction). Then at Line 13, we compute ξ = γ(pd−1)/`, which is a
primitive `th root of unity.
At Line 14, we compute a nonzero element x ∈ A⊗Fpd satisfying (σ⊗1)(x) = ξx.
We claim that such an element x exists. To see this, note that as σ has order `, the
permutation pi of [m] associated with σ has an `-cycle (i1 i2 · · · i`). Then we can
choose x to be the element in A⊗ Fpd =
∏m
i=1 Fpd whose ijth coordinate is ξ−j for
j ∈ [`] and remaining coordinates are zero.
If the element x is a zero divisor ofA⊗Fpd , the preimage of the ideal (x) ofA⊗Fpd
in A under the map i is strictly between {0} and A. In this case, we compute a
nonzero element a in it (or equivalently, an element a satisfying i(a) ∈ (x)) at Line
19 and return it. Note that a is guaranteed to be a zero divisor of A.
On the other hand, if x is not a zero divisor of A ⊗ Fpd , we replace it with a zero
divisor b 6= 0 in Lines 16–18: suppose pd − 1 = k`e where k is coprime to `. We
compute k at Line 16. As γ ∈ Fpd is an `th power non-residue, the order of γk
is `e = (pd − 1)/k. As x is not a zero divisor, we have xk ∈ (A ⊗ Fpd)× and its
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order divides `e. Also note that σ ⊗ 1 fixes γk (by Fpd-linearity) and sends xk to
ξkxk 6= xk. So xk is not a power of γk. By Lemma B.1, a zero divisor b 6= 0 of
A⊗Fpd is obtained at Line 17 and we assign its value to x. Then we obtain the zero
divisor a 6= 0 of A and return it at Line 19 as before.
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A p p e n d i x C
PROOFS OMITTED FROM CHAPTER V
This chapter contains proofs that are omitted from Chapter 5.
Lemma 5.1. There exists a polynomial-time algorithm that given p and a poly-
nomial f˜(X) ∈ A0[X] satisfying ψ˜0(f˜) 6= 0, computes an integer D satisfying
D ≡ 1 (mod p) and a factorization of D · f˜ into irreducible factors f˜i over K0.
Furthermore all of the factors f˜i(X) are in A0[X].
Proof. Factorize f˜ into irreducible factors g1, . . . , gk over K0 using polynomial
factoring algorithms for number fields [Len83; Lan85]. Note that coefficients of
each factor gi lie in K0 = Q[Y ]/(h˜(Y )) but not necessarily in A0 = Z[Y ]/(h˜(Y )).
Here a coefficient α ∈ K0 is represented by a unique polynomial rα(Y ) ∈ Q[Y ] of
degree at most deg(h˜) − 1 such that α = rα(Y ) + (h˜(Y )). And α ∈ A0 holds iff
the coefficients of rα(Y ) are all integers.
For each factor gi, use rα, where α ranges over coefficients of gi, to compute
the smallest ei ∈ Z and Di ∈ N+ coprime to p such that all the coefficients of
peiDigi are in A0. Compute an integer D ∈ N+ such that D is a multiple of∏k
i=1Di and D ≡ 1 (mod p). Compute f˜i := peiDigi for i = 2, . . . , k and
f˜1 = (p
e1D/
∏k
i=2Di)g1. Then the polynomials f˜i(X) are all in A0[X].
It remains to show that the product of f˜i equals D · f˜ , which reduces to proving∑k
i=1 ei = 0. Note that for all i ∈ [k], the polynomial peiDigi(X) is inA0[X] but not
in pA0[X], since otherwise wemay replace ei with ei−1, contradicting the minimal-
ity of ei. The ideal pA0[X] is a prime ideal ofA0[X], sinceA0[X]/pA0[X] ∼= Fq[X]
is an integral domain. Therefore
k∏
i=1
peiDigi(X) =
(
k∏
i=1
pei
)
·
(
k∏
i=1
Di
)
· f˜(X)
is not in pA0[X] either. So
∑k
i=1 ei ≤ 0. Rewrite the equation above as(
k∏
i=1
p−ei
)
·
(
k∏
i=1
peiDigi(X)
)
=
(
k∏
i=1
Di
)
· f˜(X).
As ψ˜0(f˜) 6= 0, we have f˜(X) 6∈ pA0[X]. And the integers Di are coprime to p and
hence not in pA0[X] either. The equation above then implies
∑k
i=1 ei ≥ 0.
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Remark. An alternative way of proving
∑k
i=1 ei = 0 is to consider the localization
of A0 at the prime ideal pA0 and apply Gauss Lemma (see [Lan02, Section IV.2]).
We leave the details to the reader.
Lemma 5.4. The partitions P (I) and the idempotent decompositions I(P ) are well
defined. And for any idempotent decomposition I of O¯K , the idempotents δ ∈ I
correspond one-to-one to the blocks of P (I) via the map
δ 7→ Bδ := {HgDQ0 ∈ H\G/DQ0 : g
−1
(iK,L(δ)) ≡ 1 (mod Q¯0)}
with the inverse map B 7→ δB.
Proof. We first show that P (I) and I(P ) are well defined. For P (I) we note
that g
−1
(iK,L(δ)) mod Q0 depends only on the double coset HgDQ0 since H
fixes iK,L(δ) ∈ iK,L(RK) and DQ0 fixes any element modulo Q¯0. The relation
g−1(iK,L(δ)) ≡ g
′−1
(iK,L(δ)) (mod Q¯0) for all δ ∈ I is obviously an equivalence
relation on H\G/DQ0 , and hence defines a partition of H\G/DQ0 .
For I(P ), we fix B ⊆ H\G/DQ0 and first show that
t :=
∑
gDQ0∈G/DQ0 :HgDQ0∈B
gδQ¯0
is well defined and does not depend on the choices of the representatives g. Note
that for h ∈ DQ0 , the primitive idempotents δQ¯0 and hδQ¯0 correspond to the same
maximal ideal Q¯0 =
h
Q¯0 and hence are equal (see Lemma 3.3). So δQ¯0 is fixed by
DQ0 . It follows that t is well defined.
Next we prove t ∈ iK,L(RK) so that δB = i−1K,L(t) is well defined. By Lemma 5.3,
each double coset x = HgDQ0 corresponds to a maximal ideal
Px :=
(gQ0 ∩ OK)/pOK
Rad(O¯K) ∩RK
of RK . Let δ be the idempotent of RK satisfying δ ≡ 1 (mod Px) for x ∈ B,
and δ ≡ 0 (mod Px) for x 6∈ B (see Lemma 3.3). It follows that iK,L(δ) ≡ 1
(mod
g
Q¯0) if HgDQ0 ∈ B and iK,L(δ) ≡ 0 (mod gQ¯0) if HgDQ0 6∈ B. By
definition, we also have t ≡ 1 (mod gQ¯0) if HgDQ0 ∈ B and t ≡ 0 (mod gQ¯0)
if HgDQ0 6∈ B. So t = iK,L(δ), as desired. Furthermore, by choosing B =
H\G/DQ0 and t = iK,L(1) = 1, we see that
∑
g∈G/DQ0
gδQ¯0 = 1. It follows that
I(P ) is a well defined idempotent decomposition of RK .
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For the second claim, we first check that the sets Bδ form a partition of H\G/DQ0
and the map δ 7→ Bδ is injective. To see this, note that if a double coset HgDQ0
lies in both Bδ and Bδ′ for distinct δ, δ′ ∈ I , then g
−1
(iK,L(δ)) ≡ g
−1
(iK,L(δ
′)) ≡ 1
(mod Q¯0) by definition. But then g
−1
(iK,L(δδ
′)) ≡ 1 (mod Q¯0), contradicting the
fact that δδ′ = 0. So the sets Bδ are disjoint and the map δ 7→ Bδ is injective.
Furthermore, each HgDQ0 ∈ H\G/DQ0 lies in at least one set Bδ since
∑
δ∈I
g−1(iK,L(δ)) ≡
g−1(
iK,L
(∑
δ∈I
δ
))
≡ 1 (mod Q¯0). (C.1)
So the sets Bδ form a partition of H\G/DQ0 .
Fix B ∈ P (I) and let δ = δB. It remains to verify that Bδ = B. For h ∈ G, we
have
h−1(iK,L(δ)) =
∑
gDQ0∈G/DQ0 :HgDQ0∈B
h−1gδQ¯0 .
Note that the residue of h−1gδQ¯0 modulo Q¯0 equals one if hDQ0 = gDQ0 , and zero
otherwise. So the residue of h
−1
(iK,L(δ)) modulo Q¯0 equals one if HhDQ0 ∈ B
and zero otherwise. It follows by definition that Bδ = B.
Lemma 5.6. For any maximal idealm of O¯K/Rad(O¯K), the group 〈σK,i〉 generated
by σK,i acts transitively on the set of the maximal ideal of AK,i containing m.
Proof. Let A = O¯K/Rad(O¯K) and H = 〈σK,i〉. Equivalently, we want to prove
that H acts transitively on the set of the maximal ideals of AK,i/mAK,i, where the
action is induced from that on AK,i.
We have a short exact sequence
0→ m→ A→ A/m→ 0,
which by [AM69, Proposition 2.18] induces an exact sequence
m⊗Fq Fqi → AK,i → (A/m)⊗Fq Fqi → 0.
Also note that the image of m⊗Fq Fqi in AK,i is mAK,i. Then we have
AK,i/mAK,i ∼= (A/m)⊗Fq Fqi .
So we want to prove that H acts transitively on the set of the maximal ideals of
(A/m)⊗Fq Fqi .
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Supposem1, . . . ,mk are maximal ideals of (A/m)⊗Fq Fqi that form anH-orbit, and
δ1, . . . , δk are the corresponding primitive idempotents. Define t :=
∑k
i=1 δi which
is a nonzero idempotent fixed by H . It suffices to prove t = 1.
Note that we have the exact sequence
0→ (A/m)H → A/m τ−→ A/m,
where τ sends x ∈ A to xq − x. It induces a sequence
0→ (A/m)H ⊗Fq Fqi → (A/m)⊗Fq Fqi τ
′−→ (A/m)⊗Fq Fqi ,
where τ ′ sends x ∈ (A/m)⊗Fq Fqi to σK,i(x)− x. This sequence is exact since Fqi
is a flat Fq-module (see, e.g., [AM69, Proposition 2.19 and Exercise 2.4]). So we
have
((A/m)⊗Fq Fqi)H ∼= (A/m)H ⊗Fq Fqi ∼= Fq ⊗Fq Fqi ∼= Fqi
and the only nonzero idempotent it contains is 1. It follows that t = 1, as desired.
Lemma 5.7. There exists a polynomial-time algorithm ComputeRings that given p
and a relative number field K over K0, computes the following data
• a p-maximal order O′K of K and the inclusion O′K ↪→ K,
• O¯K and the quotient map O′K → O¯K ,
• O¯K/Rad(O¯K) and the quotient map O¯K → O¯K/Rad(O¯K),
• RK and the inclusion RK ↪→ O¯K/Rad(O¯K),
where O¯K , O¯K/Rad(O¯K), and RK are encoded as algebras over Fp and O′K is
encoded as an algebra over Z.
Proof. First use Corollary 4.1 to compute an ordinary number field K˜ isomorphic
to K and an isomorphism φ : K → K˜ in some Q-basis of K. Apply Lemma 3.8
to K˜ and p to compute O¯K , O′K as well as the maps O′K ↪→ K˜ and O′K → O¯K .
Compose O′K ↪→ K˜ with φ−1 to obtain the map O′K ↪→ K.
Next we compute an Fp-basis B = {x1, . . . , xs} of the radical Rad(O¯K) ⊆ O¯K
using Theorem 5.4. Extend B to an Fp-basis B′ = {x1, . . . , xs, y1, . . . , yt} of O¯K .
Compute ckij ∈ Fp for i, j ∈ [t], k ∈ [s] and dkij ∈ Fp for i, j, k ∈ [t] such that
yiyj =
s∑
k=1
ckijxk +
t∑
k=1
dkijyk for i, j ∈ [t].
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Then the structure constants of O¯K/Rad(O¯K) are given by dkij in the Fp-basis
{y1 + Rad(O¯K), . . . , yt + Rad(O¯K)} of O¯K/Rad(O¯K) since
(yi + Rad(O¯K))(yj + Rad(O¯K)) =
t∑
k=1
dkijyk + Rad(O¯K)
holds for i, j ∈ [t]. The map O¯K → O¯K/Rad(O¯K) is given in the basis B′ which
sends each xi to zero and each yi to yi + Rad(O¯K).
Finally, we compute anFp-basis ofRK in O¯K/Rad(O¯K) by solving the systemofFp-
linear equations given by xp = x. It also gives the inclusionRK ↪→ O¯K/Rad(O¯K).
The structure constants of RK can be computed from those of O¯K/Rad(O¯K).
Lemma 5.8. There exists a polynomial-time algorithm ComputeRingHoms that
given p, relative number fields K, K ′ over K0, a field embedding φ : K → K ′
over K0, and the outputs of ComputeRings (see Lemma 5.7) on the inputs (K, p)
and (K ′, p) respectively, computes the maps φ¯ : O¯K → O¯K′ , φˆ : O¯K/Rad(O¯K)→
O¯K′/Rad(O¯K′) and φ˜ : RK → RK′ .
Proof. To compute the map φ¯, we identify K and K ′ with ordinary number fields
and apply Lemma 3.11: compute isomorphisms τ : K → K˜ and τ ′ : K ′ → K˜ ′
using Corollary 4.1 where K˜ and K˜ ′ are ordinary number fields. Compute the
maps O′K ↪→ K˜, O′K′ ↪→ K˜ ′ by composing O′K ↪→ K, O′K′ ↪→ K ′ with τ and τ ′
respectively. And compute the field embedding φ′ = τ ′ ◦ φ ◦ τ−1 from K˜ to K˜ ′.
Now use Lemma 3.11 to obtain the map φ¯.
The map φˆ : O¯K/Rad(O¯K) → O¯K′/Rad(O¯K′) induced from φ¯ sends x +
Rad(O¯K) ∈ O¯K/Rad(O¯K) to φ¯(x) + Rad(O¯K′). We can efficiently compute φˆ
from φ¯ since the quotient maps O¯K → O¯K/Rad(O¯K) and O¯K′ → O¯K′/Rad(O¯K′)
are given.
Finally, we restrict φˆ to φˆ|RK : RK → O¯K′/Rad(O¯K′) using the given inclusion
RK ↪→ O¯K/Rad(O¯K). Then compute φ˜ : RK → RK′ from φˆ|RK by lifting along
the given inclusion RK′ ↪→ O¯K′/Rad(O¯K′).
Lemma 5.17. Under GRH, there exists a subroutine ComputeAdvice that given
I = {IK : K ∈ F} as in Definition 5.7, either properly refines some idempotent
decomposition IK ∈ I, or computes eδ, fδ for K ∈ F , δ ∈ IK and an I-advice.
Moreover, the subroutine runs in time polynomial in log p and the size of F .
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Proof. See Algorithm 18 for the pseudocode of the subroutine. It enumerates
K ∈ F , δ ∈ IK and computes eδ, fδ, sδ (if eδ > 1) and tδ (if fδ > 1).
Algorithm 18 ComputeAdvice
1: for K ∈ F do
2: for δ ∈ IK do
3: J ← {x ∈ O¯K : x+ Rad(O¯K) ∈ (1− δ)(O¯K/Rad(O¯K))}
4: compute eδ as the smallest i ∈ N+ such that J i = J i+1
5: compute fδ as the smallest i ∈ N+ such that x 7→ xqi fixes O¯K/J
6: if eδ > 1 then
7: find sδ ∈ J − J2
8: U ← the image of AnnO¯K (seδ−1δ ) in O¯K/Rad(O¯K)
9: U ← U ∩ δRK
10: compute δ0 ∈ U satisfying (1− δ0)U = {0}
11: if δ0δ 6∈ {0, δ} then
12: IK ← IK − {δ}
13: IK ← IK ∪ {δ0δ, (1− δ0)δ}
14: return
15: if fδ > 1 then
16: find a primitive fδth root of unity ξ ∈ Fqfδ
17: find nonzero tδ ∈ δAK,fδ satisfying σK,fδ(tδ) = ξtδ
18: U ← tδAK,fδ ∩RK
19: find δ0 ∈ U satisfying (1− δ0)U = {0}
20: if δ0δ 6∈ {0, δ} then
21: IK ← IK − {δ}
22: IK ← IK ∪ {δ0δ, (1− δ0)δ}
23: return
Fix K ∈ F and δ ∈ IK . We compute the ideal J of O¯K , which is defined to be
the preimage of the ideal of O¯K/Rad(O¯K) generated by 1 − δ (under the natural
quotient map). Then J is the product of the maximal ideals m of O¯K satisfying
δ ≡ 1 (mod m/Rad(O¯K)). Note that for any such m, we have
O¯K ) m ) m2 ) · · · ) meδ = meδ+1
and O¯K/m ∼= Fqfδ . So we can compute eδ as the smallest positive integer i such
that J i = J i+1, and compute fδ as the smallest positive integer i such that the
automorphism x 7→ xqi fixes O¯K/J .
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Suppose eδ > 1. Choose sδ to be an element in J2 − J . So we have sδ ∈ m for all
the maximal ideals m of O¯K satisfying δ ≡ 1 (mod m/Rad(O¯K)), and sδ 6∈ m˜2
for some maximal ideal m˜ of them.
Next compute the image of AnnO¯K (s
eδ−1
δ ) in O¯K/Rad(O¯K) and let U be its in-
tersection with δRK , which is an ideal of RK . Choose an element δ0 in U such
that (1 − δ0)U = 0. Then δ0 is the unique idempotent of RK that generates U . If
δ0δ 6∈ {0, δ}, we use δ0 to properly refine IK and return.
As sδ ∈ m˜− m˜2, we have seδ−1δ ∈ m˜eδ−1 − m˜eδ and hence AnnO¯K (seδ−1δ ) ⊆ m˜. So
we have δ0 ∈ U ⊆ m˜/Rad(O¯K). But we also have δ ≡ 1 (mod m˜/Rad(O¯K)). It
follows that δ0δ 6= δ.
On the other hand, assume sδ ∈ m˜′2 for some maximal ideal m˜′ of O¯K satisfying
δ ≡ 1 (mod m˜′/Rad(O¯K)). We claim δ0δ 6= 0, in which case the subroutine
properly refines IK and returns. To see this, note that seδ−1δ ∈ m˜′2(eδ−1) ⊆ m˜′eδ
since 2(eδ − 1) ≥ eδ. Then AnnO¯K (seδ−1δ ) 6⊆ m˜′. Let δ′ be the idempotent of
O¯K/Rad(O¯K) that generates the image of AnnO¯K (seδ−1δ ) in O¯K/Rad(O¯K). Then
δ′ 6∈ m˜′/Rad(O¯K). Note that δ0 = δδ′ 6∈ m˜′/Rad(O¯K). So δ0δ = δ0 6= 0, as
desired.
Now suppose fδ > 1. We pick a primitive fδth root of unity ξ in Fqfδ which exists
since fδ divides |F×qfδ | = qfδ − 1.1 This step can be done efficiently assuming
GRH. Choose tδ to be a nonzero element in δAK,fδ satisfying σK,fδ(tδ) = ξtδ. We
claim that such an element always exists. To see this, note that the quotient map
AK,fδ → AK,fδ/(1−δ) is injective when restricting to δAK,fδ . So it suffices to show
that there exists a nonzero element t ∈ AK,fδ/(1−δ) satisfying σK,fδ(t)+(1−δ) =
ξt+ (1− δ). This follows from the argument used in the proof of Lemma 3.18.
Next compute the ideal U = tδAK,fδ ∩ RK of RK , and choose an element δ0 in U
satisfying (1 − δ0)U = 0. Then δ0 is the unique idempotent of RK that generates
U . If δ0δ 6∈ {0, δ}, we use δ0 to properly refine IK and return.
Assume there exists a maximal ideal m0 of AK,fδ satisfying δ ≡ 1 (mod m0) and
tδ ∈ m0. Then tδAK,fδ ⊆ m0 and hence U ⊆ m0. As δ 6∈ m0, we have δ0δ 6= δ. We
claim δ0δ is nonzero, and hence the subroutine properly refines IK and returns. As
δ0 ∈ tδAK,fδ ⊆ δAK,fδ . We have δ0δ = δ0, which generates the ideal U of RK . So
it suffices to prove U 6= {0}. As tδ 6= 0, there exists a maximal ideal m of AK,fδ
that does not contain tδ. Let m′ = m ∩RK , which is a maximal ideal of RK . Let δ′
1We use the fact that fδ is coprime to p, which in turn relies on the assumption p > deg(f).
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be the primitive idempotent of RK corresponding to m′, i.e., δ′ ≡ 1 (mod m′) and
δ′ ≡ 0 (mod m′′) for all the maximal ideals m′′ 6= m′ of RK . We claim δ′ ∈ U , or
equivalently, δ′ ∈ tδAK,fδ . For i ∈ Z, we have σ−iK,fδ(tδ) = ξ−itδ 6∈ m and hence
tδ 6∈ σiK,fδ(m). By Lemma 5.6 and the choice of δ′, the maximal ideals of AK,fδ
not containing δ′ are exactly those of the form σiK,fδ(m), i ∈ Z. It follows that
δ′ ∈ tδAK,fδ , as desired.
The claim about the running time is straightforward.
Lemma 5.18. The P-collection C˜ in Definition 5.8 is well defined.
Proof. First note that each element sδ,H (resp. tδ,H) is fixed by H and hence
g−1sδ,H ,
g′−1sδ,H (resp. g
−1
tδ,H , g
′−1
tδ,H) only depend on the cosetsHg andHg′. Fix
H ∈ P and K ∈ F as in Definition 5.8. Fix B ∈ CH and g, g′ ∈ G such that
HgDQ0 , Hg′DQ0 ∈ B. Let δ be the unique idempotent in IK such that τ˜H(δ) = δB.
Then eδ = e(B) and fδ = f(B).
Suppose e(δ) > 1. By Definition 5.7, we have sδ,H ∈ m − m2 for all the maximal
idealsm of O¯LH satisfying τ˜H(δ) ≡ 1 (mod m/Rad(O¯LH )). Consider themaximal
ideal
mg,H = (
gQ0 ∩ OLH )/pOLH
of O¯LH . As τ˜H(δ) = δB and HgDQ0 ∈ B, we have
τ˜H(δ) ≡ 1 (mod mg,H/Rad(O¯LH )).
Therefore sδ,H ∈ mg,H −m2g,H . So sδ,H +m2g,H is a nonzero element inmg,H/m2g,H .
Let mg be the maximal ideal gQ0/pOL of O¯L, and let k = e(Q0)/eδ. Using the
natural inclusion
mg,H/m
2
g,H ↪→ mkg/mk+1g ,
we see sδ,H + mk+1g is a nonzero element in mkg/mk+1g . Let me := Q0/pOL, so
that gme = mg. Then g
−1
sδ,H + m
k+1
e is a nonzero element in mke/mk+1e . The same
argument shows that g′−1sδ,H + mke is a nonzero element in mke/mk+1e as well. As
mke/m
k+1
e is an one-dimensional vector space over O¯L/me ∼= κQ0 , we see that there
exists a unique scalar c ∈ κ×Q0 satisfying
g−1sδ,H + m
k+1
e = c · (g
′−1
sδ,H + m
k+1
e ).
Note mk+1e = (Q0/pOL)e(Q0)/eδ+1. We see that the second condition in Defini-
tion 5.8 is well defined.
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Now suppose f(δ) > 1. By Definition 5.7, we have tδ,H 6∈ m for all the maximal
ideals m of ALH ,fδ satisfying τ˜H(δ) ≡ 1 (mod m). As τ˜H(δ) = δB, HgDQ0 ∈ B
and Q0/pOL
Rad(O¯L) ⊆ m0, we have
τ˜H(δ) ≡ 1 (mod gm0).
So tδ,H 6∈ gm0. Then g−1tδ,H + m0 is a nonzero element in AL,fδ/m0. The same
argument shows that g′−1tδ,H + m0 is a nonzero element in AL,fδ/m0 as well. It
follows that there exists a unique scalar c ∈ (AL,fδ/m0)× satisfying
g−1tδ,H + m0 = c · (g′−1tδ,H + m0). (C.2)
We also check that Definition 5.8 is independent of the choice of m0: Let m′0
be another maximal ideal of AL,fδ containing
Q0/pOL
Rad(O¯L) . By Lemma 5.6, we have
m′0 = σ
i
L,fδ
(m0) for some i ∈ Z. Let σ = σiL,fδ . Then (C.2) is equivalent to
σ(g
−1
tδ,H) + m
′
0 = σ(c) ·
(
σ(g
′−1
tδ,H) + m
′
0
)
(C.3)
where σ(c) ∈ (AL,fδ/m′0)×. Also note that
σ(g
−1
tδ,H) =
g−1(σ(tδ,H)) =
g−1
(ξitδ,H) = ξ
i g−1tδ,H .
and similarly σ(g′−1tδ,H) = ξi g
′−1
tδ,H . Substituting them in (C.3) and canceling
ξi + m′0 on both sides, we obtain
g−1tδ,H + m
′
0 = σ(c) · (g
′−1
tδ,H + m
′
0).
Note that σ(c) and c have the same order. We see that choosing m′0 instead of m0
does not affect the definition.
Finally, it is easy to see that the conditions in Definition 5.8 are equivalence relations
on H\G. So they do define a partition CH on H\G.
Lemma 5.24. Under GRH, there exists a subroutine SurjectivityTest that up-
dates IK in time polynomial in log p and the size of F so that the partitions CH ∈ C
are refined. Moreover, at least one partition CH is properly refined unless for all
H ∈ P , the map piH : H\G → H\G/DQ0 sending Hg ∈ H\G to HgDQ0 maps
each block of C˜H surjectively to a block of CH .
To prove Lemma 5.24, we first prove the following lemma, generalizing Lemma B.1:
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Lemma C.1. There exists an algorithm SplitByExp that, given a semisimple Fp-
algebra A, m ∈ N+, and nonzero elements x, y ∈ A satisfying the following
conditions
• x and y generate the same ideal of A
• Let nx (resp. ny) be the smallest positive integer such that xnx (resp. yny ) is
an idempotent. Then ny divides nx and all the prime factors of nx dividem
returns an element z = xk − y ∈ A satisfying zA ( xA in time polynomial in m
and log |A|, where k ∈ N.
Proof. We find k ∈ N such that xk− y satisfies the requirement. Let I = AnnA(x).
By replacing A, x, and y with A/I , x + I and y + I respectively, we reduce to
the case x, y ∈ A×, and the goal is to find k ∈ N such that z = xk − y is a zero
divisor. In addition, we find the smallest d ∈ N+ such that the ideal J generated
by {xpd − x : x ∈ A} is a proper ideal of A. By replacing A with A/J , we may
assume J = {0}. Then A is a finite product of copies of Fpd .
Enumerate the prime factors ` ofm. For each `, compute e` ∈ N and f` ∈ N+ such
that pd − 1 = `e`f` and f` is coprime to `. Let nx,` and ny,` be the order of xf` and
yf` respectively. Then nx,`, ny,` are powers of ` and ny,`|nx,`. Use the algorithm in
Lemma B.1 (applied to xf` and yf`) to compute k` ∈ N such that xk`f`−yf` is a zero
divisor. If xk`f` − yf` 6= 0, we use Lemma 3.17 to find an idempotent γ 6∈ {0, 1}
of A and solve the problem recursively on the quotient ring A/(1− γ). So assume
xk`f` = yf` . Then the order of xk`/y divides f` and hence is coprime to `.
Compute k` and e` for all the prime factors ` of m as above. Use the extended
Euclidean algorithm to find k ∈ N satisfying k ≡ k` (mod `e`) for all `. Then k is
the desired integer.
We claim xk = y. To see this, note that for each `, we have xk/y = (xk`/y) · xt`e`
for some t ∈ Z. As the orders of xk`/y and xt`e` are both coprime to `, so is the
order of xk/y. Therefore the order of xk/y is coprime to m. But the orders of xk
and y are only divisible by prime factors ofm. So xk/y = 1, as desired.
The pseudocode of the subroutine SurjectivityTest is given in Algorithm 19. It
enumerates K ∈ F and δ ∈ IK . For each K and δ, a set S of ideals of AK,fδ is
computed. And for each I ∈ S, we find δ0 ∈ I ∩RK satisfying (1− δ0)(I ∩RK) =
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{0}, which is the unique idempotent of RK that generates the ideal I ∩RK of RK .2
If δ0δ 6∈ {0, δ}, we use δ0 to refine IK and return.
Fix K ∈ F and δ ∈ IK . The corresponding set S is computed as follows: first
assume fδ > 1. We compute the largest factor r of qfδ − 1 coprime to fδ, so that
all the prime factors of (qfδ − 1)/r divide fδ. Compute an element γ ∈ F×qfδ of
order (qfδ − 1)/r, which can be done efficiently assuming GRH.3 By the second
condition in Definition 5.7, the element δtrδ generates the ideal δAK,fδ of AK,fδ ,
and so does δγ. We call the subroutine SplitByExp in Lemma C.1 on the input
(AK,fδ , fδ, δγ, δt
r
δ) to obtain x ∈ AK,fδ , and add the ideal xAK,fδ to S.
Next assume eδ > 1. Compute the preimage J of (1− δ)(O¯K/Rad(O¯K)) under the
quotient map O¯K → O¯K/Rad(O¯K). Then J is the product of the maximal ideals
m of O¯K satisfying δ ≡ 1 (mod m/Rad(O¯K)). Find δ′ ∈ AnnO¯K (Jeδ) satisfying
(1 − δ′)AnnO¯K (Jeδ) = {0}, so that δ′ is the unique idempotent of O¯K generating
AnnO¯K (J
eδ). Lift δ′sδ ∈ O¯K to s˜ ∈ O′K .
We claim s˜eδ ∈ pOK : this is equivalent to (δ′sδ)eδ = δ′seδδ = 0. By the first
condition in Definition 5.7, we have seδδ ∈ meδ for all the maximal ideals m of O¯K
satisfying δ ≡ 1 (mod m/Rad(O¯K)). And by the definition of J , it holds that
δ′ ∈ mk for all the maximal idealsm of O¯K satisfying δ ∈ m/Rad(O¯K) and k ∈ N.
It follows that δ′seδδ = 0 and hence s˜eδ ∈ pOK .
Compute the image s of s˜eδ/p ∈ OK in O¯K/Rad(O¯K). This is done by first
computing s˜eδ + OK ∈ O¯K using Lemma 3.9 and then computing s using the
quotient map O¯K → O¯K/Rad(O¯K). Next compute the largest factor r′ of qfδ − 1
coprime to eδ, so that all the prime factors of (qfδ − 1)/r′ divide eδ. Compute an
element µ ∈ F×
qfδ
of order (qfδ − 1)/r′, which can be done efficiently assuming
GRH. By the first condition in Definition 5.7, the element sr′ generates the ideal
δAK,fδ of AK,fδ , and so does δµ.4 We call the subroutine SplitByExp on the input
(AK,fδ , eδ, δµ, s
r′) to obtain y ∈ AK,fδ , and add the ideal yAK,fδ to S. In addition,
if fδ > 1, we enumerate i = 0, 1, . . . , fδ − 1 and for each i, we add the ideal of
AK,fδ generated by y and σiK,fδ(x) to S, where x ∈ AK,fδ is computed in the case
fδ > 1 above.
2Here RK is regarded as a subring of AK,fδ via the inclusions RK ↪→ O¯K/Rad(O¯K) and
O¯K/Rad(O¯K) ↪→ AK,fδ .
3For example, we can achieve this by computing an `th power non-residue γ` for each prime
factor ` of fδ . By raising γ` to its r`th power, where r` is the largest factor of qfδ − 1 coprime to `,
we may assume the order of γ` is (qfδ − 1)/r`. Then let γ be the product of all γ`.
4We let AK,fδ = O¯K/Rad(O¯K) if fδ = 1.
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Algorithm 19 SurjectivityTest
1: for K ∈ F do
2: for δ ∈ IK do
3: S ← ∅
4: if fδ > 1 then
5: r ← the largest factor of qfδ − 1 coprime to fδ
6: compute γ ∈ F×
qfδ
of order (qfδ − 1)/r
7: call SplitByExp on (AK,fδ , fδ, δγ, δtrδ) to obtain x ∈ AK,fδ
8: S ← S ∪ {xAK,fδ}
9: if eδ > 1 then
10: J ← the preimage of δ(O¯K/Rad(O¯K)) in O¯K
11: find δ′ ∈ AnnO¯K (Jeδ) satisfying (1− δ′)AnnO¯K (Jeδ) = {0}
12: lift δ′sδ ∈ O¯K to s˜ ∈ O′K
13: compute the image s of s˜eδ/p in O¯K/Rad(O¯K)
14: r′ ← the largest factor of qfδ − 1 coprime to eδ
15: compute µ ∈ F×
qfδ
of order (qfδ − 1)/r′
16: call SplitByExp on (AK,fδ , eδ, δµ, sr
′
) to obtain y ∈ AK,fδ
17: S ← S ∪ {yAK,fδ}
18: if fδ > 1 then
19: for i← 0 to fδ − 1 do
20: S ← S ∪ {yAK,fδ + σiK,fδ(x)AK,fδ}
21: for I ∈ S do
22: find δ0 ∈ I ∩RK satisfying (1− δ0)(I ∩RK) = {0}
23: if δ0δ 6∈ {0, δ} then
24: IK ← IK − {δ}
25: IK ← IK ∪ {δ0δ, (1− δ0)δ}
26: return
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Now we prove Lemma 5.24.
Proof of Lemma 5.24. Assume for some H ∈ P , B ∈ CH , and B˜ ∈ C˜H , the map
piH : Hh 7→ HhDQ0 maps B˜ to a proper subset of B. Let K be the field in F
isomorphic to LH over K0. Let δ be the idempotent in IK satisfying τ˜H(δ) = δB
(see Definition 5.4). We show that in the corresponding iteration of the loop in Lines
3–27, we compute a set S that contains an ideal I of AK,fδ such that the unique
idempotent δ0 ∈ RK generating I ∩RK satisfies δ0δ 6∈ {0, δ}. Consequently, some
partition in C is properly refined.
Choose g, g′ ∈ G such that HgDQ0 ∈ B − piH(B˜) and Hg′ ∈ B˜. Let m0 be an
arbitrary maximal ideal of AL,fδ containing
Q0/pOL
Rad(O¯L) . Fix σ ∈ DQ0 whose image in
Gal(κQ0/O¯K0) is the Frobenius automorphism x 7→ xq over Fq.
We necessarily have fδ > 1 or eδ > 1. First assume fδ > 1. Let γ ∈ F×qfδ be of
order (qfδ − 1)/r, where r is the largest factor of qfδ − 1 coprime to fδ. Consider
an element x ∈ ALH ,fδ of the form x = (δBγ)k − δBtrδ,H = δB(γk − trδ,H) such
that xALH ,fδ ( δBALH ,fδ , where k ∈ N. Let δ0 be the unique idempotent of
RLH generating xALH ,fδ ∩ RLH . The assumption xALH ,fδ ( δBALH ,fδ implies
δ0δB = δ0 and δ0 6= δB. If δ0 6= 0, by identifying K with LH via the isomorphism
τH : K → LH , we see the ideal added to S at Line 8 is used in Lines 24–26 to
properly refine IK . So assume δ0 = 0, or equivalently xALH ,fδ ∩RLH = {0}.
Consider arbitrary h ∈ G, and let δ1 be the primitive idempotent of RLH corre-
sponding to the maximal ideal hQ¯0 ∩RLH . Then a maximal ideal m of RL satisfies
δ1 ≡ 1 (mod m) iff m = h
′
Q¯0 for some h′ ∈ Hh. This follows from Lemma 5.3
and the fact that DQ0 fixes Q¯0 setwisely. So a maximal ideal m′ of AL,fδ satisfies
δ1 ≡ 1 (mod m′) iff m′ ⊇ h
′
Q¯0 for some h′ ∈ Hh. As xALH ,fδ ∩ RLH = {0}, we
have δ1 6∈ xALH ,fδ . So for some h′ ∈ Hh and a maximal ideal m′ ⊇ h
′
Q¯0 of AL,fδ ,
we have x ∈ m′ ∩ ALH ,fδ , and hence h
−1
x = h
′−1
x ∈ h′−1m′ ⊇ Q¯0. By Lemma 5.6,
we have h
′−1
m′ = σ−i0L,fδ(m0) for some i0 ∈ Z. Therefore
σi0L,fδ(
h−1x) ∈ m0. (C.4)
Suppose the element h above satisfies HhDQ0 ∈ B. Then σi0L,fδ(h
−1
δB) =
h−1δB ≡
1 (mod m0). As x = δB(γk − trδ,H), (C.4) implies
ξi0r h
−1
(trδ,H) =
h−1
(σi0L,fδ(t
r
δ,H)) = σ
i0
L,fδ
(h
−1
(trδ,H)) ≡ γk (mod m0),
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where ξ is the primitive fδth root of unity satisfying σK,fδ(tδ) = ξ · tδ as in Defini-
tion 5.7. Choosing h to be g and g′ respectively and using the fact r is coprime to
fδ, we see that there exists an unique integer i ∈ {0, . . . , fδ − 1} satisfying
ξir g
−1
(trδ,H) ≡ g
′−1
(trδ,H) (mod m0). (C.5)
As
ξir g
−1
(trδ,H) ≡ g
−1
(σiL,fδ(t
r
δ,H)) ≡ σiL,fδ(g
−1
(trδ,H)) ≡ σ
ig−1(trδ,H) (mod m0),
and r is coprime to fδ, we see that i is the unique integer in {0, . . . , fδ − 1} such
that the order of the element c in (AL,fδ/m0)× satisfying
σig−1tδ,H + m0 = c · (g′−1tδ,H + m0)
is coprime to fδ. So for all ω ∈ IQ0 , the third condition in Definition 5.8 is
satisfied by Hgσ−iω−1 and Hg′, and is not satisfied by Hgσ−i′ω−1 and Hg′ for
i′ ∈ {0, . . . , fδ − 1} − {i}. In particular, if eδ = 1, then Hgσ−i and Hg′ are in the
same block B˜ by Definition 5.8, contradicting the assumption HgDQ0 6∈ piH(B˜).
So the subroutine properly refines IK if fδ > 1 and eδ = 1.
Next assume eδ > 1. Consider the ideal yAK,fδ of AK,fδ added to S at Line 18, and
let δ0 be the idempotent of RK generating yAK,fδ ∩ RK . Note yAK,fδ ( δAK,fδ .
So δ0δ = δ0 6= δ. If δ 6= 0, we properly refine IK using δ0 in Lines 24–26. So
assume δ0 = 0, or equivalently yAK,fδ ∩ RK = {0}. Using the isomorphism
τH : K → LH , we regard y as an element of ALH ,fδ . So the assumption becomes
yALH ,fδ ∩RLH = {0}.
Let c be the unique element in κ×Q0 satisfying
σig−1sδ,H + I = c · (g′−1sδ,H + I), (C.6)
where I = (Q0/pOL)e(Q0)/eδ+1 (see Definition 5.8), and i is the unique integer in
{0, . . . , fδ − 1} satisfying (C.5) above (if fδ = 1, we let σi be the identity). Then
the element s˜ computed at Line 13 (regarded as an element of OL) satisfies
σig−1 s˜+ Q
e(Q0)/eδ+1
0 = c · (g
′−1
s˜+ Q
e(Q0)/eδ+1
0 )
and hence
σig−1(s˜eδ) + Q
e(Q0)+1
0 = c
eδ · (g′−1(s˜eδ) + Qe(Q0)+10 ).
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We have p ∈ Qe(Q0)0 −Qe(Q0)+10 and it is fixed by G. So the element s computed at
Line 14 (regarded as an element of O¯L/Rad(O¯L)) satisfies
σig−1s+ m = ceδ · (g′−1s+ m), (C.7)
where m = Q0/pOL
Rad(O¯L) .
Fix a generator ω of IQ0 . The proof of Lemma 5.23 shows that
ωσig−1sδ,H + I = c
′(σ
ig−1sδ,H + I) (C.8)
for some primitive eδth root of unity c′ ∈ κ×Q0 .
If fδ = 1, we have ALH ,fδ = O¯LH/Rad(O¯LH ), and its maximal ideals correspond
one-to-one to those ofRLH . So yALH ,fδ ∩RLH = {0} implies y = 0. Note that y is
of the form δBµ`−sr′ where ` ∈ N, r′ is the largest factor of qfδ−1 coprime to eδ, and
µ is an element in F×
qfδ
of order (qfδ − 1)/r′. We have g−1δB, g′−1δB ≡ 1 (mod m)
since HgDQ0 , Hg′DQ0 ∈ B. As g−1y = g′−1y = 0, we have g
−1
(sr
′
) ≡ g′−1(sr′)
(mod m). Combining it with (C.7), we see cr′ is an eδth root of unity. On the other
hand, we know c′ is a primitive eδth root of unity, and so is c′r
′ since r′ is coprime
to eδ. Therefore there exists j ∈ {0, . . . , eδ − 1} such that (c′r′)jcr′ = 1. Then the
order of c′jc divides r′, and hence is coprime to eδ. On the other hand, by (C.6) and
(C.8), we have
ωjσig−1sδ,H + I = c
′jc · (g′−1sδ,H + I).
So by Definition 5.8 and the fact Hg′ ∈ B˜, we have Hgσ−iω−j ∈ B˜. But this is a
contradiction to the assumption HgDQ0 6∈ piH(B˜).
Next consider the case fδ > 1 (and eδ > 1). Let x, y ∈ ALH ,fδ be as above. We
claim that there exists i′ ∈ {0, . . . , fδ − 1} such that
yALH ,fδ + σ
i′
LH ,fδ
(x)ALH ,fδ ( δBALH ,fδ . (C.9)
To see this, choose a maximal ideal m1 of ALH ,fδ containing y but not δB, which
exists since yALH ,fδ ( δBALH ,fδ . Let m′1 = m1 ∩RLH . As xALH ,fδ ∩RLH = {0},
there exists a maximal idealm2 ⊇ m′1 of ALH ,fδ containing x. By Lemma 5.6, there
exists i′ ∈ Z such that σi′LH ,fδ(m2) = m1 and hence σi
′
LH ,fδ
(x) ⊆ m1. As σfδLH ,fδ
fixes δBALH ,fδ , we may assume i′ ∈ {0, . . . , fδ − 1}. As m1 contains both y and
σi
′
LH ,fδ
(x), but not δB, the claim follows.
Let I = yALH ,fδ + σi
′
LH ,fδ
(x)ALH ,fδ ( δBALH ,fδ . Let δ0 be the idempotent of RK
generating I ∩ RK . As I ( δBALH ,fδ , we have δ0δ = δ0 6= δ. If δ0 6= 0, we see
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it is used in Lines 24–26 to properly refine IK . So assume δ0 = 0, or equivalently
I ∩RK = {0}. Let x′ = σi′LH ,fδ(x). Then there exists i1, i2 ∈ Z such that
σi1L,fδ(
g−1y), σi1L,fδ(
g−1
x′), σi2L,fδ(
g′−1y), σi2L,fδ(
g′−1
x′) ∈ m0.
As y = δBµ` − sr′ and x′ = σi′LH ,fδ(γk − trδ,H), we have
σi1L,fδ
(
g−1
(sr
′
)
)
≡ σi2L,fδ
(
g′−1
(sr
′
)
)
(mod m0) (C.10)
and
σi1L,fδ
(
g−1(trδ,H)
)
≡ σi2L,fδ
(
g′−1(trδ,H)
)
(mod m0). (C.11)
As σL,fδ(tδ,H) = ξ · tδ,H and G commutes with σL,fδ , (C.11) implies
ξ(i1−i2)r g
−1
(trδ,H) ≡ g
′−1
(trδ,H) (mod m0).
On the other hand, we know i is the unique integer in {0, . . . , fδ − 1} satisfying
(C.5). So i1 − i2 ≡ i (mod fδ). Let s′ = σi2L,fδ(s). Then by (C.10), Lemma 5.22
and the fact that G commutes with σL,fδ , we have
σig−1
(s′r
′
) ≡ g
′−1
(s′r
′
) (mod m0).
On the other hand, as σL,fδ fixes m =
Q0/pOL
Rad(O¯L) setwisely, (C.7) implies
σig−1
s′ + m = σi2L,fδ(c
eδ) · (g′−1s′ + m).
It follows that σi2L,fδ(c) is an eδth root of unity. So c is also an eδth root of unity, as
in the case eδ > 1, fδ = 1. The same proof in the case eδ > 1, fδ = 1 then shows
that there exists j ∈ {0, . . . , eδ − 1} such that Hgσ−iω−j ∈ B˜, which contradicts
the assumption HgDQ0 6∈ piH(B˜).
Lemma 5.25. Under GRH, there exists a subroutine RingHomTest that updates
IK in time polynomial in log p and the size of F so that the partitions CH ∈ C
are refined. Moreover, at least one partition CH is properly refined unless C˜ is
compatible and invariant.
We need the following notation: supposeK,K ′ are extensions ofK0 and φ : K ′ ↪→
K is an embedding of K ′ in K over K0. Recall that φ induces a homomorphism
of Fq-algebras φˆ : O¯K′/Rad(O¯K′) → O¯K/Rad(O¯K). Also suppose ψ is an
embedding of Fqi in Fqj over Fq where i, j ∈ N+. Then φˆ and ψ determine a
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homomorphism ofFq-algebrasAK′,i → AK,j sending a⊗b ∈ AK′,i to φˆ(a)⊗ψ(b) ∈
AK,j for a ∈ O¯K′/Rad(O¯K′) and b ∈ Fqi . We denote this map by φˆ⊗Fq ψ.
The pseudocode of the subroutine RingHomTest is given in Algorithm 20. It
enumerates (K,K ′) ∈ F2, embeddingsφ : K ′ ↪→ K overK0, and (δ, δ′) ∈ IK×IK′
such that φ˜(δ′)δ = δ. For each (K,K ′, φ, δ, δ′), a set S of ideals of AK,fδ is
computed. And for each I ∈ S, we find δ0 ∈ I ∩RK satisfying (1− δ0)(I ∩RK) =
{0}, which is the unique idempotent of RK that generates the ideal I ∩ RK of RK .
If δ0δ 6∈ {0, δ}, we use δ0 to refine IK and return.
Fix (K,K ′, φ, δ, δ′). The corresponding set S is computed as follows: Note we
have fδ′ |fδ and eδ′|eδ. First assume fδ > 1. Compute the largest factor r of
qfδ − 1 coprime to fδ. Then compute an element γ ∈ F×qfδ of order (qfδ − 1)/r,
which can be done efficiently assuming GRH. Call the subroutine SplitByExp
in Lemma C.1 on (AK,fδ , fδ, δγ, δtrδ) to obtain x ∈ AK,fδ . Also perform the
following computation if fδ′ > 1: compute an embedding ψ : Fqfδ′ → Fqfδ over Fq
deterministically in polynomial time using Lenstra’s algorithm [Len91]. Compute
t = (φˆ ⊗Fq ψ)(tδ′) ∈ AK,fδ . By Definition 5.7 and the fact φ˜(δ′)δ = δ, we
have δtrAK,fδ = δAK,fδ . Call the subroutine SplitByExp on (AK,fδ , fδ, δγ, δtr)
to obtain x′ ∈ AK,fδ . Then add the ideal x′AK,fδ + σiK,fδ(x)AK,fδ to S for all
i ∈ {0, 1, . . . , fδ − 1}.
If eδ′ > 1, we perform the following computation: first compute the preimage J of
(1− δ)(O¯K/Rad(O¯K)) under the quotient map O¯K → O¯K/Rad(O¯K). Then J is
the product of the maximal ideals m of O¯K satisfying δ ≡ 1 (mod m/Rad(O¯K)).
Compute u ∈ AnnO¯K (Jeδ) such that uφ¯(sδ′) − seδ/eδ′δ ∈ Jeδ/eδ′+1. We claim such
u exists: by the Chinese remainder theorem, it suffices to show, for each maximal
ideal m of O¯K containing J , that
uφ¯(sδ′) ≡ seδ/eδ′δ (mod meδ/eδ′+1)
has a solution in O¯K . Fix such m. We have sδ ∈ m − m2 by Lemma 5.17 and
hence seδ/eδ′δ ∈ meδ/eδ′ −meδ/eδ′+1. Let m′ = φ¯−1(m). By Lemma 5.17 and the fact
φ˜(δ′)δ = δ, we have sδ′ ∈ m′ − m′2 and hence φ¯(sδ′) ∈ meδ/eδ′ − meδ/eδ′+1. The
claim follows by noting meδ/eδ′/meδ/eδ′+1 is an one-dimensional vector space over
O¯K/m. Next compute
u¯ := u+ Rad(O¯K) ∈ O¯K/Rad(O¯K).
Compute the largest factor r′ of qfδ − 1 coprime to eδ, so that all the prime factors
of (qfδ − 1)/r′ divide eδ. And compute an element µ ∈ F×qfδ of order (qfδ − 1)/r′,
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Algorithm 20 RingHomTest
1: for (K,K ′) ∈ F2 do
2: for embedding φ : K ′ ↪→ K over K0 do
3: for (δ, δ′) ∈ IK × IK′ satisfying φ˜(δ′)δ = δ do
4: S ← ∅
5: if fδ > 1 then
6: r ← the largest factor of qfδ − 1 coprime to fδ
7: compute γ ∈ F×
qfδ
of order (qfδ − 1)/r
8: call SplitByExp on (AK,fδ , fδ, δγ, δtrδ) to obtain x ∈ AK,fδ
9: if fδ′ > 1 then
10: compute an embedding ψ : Fqfδ′ → Fqfδ over Fq
11: t← (φˆ⊗Fq ψ)(tδ′) ∈ AK,fδ
12: call SplitByExp on (AK,fδ , fδ, δγ, δtr) to obtain x′ ∈ AK,fδ
13: for i← 0 to fδ − 1 do
14: S ← S ∪ {x′AK,fδ + σiK,fδ(x)AK,fδ}
15: if eδ′ > 1 then
16: J ← the preimage of (1− δ)(O¯K/Rad(O¯K)) in O¯K
17: compute u ∈ AnnO¯K (Jeδ) such that uφ¯(sδ′)−seδ/eδ′δ ∈ Jeδ/eδ′+1
18: u¯← u+ Rad(O¯K) ∈ O¯K/Rad(O¯K)
19: r′ ← the largest factor of qfδ − 1 coprime to eδ
20: compute µ ∈ F×
qfδ
of order (qfδ − 1)/r′
21: call SplitByExp on (AK,fδ , eδ, δµ, u¯r
′
) to obtain y ∈ AK,fδ
22: S ← S ∪ {yAK,fδ}
23: if fδ > 1 then
24: for i← 0 to fδ − 1 do
25: S ← S ∪ {yAK,fδ + σiK,fδ(x)AK,fδ}
26: for I ∈ S do
27: find δ0 ∈ I ∩RK satisfying (1− δ0)(I ∩RK) = {0}
28: if δ0δ 6∈ {0, δ} then
29: IK ← IK − {δ}
30: IK ← IK ∪ {δ0δ, (1− δ0)δ}
31: return
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which can be done efficiently assuming GRH. Note that u¯r′AK,fδ = δAK,fδ .5 Call
the subroutine SplitByExp on the input (AK,fδ , eδ, δµ, u¯r
′
) to obtain y ∈ AK,fδ , and
add the ideal yAK,fδ to S. In addition, if fδ > 1, we enumerate i = 0, 1, . . . , fδ − 1,
and for each i we add the ideal of AK,fδ generated by y and σiK,fδ(x) to S, where
x ∈ AK,fδ is computed in the case fδ > 1 above.
Now we prove Lemma 5.25.
Proof of Lemma 5.25. Assume the algorithm does not properly refine any IK . We
prove that C˜ is compatible and invariant. Fix H,H ′ ∈ P and a map φ∗ : H\G →
H ′\G that is either a projection piH,H′ (with H ⊆ H ′) or a conjugation cH,h (with
H ′ = hHh−1). Consider g, g′ ∈ G for which Hg,Hg′ ∈ H\G are in the same
block of C˜H . We want to show that φ∗(Hg), φ∗(Hg′) ∈ H ′\G are in the same block
of C˜H′ .
Let B be the block of CH containing both HgDQ0 and Hg′DQ0 . Let φ¯∗ :
H\G/DQ0 → H ′\G/DQ0 be the map piDQ0H,H′ if φ∗ = piH,H′ , or c
DQ0
H,h if φ∗ = cH,h. As
C is compatible and invariant, there exists B′ ∈ CH′ containing both φ¯∗(HgDQ0)
and φ¯∗(Hg′DQ0). LetK (resp. K ′) be the field in F isomorphic to LH (resp. LH′)
overK0. Let δ (resp. δ′) be the idempotent in IK (resp. IK′) satisfying τ˜H(δ) = δB
(resp. τ˜H′(δ′) = δB′). Let m0 be an arbitrary maximal ideal of AL,fδ containing
Q0/pOL
Rad(O¯L) . Fix an embedding ψ : Fqfδ′ → Fqfδ over Fq. Let φ : LH
′
↪→ LH be the
natural inclusion if φ∗ = piH,H′ , or the map x 7→ h−1x if φ∗ = cH,h. Finally, let
s = φ¯(sδ′,H′) if eδ′ > 1, and let t = (φˆ⊗Fq ψ)(tδ′,H′) if fδ′ > 1.
We claim that the following two conditions are satisfied:
1. If eδ′ > 1, the order of the unique element c in κ×Q0 satisfying
g−1s+ I ′ = c · (g′−1s+ I ′)
is coprime to eδ′ , where I ′ = (Q0/pOL)e(Q0)/eδ′+1.
2. If fδ′ > 1, the order of the unique element c in (AL,fδ/m0)× satisfying
g−1t+ m0 = c · (g′−1t+ m0)
is coprime to fδ′ .
5Again, we let AK,fδ = O¯K/Rad(O¯K) if fδ = 1.
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To see this claim implies that φ∗(Hg) and φ∗(Hg′) are in the same block of C˜H′ ,
pick g¯, g¯′ ∈ G such that H ′g¯ = H ′φ∗(Hg) and H ′g¯′ = H ′φ∗(Hg′). Then c ∈ κ×Q0
in the first condition is also the unique element satisfying g¯−1sδ′,H′ + I ′ = c ·
(g¯
′−1
sδ′,H′ + I
′). And c ∈ (AL,fδ/m0)× in the second condition is also the unique
element satisfying g¯−1tδ′,H′ + m′0 = c · (g¯′−1tδ′,H′ + m′0), where m′0 ⊇ Q0/pOLRad(O¯L) is
the preimage of m0 under id ⊗Fq ψ : AL,fδ′ → AL,fδ , and id is the identity map
on O¯L/Rad(O¯L). It follows by Definition 5.8 that φ∗(Hg) and φ∗(Hg′) are in the
same block assuming if these two conditions are satisfied.
The rest of the proof focuses on verifying the above two conditions. First as-
sume fδ′ > 1. Suppose x = (δBγ)k − δBtrδ,H and x′ = (δBγ)k′ − δBtr sat-
isfy xALH ,fδ , x′ALH ,fδ ( δBALH ,fδ , where k, k′ ∈ N. Then there exists i ∈
{0, . . . , fδ − 1} such that
Ii := x
′ALH ,fδ + σ
i
LH ,fδ
(x)ALH ,fδ ( δBALH ,fδ .
This follows from the same argument in the proof of Lemma 5.24 that shows the
existence of i′ ∈ {0, . . . , fδ − 1} satisfying (C.9). We may also assume Ii ∩RLH =
{0}: otherwise, by identifying K with LH using the isomorphism τH , we see the
subroutine finds an idempotent δ0 of RK at Line 23 satisfying δ0δ 6∈ {0, δ}, and
properly refines IK .
By Lemma 5.6 and the assumption Ii ∩RLH = {0}, we know there exist i1, i2 ∈ Z
such that
σi1L,fδ(
g−1
x′), σi1+iL,fδ (
g−1x), σi2L,fδ(
g′−1
x′), σi2+iL,fδ (
g′−1x) ∈ m0. (C.12)
By Definition 5.7, there exist primitive fδth roots of unity ξ, ξ′ ∈ Fqfδ satisfying
σL,fδ(tδ,H) = ξ · tδ,H and σL,fδ(t) = ξ′ · t. As x = δBγk − δBtrδ,H and x′ =
δBγ
k′ − δBtr, (C.12) implies
g−1(trδ,H) ≡ ξ(i2−i1)r g
′−1
(trδ,H) (mod m0) (C.13)
and
g−1(tr) ≡ ξ(i2−i1)r g′−1(tr) (mod m0). (C.14)
On the other hand, as HgDQ0 , Hg′DQ0 ∈ B, we know from Definition 5.8 that
the order of the unique element c ∈ (AL,fδ/m0)× satisfying g−1tδ,H + m0 = c ·
(g
′−1
tδ,H + m0) is coprime to fδ. As r is coprime to fδ, we see from (C.13) that
i2− i1 is divisible by fδ. Then (C.14) becomes g
−1
(tr) ≡ g′−1(tr) (mod m0). So the
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order of the unique element c ∈ (AL,fδ/m0)× satisfying g−1t+m0 = c · (g′−1t+m0)
is coprime to fδ, as desired.
Next assume eδ′ > 1. Let u¯ be the element computed at Line 18 and regard it as
an element of O¯LH/Rad(O¯LH ) by identifying K with LH using the isomorphism
τH . Suppose y = (δBµ)` − u¯r′ satisfies yALH ,fδ ( δBALH ,fδ , where ` ∈ N. We
may assume yALH ,fδ ∩ RLH = {0}, since otherwise the idempotent δ0 generating
yALH ,fδ ∩RLH satisfies δ0δ 6∈ {0, δ} and is used to properly refine IK .
If eδ′ > 1 and fδ = 1, the ring ALH ,fδ is just O¯LH/Rad(O¯LH ), and we have y = 0
in this case. So g−1y = g′−1y = 0, which implies
g−1
(u¯r
′
) ≡ g
′−1
(u¯r
′
) (mod
Q0/pOL
Rad(O¯L)). (C.15)
Let c1, c2 ∈ κ×Q0 be the residues of g
−1
u¯ and g′−1u¯ modulo Q0/pOL
Rad(O¯
LH
)
respectively.
Then (c2/c1)r
′
= 1. So the order of c2/c1 divides r′, which is coprime to eδ. By
Definition 5.8, the order of the unique element c ∈ κ×Q0 satisfying
g−1sδ,H + I = c · (g′−1sδ,H + I)
is coprime to eδ (and hence to eδ′), where I = (Q0/pOL)e(Q0)/eδ+1. Then we have
g−1
s
eδ/eδ′
δ,H + I
′ = ceδ/eδ′ ·
(
g′−1
s
eδ/eδ′
δ,H + I
′
)
(C.16)
and the order of ceδ/eδ′ is coprime to eδ′ . By the definition of u¯, we may rewrite
(C.16) as
c1(
g−1s) + I ′ = c2ceδ/eδ′ · (g′−1s+ I ′).
As the order of c2/c1 and that of ceδ/eδ′ are coprime to eδ′ , the second condition
above is satisfied.
Finally, assume eδ′ > 1 and fδ > 1. Then there exists j ∈ {0, . . . , fδ − 1} such that
I ′j := yALH ,fδ + σ
i
LH ,fδ
(x)ALH ,fδ ( δBALH ,fδ ,
where x = δBγk− δBtrδ,H is as above. Again we may assume I ′j ∩RLH = {0} since
otherwise IK is properly refined. Then there exist i1, i2 ∈ Z such that
σi1L,fδ(
g−1y), σi1+jL,fδ (
g−1x), σi2L,fδ(
g′−1y), σi2+jL,fδ (
g′−1x) ∈ m0.
As x = δBγk − δBtrδ,H and σL,fδ(tδ,H) = ξ · tδ,H , again we conclude that i2 − i1 is
divisible by fδ. As the order of σLH ,fδ on δBALH ,fδ is fδ, we may assume i1 = i2.
As y = (δBµ)` − u¯r′ , we have
σi1L,fδ
(
g−1
(u¯r
′
)
)
≡ σi1L,fδ
(
g′−1
(u¯r
′
)
)
(mod m0).
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As σL,fδ fixes every maximal ideal of O¯L/Rad(O¯L) setwisely, and
m0 ∩ (O¯L/Rad(O¯L)) = Q0/pOL
Rad(O¯L) ,
we see (C.15) still holds. The rest of the proof is the same as in the case eδ′ > 1,
fδ = 1.
Lemma 5.26. Let G be a finite group acting transitively on a set S. Let D be a
subgroup ofG and let k be the number ofD-orbits in S. Suppose k > 1. Let ` ∈ N+
be the least prime factor of k. Let P = Pm be the system of stabilizers of depth m
for somem ≥ ` (with respect to the action of G on S). Then for any x ∈ S and any
P-scheme of double cosets C with respect to D that is homogeneous on Gx, there
exists no antisymmetric (C,D)-separated P-scheme.
Proof. Assume to the contrary that there exist x ∈ S, a P-scheme of double
cosets C = {CH : H ∈ P} with respect to D that is homogeneous on Gx, and
an antisymmetric (C,D)-separated P-scheme C˜ = {C˜H : H ∈ P}. As G acts
transitively on S, we know C is homogeneous on Gx for all x ∈ S.
Fix x0 ∈ S and consider the bijection λx0 : S → Gx0\G sending gx0 to Gx0g−1.
It is an equivalence between the action of G on S and that on Gx0\G by inverse
right translation. Let B0 be a block of C˜Gx0 and define T := λ
−1
x0
(B0) ⊆ S. As C
is homogeneous on Gx0 and C˜ is (C,D)-separated, we know T is a complete set of
representatives of the D-orbits in S, and hence |B0| = |T | = k.
The group G acts diagonally on S(`). And Sym(`) acts on S(`) by permuting the
coordinates. As the two actions commute, we know Sym(`) permutes the G-orbits
in S(`). Fix z ∈ T (`) and let Hz be the subgroup of Sym(`) fixing Gz setwisely.
Using the bijection λz : Gz → Gz\G, the action of Hz on Gz induces an action
on Gz\G. In the proof of Lemma 2.18, we showed that the latter action induces a
semiregular action on the set of the blocks of C˜Gz .
Let Uz := T (`) ∩Gz. Suppose z = (z1, . . . , z`). For g ∈ G, the element gz is in Uz
iff λx0(gzi) ∈ λx0(T ) = B0 for all i ∈ [`]. Fix i ∈ [`] and choose gi ∈ G satisfying
gix0 = zi. Then cx0,gi : Gx0\G→ Gzi\G sendsB0 to a blockBi ∈ C˜Gzi . Also note
that cx0,gi ◦ λx0 = λzi . So λx0(gzi) ∈ B0 is equivalent to λzi(gzi) ∈ Bi. As
λzi(
gzi) = Gzig
−1 = piGz ,Gzi (Gzg
−1) = piGz ,Gzi ◦ λz(gz),
we see that λz(Uz) consists of the elements x ∈ Gz\G satisfying piGz ,Gzi (x) ∈ Bi
for all i ∈ [`]. By compatibility of C˜, the set λz(Uz) is a disjoint union of blocks of
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C˜Gz . Moreover, by regularity of C˜, the cardinality of these blocks are all divisible
by |B0| = k.
Note that the action of Hz on Gz fixes the set Uz setwisely. So the semiregular
action of Hz on the set of the blocks of C˜Gz restricts to a semiregular action on
the subset of the blocks in λz(Uz). By the previous paragraph, we know |Uz| is a
multiple of k|Hz|.
The set T (`) is a disjoint union of subsets of the form Uz where z ∈ T (`). The group
Sym(`) permutes these subsets. By the orbit-stabilizer theorem, each Sym(`)-orbit
O is a disjoint union of |Sym(`)|/|Hz| subsets of the same cardinality |Uz|, where
z is an arbitrary element in O. So
|O| = |Sym(`)||Hz| · |Uz|
which is a multiple of k`! by the previous paragraph. It follows that |T (`)| =
k(k− 1) · · · (k− `+ 1) is a multiple of k`!. But this is impossible since none of the
factors k − 1, . . . , k − `+ 1 are divisible by the prime number `.
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A p p e n d i x D
LIST OF ALGORITHMS
Name Reference Page
ComputeQuotientRing Lemma 3.8 57
ComputeResidue Lemma 3.9 57
ComputeEmbeddings Lemma 3.10 58
ComputeRingHom Lemma 3.11 58
ExtractFactors Algorithm 1, Theorem 3.7 60
ComputePscheme Algorithm 2, Theorem 3.8 63
CompatibilityAndInvarianceTest Algorithm 3, Lemma 3.13 65
FreeModuleTest Lemma 3.16 67
SplitByZeroDivisor Lemma 3.17 67
RegularityTest Algorithm 4, Lemma 3.14 68
StrongAntisymmetryTest Algorithm 5, Lemma 3.15 70
PschemeAlgorithm Algorithm 6, Theorem 3.9 75
Automorphism Algorithm 17, Lemma 3.18 247
Table D.1: Algorithms and subroutines in the P-scheme algorithm
Name Reference Page
AdjoinRoot Lemma 4.8 86
SplittingField Algorithm 7, Lemma 4.9 87
Stabilizers Algorithm 8, Lemma 4.10 88
Tower Theorem 4.1 90
GeneralAction Algorithm 9, Theorem 4.2 92
SubgroupSystem Algorithm 16, Lemma 8.1 204
Table D.2: Algorithms for constructing number fields
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Name Reference Page
ComputeRelEmbeddings Lemma 4.7 86
ComputeRings Lemma 5.7 116
ComputeRingHoms Lemma 5.8 117
ExtractFactorsV2 Algorithm 10, Theorem 5.6 119
ComputeDoubleCosetPscheme1 Algorithm 11, Theorem 5.7 124
CompatibilityAndInvarianceTestV2 Lemma 5.12 125
RegularityTestV2 Lemma 5.13 125
StrongAntisymmetryTestV2 Lemma 5.14 125
RamificationIndexTest Algorithm 12, Lemma 5.15 127
InertiaDegreeTest Algorithm 13, Lemma 5.16 128
ComputeOrdinaryPscheme Algorithm 14, Theorem 5.8 137
GeneralizedPschemeAlgorithm Algorithm 15, Theorem 5.9 139
ComputeAdvice Algorithm 18, Lemma 5.17 255
SplitByExp Lemma C.1 259
SurjectivityTest Algorithm 19, Lemma 5.24 261
RingHomTest Algorithm 20, Lemma 5.25 267
Table D.3: Algorithms and subroutines in the generalized P-scheme algorithm
1The subroutine ComputeDoubleCosetPscheme is not actually used in the generalized P-
scheme algorithm, but only serves as a preliminary version of ComputeOrdinaryPscheme.
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LIST OF NOTATIONS
N+. set of positive integers.
[k]. set {1, 2, . . . , k}.
A−B. set difference {x : x ∈ A and x 6∈ B}.
|S|. cardinality of S.
log. logarithmic function with base 2.∐
Si. disjoint union of sets Si.
0S . coarsest partition of a set S.
∞S . finest partition of a set S.
S(k). set of k-tuples of distinct elements from S.
f ◦ g. composition of functions f and g, from right to left.
char(K). characteristic of a field K.
gcd(f, g). greatest common divisor of polynomials f and g.
e. identity element of a group.
gH . left coset {gh : h ∈ H}.
Hg. right coset {hg : h ∈ H}.
G/H . left coset space {gH : g ∈ G}.
H\G. right coset space {Hg : g ∈ G}.
HgK. double coset {hgh′ : h ∈ H, h′ ∈ K}.
H\G/K. double coset space {HgK : g ∈ G}.
[G : H]. index of a subgroup H in G.
〈H1, . . . , Hk〉. join of subgroups H1, . . . , Hk.
〈g1, . . . , gk〉. subgroup generated by g1, . . . , gk.
H EG. H is a normal subgroup of G.
NG(H). normalizer of H in G.
Z(G). center of G.
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(a1 a2 · · · an). permutation sending ai to ai+1 for 1 ≤ i < n and an to a1.
Sym(S), Sym(n). symmetric group.
Alt(S), Alt(n). alternating group.
Aut(G). automorphism group of a group G.
Inn(G). inner automorphism group of a group G.
Out(G). outer automorphism group of a group G.
gx. alias for the element ϕ(g, x) where ϕ is a group action.
gT . set {gx : x ∈ T}.
Gx. G-orbit {gx : g ∈ G} of an element x.
Gx. stabilizer of an element x.
GT . pointwise stabilizer of a set T .
G{T}. setwise stabilizer of a set T .
Gx1,...,xk . pointwise stabilizer of {x1, . . . , xk}.
SG. set of fixed points of G in a set S.
AG. subgroup (resp. subring, subfield) of G-invariant elements of the abelian
group (resp. ring, field) A.
Pm. system of stabilizers of depthm.
λx. the map from a G-orbit S containing x to Gx\G sending gx to Gxg−1.
piH,H′ . projection from H\G to H ′\G.
cH,g. conjugation from H\G to gHg−1\G.
d(G), d′(G). See Definition 2.8.
b(G). minimal base size of a permutation group G.
piki . projection from S(k) to S(k−1) omitting the kth coordinate.
pikT . projection from S(k) to S(k−1) omitting the coordinates with indices in T .
ckg . permutation of S(k) sending x to gx.
Π(C). m-scheme constructed from a P-scheme C (see Definition 2.12).
C(Π). P-scheme constructed from anm-scheme Π (see Definition 2.13).
1S . block {(x, x) : x ∈ S} of an association scheme on S.
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cgg′,g′′ . See Definition 2.15.
Π(P ). 3-collection constructed from a partition P (see Definition 2.16).
P (Π). partition constructed from a 3-collection Π (see Definition 2.16).
(x), xR, Rx. ideal of a ring R generated by x.
OK . ring of integers of a number field K.
Aut(K/K0). automorphism group of a field extension K/K0.
Gal(K/K0). Galois group of a Galois extension K/K0.
Gal(f/K0). Galois group of K/K0 where K is the splitting field of f over K0.
O¯K . quotient ring OK/pOK .
iK,L. inclusion O¯K ↪→ O¯L in Chapter 3, or RK ↪→ RL in Chapter 5.
P (I). See Definition 3.2 and Definition 5.4.
I(P ). See Definition 3.2 and Definition 5.4.
δB. See Definition 3.2 and Definition 5.4.
Bδ. See Lemma 3.5 and Lemma 5.4.
O′K . a p-maximal order of K.
φ¯. ring homomorphism O¯K → O¯K′ induced from an embedding φ : K ↪→ K ′.
P]. poset of subfields corresponding to P via Galois correspondence.
τH . fixed isomorphism K → LH (which is K0-linear in Chapter 5).
∼=K0 . isomorphism over a field K0.
c(P). complexity of a subgroup system P .
‖α‖. greatest absolute value of i(α) where i ranges over embeddings Q(α) ↪→ C.
P+. subgroup system {U : H ⊆ U ⊆ NG(H), H ∈ P}.
h˜, ψ0, A0, K0. See Chapter 5.
κP. residue field of P.
e(P). ramification index of P over pOK0 .
f(P). inertia degree of P over pOK0 .
DP. decomposition group of P over K0.
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IP. inertia group of P over K0.
WP. wild inertia group of P over K0.
e(HgD). ramification index of a double coset HgD.
f(HgD). inertia degree of a double coset HgD.
Rad(A). radical of a ring A.
Rad(g). radical of a polynomial g.
RK . ring
{
x ∈ O¯K/Rad(O¯K) : xp = x
}
.
piDH,H′ . projection from H\G/D to H ′\G/D.
cDH,g. conjugation from H\G/D to gHg−1\G/D.
A⊗Fq B. tensor product of A and B over Fq.
AK,i. ring (O¯K/Rad(O¯K))⊗Fq Fqi .
σK,i. automorphism of AK,i sending a⊗ b to aq ⊗ b.
AnnR(S). annihilator of S in R.
φˆ. ring homomorphism O¯K/Rad(O¯K) → O¯K′/Rad(O¯K′) induced from φ :
K ↪→ K ′.
φ˜. ring homomorphism RK → RK′ induced from φ : K ↪→ K ′.
eδ, fδ. See Section 5.7.
P|H . restriction of a subgroup system P to H .
C|H . restriction of a P-collection C to H .
Π|x1,...,xk . See Definition 6.3.
Pcl. closure of a subgroup system P .
Π‖T . restriction of anm-collection Π to a subset T .
AGL(V ). general affine group on V .
G oG′. wreath product of groups G and G′.
dSym(n). alias for d(G) where G = Sym(S) acts naturally on S, |S| = n.
GL(V ), GLn(q). general linear group.
ΓL(V ), ΓLn(q). general semilinear group.
PGL(V ), PGLn(q). projective linear group.
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PΓL(V ), PΓLn(q). projective semilinear group.
dGL(n, q), dΓL(n, q), dPGL(n, q), dPΓL(n, q). See Definition 7.2.
m(n),m′(n). See Definition 7.3.
PG,N . See Definition 8.1.
soc(G). socle of a finite group G.
Hol(G). holomorph of a group G.
Map(S, T ). set of all maps from the set S to the set T .
T twrϕ P . twisted wreath product with respect to the data (T, P, ϕ).
U(k, q). fully deleted permutation module for Sym(k) over Fq.
G1 ⊗ · · · ⊗Gk. tensor product of the linear groups Gi.
g1 ⊗ · · · ⊗ gk. image of (g1, . . . , gk) in G1 ⊗ · · · ⊗Gk.
INDEX
A
action, 12
affine scheme, 123, 241
affine type, 208, 214
algebraic integer, 52
algebraic number, 52
almost simple group, 208
almost simple type, 208, 211
annihilator, 115
antisymmetry
of a P-scheme, 19
of a P-scheme of double cosets,
113
of anm-scheme, 23
association scheme, 30
automorphism group
of a field extension, 52
of a group, 11
B
base, 21
basis of a free module, 51
block, 10
C
(C,D)-separatedness, 132
center of a group, 11
CFSG, 200
Chinese remainder theorem, 50
classical group, 200
classification of finite simple groups,
see CFSG
closure, 99, 162
compatibility
of a P-collection, 18, 241
of a P-collection of double
cosets, 112
of anm-collection, 22
complete
factorization, 1
idempotent decomposition, 51
completely reducible, 44
complexity of a subgroup system, 81
composition factor, 200
composition series, 200
conjugate
subfield, 52
subgroup, 11
conjugation, 17, 112
coprime ideals, 50
cyclotomic scheme, 39
D
decomposition group, 107
Dedekind domain, 53
depth, 15
diagonal action, 12
diagonal type, 209, 222
direct product
of P-collections, 175
ofm-schemes, 176
discreteness
of a P-scheme, 19
of a P-scheme of double cosets,
113
of anm-scheme, 23
discriminant of a polynomial, 96
double coset, 11
doubly regular tournament, 39
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E
equivalent actions, 16
exceptional group of Lie type, 200
F
faithful action, 12
finitely generated module, 51
fixed
subfield, 13
subring, 13
flat module, 114, 253
free module, 51
Frobenius automorphism, 107
fully deleted permutation module,
214
fundamental theorem of Galois
theory, 52
G
Galois closure, 52
Galois extension, 52
Galois group, 52
Galois theory, 52
general
affine group, 173
linear group, 180
semilinear group, 180
generalized P-scheme algorithm, 139
generalized Riemann hypothesis, see
GRH
G-invariant, 13
G-module, 13
G-orbit, see orbit
great common divisor, 11
GRH, 3
group action, see action
G-set, 12
H
having a singleton, 143
holomorph, 209
homogeneity
of a P-scheme, 19
of a P-scheme of double cosets,
113
of anm-scheme, 23
I
I-advice, 130
ideal, 49
idempotent, 45, 50
idempotent decomposition, 45, 51
imprimitive
m-scheme, 171
permutation group, 89
imprimitive wreath product action,
179
index of a subgroup, 11
induction of a P-scheme, 154
inertia degree
of a double coset, 109
of a prime ideal, 106
inertia group, 107
inner automorphism, 11
integral, 52
invariance
of a P-collection, 18, 241
of a P-collection of double
cosets, 113
of anm-collection, 22
inverse right translation, 16
of P-schemes, 148
irreducible lifted polynomial, 5, 102
irreducible linear group, 214
282
J
join, 11
join-closed, 165
Jordan-Hölder theorem, 200
K
k-transitive, 12
(k + 1/2)-transitive, 12
L
left coset, 11
left translation, 16
Lie rank, 205
lifted polynomial, 5, 102
linear group, 181
locally constant
inertia degrees, 109
ramification indices, 109
lying over, 53, 106
M
matching, 29
maximal ideal, 49
maximal subgroup, 11
m-collection, 22
minimal base size, 21
monic polynomial, 11
m-scheme, 22
N
natural action of linear groups, 181,
193
nilpotent, 109
nilradical, see radical of a ring
non-standard action, 212
normal subgroup, 11
normalization, 123
normalizer, 11
number field, 52
O
O’Nan-Scott theorem, 211
Odd Order Theorem, 174
orbit, 12
P-scheme, 33
m-scheme, 33
orbit-stabilizer theorem, 17
orbital graph, 172
orthogonal idempotents, 45, 50
outer automorphism group, 12
P
Paley tournament, 39
partially ordered set, see poset
partition, 10
P-collection, 18
of double cosets, 112
permutation group, 12
permutation isomorphic actions, 16
permutation representation, 12
p-maximal order, 56
pointwise stabilizer, 12
poset, 15
power
non-residue, 3
residue, 3
primary tensor, 216
prime ideal, 49
primitive
m-scheme, 171
association scheme, 171
idempotent, 50
linear group, 214
permutation group, 89
primitive element, 52
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primitive element theorem, 52, 84
primitive wreath product action, 210
product type, 210, 225
projection, 17, 112
projective
linear group, 181
semilinear group, 181
space, 181
proper
factorization, 1, 143
ideal, 49
idempotent decomposition, 51
refinement, 10
P-scheme, 18, 241
of double cosets, 112
P-scheme algorithm, 75
Pyber’s base size conjecture, 212
Q
quasisimple group, 215
R
radical
of a polynomial, 110
of a ring, 109
ramification index
of a double coset, 109
of a prime ideal, 106
rank of a module, 51
refinement, 10
regular action, 12
regularity
of a P-collection, 18, 241
of a P-collection of double
cosets, 113
of a prime, 122
of anm-collection, 23
relative number field, 79
residue field, 106
restriction
of a P-collection, 149
of a partition, 10
of a subgroup system, 148
of anm-collection to a subset,
168
right coset, 11
ring of integers, 52
S
scalar linear transformation, 181
schemes conjecture, 147, 159
for permutation groups, 147, 160
Schreier conjecture, 211
self-reduction of discreteness, 185
semilinear transformation, 180
semiregular action, 12
semisimple
algebra, 50
ring, 50
set of fixed points, 12
set of imprimitivity, 89
setwise stabilizer, 12
simple group, 200
size, 56
socle, 208
splitting field, 52
splitting of prime ideals, 53, 106
complete splitting, 53
sporadic simple group, 200
square-free, 44
square-free factorization, 44, 115
stabilizer, 12
standard action, 180, 188, 212
strong antisymmetry
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of a P-scheme, 20
of a P-scheme of double cosets,
113
of anm-scheme, 23
structure constants, 3, 55
subfield system, 61, 80
subgroup system, 15
subquotient, 11
symmetry
of a P-scheme, 19
of anm-scheme, 23
system of stabilizers, 15
T
tensor product of linear groups, 214
transitive action, 12
twisted wreath type, 211, 227
U
unique factorization domain, 1, 11
V
valency, 30
W
wild inertia group, 108
wreath product
of P-schemes, 178
ofm-schemes, 178
of groups, 177
